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EXCUTIVE SUMMARY

The Vulnerability Model (VM) is a computerized simulation system for
assessing damage that results from marine spills of hazardous materials;
the final report, summarized here, describes the research background,
computational techniques, and preliminary test results associated with
the first
stage of development of the VII.
This first
stage of model
development consisted of the design and implementation of an operational
computer simulation, thereby demonstrating the feasibility of the philosophy, concepts, and approaches pertaining to the VM.
Certain aspects of
the modeling, as now operational, are subject to enhancement by augmentation, increase in precision, or both.
Ultimately, the model is intended
to be a comprehensive tool for assessing damage resulting from marine
spills.
The research and development effort reported here was performed
under Department of Transportation United States Coast Guard Contract
number DOT-CG-33377-A.
The entire documentation for the effort has five
levels of reporting detail: (1) this executive summary presents a nontechnical overview of the VM purpose, structure, and operation, briefly
describes methods of damage assessment, indicates the research background
supporting the VII, and summarizes preliminary test results; (2) the main
body of the final report provides the technical aspects of the VM structure,
development, and use; (3) to allow a smooth flow to the presentation in
the main report, more detailed information, such as involved mathematical
derivations, complex flow charts, and case-history details, is relegated
to the several appendixes; (4) a user's guide is provided as a separate
document giving the details of the computer programming and the operation

of the VII; (5)

finally the Coast Guard has been Issued the computer tapes

and card decks required

to set up and run the VI.

In recent years, industrial expansion, new technologies, and a
centralization of chemical production have led to increased bulk transport of hazardous chemicals on U. S. waters.
Steadily increasing transport of fuels, both canventional and nuclear, is required to meet the
demands of the current energy crisis.
An increase in the quantity and
variety of hazardous chemicals tran-ported in bulk is required to meet
the demands of a U. S. chemical industry that is expanding at a rate many
times that oi population growth
[$S:.
To address the problems posed by the increase in transport of hazardous
materials, the U. S. Congress has passed the Ports and Waterways Safety Act
of 1972 that charges the U. S. Coast Guard with providing for the safety
of "ports, harbors, waterfront areas, and navigable waterways of the United
States."
To discharge these duties related to safety, the U. S. Coast

1$1]

LuckrAtz, R.T.
Hazardous materlals spill prevention in the bulk
marine carriage of dangerous cargoes, pp. 18-24.
In Control of
Hazardous Material Spills, Proceedings of the 1974 National Conference on Control of Hazardous Material Spills.
Am. Inst. Chem.
Eng., New York, 1974.

Guard engages in such facets of spill control as prevention, containment
operations, cleanup, and restoration. Although the re~sponse activities,
such as containment, receive such publicity, the most productive spill
control measure appears to be prevention, since spills of hazardous
materials are difficult to detect, contain, control, or mitig~ate, and
the damage caused by such spills is difficult to reverse. In order to
assure the safety of marine transport by spill prevention. the Coast
Guard is authorized to regulate the movement of bulk cargoes and the design
and operation of vessels carrying them. The prevention of all accidental
spills, how.ever, appears unrealistic, because the only known way to preclude accidents entirely is to abstain from the activity giving rise to
them.
Since cessation of marine transportation is impractical, some risk is
unavoidable due to the threats posed by mechanical failure, by unusual
environmental conditions (severe storm, tidal wave), and by human fallibility. Although the risk cannot be completely eliminated, appropriate
regulations can reduce risk. However, substantial increases In safety
rarely come cheaply. The reduction in risk attributable to any regulation
must be weighed against the increased operation costs or capital expendi-]
tures such regulation requires. The need to perform cost-benefit analyses
of Coast Guard actions has led to a research and development program to
establish a Risk Management System. The 'INis an important component of
this system.
Backgtround of Risk Management System [S21

Development of the Risk Management System began in the spring of 1971.
It

involves analytic development in three separate fields:
Spill-Risk Analysis (Spill Analysis)

a

-

assessment of risks that

a vessel or facility spill will occur and assessment of ýhe effectiveness of spill prevention regulationR
9

Vulnerability Analysis (Public Damage Assessment) - assessment of
the threats to people, property, and the environment due to spills
from a vessel or marine facility

a

System Cost Analysis (Economic Impact) - assessment of the cost
impacts on the government and consumers of implementing alternative regulatory actions for spill prevention

Figure S.1 depicts a systems approach to risk man~agement which is the
goal of the Risk Management System. When fully developed, this methodology
will be applicable, both to nationwide regulation and to special circumstances within local port or waterway areas, for assessing the costs and
benefits expected from regulatory changes within those areas.

[S21

Dunn. W.A., and P.M. Tullier.
Spill Risk Analysis Program.
Phase 11.
Methodology Development and Demonstration.
Operations Research, Inc.,
Silver Spring, Md., August 1974.
USCG Report No. Cr-D-l.5-75 (NTIS AD

785026).
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Goal of This Effort
The use of deterministic models for assessing damage to vulnerable
resources is not a new idea. Such modeling efforts have been used extensively for many years in the areas of civil defense (especially nuclear
weapon attack assessments) and war gaming. What is new, however, is the
use of these techniques to assess damages resulting from spills of cargoes
carried in marine transport.
Such modeling efforts can provide the Coast
Guard with valuable information on which it can base its regulatory decisions.
Thus, this research represents an effort to develop and to demonstrate the utility of techniques specifically designed to support regulatory
decision-making.
A secondary use of considerable import is to 3ssist in the planning and
selection of response actions. A further benefit in obtaining a workable
model at this stage of development is in identifying those areas of modeling
most critical in obtaining accurate hazard assessments.
Limitations on the Scope of This Effort
A main consideration in developing a damage assessment tool has been
to establish a workable model within a framework flexible enough to allow
for future model enhancements.
The approach taken was to simulate the spill
through a series of separate submodels, many of which had previously been
developed for the Coast Guard.
In modeling complex physical processes, it
has been necessary to make simplifying assumptions.
A conservative design
philosophy guided the development of models used in the VH; consequently,
whenever alternate approximations were available, the approximations were
chosen so that the VM does not underestimate damage.
The approximations
made in model development are recognized, but the modularized structure of
the VM facilitat s the insertion of additional and improved models as they
become available.
In order to obtain a complete working damage assessment model within
the time and resources allocated and to make maximum possible use of previous
model development work, the scope of this effort was limited.
Some of the
more important limitations are as follows.
9

The portion of the population indoors is considered to be sheltered;
no damage is assessed to the indoor populace.
Further, it was
assumed that fifty percent of the subject population was indoors.*

9

Census data were used to determine the location of the vulnerable
population; since census data primarily deal with the location of
the residence of people, no modeling was effected to deal with the
movement of people from home to work, to school, to recreational
areas, or to other nonresidential locations.

a

Most of the physicochemical models consider that only a single
process occurs at one time, so that separate physical events
occurring simultaneously are modeled as a sequence of separate
events; for example, the VM models spilling, spreading, and burning
as separate events, each terminating before the next can begin,
even though these events can and do occur simultaneouoly.

Actually, 80-85 % of the population is normally indoors, but damage
to the indoor population is not modeled in this first
staqe of the VM.
iv

e

Explosion of an unconfined vapor cloud is partially determined by
a user input option and pa~tially determined by the simulated
characteristics of the vapor cloud; since the decision to simulate
an explosion is not entirely based on physical principles, it may
properly be argued that the VM will simulate an explosion when, in
fact, none could occur.

e

Damage to the environment is not currently assessed; however the
concentration of hazardous material in air and water is computed,
so that the user may estimate environmental consequences at his
option.

e

Test runs were performed only for five cargoes.

*

Only inhalation toxicity was treated; injury by ingestion of toxic

materials was not assessed.
*

Secondary damage mechanisms, such as ignition of expecially hazardous establishments (e.g., refineries), were not treated; only the
direct consequences of the spill were simulated.

9

Response actions (e.g., spill containment,
and fire fighting) were not considered.

•

Spills of solids and reacting chemicals were not considered.

e

Underwater releases were not considered.

o

Explosion damage to structures is assessed on the assumption that
the structures affected are framed with wood members.

population evacuation,

This listing of constraints on the development of the VM to its current
state is not intended to discredit the VM.
Rather this information is
provided to help define just what type of results might reasonably be
expected from the VM at this time.
Although the VM has several important
limitations, it is believed that, as it now stands, the VM is a useful
tool for the risk analysis of marine spills; with further development and
improvement, the VM should be able to provide even more utility and insight
to the considerations of this important problem.
Major Accomplishment
The major accomplishment of this effort has been the demonstration that
the concept of the VM is suitable for implementation as a functioning tool
for use in risk analysis.
It has been demonstrated that all of the building
blocks required for a vulnerability analysis, viz., the data bases describing
the vulnerable resources and physical setting of the spill, the predictive
models describing spill development, and the predictive models describing
damage to the vulnerable resources, are either currently available or can
be obtained.
Exercise of the VII for five hazardous cargoes of particular
interest, for a variety of spill sizes, and for various environmental

v

conditions has yielded Jamage estimates that are Judgementally credible
within the input assumptions and apparently consistent with observations
of actual accidental spills.
(However, the amount of available
quantitative information concerned with damage resulting from accidental
spills of hazardous materials is imal..)
Application of the VM
The VM is a damage assessment tool.
Given a spill
scenario by the
user, that is,
given the characteristics of the spill
and the physical
setting in which the spill
occurs, the Vii simulates the physicochemical
transformations of the spilled material and estimates the damages inflicted
on vulnerable resources by these procasses.
The VM addresses such questions
as:
If X tons of substance Y wtre spilled at location Z with the wind
blowing due nnrth, etc., how many people might be killed or injured? How
many structures will be damaged? How much water and air
pollution will
occur and where?
The VM is a deterministic model; that is,
the probability
of occurrence of the various events comprising the spill
scenario is not
considered.
Instead the scenarto specified by the user leads invariably
to a particular spill
development and damage estimate.
Other ongoing
elements of the USCG Risk Analysis Research Program are concerned with
the definition of changes in the probabilities of events comprising the
spill
scenario as a function of changes in regulatory and operational controls.
The probability changes, combined with VM damage estimates, will
be used to determine the risk reduction benefit of certain types of Coast
Guard safety actions.
Limitations on Use of the Results Derived from the VM
There is a danger that the preliminary results obtained from the VM
might be misinterpreted, so care must be exercised in considerations of
these results.
One point that must always be borne in mind is that the
VM is entirely deterministic.
The damage assessed by the model is predicated on a set of circumstances
(input conditions) chosen by the user.
The probability that such a set of
conditions exists is not considered by the VM.
The likelihood of a spill
is
small; this small probability combined with the probabilities of all
of the
other conditions yields a small overall probability that any given scenario
actually occurs.
Thus, although the consequences of some simulations are
quite dire, the risk (the mathematical expectation) is small; large losses
from rare events do not necessarily indicate a high risk activity.
Because the VM is completely deterministic and because no assessment
is made of the likelihood of a user-chosen scenario, considerable judgment
and experience are required to avoid unreasonable (even impossible) input
conditions.
For example, it is possible to simulate very large spills,
even
though no vessel in existence is large enough to carry that much cargo.
Another illustration of possible misuse of the Vi is that the user may
specify a large spill at a given site, even though ships capable of carrying
that large a cargo as a single load cannot navigate the waters required to
reach that spill
site.
It must also be acknowledged, when interpreting
results, that the VM is in its
first
stage of development.
Spills have
been simulated for only five liquids.
Solids, reacting substances, secondary
damage mechanisms, damage to indoor (sheltered) populations, etc., have not

vi

been modeled.
Although such omissions do not automatically mean the
results are incorrect, evaluation of results in a general context is aot
possible without further model development.
Finally, interpretation of
the results should be tempered with the knowledge that the VM alone cannot
determine the risk of marine transport in comparison to other forms of
bulk transport or even other human activity involving risk.
Overview of the VM
1.

Scope

The VM is a computer simulation designed to provide quantitative
measures of the consequences of marine spills of hazardous materials.
The
simulation starts with a description of the nature of the spill itself,
continues through the dispersion of the hazardous material, and ultimately
includes assessment of the immediate effects of the spill on surrounding
vulnerable resources, namely, people, property, and the environment.
The model is designed so that it may ultimately treat any type of
material carried in bulk quantities in marine transportation.
These
materials may exist in gas, liquid, or solid phase as cargoes and may
change phase upon release into the air or water environment.
The materials
may react, dissolve, or otherwise be admixed with surrounding air and water.
Where appropriate, the model treats the mass transfer from a material
spilled in or on the water to the air. The logical sequencing in the VM
has been designed so that the VM can treat virtually all of the large class
of materials carried in bulk in marine transport; however, the computational
submodels are not available now to describe the behavior of all of these
materials when spilled.
With the submodels that are operational, the VM
is able to treat spills of many liquids and gases carried in bulk quantities. Many cargoes of particular hazard are carried as bulk liquids which
can currently be treated by the VM at this first stage of development.
At
present, the VM has been exercised for only five cargoes.
2.

Simulation Scenario

The simulation requires three types of descriptive data that define:
(1) the spill, (2) the physical setting in which the spill occurs, and
(3) the vulnerable resources that are subject to the effects of the spill.
The spill is described in terms of its location and spill rate, the physical
and chemical properties of the spilled material, and the quantity of the
spill.
The physical setting is described in terms of the geometric configuration of the shoreline(s), hydrologic/oceanographic properties, and
meteorological data. Vulnerable resources are described in terms of
demographic distribution, property distribution, and land/water use.
The geographic area of concern may represent any user-defined location,
a rectangular area measuring ten miles in length and five miles in width
being typical of anticipated applications.
The physical setting and the
distribution of vulnerable resources are described in terms of mutually
exclusive geographic cells that cover the entire area of concern.
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3.

Submodels

The VM consists of submodels interconnected by an executive routine,
with built-in logic dictating the sequence of submodel processing as a
function of the spill development.
Among these submodels are simulations
of surface spreading, water mixing, air dispersion, conflagration and
explosion, and submodels for assessing the effects from the dissemination
of the hazardous material on vulnerable resources.
Some of the submodels
had been designed previously under U. S. Coast Guard sponsorship as part
of theCHRIS (Chemical Hazard Response Information System) [S31 model
development.
Others were designed specifically for the VM.
A generalized
flow diagram of the model is presented in Figure S.2 and a more detailed
description follows.
4.

Operational Phases

Phase I simulates the spill itself,
The VM operates in two phases.
the physical and chemical transformations of the spilled substance and
its dissemination in space.
This phase covers the time period from the
initiation of the spill until a user-specified time has elapsed.
The
time interval between simulation calculations is specified by the user
but may be overridden by certain submodels (such as the explosion submodel).
A time-history file of the spill sequence simulated during the
first phase is retained in some form of computer storage such as magnetic
tape or disc.
In Phase II, the computer first superimposes this time-history file
upon the rvulnerable resources map and then assesses the effects of toxicity,
explosion, and/or fire on the vulnerable resources as a function of time.
Estimates of deaths and nonlethal injuries to people and of damage to
property are presented in tables.
5.

Current Status of Development
At present the VM is

in a

first

stage of development.

It

has been

demonstrated that an actual working model is capable of carrying on a
simulation from the specification of cargo and spill conditions through to
the assessment of damages to vulnerable resources.
The quantitative results
of the simulation appear to correlate with the picture of events given both
by expert judgment and by historical records of accidental spills. This
correlation is obtained even though it is recognized that some of the
modeling, by necessity, is not at the highest level of sophistication.
Furthermore, the cost of a given simulation has been kept within reasonable
bounds.
Likewise the cost of data preparation required by the VM is not
excessive.
Interpretation of output requires a knowledge of the basis
(not the technical details) of the modeling methods used and the ability
to judge the suitability of arbitrary user inputs. Once the proper use

[$S]

Raj, P.P.K., and A.S. Kalelkar.
Assessment Models in Support of the
Hazard Assessment Handbook.
Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.,
January 1974.
USCG Report No. CG-D-65-74 (NTIS AD 776617).
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of the VH is learned, there is virtually no cost involved in output interpretation, since the computer results are presented in an easy-to-understand,
user-oriented way.
Phase I Submodels
This section describes those submodels that are presently included in
Phase I of tha VM.
Because the air dispersion submodel which was originally
part of HACS* [S4] has been extensively revised, and because the fire
and
explosion submodtls were developed almost entirely in this program, these
submodels are discussed in greater detail than other Phase I subnodels.
Some of these other Phase I submodels, which were developed previously
under USCC sponsorship, were modified somewhat for inclusion in the VM.
The submodels used in the VM treat the physicochemical processes
affecting the spilled haitardous material; at the present time, the processes
simulated by the VM may be classified as follows:
1.

Cargo venting

2.

Spill development

3.

Air dispersion

4.

Combustion

(fire and explosion)

For certain of these processes different submodels are used, depending upon
the nature of the spilled substance.
Other processes, such as fire and
explosion, consist of a sequence of dissimilar events, so the computer
simulation consists of a sequence of submodels.
The operational sequence
of these various submodels is shown in Figure S.3.
The Phase I submodels for various physical and chemical processes
treated by the VM are connected by an executive and storage routine.
The
sequence of processing depends upon the cargo and the development of the
situation.
The first
submodel used is always the tank venting submodel,
which calculates the rate of escape of the cargo in both gas and liquid
phases as a function of initial
tank conditions and the size and location
of the ient or rupture.
If only gas is vented, the simulation will pass
directly to the air dispersion submodel from the venting submodel.
If the
cargo is vented as a liquid, it may remain in that phase or it may change
to gas phase.
If the cargo does change to a gas, some of it may flash
directly to a gas when the tank pressure is released, but in most cases the
bulk of the gas will be released more slowly by evaporation or boiling.
For many liquid spills, a pool of the cargo will form on the surface
of the water, but a cargo with a liquid-phase density greater than that of

*

Hazard Assessment

1S4]

Computer System

Hazard Assessment Computer System (HACS) User Manual.
Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., December 1974.
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FIGURE S.3.

OVERALL FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE VM.
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water will sink at once.
a spilled liquid:

At present there are five submodels for treating

1.

Spreading and evaporation of an immiscible,
liquid

floating, cryogenic

2.

Spreading and evaporation of an immiscible,
high vapor pressure

floating liquid with

3.

Sinking and boiling of an immiscible liquid

4.

Mixing, advection, and dilution of a miscible liquid in a tidal
river, nontidal river, or still
water

5.

Mixing, dilution, and evaporation of a miscible liquid with high
vapor pressure

Of course there are possibilities other than these five, but these five do
cover a large number of hazardous cargoes frequently carried in bulk quantities. Liquefied natural gas, for example, is treated by the first subThe
model, gasoline by the second, and liquid chlorine by the third.
fourth submodel does not give an escape of gas to the atmosphere, so the
simulation may stop with the calculation of the cargo concentration in the
water or the simulation may proceed to calculate evaporation.
The other
submodels give a rate and duration for the gas evolution, and the simulation
proceeds to the air dispersion model.
Air Dispersion
This submodel calculates the concentration of the cargo in gas phase
in the air fron the time the gas is released into the atmosphere until a
fire or explosion occurs or until the maximum time stipulated for the
simulation is reached.
The submodel is based on the Gaussian distribution, which is a theoretical solution to the partial differential equation governing diffusion.
The dispersion coefficients used in the Gaussian distribution are obtained
from the analysis of many observations of plumes from tall stacks and of
puffs of smoke or some other tracer. Plumes result from continuous releases,
whereas puffs result from instantaneous releases. Puffs are three-dimensional Gaussian distributions in which the dispersion coefficients depend
upon the distance traveled by the puff center-of-mass.
The plume is a twodimensional Gaussian distribution in which the dispersion coefficients
depend upon the distance downwind from the source to the observation point.
The values of dispersion coefficients obtained from experimental observations are parameterized on the basis of the atmospheric stability or the

turbulence class.
At present, the submodel will select the plume (continuous source
Gaussian distribution) if the release time of the spilled material into the
air is relatively long; for short release times, the puff (instantaneous
source Gaussian distribution) is selected.
Since there is no model extant
that adequately treats spills with intermediate release times, either a puff
or plume model is used until more adequate models are available.
Because

xti

the Gaussian models were based on data gathered from dilute plumes and
puffs, their use for very concentrated cases, as in the N1, is an extrapolation. When the puff model is used close to a very large spill of
material which vaporizes quickly, the standard Gaussian model gives concentrations which are higher than the density of pure cargo vapor at
ambient atmospheric temperature and pressure.
The puff model has been
modified to preclude this by allowing a region of pure cargo vapor surrounded by a region where the concentration decreases in the Gaussian
fashion.
The pure cargo vapor concentration is at the proper density
for ambient conditions. This modified distribution is used only when the
regular puff model would give unrealistically high concentrations.

I

Fire and Explosion
This group of submodels determines whether a flammable cargo will be
ignited and then determines the physical characteristics of the resulting
combustion (fire, explosion, or both).
Four types of fire and explosion
phenomena are modeled in this section of the VM; they are:
1.

Ignition

2.

Explosion

3.

Flash fire

4.

Pool burning

I

The modeling of the phenomena of fire and explosion proceeds in three
temporal phases.
First the decision of whether, when, and where ignition
occurs is made.
Subsequent to ignition either an explosion or a flash
fire is modeled.
Following either of these events, the burning of flammable
liuid on the water surface, if any liquid remains, is modeled; currently,
burning from a vessel venting flammable fuel is not modeled.
The ignition submodel determines whether ignition occurs, which ignition
source originates the ignition, and at what time during the simulation
the ignition takes place. All ignition sources are assumed to be located
at the grid cell centers.
The user predetermines whether a given ignition
source will cause fire or explosion.
The user also specifies the strength
of the ignition source.
Since combustion will occur only over a certain
range of fuel-air ratios, the decision that combustion occurs will be made
only if the vapor concentration in a given cell is within the flammability
limits for the substance under consideration and the given cell contains
an ignition source of strength sufficient to ignite the spilled substance.
The explosion submodel calculates the peak overpressure and the dynamic
impulse generated by the explosion of a flammable fuel-air (cargo-air) mixture.
In additAon to these variables that are required for damage assessment,
the explosive yield and TNT equivalent are also determined.
The well-known
scaling laws for condensed phase explosions are assumed to hold. Only that
portion of the fuel-air mixture with a concentration between the explosive
limits is permitted to contribute to the explosive yield.
For that part of
the fuel-air mixture richer than stoichiometric, but leaner than the upperexplosive-limit concentration, only that fraction of fuel for which there is
sufficient oxygen for complete burning contributes to the explosive yield.
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The flash fire submodel calculates the effective radiation intensity
level and the effective radiation duration resulting from the flash fire.
The flash fire is considered to be the rapid combustion without detonation
of the presixed fuel-air layer within the flammable concentration limits.
The heat generated essentially instantaneously by combustion is assumed
to be lost from the combustion layer entirely by radiation; thus the radiaThe time varying
tion loss as a function of time may be calculated.
radiation level is represented by a fixed radiation level (the effective
This submodel assumes that
radiation level) and an effective duration.
only that portion of the fuel-air mixture within the flammable limits burns
and then only to the extent permitted by the local oxygen concentration.
The radiation from the flash fire is assumed to affect only those portions
of space inside the burning layer.
The pool burnina submodel calculates the duration and magnitude of
thermal radiation emitted by a burning pool of flammable cargo; the radiaThis submodel
tion level is calculated for any desired point in space.
is comprised of several other submodels:
1.

Flame size

2.

Thermal radiation from flames

3.

Radiation view factor between an inclined cylindrical flame and
an arbitrarily criented surface in space

4.

Burning time

The flame size submodel calculates the height, diameter, and angle of
inclination of a flame from a burning pool; the wind blowing across the
pool surface causes the flame to be inclined with respect to the normal
to the pool surface. The formulas used to calculate flame height, diameter,
and inclination angle are empirical expressions obtained by curve fitting
experimental laboratory data and extrapolating to the larger scale occurrences possibly resulting from marine spills of hazardous materials.
The thermal radiation from flames submodel calculates the radiant
The
heat flux incident on a receptor at some distance from a burning pool.
flame from the burning pool is modeled as a cylindrical radiator of uniform
The
temperature; this constitutes t: • major assumption of this submodel.
cylindrical radiator is allowed to be inclined with respect to the vertical.
The atmospheric transmissivity and flame emissivity are assumed to be one,
i.e., the atmosphere is not allowed to absorb radiant energy and the flame
is treated as an ideal black body radiator.
The radiation view factor between an inclined flame and an arbitrarily
oriented surface in space submodel calculates, on a normalized basis, the
view factor between a cylindrical, inclined flame and a receptor; the
receptor is assumed to be oriented with respect to the flame so that it
receives the maximum possible radiation flux. The view factor is a purely
geometrical property of the spatial arrangement of the flame and receptor.
Thus no physical assumptions, except those basic to radiant heat transfer,
are required by this model.
The burning time submodel calculates the length of time the pool will
It is assumed that the pool is
continue to burn after it is ignited.
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extinguished when all of the fuel remaining in the pool at the time of
ignition is burned up. It is further assumed that fuel leaves the pool
only by burning but not by evaporation or by water mixing.
It In also
assumed that spreading stops when Ignition occurs; although spreading will
not cease entirely after ignition, the spreading rate will certainly be
reduced because mass is being lost by combustion.
After the spill development is simulated and the results are stored
by grid cell and time interval, these data along with the information
describing the vulnerable resources are used to assess the damage which
say result.
Phase II - Damage Assessment
As it currently stands,
from four physical events:

the VM models damage to vulnerable resources

1.

Air dispersion of a toxic gas

2.

Explosion

3.

Flash fire

4.

Pool burning

Damage to vulnerable resources is convt.ntly discussed in terms of
(1) toxic injury, (2) explosion damage, and (3) fire damage.
The assesssent algorithms for toxic damage are highly dependent on the type of
substance spilled; whereas the assessment algorithms for fire and explosion
are independent of the type of substance spilled, though the values of
the variables used in the algorithm do depend on the type of substance
spilled.
The vulnerable resource "people" may be affected by inhalation of
toxic vapor, by thermal radiation from a flash fire, and by peak overpressure
or impulse from an explosion or by some combination of these. The vulnerable
resource "structures" may be affected by thermal radiation from a flash
fire or burning pool and by peak overpressu~e or impulse from an explosion.
The vulnerable resource "environment", defined as air and water for the
purposes of the VM, may be affected by the spilled substance in its vapor
or liquid phase or by a reaction product.
In most cases, the percent of
the vulnerable resources affected within a given grid cell is calculated
and then applied to the numbers of vulnerable resources present, giving
the total numbers of vulnerable resources affected (for a given time period
and given grid cell).
Figure S.4 shows the specific types of injury and
damage assessed for toxic gases, fire, and explosion. The code name of the
algorithm used for computing the portion of the resource affected is listed
under the column heading "Function."
The factor or factors calculated from
the simulations of the physical events which are used by each algorithm to
assess damage are shown in the adjacent column.
For most of the assessment functions, the damage or injury is related
to the causative factor by means of probit equations, resulting in the
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calculation of the fraction of the population in each cell which Is affected.
Four assessment procedures, however, use simple threshold criteria; they are:
(1) B3 - ignition of structures from pool burning, (2) F3 - ignition of
structures from flash fire, (3) F2 - nonlethal injury from a flash fire, and
(4) T3 - irritation from inhalation of toxic gases.
Provisions have been made in the VI to prevent double counting in
three different situations. Double counting is used in this context to
mean the inclusion of an element of some vulnerable resource (e.g., a person
or a building) in more than one category of damage or Injury. Three situations arise in which double counting will occur unless provisions are made
The situations are as follows.
to prevent it.

1.

1.

A single damage mechanism from one event simultaneously causes
injuries of differing severity (e.g., inhalation of toxic gas
may cause death, nonlethal injury, or irritation).

2.

Two or more damage mechanisms from one event simultaneously cause
injuries of the same severity (e.g., an explosion can kill people
either by direct blast effects or by impact).

3.

Different events at different times cause damage to the same
resource, but the first event so severely damages some portion
of the resource that further damage is irrelevant (e.g., persons
killed by toxic gas cannot be further injured by a subsequent
explosion).

Toxic Injury

Toxic injury is assessed only for the vulnerable resource "people."
The toxic damage caused by irritant gases can in general be classed into
three categories:
a.

Death

b.

Nonlethal injury

c.

Irritation

The category of injury sustained by exposed resources depends, in
general, upon both the duration of exposure and the concentration level
experienced.
This dependence is nonlinear; dose, the product of concentration level and duration, is not the appropriate variable to assess response
For example, for concentrations over the lethality
to irritant gases.
threshold, doubling the concentration level does not halve the time required
to produce the same death rate; instead, as the concentration level increases,
the time to produce a given injury level decceases at a disproportionately
Toxic damages to the vulnerable resource "environment" is not
rapid rate.
1he VM predicts the concentration of a
assessed in the VM at this time.
Comparison of these predicted contoxic substance in the air and water.
centrations to air and water quality standards would appear to be an
attractive method for assessing damage to the environment, but such an
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approach has many pitfalls, among which are:
(1) difficulty of implemontation; (2) maltiple standards for the same substance; (3) chronic, instead
of acute, exposure standards; (4) statement of quality standards in a form
other than levels not to be exceeded.
Because of these problems, the condition of exceeding air or water quality standards has not been EJopted as a
viable proceduic for assessment of environment damage in the VM.
It was
determined that an assessment of damage to people and property would be
considered as the original tasks of the VM.
It is anticipated that environmental damage will be considered at a later date.
2.

Explosion Damage

Explosion damage is assessed to the vulnerable resources "people" and
"structures."
Personnel experience explosion damage in two categories,
(a) death and (b) nonlethal injury.
It is customary to categorize explosion damage to personnel in three categories, depending in the causative
mechanism of daiage; thus:
a.

primary damage - direct blast effects (interaction between the
blast wave and personnel only, with no other intervening or
associated factors)

b.

secondary damage - damage from missiles and fragments

c.

tertiary damage - damage from translation and subsequent collision
with an obstacle; i.e.,

impact

In the VM, death is assessed for primary damage manifested as lung
hemuorhage or for tertiary damage manifested as skull and body bone fractures.
Nonlethal injuries are assessed for all three damage categories,
including the secondary damage of puncture wounds from missile penetration.
In addition, injury resulting from two or more damage mechanisms is assessed
in a separate category, multiple injury.
Structures experience explosion
damage in two categories:
(a) serious structural damage and (b) window
glass breakage. The physical variable that determines the extent of explosion damage in the VM is the peak overpressure.
3.

Fire Damage

Damages from fire are assessed to the vulnerable resources, "people"
and "structures."
The damage assessed to structures is ignition.
The
damages assessed to personnel are:
(a) death and (b) nonlethal burns.
For
all types of damages, two parameters have been found to be significant:
(a) level of thermal radiation and (b) duration of the thermal radiation;
therefore a variable combining these two parameters is used for assessment
purposes. The assessment of deaths from flash fire is based on data obtained
primarily from studies of the effects of nuclear weapons.
The radiation
from a flash fire is time varying.
To be compatible with the damage assessment procedure, this time varying radiation is parameterized by calculating
an effective pulse intensity and an effective pulse duration.
Because of
the uncertainty in determining the degree of the burns and the effects of
clothing and shielding, the VM does not make a quantitative assessment of
nonlethal burn injuries.
Instead, it informs the user that the threshold for
causing first degree burns to exposed skin has been exceeded.
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The assessment of fire damage to structures is based on studies of the
ignition of wood.
Factors influencing wood ignition are:
(a) radiation
intensity level, (b) duration of radiation exposure, (c) wood type, and
(d) the presence or absence of a pilot flame near the irradiated wood.
Duration and level of radiation intensity are factors computed by Phase I
submodels. Wood type is not treated explicitly; average values are used.
For flash fire the presence of a pilot flame is assumed; for pool burning
pilot flames are assumed to be absent.
Input/Output
Four types of input data are required to run the VM:
1.

The physical and chemical properties of the cargo, which are
stored in a library file; also a library file of default values
for missing property values or missing user-supplied data

2.

Demographic and other local information for the region of
interest, also stored in a library file

3.

Data defining the spill and the air and water conditions at the
time and location of the spill, and locations and strengths of
ignition sources

4.

Operating parameters and override values

The physical and chemical properties of the cargo are stored in the
chemical properties file; this file, designed for use with HACS JS41, has
been adopted for use with the VM.
In addition to obvious information about
each material such as molecular weight and density at standard temperature
and pressure, the properties file contains some information about flammability, toxicity, flame temperature, and other properties of the material. For
properties such as vapor pressure, viscosity, and thermal conductivity which
vary with the temperature, the constants in the equations that give these
quantities as functions of temperature are stored in the properties file.
The information about the distribution of population and buildings was
taken from census data, and, at present, each census tract constitutes a
cell. Those census tracts that included any navigable water were divided
into the land portion and the water portion. Each cell is identified by a
number and represented by a grid point.
For regularly shaped tracts with
a uniform housing density, the grid point was chosen to be approximately
For irregularly shaped tracts, or those which
the center of the tract.
included a significant amount of uninhabited area, a point representative
of the settled area was chosen to represent the census tract.
The third category of input information required is that which defines
These data
the spill and the air and water environment in which it occurs.
include the location of the spill, the substance in the tank, the tank
temperature, pressure and dimensions, and the size and location of the
rupture or vent.
To define the environmental conditions, such items as
air temperature, pressure, humidity, wind velocity, and stability class
are needed, in addition to water temperature, salinity, pH, and current
or tidal conditions.
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The fourth category of data includes information which the user provides for each simulation and which does not fit in the previous category.
For example, the user must specify what portion of the available grid is to
be used for this simulation.
The user may wish to override the default
value for an internal parameter such as the time step used in the air dispersion submodel.
Or, if chemical properties of the spilled cargo are known
to the user but have not yet been placed in the properties file, the user
may specify the values of these properties in order to override the default
values which would otherwise be used.
The transfer from the simulation of physical events to the damage
assessment portion of the VM is by means of files which store the values
of physical quantities.
The largest files are those which store the
concentration of the cargo in the air and in the water as functions of
time and grid point.
For "one-time" eventd such as fires or explosions,
only one value of each physical quantity uped in damage assessment need
be stored for each grid point.
For explosions, the values of the poak
overpressure and the dynamic impulse are given.
For a flash fire, the
effective radiation intensity and duration are given, and for pool burning
the radiation intensity and burning time are given. The effects of toxic
gases are assessed directly from the variation of concentration with time.
After the spill development is simulated and the results are stored by grid
cell and time interval, these data along with the information describing
the vulnerable resources are used to assess the damage which may result.
After the Phase I simulation results have been processed in Phase II
to give damage assessments, key features of the Phase I simulation, as well
as the results of the Phase 11 damage assessment, are printed out in a
user-oriented, easily interpreted format.
Both in the cell-by-cell printout and in the summary printout, damage is separated into classes by
receptor (i.e., people or structures) and by causes (i.e., toxicity,
explosion or fire).
Because the final damage assessment is presented in an easy to understand, user-oriented manner, further processing of the data or lengthy
analysis is obviated.
Of course, it is assumed that the user is knowledgeable about the cargo type, the geographical
area, and the modeling assumptions
to the extent that the results will not be misinterpreted.
Test Results
Test runs of the VM were made for the five cargoes considered under a
variety of spill and environmental conditions; these test runs were performed
in order to:
•

Show the feasibility of the VII concept

e

Test the computerized logic deciding the sequence of submodel
execution

•

Demonstrate the plausibility of the damage assessment compiled

e

Test the sensitivity of the computed results to various input
parameters
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Sizes of spills simulated ranged from 0.6 m3 (160 gallons) to 50,000 m3
(13 million gallons).
Wind direction, wind speed, spill size, cargo type,
ignition source type, and atmospheric stability class were the input parameters varied in the course of the testing.
The test results gave spill development behavior and damage estimates
which are not inconsistent with the small number of observed accidental
spills. In general, spills of the toxic irritant gases produced bimulated
injuries and deaths that were an order of magnitude larger than the damages
to people resulting from the explosion of an equal amount of spilled flammable
material.
Injury and death from deflagration (flash fire) of a flammable
spilled material were considerably less than the injury and death produced
by the detonation (explosion) of the same amount of flammable spilled material.
Uses of the VM and Suggested Improvements
At present, the VN is in its first stage of development; even in this
developmental stage the VM is a useful tool. Among the uses of the VM are:
o

Demonstration of the feasibility of implementing a simulation system
for assessing damage resulting from spills of hazardous materials

o

Aid in planning future R&D efforts by pinpointing areas where
modeling needs improvement

o

Aid in planning regulatory actions

o

Aid in planning programs for response measures

Although it is useful in its present state of development, the VM
requires further improvement before it will be able to realize its full
potential for utility as a risk analysis tool.
Improvements to the VM can
be divided into two classes:
1. Improvements to specific submodels or the addition of submodels
to account for additional phenomena
2.
Work
(Phase I)
developed
developed

Improvements to the overall VM structure
should be undertaken to expand and improve the spill development
modeling. The VM should be expanded to include new submodels
for the Coast Guard; seven additional submodels have been
that are suitable for inclusion in the VM.
These are:

1.

Release and migration of heavy insolubles on river beds

2.

Heating, rupture of the container,
cargo in a fire

3.

The release of thref: specific reactive chemicals

4.

Release, spread, dispersion, and fire hazard due to a continuous
release of cold, liquefied gases

5.

Water dispersion of chemicals with finite solubility
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and release of pressurized

6.

Heating and rupture of tanks on sunken barges carrying
cryogenic materials

7.

Release of cold and soluble chemicals underwater

The VM should be exercised for various additional cargoes, especially
chemicals of the type to which these new submodels apply.
Two areas of
A
fire and explosion modeling currently in the V4 should be improved.
more sophisticated treatment of the flash fire phenomena should be achieved.
At present, the radiation characteristics at the site of combustion are
calculated, but radiation levels at points distant from the site of combustion are not calculated.
Consequently, no damage is assessed, except
in those cells containing burning fuel at the cell center.
An improved
flash fire submodel should permit assessment of damage at points distant
from the site of combustion. This improved calculation of radiation levels
will continue to treat the variation of radiation with time but will improve
the treatment of radiation variation in space.
Another area of fire and
explosion modeling that requires improvement is the treatment of ignition
sources.
The present model classifies ignition sources on the basis of
strength by using the concept of flash point in a rather unconventional
manner.
Also the decision as to whether conflagration or detonation
results if an ignition occurs is made a priori by the user, rather than
being a computed decision in the ,imulation.
At this time, it is doubtful
that a model can be formulated to, make the choice between conflagration
and detonation except at a disproportionately high effort and cost.

*

On the other hand, other aspects of the modeling of ignition phenomena
could be improved.
A treatment is desired which would consider ignition
potential as a true function of area, rather than the current treatment
which considers ignition sources to be concentrated at the center of a
grid cell.
By describing ignition sources in a manner other than locating
the sources at discrete sites (the cell centers), a more realistic assessment of time to ignition and distance between igniticn point and spill may
be obtained. The ability to grade ignition sources according to strength
is a desirable property of the VM.
However, a gradation system that is
based on flashpoint, although useful, lacks rigor in the correspondence
between the physical phenomena modeled and the mathematical description
used in the VM.
However, no solution may exist to the ignition gradation
problem, which is both physically more realistic and manageable in terms
of computation and data preparation; therefore, the problem of ignition
source gradation may be researched, but a modification to this portion
of the VM may not be advisable unless a tractable solution is found.
Certain aspects of current damage assessment procedures should be
improved.
The VM should be modified to assess deaths and injuries suffered
by indoor sheltered populations due to all relevant damage mechanisms.
Consideration should be given to the varying degrees of shelter afforded
by different types of structures.
For injury caused by inhalation of toxic
gases, assessment of injury to the indoor population will involve considerations of seepage of the toxic substance into structures.
The assessment
techniques for damage caused by inhalation of toxic gases evolved during
the first stage of deve.lopment of the VM require that the time history of
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concentration of the gas be known.
For injury caused by explosion, assessment of injury to the indoor population will involve the degree of shelter
afforded by the placement of the people in the building.
For example,
persons in front of glass walls or large windows facing the blast will have
a much greater chance of injury from flying fragments than persons not so
located.
Buildings with fewer and smaller windows will not present this
hazard but may cause high velocity jets to issue from those windows facing
the blast, and these high velocity jets
of air may cause serious translation
Injury to persons inside buildings as a result of flash fire or
damage.
pool burning is much less likely to occur as a primary damage mechanism
than injury to sheltered populations from cxplosion or toxic substances.
Whether a person inside a building is harmed directly by burning of the
spilled material depends mainly on whether that person is in front of a
large window or is otherwise in Lhe building but "unsheltered" by the
building.
ilThe data file of vulnerable resources should be expanded to account
for those portions of the population that are found in the different classifications of structures for different times of the day and different days
of the week.
It may be desirable to categorize the population into three

location classes:
*

(1) at home,

(2)

at work,

and (3)

in transit.

A fourth,

and possibly highly significant class, may be "at a recreation facility,"
e.g., at a stadium, playground, beach, or fairground.
Movement of the
population, especially reg;..ding recreational location, will also depend
on the time of year.
The "at work" location of the yoL,.Iger segment of the
population will normally be at schools; in most parts of the country,
schools are closed or only partially utilized in the summer.
A better treatment of the ignition of strucLures should be brought
about.
A more precise method to account for shielding from thermal radiation is to be devised.
The current criterion that 25% of the structures
are ignited in a cell subject to radiation sufficient to cause ignition
is to be replaced by a criterion that has a variable percentage ignited
and the percentage ignited is to be calculated on the basis of physical
principles.
The damage assessment procedures in the VM should bk. expanded to
account for damage mechanisms not currently modeled.
Among the additional
damage mechanisms that should be accounted for in the VM are the following:
1.

The spread of

fires initiated by the burning of the spilled cargo

This will involve both fire spread from
should be considered.
building to building and the ignition of new sources of fuels, as
might be found in a nearby refinery.
2.

The inhalation of toxic combustion products should be examined.

3.

The ingestion of water containing toxic concentrations of pollutant
should be considered.

A specific

level of injury or percent of

population injured is not possilie since the quantity and rate of
ingestion are highly variable and unpredictable.
What is required
is some indication of the toxic hazard presented by a given concentration of spilled substance.
4.

The phenomenon of a roiling fireball should be examined, and modeled
if it is to be a significant damage mechanism.
The roiling fireball
is distinguished from the flash fire by:
(1) combustion in the
xxiii
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flash fire is rapid compared to combustion in the fireball;
(2) the burning mixture in the fireball is rich and is supported
by turbulent diffusion, whereas the burning mixture in the flash
fire is premixed to within the flmmable limits.
5.

Injury by asphyxiation should be addressed.

6.

Further consideration should be given to the significant ways
in which diffuse explosions differ from conventional explosions,
both in physical characteristics and in damage phenomena; the
possibility that a deflagration may "shock up" to produce a
significant blast overpressure should be considered.

Methods to make the VM more accurate and efficient by modifying the
present grid cell structure should be examined.
One possible approach is
to compute the precise region of damage from a spill-based coordinate
system and then to process only those demographic data pertinent to the
impacted area.
Such an approach may also permit the plotting of isodamage
contours.
To restructure the VM in this manner will require that the
computation of physical phenomena at cell centers be abandoned; consequently, the Phase I subroutines may require revision to compute the locus
of a constant value of a physical parameter (say overpressure) rather than
to compute the value of a parameter at a

given point.

Conclusion
The listing
of such a large number of reco mendations was intended
to point the way toward areas related to the VM for which additional effort
is believed to have the greatest potential for benefit.
This list
of
recomendations is not, nor is it intended to be, an indictment of the VM.
To the contrary, the VM, in this its
first
stage of development albeit
crude in certain aspects, is believed to be a useful, practical tool for
use in the risk analysis of marine spills.
Further development of the VM
will make this already functional tool more useful, more precise, and
more widely applicable.
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the development of a computerized simulation
model designed to estimate the consequences of a marine spill of a hazardous chemical.
This Vulnerability Model (VM) has been developed for the
U. S. Coast Guard under contract DOT-CG-33377-A.
The model simulates the
physical phenomena associated with spills and the responses of vulnerable
resources to the various damage-inducing mechanisms resulting from the
spill. The VM produces estimates of the total losses incurred in terms
of deaths, injuries and value of property damage.
It also identifies the
time and location of the losses and the damage mechanism which caused
them.
In recent years, new technologies and an expanding search for energy
sources have led to increased bulk transport of hazardous chemicals on
U. S. waters. The Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 charges the
Coast Guard with providing for the safety of "ports, harbors, waterfront
areas and navigable waterways of the United States." To meet this responsibility, the Coast Guard is authorized to regulate the movement of bulk
cargoes and the design and operation of vessels carrying them.
Substantial
Increases in safety rarely come cheaply. The reduction in risk attributable to any regulation must be weighed against the increased operating
costs of capital expenditures such regulation requires.
The need to
perform cost-benefit analyses of Coast Guard actions has led to a research
and development program to establish a Risk Management System. The VM is
an important component of this system.
The Risk Management System (Figure 1-1, (11) consists of three submodels
linked together to relate various system parameters to the risks and costs
of operating the system. The first submodel is spill analysis, which estimates the change in the likelihood of spill accidents induced by regulating
the values of some system parameters.
Next is the damage assessment phase
in which the VM estimates the consequences of a spill occurring for a given
set of conditions.
When the consequences of an accident are combined with
the likelihood of the accident occurring, a measure of the system risk is
produced.
It then remains to measure the economic impact of the regulation
by varying the inputs to the cost submodel.
The merit of the regulation can
then be evaluated by comparing the reduction in risks to the increase in
costs.
The main objective in developing a damage assessment tool has been to
establish a workable model within a framework flexible enough to allow for
future model enhancements.
The approach taken was to simulate the spill
through a series of separate submodels. Many of these submodels had previously been developed for the Coast Guard.
In modeling complex physical
processes, it has been necessary to make simplifying assumptions.
A
conservative design philosophy guided the development of models used in

(11 Dunn, W. A., and P. M. Tullier.

Spill Risk Analysis Program.
Phase II.
Methodology Development and Demonstration.
Operations Research. Inc.,
Silver Spring, Md., August 1974.
USCG Report No. CG-D.-15-75 (NTIS AD
785026).
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the VM; consequently, whenever alternate approximations were available, the
approximations were chosen so that the VM does not underestimate damage.
The approximations made in model development are recognized, buz the
modularized atructure of the VM facilitates the insertion of additional
and improved iiodels as they become available. A subsidiary objective in
developing the VM is to aid in the assessment of the effectiveness of
response measures (e.g., evacuation, chemical neutralization or adsorption,
&nd firefighting).
The effectiveness of various response measures is
determined by simulating a spill and appropriately manipulating those
parameters of the model affected by the postulated response. Use of the
VM for evaluating response measures is deferred pending further model
development.
There is a danger that the results of the VM may be misinterpreted,
so caution and care must be exercised when considering the results. One
point that must always be borne in mind is that the VM is entirely deterministic. The damages assessed by the model are predicated on a set of
circumstances (input conditions) chosen by the user. The probability that
such a set of conditions exists is not considered by the VM. The likelihood
of a spill is small; this small probability combined with the probabilities
of all of the other conditions yields a small overall probability that
any given scenario actually occurs. Thus, although the consequences of
some simulations are quiue dire, the risk (the expected value) is small;
large losses from rare events do not necessarily indicate a high risk
activity. Because the VM is completely deterministic and because no
assessment is made of the likelihood of a user-chosen scenario, considerable
judgment and experience are required to avoid unreasonable (even impossible)
input conditions. For example, it is possible to simulate a very large
spill, even though no vessel in existence is large enough to carry that
much cargo. Another instance of the possible simulation of an unrealistic
scenario is the specification of a certain size spill at a location
unreachable by a cargo ship large enough to carry the quantity of
material specified as spilled. A further example is that the user may
specify an explosion-generating ignition source, thereby causing an explosion
to be simulated, for a situation in which the chemical properties of the
spilled substance or the conditions at the time of ignition make the
likelihood of explosion extremely small.
It must also be acknowledged,
when interpreting results, that the VM is in its first stage of development.
Spills have been simulated for only five liquids. Solids, reacting substances, secondary damage mechanisms, damage to indoor (sheltered) populations, etc., have not been modeled. Although such omissions do not
invalidate the results, comparison of results in a general context (for
different chemicals, different locations,
etc.) should be made with caution
until further development improves the accuracy and confidence level of
the model. Finally, interpretation of the results should be tempered with
the knowledge that the VM alone cannot determine the risk of marine
transport in comparison with other forms of bulk transport or even with
other human activity involving risk.
In spice of some current limitations, the VM can perform many useful
functions.
By using it, the relative potential consequences of transporting
different commodities can be assessed in a physically based, consistent,
quantitative manner.

Damage estimates resulting from a simulated spill of

one cargo may have a different degree of accuracy from the results of
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inother cargo, since a different set of submodels, each with its own
precision, is used to obtain the result.
Nevertheless, the relative
potential consequences of transporting different cargoes are given.
The
sensitivity of the damage estimates to the location of the spill
can also
be shown with the present model.
Damage estimates for locations with
greatly different topographic features may possess different degrees of
accuracy, since some submodels give more accurate simulations for one type
of topography than another.
Regardless, the relative potential consequences
at different locations can be demonstrated.
This type of information should
be very useful in determining where facilities
to load and unload vessels
should be optimally located.
This final report marks the end of the first
phase in the development
of the VM.
This model is but one of several elements in a continuing
search for better methods to identify, assess, and control risks and to
improve safety associated with the transport of hazardous materials.
It
Is recognized that the subject matter of this report is emotionally
sensitive and that the interim findings presented are subject to misinterpretation or misuse.
However, it is concluded that the pctential benefits
to be derived from presenting these findings far outweigh the possible
harm that could occur
if the results are misinterpreted, misused, or
misrepresented by persons with differing motives.
Constructive interest,
suggestions, and criticisms of this research effort, the methods used,
and the interpret.!tion of results are solicited.
The repetitive statement of so many cautionary notes is not, nor is
it intended to be, an indictment of the VM.
To the contrary, the VM, in
this its
first
stage of development, is believed to be a useful, practical
Further development
tool for use in the risk analysis of marine spills.
of the VM will make this already functional tool more useful, more precise,
and more widely applicable.
Chapter 1 oe this report presents an overview of the VM design.
Chapter 2 consists of a summary of the several submodels used in the VM,
some of which had been developed previously under USCG sponsorship; other
submodels were developed as part of this current project.
Chapter 3
describes air dispersion modeling, and Chapter 4 describes fire and explosion
modeling; both of these areas of modeling have received considerable attenThe
tion during this effort and a:e, therefore, given detailed description.
VM operates in two stages, referred to as Phase I and Phase II.
P1,ase I
simulates the spill itself
and the distribution of the spilled sub .ance
in space, whereas Phase II uses data from Phase I to assess injuries/damage
to vulnerable resources.
Chapter 5 summarizes the type of input and output
data associated with Phase I, and Chapter 6 summarizes the assessment
procedures used in Phase 11, including flow diagrams.
Chapter 7 describes
Chapter 8 presents a sensitivity analysis
test computer runs of the VM .
of the VM for input variable changes.
Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions
of a historical survey performed in this effort to help validate the VM.
Appendix A contains
Chapter 10 gives conclusionq and recommendations.
flow diagrams and a related descipp, ion of Phase I.
Appendix B gives
details of the air dispersicn ,,odeling. Anpenaixvb ', and D give details
of the fire/explosion submodels and their damage assessment procedures,
respectively.
Appendix E de!:cribes the ipproach taken in deriving the
%ppendly F is a set of case studies
toxicity damage assessment procedures.

4

compiled in the historical survey subtask.

Appendix C details procedures

to avoid double counting in damap assessment.

Instructions on data

preparation and model execution are found in a separate documient,

"Vulnerability Model User's Manual."
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE VULNERABILITY MODEL

Introduction
This chapter presents a general overview of the Vulnerability Model
(VN) and lists some of the constraints necessarily imposed upon model
design and development in order to produce an operational package within
the resources available.
Details of what is summarized here are presented
in the following chapters and in the appendixes.
Vulnerability Model
1.

Scope

The VM is a computer simulation designed to provide quantitative
measures of the consequences of marine spills of hazardous raterials.
The
simulation starts with a description of the nature of the spill itself,
continues through the dispersion of the hazardous material, and ultimately
includes an assessment of the immediate effects of the spill on surrounding
vulnerable resources, namely, people, property, and the environment.
The VM was originally conceived to be, and is ultimately intended to
be, a damage assessment tool capable of treating spills of virtually all
cargoes carried in marine bulk transport.
However, in order to obtain a
complete, functional simulation system within the resources allocated, the
version of the VM operational at present was developed with fewer capabilities and less completeness than the comprehensive model originally
envisioned.
A comprehensive version of the VM should treat all cargoes
The model should also treat other
whether in solid, liquid, or gas phase.
physicochemical processes affecting cargoes,-including change of phase upon
release into air or wa-er, reaction, dissolution, admixture, and mass transfer between water and air. The version of the VM operational at present
treats only fluid cargoes and is able to simulate only some of the
physicochemical processes that a more complete model could simulate.
Currently, the VM has been exercised for only five cargoes: anhydrous
ammonia, chlorine, gasoline, liquefied na-ural gas, and methanol.
A main consideration in developing a damage assessment tool has been
to establish a workable model within a framework flexible enough to allow
for future model enhancements.
The approach taken was to simulate the
spill through a series of separate submodels, many of which had previously
been developed for the Coast Guard.
In modeling complex physical processes,
it has been necessary to make simplifying assumptions.
A conservative
design philosophy guided the development of mcdels used in the VM; const-quently, whenever alternate approximations were available, the approxiThe
mations were chosen so that the VM does not underestimate damage.
approximations made in model development are recognized, but the modularized
structure of the VM facilitates the insertion of additional and improved
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models an they become available.
However, because the ultimate goal of
the VM is a general use damage assessment tool, the use of chemicalspecific models has been avoided.
2.

Simulation Scenario

The simulation requires three types of descriptive data that define:
(1) the spill, (2) the physical setting in which the spill occurs, and
(3) the vulnerable resources that are sutlect to the e~fects of the spill.
The spill is described in terms of its location and spill rate, the physical
and chemical properties of the spilled material, and the quantity of the
spill. The physical setting is described in terms of the geometric
configuration of the shoreline(s), hydrologic/oceanographic properties, and
meteorological data. Vulnerable resources are described in terms of
demographic distribution, property distribution, and land/water use.
The
geographic area of concern may represent any user-defined location, a
rectangular area measuring 10 miles in length and 5 miles in width being
typical of anticipated applications.
The physical setting and the distribution of vulnerable resources are described in terms of mutually
exclusive geographic cells that cover the entire area of concern.
3.

Submodels

The VM consists of submodels interconnected by an executive routine#
with built-in logic dictating the sequence of submodel processing as a
function of the spill development.
Among these submodels are simulations
of surface spreading, water mixing, air dispersion, conflagration and explosion and submodels for assessing the effects from the dissemination
of the hazardous material on vulnerable resources.
Some of the submodels
had been designed previously under U. S. Coast Guard sponsorship as part
of the CHRIS (Chemical Hazard Response Information System) (21 project
development.
CHRIS is a chemical hazard response information system
embodied in a set of field manuals; the models in CHRIS are presented in a
format for hand calculation of spill development.
Some of these same
models have also been incorporated into HACS (Hazard Assessment Computer
System) [3), which is designed for headquarters use.
The models in RACS are
presented in a format for computer calculation of spill development.
Several of the submodels in the VM, including all of the damage assessment
procedures, were designed specifically for the VM. A generalized flow
diagram of the model is presented in Figure 1-1.

[2)

Raj, R. R. K., and A. S. Kalelkar.
Assessment Models in Support of
the Hazard Assessment Handbook.
Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge,
Mass., January 1974.
USCG Report No. CG-D-65-74 (NTIS AD 776617).

[31

Hazard Assessment Computer System (HACS) User Manual.
Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., December 1974.
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4.

Operational Fhases

Phase I simulates the spill itself,
The VM operates in two phases.
the physical and chemical transformations of the spilled substance and
This phase covers the time period from the
its dissemination in space.
The time
initiation of the spill until a user-specified time has elapsed.
interval between simulation calculations is specified by the user but
may be overridden by certain subuodels (such as the explosion submodel).
A time-history file of the spill sequence simulated during the first
phase is retained on magnetic tape, disk, or other semipermanent computer
storage media.
In Phase II, the computer first superimposes this time-history file
upon the vulnerable resources map and then assesses the effects of
toxicity, explosion and/or fire on the vulnerable resources as a function
Estimates of deaths and nonlethal injuri s to people and of
of time.
damage to property are provided in tables.
A schematic of the types of submodels currently implemented in Phase I
Details of the Phase I submodels as
and Phase II is given In Figure 1-2.
implemented currently are given in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 and Appendixes B
and C. Details of the Phase II submodels as implemented currently are
Generalized flow diagrams
given in Chapter 6 and AppeyJixes D, E, and G.
of Phase I submodels for a comprehensive version of the VH, i.e., flow
diagrams showing spill development for virtually all marine cargoes, are
presented with an explanatory narrative in Appendix A. These flow diagrams
and discussion are presented to guide the development of new models and to
indicate the planned structure of a comprehensive VM; the material presented in Appendix A should not be interpreted as representing the current
state of development of the VM.
5.

Constraints

This section lists some of those constraints to model development and
application required to produce an operational model within the resources
It should be noted that some of the limitations listed here
available.
may be relaxed or removed in the event of furtlier model development.
(a)

Several submodels applicable to marine spills of hazardous
chemicals have been developed under contract to the USCG and
Some of these
are described in the CHRIS documentaticn [2].
have been programmed in FORTRAN and are currently integrated
Concurrent with
into HACS [31, also under contract to the USCG.
development of the VM, the CHRIS and HACS documentation has been
reviewed with the intent of using as many available submodel
designs and computer routines as feasible in order to avoid
Some
duplicating research, development and computer programming.
or no
of these submodels are being used in the VM with little
modification.

(b)

Secondary damage mechanisms, such as ignition of specially hazardous establishments (e.g., refineries), were not treated; only
Treatment
the direct consequences of the spill were simulated.
of secondary effects, such as fire storms, additional spills
caused by the primary spill, hazards from damage to key facilities (such a gas distribution on water supply system), was
deferred for future development.
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(c) The portion of the population indoors was considered to be
sheltered, and no damage was assessed to this group. Further,
it was assumed that fifty percent of the subject population was
indoors.
(d)

Explosion damage to structures was assessed on the assumption
that the structures affected are framed with wood members;
treatment of explosion damage to more substantial structures was
deferred for future development.

(e)

Only inhalation toxicity was treated;
toxic materials was not assessed.

(f)

Micrometeorological effects (e.g., airflow patterns around
buildings) were not modeled because to do so would necessitate
so fine a degree of resolution In the model that input preparation and computer run time would become prohibitively expensive.
Consequently, modeling to account for the net effects of micrometeorology has been developed and is described in Chapter 3;
however, the computer programming for this modeling has not been
implemented.
In addition, a uniform wind velocity was assumed
to prevail over the entire area of concern.

(g)

Certain aspects of underwater modeling of chemicals were beyond
the scope of this stage in the development of the VM. Initially,
vessel spills were to be modeled only for hull ruptures at or
above the waterline.
Underwater releases were not considered.

(h)

Hazardous spills occurring on land that remain on land would
Spills occurring
require substantial modification of the model.
on land but reaching the water could be treated as special cases
of spills on water during subsequent development of the V1.

injury by ingestion of

(i) Of the various hazards resulting from spills, air and water
pollution received lowest priority in order to avoid duplicating
work now in progress at EPA.
Damage to the environment was not
assessed; however, the concentration of hazardous material in
air and water was computed, so that the user may estimate
environmental consequences at his option.
(j)

Explosions of nonchemical origin, such as those that can occur
when cryogens are released on water, were not considered in
this model.

(k)

The model was designed primarily to assess risk to the public
rather than to those persons experiencing prolonged or unusual
levels of exposure to hazards (such as emergency personnel).

(1)

Explosion of an unconfined vapor cloud is partially determined by
a user input option and partially determined by the simulated
characteristics of the vapor cloud; since the decision to simulate
an explosion is not entirely based on physical principles, it may
properly be argued that the VM will simulate an explosion when, in
fact, none could occur.

(a) Test runs were performed only for five cargoes:

anhydrous ammonia,
LNG (liquefied natural gas), chlorine, methanol (wood alcohol),
and gasoline; an analysis of inhalation toxicology was performed
only for ammonia and chlorine.

6.

(n)

Response actions (e.g., spill containment,
and fire fighting) were not considered.

population evacuation,

(o)

Spills of solids and reacting chemicals were not considered.

(p)

Census data were used to determine the location of the vulnerable
population; since census data primarily deal with the location of
the residence of people, no modeling was effected to deal with
the movement of people from home to work, to school, to recreational
areas, or to other nonresidential locations.

(q)

Most of the physicochemical models consider that only a single
process occurs at one time, so that separate physical events
occurring simultaneously are modeled as a sequence of separate
events; for example, the VM models spilling, spreading, and burning
as separate events, each terminating before the next can begin,
even though these events can and do occur simultaneously.

Current Status of Development

At present, the VM is in a first stage of development.
It has been
demonstrated that an actual working model is capable of carrying on a
simulation from the specification of cargo and spill conditions through
to the assessment of damages to vulnerable resources.
The quantitative
results of the simulation appear to correlate with the picture of cvents
given both by expert Judgment and by historical records of accidental spills.
This correlation is obtained even though it is recognized that some of the
modeling, by necessity, is not at the highest level of sophistication.
Furthermore, the cost of a given simulation has been kept within reasonable
bounds.
Likewise the cost of data preparation required by the VM is not
excessive.
There Is virtually no cost involved in output interpretation,
since the computer results are presented in an easy-to-understand, useroriented way.
Although the results are presented in what is thought to be a clear,
forthrigbt manner, there does exist a danger that the results of a given
simulation may be misinterpreted.
The VM is a deterministic model.
It
predicts, wit., what is thought to be a reasonable degree of realism, the
consequences of a situation specified by the user's set of input variables.
It certainly does not predict what are the absolutely certain, not even
the probable, outcomes of certain activities of marine transportation; this
is because the VM is a tool for damage assessment, which is only a part of
At least five other considerations,
the larger problem of risk analysis.
not within the current scope of the VM, are required to perform risk analysis.
(1) The probability of the various events (the spill, the wind
direction, the material spilled, etc.) predicating a given spill scenario
must be considered; the likelihood, perhaps even the possibility, of certain
events simulated cannot be determined without further research.
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(2)
The risk of damage to vulnerable resources presented by some
facet of marine transport should be judged relative to risks presented by
other endeavors.
For example, the risk associated with a particular maritime
activity may be relatively acceptable if it is less than the risk associated with some other form of bulk transport, such as rail, truck, or
pipeline transport.
(3)
The VM is not providing a cost/benefit analysis of the regulatory
control of marine transport activities; neither is it determining risks,
including economic risk, engendered by discontinuance of these maritime
activities.
For example, to discontinue shipment of chlorine could result
in a serious water quality crisis; to stop the importation of LNG could
worsen the energy crisis.
(4)
In modeling complex physical processes, it has been necessary to
make simplifying assumptions.
A conservative design philosophy guided the
development of models used in the VM; consequently, whenever alternate
approximations were available, the approximations were chosen so that the
VM does not underestimate damage.
This conservative model design philosophy has a tendency to yield high estimates of damage; thus, if a spill
scenario were actually repeated many times, it is likely that only a few
occurrences of such a scenario, if any, would yield damage as large as that
predicted by the VM simulation. On the other hand, it has not been deemed
feasible or appropriate at this stage of Vi development to define
quantitatively the "worst case" of a spill and its consequences.
(5)
The
well defined,
"Vi; Judgments
policy makers

levels of risk acceptable to our dynamic society are not
are changing, and are not truly within the province of the
regarding these levels of risk are to be determined by the
and public.

The preceding strong caveat is an attempt to prevent misinterpretation
of the results of V1 simulations.
By no means is it intended to discredit
the VN.
It is believed that, as it now stands, the VM is a useful tool for
the risk analysis of marine spills; with firther development and improvement
the VH should be able to provide even more utility and insight into
considerations of this important problem.
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CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION OF SUBMODELS USED IN PHASE I
OF THE VULNERABILITY MODEL

Introduction
This chapter describes those submodels that are presently included in
Phase I of the VM. Because the air dispersion submodel which was originally
part of HACS has been extensively revised, and because the fire and explosion submodels were developed almost entirely in this program, these submodels are discussed in some detail in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. The
other Phase I submodels were developed previously under USCG sponsorship.
Some of these submodels were modified sowewhat for inclusion in the VM.
Detailed descriptions of these submodels are contained in the CHRIS
documentation.
The Phase II submodels (damage assessment) are treated
in Chapter 6 and associated appendixes.
The submodels used in the VM treat the physicochemical processes
affecting the spilled hazardous material; at the present time, the processes
simulated by the VM may be classified as follows:
1.

cargo venting

2.

spill development in water
A.

surface spreading

B.

water mixing

C.

sinking and boiling

3.

air dispersion

4.

fire and explosion

For certain of these processes different submodels are used, depending upon
the nature of the spilled substance. Other processes, such as fire and
explosion, consist of a sequence of dissimilar events so that the computer
simulation consists of a sequence of submodels.
The selection of submodels, the flow of data, and the sequencing of
submodel execution are controlled by internal logic embodied in the Phase I
executive subprogram.
The decisions made by the Phase I executive are
based on properties of the cargo, user inputs, results computed by Phase I
subprograms, or some combination of these.
A flow chart indicating the
sequence of subprogram execution and the important decisions determining
branching is given in Figures 2-la and 2-lb.
This flow chart represents the
structure of Phase I as it is currently programmed in the operational VM;
the analogous flow chart for a comprehensive version of the VM, which
version would be the ultimate product of further development, is presented
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with an explanatory narrative in Appendix A. The following consists of
brief discussions of the computational submodels used in Phase I.
1.
Rate of Escape of Fluid, Cargo [2, Ch. 2]1
This submodel provides a time history of tank conditions and venting
rates of gas or liquid subsequent to a rupture in the tank wall. The
venting of fluids is described by equations applicable to ideal fluid flow;
i.e., the flow is assumed to be inviscid.
Low flow rates (caused by small
vent holes, low driving pressures, or high fluid density) and high
cargo viscosity are two factors that will tend to make the inviscid
assumption invalid.
Since viscous effects reduce the venting rate, this
assumption will tend to cause venting rate, and therefore combustion and
toxic damage, to be moderately overestimated.
For gas venting it is assumed
that the perfect gas law holds; although this is a rather standard
engineering assumption, the fact that many cargoes of in:erest experience
wide swings in pressure and temperature during venting may introduce
considerable divergence from the perfect gas law, especially for certain
cargoes.
Departure from the perfect gas law is expected to influence damage
estimates only slightly; whether damage is overestimated or underestimated
by use of this approximation is not clear at this time and may well depend
upon the cargo, tank pressure, and tank temperature.
Equilibrium
thermodynamic relationships are assumed to be valid descriptors of the nonequilibrium venting processes; this assumption, however, is virtually
universally in engineering and is not expected to produce any significant
error.
It is assumed that all of the liquid and gas inside the tank is at
a uniform temperature during each step of the venting process; this
assumption is difficult to justify, but at this time it has not been determined to what extent accuracy is compromised by the errors arising from
this assumption.
Rapid venting will tend to prevent the attainment of
thermal equilibrium inside the tank.
The thermodynamic process experienced
by the fluid in the tank is assumed to be either adiabatic or isothermal.
This common engineering assumption represents the limiting cases for
polytropic processes; however, the actual thermodynamic process experienced
in venting may be some other polytropic process or may not even be describable
as a polytropic process. These assumptions about the thermodynamic process
may yield considerable error in the estimate of venting time and total mass
vented; however, further study is required to quantify the extent of the
error.
In any event, assumptions that underestimate venting rate or total
mass vented will tend to underestimate damage.
Evidently, the more mass
of hazardous substance escaping from the vessel, the more damage it is
capable of producing.
Damage will be greater for higher venting rates
because less time is then available to reduce the concentration of the
hazardous substance to acceptable levels.
This is true regardless of whether
these levels are related to toxic damage or flammability limits.
Required input data are:
*

initial tank conditions (temperature, pressure),
approximate geometry), and initial mass content;

*

physical and chemical properties of the spilled substance;

*

size and location of the rupture.
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tank volume (and
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If the tank contains only gas or if the rupture is above the liquidvapor interface, only gas is vented.
If the rupture is below the liquidvapor interface, only liquid is vented; however, there is a provision for
changing from the venting of liquid cargo to the venting of gaseous cargo,
if and when the liquid level falls below the level of the vent.
This is an acknowledged deficiency in modeling that may underestimate
damage for releases of high vapor pressure cargoes (such as LNG and chlorine),
when the vent hole is placed near the top of the tank, but below the initial
liquid level in the tank.
For vented gas, the flow may be choked.
When the pressure inside the
tank is sufficiently large with respect to atmospheric pressure (as a
function of the specific heat ratio for the gas), the flow that will occur
at the hole is said to be choked flow. The functional dependence of flow
rate on tank pressure depends upon whether the flow is choked or not.
This submodel is employed in the first calculation block on the main
flow chart presented in Appendix A. This submodel should be acv.urate for
many fluid cargoes, except highly viscous cargoes carried in containers 1-ith
internal pressures near atmospheric pressure.
(The model is not valid if the
Reynolds number is too small). This model is also less valid for very high
flow rates, when the mechanical dynamics as well as the thermodvnamics of
the fluid in and exiting from the container become important.
The degree
of error involved by neglecting these dynamic effects has not yet been
quantified, but neglect of dynamic effects probably tends to underestimate
damage.
2.

Spill Development in Water

Submodels simulating the physical processes affecting the haLaidous
material spilled in the water are classified in the categories of (A) surface
spreading, (B) water mixing, and (C) sinking and boiling.
A.

Surface Spreading

The surface spreading submodel treats two cases of an immiscible
liquid on the water surface:
(1) simultaneous spreading and evaporation of
a cryogenic liquid on water and (2) simultaneous spreading and cooling of a
high vapor pressure chemical.
(1)

Simultaneous Spreadiig__and Evaporation of a Cryogenic [,iltLid
on Water 12, Ch. 91

This submodel estimates the spread rate, time required for
complete evaporation, and the maximum extent ot spread of a cryogenic liquid
floating on the water surface.
It is assumed that the spill occurs instantaneously,
the spread area is continuous at every instant, and the heat for
evaporation comes primarily from water.
It is further assumed that the
properties of the spilled liquid do not change during the spread.
The input
data required include the properties of the liquid and the heat transfer
coefficient between the liquid and water.
Since the heat necessary to
evaporate the cryogen comes from water, the water may freez.e and an ice sheet
may be formed under the spreadinp liaqid. i'ho submodel treats this possibility.
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The assumptions that the spill is instantaneous and that the
spreading is continuous are made for model development purposes only and do
not reflect what might be realistically expected to occur in an actual
spill. The violent agitation of the interface between the water and the
spilled cryogenic liquid due to the rapid boiling of the cargo at this point
may keep a solid ice sheet from forming under the spill and may make che
spill pool break up into many small pools. The assumptions that the spill
is instantaneous and that the spreading is continuous tend to underestimate the extent of spreading and the amount of the cryogen evaporated;
thus the damage caused by the spill may be moderately underestimated.
This submodel was developed primarily for liquid natural gas
but will adequately treat spills of other liquefied hydrocarbons.
Although
some ammonia may go into solution in the water, this submodel is being used
in the case of a liquid ammonia spill at this time. Liquid anhydrous
ammonia is not normally carried in refrigerated containers; treating
it as a cryogen is thus decidely unconventional.
However, the proc3sses of
venting and evaporation will tend to cocl the ammonia, so that its spill
development in water will be similar to that of a cryogen. When the
development of the VM was undertaken, no submodel was available in HACS
which considered the spread, dissolution, and evaporation of a liquid of
finite solubility such as anhydrous ammonia.
Furthermore the dissolution
model in HACS does not consider evaporation.
The analysis performed in the
A. D. Little study (41 considered the dissolution of liquid NH3 in a highly
idealized context with no surface spreading.
This analysis was thermodynamically based and is not easy to incorporate into a model that considers
the diffusion of the ammonia into the water and the transport by currents.
Furthermore, the philosophy in the VM is to avoid chemically specific submodels.
Therefore, the submodel for an insoluble cryogen was used.
Although use of this submodel for a spill of liquid ammonia is not
altogether appropriate, it is the best choice at this time.
(2)

Simultaneous Spreading and Cooling of a High Vapor Pressure
Chemical 12, Ch. 101

This submodel is used to estimate the extent of spread and the
evaporation rate of a high vapor pressure, lighter-than-water liquid spilled
on water.
In order to construct a mathematically tractable submodel,
spreading and evaporation are estimated independently.
The submodel
utilizes basic concepts of spread and evaporation caused by a vapor pressure
difference between the liquid surface and the atmosphere.
The following assumptions are made.

14)

(i)

All of the liquid is

(ii)

The spreading is

(iii)

Entire liquid mass is at a single temperature (mixed
mean temperature) at every instant of time; that is,
there are no thermal gradients in the liquid mass
itself.

spilled instantaneously.

independent of evaporation.

Raj, P. P. K., J. Hagopian, and A. S. Kalelkar.
Prediction of Hazards
of Spills of Aihydrous Ammonia on Water.
Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 1974.
D.O.T. Report No. CG-D-74-74 (NTIS AD
779400).
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(iv)

Liquid and water properties are constant.

(v)

The mass-transfer coefficient is

(vi)

The vapor concentration of the cargo in the distant
atmosphere is zero.

(vii)

The temperature of the liquid when first spilled Is the
same as that of the water temperature.

constant.

Assumptions (iv) and (vi) appear to be valid and do not seem to induce any
significant errors. Assumption (vii) may not be correct at all times but
probably has a small effect on damage compared to other assumptions. Assumptions (ii) and (iii)
may introduce significant errors in damage assessment,
but the error will in general overestimate damage.
The effect of assumptions (i) and (v) may be to underestimate damage in some cases.
Input data required to run the submodel include the physical
and thermal properties of the spilled substance and the saturated vapor
pressure-temperature relationship for the substance.
This model was developed with extremely high vapor pressure
substances such as diethyl ether and ethyl acetate in mind, but it should
also serve for propylamine, pentane, ethyl bromide, and other petroleum
derivatives.
The VM also uses this submodel for gasoline.
B.

Water Mixing

Two submodels for the mixing of a miscible liquid with water have
been selected for initial inclusion in the VM: (1) mixing of a neutrally
buoyant liquid and (2) mixing of a highly soluble, high vapor pressure liquid.
(1) Mixing and Dilution of a Water-Miscible Liquid [2, Ch. 41
This submodel estimates the concentration, over time, of a
water-miscible chemical spilled on water.
Classical diffusion equations are
used, strictly applicable to neutrally buoyant solutes (liquids and solids
that dissolve in water).
Both instantaneous and continuous spills are
considered.
Calculations are dependent upon the state of the water surface -calm water, tidal river, or nontidal river.
It is assumed that there is no rapid settling of the liquid
due to high density of the spilled chemical, and it is assumed that no heat
transfer, chemical reaction, or phase changes take place (i.e., it is assumed
that the total mass of the liquid which is mixing with water remains a
constant).
As long as these constraints on the nature of the spilled cargo
are adhered to, this submodel should yield reasonably realistic results;
however, spills of cargoes that are not neutrally buoyant may behave in a
manner significantly different from that predicted by this submodel.
The
geometry of the water region, stream and tidal velocities, total mass of
liquid spilled, and the location of the spill are required input.
This submodel is very detailed in its treatment of the currents
and density gradients in the water but does not consider evaporation.
It is
used in the VM to calculate the concentration of methyl alcohol in the river.
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(2)

Mixing and Dilution of a High Vapor Pressure,

Highly Soluble

Chemical [2, Ch. 111
This submodel estimates the vaporization rate as well as the
area and duration over which the evaporation takes place for the spill of a
The submodel is
high vapor pressure, highly soluble liquid on water.
basically that of mixing and dilution in a river of uniform velocity over
a cross section. For the navigable rivers of primary interest in the VM,
the assumption of a uniform velocity profile is quite reasonable since the
boundary layers on the channel sides and bottom are small compared to the
The effect of the approximation on damage assessment is
stream dimensions.
It is first assumed that
difficult to determine without further study.
the entire liquid spilled goes into solution in water and the concentration
is then estimated.
The vapor pressure (on the water surface) is then
calculated and the vaporization rate is estimated.
The basic assumptions are as follows.
saturated with vapor just above the water

(i)

The air is
surface.

(ii)

The chemical spilled reaches the temperature of the
water instantly.

(iii)

To estimate the water dispersion (and hence surface
concentration), it is assumed that the entire mass of
the liquid spill initially goes into solution with water.

(iv)

An instantaneous spill at a point is
calculating the water dispersion.

assumed for

Of these assumptions, the last (iv) is least justifiable and most likely to
produce error in the damage assessment; for the case of relatively long
spill release times the model may tend to underestimate the evaporation rate
The
and thereby underestimate the damage caused by the dispersed vapor.
seem to be suitable for the level of
other assumptions,(i), (ii), and (iii),
accuracy required.
Required inputs include the mass of liquid bpilled, saturated
vapor pressure relationship (at water temperature), characteristics of the
river,and the mass-transfer coefficient for surface evaporation.
This submodel is an extension of the previously described
In order to
submodel to include the calculation of evaporation rates.
This
concentrate on this, only simple water conditions are considered.
submodel is appropriate for spills of methyl alcohol, diethylamine, or
trimethylamine.

C.

Boiling of Heavy Liquids with Boiling Temperatures Less than
Ambient [2, Ch. 12)

This submodel estimates the rate of boiling for irm.iscible liquids
having densities greater than that of water and having boiling points below
Boiling and sinking occur at the same time.
ambient water temperature.
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The basic assumptions are as follows.
(1)

The liquid spilled breaks up into small drops instantaneously, and these drops attain terminal velocities in a
very short time with very little
evaporation.

(ii)

All of the drops formed are of the same size.

(iii)

The drop cluster formed has high porosity; that is, the
inte'
-n• distances are large en..ugh so that, as a first
approx.--tion, the effect of other drops on the motion of
any single drop in the cluster can be neglected.
In
short, it is assumed that the motion of each drop is
independent from all others.

(iv)

The critical Weber number is 8; that is, any drop moving
at a velocity greater than that for which the Weber
number is 8 breaks up into smaller drops

(v)

Forced convection heat and mass transfer results are assumed
to apply

The last assumption, (v), seems quite acceptable.
Assumption (iv) may not
be quite true since boiling simultaneous with sinking is liable to affect
the stability of the droplets, thereby changing the critical Weber number;
however, the error introduced into the damage assessment by this slightly
to moderately inappropriate assumption is expected to be small. Assumptions
(i),
(ii), and (iii)
are all subject to challenge.
The spilled liquid
may tend to stay together, rather than break up into widely dispersed,
uniform droplets as assumed.
Nevertheless, these assumptions will all
tend to prodice a rate of vapor evolution higher than that which will actually
occur. Consequently, the damages caused by the air dispersioo of the evolved
vapor are liable to be overestimated.
The density and surface tension of the spilled liquid, its boiling
temperature at atmospheric pressure, the latent heat of vaporization, and the
temperature, density, specific heat, and viscosity of the water are needed
for these calculations.
This submodel is appropriate for Freon 114 and some other halogenated-hydrocarbons.
It may be used for liquid chlorine spills; however,
since chlorine is slightly soluble in water, some chlorine will be lost by
going into solution.
3.

Atmospheric Dispersion

This submodel calculates the concentration of the cargo in gas
phase in the air from the time the gas is released into the atmosphere
until a fire or explosion occurs, or until the maximum time stipulated
for the simulation is reached.
If the cargo vents as a gas, or the gas
is generated by a liquid cargo which is denser than water and which has
a boiling point higher than the ambient water temperature, the source of
the vapor is taken to be a point source.
If the gas is liberated by
evaporation from a pool of liquid cargo on the water surface, the point
source is removed to a virtual position five pool diameters upwind.
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The submodel is based on the Gaussian distribution, which is a
theoretical solution to the partial differential equation governing
diffusion problems.
The dispersion coefficients used in the Gaussian
distribution are obtained from the analysis of many observations of
plumes from tall stacks and of puffs of smoke or some other tracer. Plumes
result from continuous releases, whereas puffs result from instantaneous
releases.
Puffs are three-dimensional Gaussian distributions in which the
dispersion coefficients depend upon the distance traveled by the puff
center-of-mass.
The plume is a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution in
which the dispersion coefficients depend upon the distance downwind from
the source to the observation point.
The values for dispersion coefficients
that have been compiled are based on data In which the distances (distance
travelled for the puff - distance downwind for the plume) range from
approximately 100 meters to several kilometers; for calculations
involving short or long distances extending beyond the range covered by
experiment, the VM uses values for the dispersion coefficients extrapolated from ti..! empirical values.
Extrapolation far back from 100
meters toward zero may yield inaccurate concentration values; a model,
other than the Gaussian plume model, is probably mcre appropriate for
small distances (0-10meters).
The dispersion coefficients are parameterized on the basis of the
atmospheric stability or the turbulence class. The atmospheric stability
is related to the amount of mixing in the lowest several hundred meters
of the atmosphere,, which is strongly dependent upon the variation of the
temperature and wind velocity as functions of height and, near the
ground, upon the surface roughness.
The temperature structure is, in
turn, dependent on the amount of heat from the sun reaching the ground
and on the absorption properties of the ground.
Criteria for determining
the stability class based on these factors are given in standard references
(see for example, Slade [5] as explained in Chapter 3).
At present, the submodel will select the plume (continuous source
Gaussian distribution) if the total release time is longer than five
time steps, although the user may specify that the puff (instantaneous
source) Gaussian distribution be used regardless of the release time.
It is presumed that the time steps are chosen to be related to certain
advection times as explained elsewhere.
Furthermore, the plume model is not
used for wind speeds of less than 2 meters per second, because it is not
valid for light winds.
The plume model does not allow for diffusion in the
direction of the wind, so the discontinuous changes in concentration at the upstream
and downstream ends of the modeled plume are more abrupt than in reality.
The puff model has the puff center leaving the source position when the
gas liberation begins, but the total mass in the puff increases as the
mass of gas liberated increases.
Neither of these aspects of the model
is wholly satisfactory, but no analytic models for short plumes or long
puffs are currently available.

[51

Slade, D. H. (ed.).
Meteorology and Atomic Energy 1968.
U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July l168.
(NTIS TID-24190)
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Implicit in the Gaussian models is the assumption that the wind
velocity is not a function of time or position.
For the plume model, the
effects of surface roughness and the meandering of the plume with time
may be approximated by adjustments to the dispersion coefficients.
However, one value of the surface roughness must be taken for the entire
area of interest. The meandering adjustment changes the time-average
concentration but does not attempt to model the statistical fluctuations
of the concentration within that averaging period.
Buoyancy effects are
not considered in either the plume or the puff model.
Because the Gaussian models were based on data gathered from dilute
plumes and puffs, their use for very concentrated cases, as in the VM, is
an extrapolation. When the puff modelwaq used close to a very large
spill of material which vaporizes quickly, the model originally gave
concentrations which were higher than the density of the cargo vapor at
ambient atmospheric temperature and pressure.
The puff model has been
modified to preclude this by allowing a region of pure cargo vapor
surrounded by a region in which the concentration decreases in the Gaussian
fashion.
The pure cargo vapor concentr.tion is at the proper density
for ambient conditions.
This modified distribution is used only when
the regular puff model would give unrealistically high concentrations.
The air dispersion submodel is presently being used only for the
case of cargo vapors in the air, even though this submodel is also applicable to cases in which the cargo material is suspended in very fine
solid or liquid particles. Currently, loss mechanisms are not included,
nor are reactions taken into account.
The possibility of the formation
of a fog by the cargo droplets or by the cooling of the air to form
water droplets is not considered.
The effects of precipitation upon the
concentration are not considered,
affect the stability class.

except insofar as the precipitation may

The data inputs required for this submodel are: wind speed, stability
class, spill location, pool diameter, and the rate of cargo vapor liberation. A flag may specify if the puff model is to be used regardless of
the gas escape rate. This submodel is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3 and Appendix B.
4.

Fire and Explosion

This group of submodels determines whether a flammable cargo will be
ignited and then determines the physical characteristics of the resulting
Four types of fire and explosion
combustion (fire, explosion. or both).
phenomena are modeled in this section of the VM; they are: (A) ignition,
(B) explosion, (C) flash fire, and (D) pool burning. The modeling of the
First
phenomena of fire and explosion proceeds in three temporal phases.
the decision of whether, when, and where ignition occurs is made by the
internal computer logic based on user inputs, results computed by submodels,
Subsequent to ignition,either an explosion
and the properties of the cargo.
or a flash fire is modeled, depending on the type of ignition source
specified by the user, as explained below.
Following either of these
events, the burning of flammable liquid on the water surface, if ally
liquid remains, is modeled; currently, burning from a vessel venting flamIn addition, the user may specify that ignition
mable fuel is not modeled.
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occurs at the spill site so that only pool burning results. The treatment
of (A) ignition, (B) explosion, and (C) flash fire is presented in greater
detail in Chapter 4; a more complete evaluation of the acceptability of
the assumptions used to develop these models is given there.
A.

Ignition

This submodel determines whether ignition occurs, which ignition
source originates the ignition, and at what time during the simulation the
ignition takes place.
All ignition sources are assumed to be located at the
grid cell centers.
This assumption is not realistic, especially in an
urban area, but is an expendlent measure used to avoid a detailed and
costly specification of the boundaries of each grid cell.
In
some cases, this assumption will cause explosion and fire damage to be
overestimated, since the size and travel of the flammable cloud will be
greater for delayed ignition at the cell center than for ignition at a cell
boundary.
In other cases, however, ignition will not be simulated when, in
fact, it would occur, because the concentration of the vapor at the cell
center is below flammable limits, even though the concentration is within
flammable limits elsewhere in the cell. The user predetermines whether a
given ignition source will cause fire or explosion.
This a priori
determination of the nature of combustion may produce the simulation of an
explosion when, in fact, an explosion is unlikely or even impossible.
This expediency is justified by the lack of a general theory to predict
the combustion behavior of unconfined flammable vapor clouds.
In addition
to lack of agreement about the conditions under which unconfined vapor
clouds ignite,a technical determination of combustion behavior is further
inhibited by the difficulty in specifying certain parameters known to
influence combustion behavior.
For example, an initiating detonation of
sufficient strength may induce the detonation of a contiguous unconfined
vapor cloud; however, the strength, timz, and location of an initiating
detonation that arises, say, from the seepage of the flammable vapor into
a confined space (such as a building enclosing electrical equipment) are
very difficult parameters to compute or even estimate. The user also
specifies the strength of the ignition source.
The classification of
ignition sources according to potency is based on the NFPA classification
of flammable liquids [6).
Flamnable liquids are classified according to ease
of ignition by flashpoint; the higher the flashpoint of a liquid the more
difficult that liquid is to ignite.
As discussed in more detail in Chapter
4, the use of the concept of flashpoint to grade ignition sources is a
rather unconventional technique, adopted in the Vii so that the user has the
option of changing a simulation by only type of flammable substance
spilled, yet obtaining combustion in one case and not in the other.
Ignition
sources are so designated that the NFPA class of liquids they can ignite is
known; of course, all liquids more flammable than the designated class are
also assumed to be ignited by that same ignition source.
This submodel uses basic physicochemical principles to determine
the ignition event.
There are three requirements for combustion:
(1) fuel,
(2) oxidizing agent, and (3) ignition source.
The user will specify
whether a given grid cell contains an ignition source.
The fuel is provided

[61

Tyron, G. H. (ed.).
Fire Protection Handbook,
Protection Association, Boston, 1969.
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by the dispersed flammable vapor, whereas the oxidizing agent is provided by
the oxygen in the air. Since combustion will occur only over a certain
range of fuel-air ratios, the decision that combustion occurs will be made
only if the vapor concentration in a given cell is within the flammability
limits for the substance under consideration and the given cell contains an
ignition source of strength sufficient to ignite the spilled cargo. The
user must use judgment in specifying an ignition source and its strength
at a given location.
Rural areas should have fewer ignition sources per
unit area, ihereas urban areas should have a greater concentration of Ignition
sources.
Ignition sources specified for residential and recreational areas
should be less potent than those specified for heavy industrial areas
containing facilitiesesuch as welding shops and smelters, that are very
powerful sources of ignition.
The input data required for this submodel are:
s

type (fire or explosion) of ignition source for each grid cell;

"C potency class of each ignition source;
"e flashpoint of the spilled substance;
"e upper and lower flammability limits of the spilled substance;
"e concentration of the air-dispersed cargo for the time and grid
cell location under consideration.
B.

Explosion

This submodel calculates the peak overpressure and the dynamic
impulse generated by the explosion of a flammable cargo-air mixture.
In
addition to these variables required for damage assessment in Phase I1,
the explosive yield and TNT equivalent are also determined.
This submodel assumes the following.

e The exploding mass acts like a condensed phase explosive (high
explosive) located on the water or land surface.

e The explosive yield is given by the product of the heat of combustion per unit mass an. the total mass of fuel participating
in the explosion.
s

Only that portion of the fuel-air mixture with a concentration
between the explosive limits can contribute to the explosive
yield. For that part of the fuel-air mixture richer than
stoichiometric, but leaner than the upper-explosive-limit concentration, only that fraction of fuel for which there is
sufficient oxygen for complete burning contributes to the
explosive yield.

•

The well-known scaling laws for explosions are assumed to hold.

This model requires as input the time of ignition, the parametric
values determining the concentration in space at the time of ignition, the
heat of combustion of the fuel (cargo), the location of the explosion
epicenter, and the atmospheric temperature and pressure.
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C.

Flash Fire

This eubmodel calculates the effective radiation intensity level
and the effective radiation duration resulting from the flash fire. The
flash fire is considered to be the rapid combustion without detonation
of the fuel-air layer premixed within the flammable concentration limits.
The heat generated essentially instantaneously by combustion is assumed
to be lout from the combustion layer entirely by radiation; thus the

radiation loss as a function of tim may be calculated.

In order to fit

in with the computational procedure in Phase 11, this time-varying radiation level is represented by a fixed radiation level (the effective
radiation level) and an effective duration.
This submodel assumes the following.

"e Only that portion of the fuel-air mixture within the flammable
limits burns and then only to the extent permitted by the local
oxygen concentration.

"s The energy released by combustion is mixed uniformly throughout
the combustion layer.

"e The heated combustion layer loses energy entirely by radiation.
"* The emissivity of the layer is taken to be unity.
"* The effective duration is three times the time required to reach
the temperature given by the average of peak temperature and
ambient temperature.

"s The radiation intensity is that level emitted by the layer when
its temperature is
temperature.

the average of the peak temperature and ambient

"* The radiation from the flash fire is allowed to affect only those
portions of space inside the burning layer.
The input data required for this submodel include the time of
Ignition, the parametric values determining the spatial concentration at
the time of ignition, the heat of combustion of the fuel (cargo), and the
ambient temperature.
D.

Pool Burning

This submodel calculates the duration and magnitude of thermal
radiation emitted by a burning pool of flamnable cargo; the radiation
level is calculated for any desired point in space.
This submodel is
comprised of the following submodels:
(1)

flame size;

(2)
(3)

thermal radiation from flames;
radiation view factor between an inclined flame and an
arbitrarily oriented surface in space;

(4)

burning time.
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The pool burning submodel calls submodels (1), (2), and (4) above once
for the entire grid structure; subsodel (3) is called for each grid point.
The burning time [subsodel (4)) is the same for all grid cells. The flame
size calculation (1) is used as input to the thermal radiation calculation
(2) which in turn is used with the view factor calculation (3) to give the
radiation intensity at the selected spatial location.
In the following
discussion, these four submodels, comprising the pool burning submodel, are
described in more detail.
(1)

Flame Size

This submodel calculates the height, diameter, and angle of
inclination of the flame from a burning pool; the wind blowing across the
pool surface causes the flame to be inclined with respect to the normal to
the pool surface. The details of this submodel are given in the CHRIS
documentation
[2, Ch. 6].
The formulas used to calculate flame height, diameter, and
inclination angle are empirical expressions obtained by curve-fitting
experimental data. The major assumption for these models then is that
relationships obtained under laboratory conditions may be extended to larger
scale occurrences in the field. Although large-scale events will probably
behave very much like small-scale laboratory experiments, provided all
experimental conditions other than size are duplicated, the fact is that the
conditions in the field are different from those in the laboratory.
Perhaps
the most significant difference is that in the laboratory an effort
is made to keep wind velocity constant, whereas in the fikld the wind gusts,
changing both speed and direction. At this time, the effect of these
discrepancies on damage assessment is not known.
The data required for this submodel are:

(2)

*

liquid burning rate

9

pool diameter

9

wind velocity

Thermal Radiation From Flame

This submodel calculates the radiant heat flux incident on a
receptor at some distance from a burning pool. A detailed discussion of this
submodel is given in the CHRIS documentation (2, Ch. 71.
The flame from the burning pool is modeled as a cylindrical
radiator of uniform temperature; this constitutes the major assumption of
this submodel. The cylindrical radiator is allowed to be inclined with
The atmospheric transmissivity and flame
respect to the vertical.
emissivity are assumed to be one, i.e. the atmosphere is not allowed to
absorb radiant energy and the flame is treated as an ideal black body
radiator. These assumptions about atmospheric transmissivity and flame
emissivity are not correct; however the degree of error induced in the
damage assessment by the use of these assumptions is unknown.
The assumption
that the flame is a cylindrical radiator of uniform temperature is more
realistic and probably has a negligible effect on the estimation of damage.
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The input data required by this. submodel are:

(3)

9

flame height, diameter,

and inclination angle;

e

location of the receptor with respect to the burning
pool;

*

the adiabatic flame temperature.

Radiation View Factor Between an Inclined Flame and an
Arbritrarily Oriented Surface in Space

This submodel calculates ona normalized basis, the view factor
between a cylindrical, inclined flame and a receptor; the receptor is
assumed to be oriented with respect to the flame so that it receives the
maximum possible radiation flux. As discussed in many standard texts on heat
transfer, for example Eckert and Drake [7], the view factor is a purely geometrical property of the spatial arrangement of the flame and receptor. Thus
no physical assumptions, except those basic to radiant heat transfer, are
required by this model.
(2)

The input data required by this submodel a.re the same as for
above, namely:

(4)

diameter,

and inclination angle;

*

flame height,

*

the location of the receptor.

Burning Time

This submodel calculates the length of time the pool will
continue to burn after it is ignited.

It is assumed that the pool is extinguished when all of the fuel
remaining in the pool at the time of ignition is burned up. It is further
assumed that fuel leaves the pool not by evaporation or water mixing, but
only by burning. The burning time is calculated by the following:

tb
t

-

v
A---A prb

where
tb - pool burning time (s);
V - volume of fuel remaining in the pool at the time of
P
ignition (m3);
A - area of the pool at the time of ignition (m2);
p
rb a burning rate of the fuel (m/s).

[7]

Eckert, E. R. G.,
New York,

and R. M. Drake.

1959.
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Heat and Mass Transfer.

McGraw-Hill,

I

The assumption, implicit in the above, that spreading stops after ignition,
is subject to dispute. However, at the present time, no analysis is extant
which treats the spread of a burning pool of spilled cargo. Certainly
spreading rate will be reduced after ignition, because mass is being reduced
by combustion.
The data required for this subtodel are the volume of cargo
remaining in the pool at the time of ignition, the area of the pool at

ignition time, and the burning rate of the cargo.
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CHAPTER 3

AIR DISPERSION

In order to affect the vulnerable resources, the spilled material
must be transported away from the spill
site
and dispersed in the air
and water in the vicinity of the spill.
This dispersion is the result
of a number of natural phenomena.
The most important of these phenomena,
however, are the convection of the material with existing currents in the
air
and water and the diffusion of the material from a small volume of
high concentration to form a larger volume of low concentration.
These
mechanisms, over which man has very little
control, seriously increase
the hazard from the spill
and hinder the cleanup efforts.
Although there is no intention to undervalue the serious consequences
of the cargo's dispersion in the water, the effects of the hazardous material
in the water are neither
immediate nor violent in most cases.
There may
be sufficient time to shut down the water intakes to water supply
systems, close shellfish beds to harvesting, or warn the populace
against eating fish caught from a certain section of the river.
But
the effects of the dispersion of the cargo in the air may be of immediate
significance.
A fire or explosion may devastate part of a city or town,
perhaps killing many people, or toxic vapors could cause numerous
casualties in a matter of minutes or hours.
Thus the air dispersion
submodel is of particular importance, because air dispersion is much
faster than water dispersion, combustion can take place in air but
not in water, and people can be injured very rapidly by inhalation of
toxic gases or by asphyxia.
The air
dispersion submodel calculates the location and concentration
of the cargo in the air
from the time that is escapes until the time that
zhere is no further interest in its dispersion.
At this time, the dispersion of the cargo in the air is treated only if the cargo is in the
gas phase.
The air dispersion of particulates and aerosols is not currently treated, although the same Gaussian models may be applied, as is or

modified to include loss mechanisms and reactions.
The escape of the gas
may be by direct venting from a tank or by means of evaporation or
boiling from a pool of spilled liquid cargo.
The case of a liquid
cargo which is denser than water and has a boiling point lower than the
ambicnt water temperature is also considered.
In this case, the gas is
liberated at the water surface.
Mechanisms which might be investigated

for future inclusion include loss by chemical reactions, scavenging by
aerosols, rainout (loss of the vapor by going into solution in
raindrops), and impingement upon vegetation.
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Basis of the Submodel - Gaussian Distribution
Almost every model of atmospheric dispersion employs one of two
approaches, or, occasionally, some combination of the two.
These approaches
are the Gaussian distribution and the finite-difference model. These
approaches are quite different in use and in their basic assumptions.
The

Gaussian models are semi-empirical and are dependent upon the determination of certain parameters from experiments.
The finite-difference
models operate from basic laws of fluid dynamics.
CHRIS and HACS have
chosen to utilize Gaussian models, and the VM is currently using Gaussian
models.
The finite-difference models operate by the repetitious application of
basic equations at many points in space for a number of time steps. There
are no analytic means by which the concentration at the 30th time step can
be calculated - the program must proceed through the first 29 time steps
first. Other drawbacks of the finite-difference models are that they require
a regular grid and that special precautions must be taken at the edges of
the grid to ensure that the presence of the edges does not affect the results.
The accuracy of the results is primarily dependent upon the fineness of the
mesh.
Once the grid network is set up and the date storage and manipulation
problems are solved, the finite-difference model is very flexible insofar as
physical phenomena are concerned.
The statements of the basic equatiors
occupy only a small part of the program, and features such as buoyancy and
the change of wind velocity with time or position may be easily incorporated.
The case in which the wind speed is zero or very closr to zero causes no
special problems.
Removal and generation terms may also be added to the
equations in a fairly straightforward manner.
But the finite-difference
models occupy more storage space and tape much more computer time than The
Gaussian models.
CHRIS and HACS use Gaussian air dispersion models. Although RaJ and
Kalelkar [2] discuss both the plume (continuous source) model and the puff
(instantaneous source) model, only the puff model was programmed for MACS
at the time HACS was received.
Because of the use of Gaussian models by
CHRIS and HACS and because of attempts to economize on both computer storage
and running time, Gaussian models are used in the VM as well.
Since the Gaussian models are largely empirical, one must always
be careful that they are not used to simulate conditions which are widely
different from those under which they are validated.
Specifically, the
diffusion coefficients have been obtained for plumes and puffs which are
diffuse and for which the tracer gas or smoke has a density close to the
density of air. For the case of a vapor which has a density quite
different from that of air, or for the case in which the vapor is very
concentrated, say. more than several percent, the Gaussian models would
have to be applied with caution.
Since the model does not operate
direc:ly from basic physical principles, the modification of the model
to account for effects such as buoyancy is not straightforward and may
require experimental validation.
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In addition to speed of operation, the Gaussian models have two
advantages in being analytic expressions.
First, the time step can be
chosen on the basis of the times at which an output is desired, and it is
not necessary to evaluate the expression at intermediate times to obtain
a concentration at a desired time.
Second, the concentration can be calculated for any arbitrary location and only for that location. The finitedifference model requires that the concentration at all grid points be
calculated at each time step. The concentration in a Gaussian model may be
found for any point at any time without calculating that for other points
and times.
And the Gaussian models do not require any regular grid system.
This feature is quite valuable in the VM where to facilitate model testing
the present grid system is based on census tracts, which are irregular in
density and distribution.
Description of the Submodels
The basic mathematics for both !he puff and the plume is contained in
Chapter 5 of [2).
The concentration at some point (x, y, z) at time t is
given for the puff model by
2M-or.) 2
C(x,y,z,t)

-
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and for the plume model by

C(x,y,z,t)
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f- 2a

2]

(3-2)

The following nomenclature is used:
oa

a y,

= diffusion

coefficients

(in)

C1 = concentration for an instantaneous release, i.e., puff
(kg/m 3 )
3
C = concentration for a continuous release, i.e., plume (kg/mi)
C

x,

MU=
Q =
y, z -

mass of vapor liberated (kg)
wind speed (m/s)
rate of vapor liberation (kg/s)
Cartmsian coordinates with the origin at the source of the
air dispersion material.
The wind is taken to blow toward
the positive x-direction.
The vertical coordinate is z.
The cross-wind coordinate is y.

Note that, as explained in the following discussion, the a's in equation (3-3),
which depend on the distance travelled by the center of the puff, are different
from the a's in equation (3-Z), which depend on the distance (x) downwind
from the source.
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For the venting of the cargo in the gaseous state, the coordinate
system has the origin at the spill location.
For the release of vapor by
evaporation from a pool of liquid cargo on the water surface, the coordinate
system has the origin five pool diameters upwind of the pool center. The
positive x axis is oriented in the direction toward which the wind is
blowing. The z - 0 plane is the water surface, and for venting gas i: is
assumed that the vent is at the water surface.
Unless specifically directed
otherwise, the VM evaluates the concentration at z - 1 m. At present, the
rate of vapor liberation, Q, is the average release rate.
It is a simple
modification to incorporate a variable release rate by evaluating Q at time
te, where te - t - x/U; te is the time at which the vapor observed at the
point, (x, y, z), at the time, t, was released.
This has not been done
because of the difficulty of calculating the amount of vapor which burns
or explodes when the release rate is variable. Modification of this part
of the model to al.ow for variable release rates would be valuable, if
priorities in further work permit.
Diffusion Coefficients
The diffusion coefficients in (3-1) and (3-2) are parameters which
have been determined by experiments.
They are strong functions of the
stability of the atmosphere - the amount of turbulence present and the
variation of the temperature with height. Different experimenters have
classified the stability of the atmosphere in different manners, so that
direct comparison of one parameterization of the diffusion coefficients
with another is not always possible.
For the plume model, the set of
coefficients derived by Pasquill [8), (9) has found wide acceptance.
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show these curves. The figures have been taken from
Chapter 3 of Meteorology and Atomic Energy 151, and the reader is referred to this chapter for a discussion of atmospheric stability. These
curves have been numerically approximated in HACS subroutine JHHDC.
The
values of the diffusion coefficients used for the puff model have been
taken from Chapter 4 of Meteorology and Atmomic Energy (51 and are
shown in Table 3-1.
There has been much less work on puffs than there
has been on plumes, so the coefficients for the puff model are not as
widely used as the plume coefficients.
A summary of the stability classes is shown in Table 3-2.
These are
the classes used in the parameterization of the dispersion coefficients
for the plume model.
The parameterization for the puff coefficients is
only for three classes of stability. The program is set up to allow for
six stability classes in case the plume model is used, but, if the puff
model is used, designation of classes A, B, or C will result in the
unstable parameterization being used, classes D and E will use the
neutral figures, and class F refers to the very stable curve.
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Pasquill, F. The estimation of the dispersion of windborne material.
Meteorology Mag. 90:33-49, 1961.

[91

Pasquill,

F.

Atmospheric Diffusion.
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Van Nostrand,

London,

1962.
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TYPBES

SANELRO

"Approximate
Conditions

100 m

0y (a)

Unstable
Neutral
Very stable

10.0
4.0
1.3

300
120
35.0

0.14(x)*' 2
0.06(x)'-92
0.02(x)'069

0o (a)

Unstable
Neutral
Very stable

15.0
3.8
0.75

220
50.0
7.0

0.53(x)" .7 3
0
0.15(x)
0.05(x) 0 6 1

Parameter

4000 m

power function

TABLE 3-1
z (From page 175 of [51)

SUGGESTED ESTIMATES FOR ay,

The values for 0 given in the columns headed 100 m and 4000 m are
observed values. The approximate power function given in the last
column relates the value of o to distance travelled by the puff
center (x) for the cases indicated; these functions are obtained
by curve fitting the observed data.

AExtremely unstable conditions
B- Mloderntely unstable conditions
C-Slightly unstable conditions

D- Neutral conditions*
E--Slightly stable conditions
F- Moderately stable cOn~ditions
Nighttime conditions

SSurfae

_/
w
Surface windorz

Thin overcast

al
5%/

speed, in/sec

Strong

Moderate

Slight

cloudincast

cloudiness

c2
2
4

A
A-B
B

A-B
B
B-C

B
C
C

E
D

F
E

C
C

C-D
D

D
D

D
D

D
D

6
I

Daytime insolation

'Applicable to heavy overenst, day or night.
ItThe degree of cloudiness io defined as that fraction of the sky above
the local apparent horizon which is covered by clouds.

TABLE 3-2
RELATION OF TURBULENCE TYPES TO WEATHER CONDITIONS
(From page 101 of [5])
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In Figures 3-1 and 3-2, we note that the abscissa extends from 100 u to
100 km, but this does not man that the curves for the diffusion parameters
These curves weri! derived from data
are valid over that entire distance.
obtained from about 100 a downwind of the source to several kilometers.
In a few cases, data were obtained between 5 and 20 kilometers. Although
the figures do not imply anything about use of these curves for distances
shorter than 100 m, it might be inferred from Figures 3-1 and 3-2 that
these curves are to be used for distances up to 100 km. This inference is
For example, for stability class A at 20 ki, az - 3000 a. This
not correct.
length is greater than the height of the inversion base on all days, except
Thus, even for distances as short as 20 km,
the hottest sunny summer days.
the Gaussian model must be used with care for certain stability classes.
On days for which unstable atmospheric conditions prevail, at distances
sufficiently far from the source the value of Oz will predict mixing above
For stable regimes, the
the inversion base, which in fact will not occur.
Fortunately,
detailed layer structure sometimes has to be taken into account.
the VM is usually not concerned with distances greater than 10 km, and the
curves for the dispersion coefficients are trustworthy for all stability
classes up to 10 km. For short distances, the curves may safely be
extrapolated to 50 m, but their use for distances of less than 50 m is
Certainly their extrapolation to 10 m is unwarranted.
questionable.
The same caveats on use apply to the puff dispersion coefficients
The values of ay and oa are given for 100 m and 4000 m,
in Table 3-1.
because these are the limits of the range over which the given power
The VH uses these power
function approximation is strictly accurate.
functions for the range from 50 m to 10 km, when necessary.
Choice Between Puff Model or Plume Model
As stated above the plume model is strictly applicable only to continuous releases, whereas the puff model is strictly applicable only to
The spills to be simulated in the VM will
instantaneous releases.
generally release material into the air over some finite time; i.e., the
release time will be neither infinite, as required for the plume, nor
Since no model was readily
infinitesimal, as required for the puff.
available for use in the VK to treat the realistic case of a finite release
time, it was decided that the puff model would be used for those cases in
which the release time is short, whereas the plume model would be used
for those cases in which the release time is long. To accomplish this,
however, a precise, quantitative definition of "short" and "long" release
times must be made.
For "long" release times, the prevailing wind will disseminate the airborne material in a cone-shaped plume: subsequent to the end of the release, the entire plume will be translated in the windward direction with
For a plume, the
minimal change in length measured along the wind axis.
main cause for dissemination of material in the direction of the wind is
For "short" release times the wind does not have
advection by the wind.
sufficient time to disseminate the airborne material, so a puff, expanding
Although the wind transports the puff as a
as it travels, is formed.
whole in the windward direction, the wind does not spread the material to
However, turbulent diffusion will cause the puff to
any great extent.
spread in the windward direction. Evidently then the key to choosing
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between the puff and the plume is whether advection or diffusion is the predominant mechanism for spreading the material in the windward direction.
The plume model will be preferable to the puff model if the diffusion
in the x direction (the windward direction) is small with respect to the
length of the plume.
The length of the plume will be Ute, where U is the
wind speed and te is the time it takes for complete evaporation of

the gas. Thus, when the last bit of gas is released at time te, the first
bit, released at t
0,
0 will be at x - Ute. The scale of the diffusion
in the x direction is given by ax, where the puff data are used to evaluate
ox as a function of distance.
Evaluating Ox at Ute/2, we compare a and Ut .
If Ute is greater than 5ox, then the plume is long with respect to •he
e
diffusion in the x direction which will occur at each end, and the plume
model is preferable.
If Ute is smaller than 2ax, then the diffusion in Lhe
x direction should not be ignored and the puff model should be used.
if Ut
e
is between 2 ax and 5ax, then neither model is entirely appropriate, and
either may be used at the discretion of the person using the VM.
Since the
plume model equation is undefined for zero wind speed and is inaccurate
for low wind speeds, the use of the plume model is not recommended when U

is less than 2 m/s.
Choice of Time Step
The choice of an appropriate duration for the time step is also related
to the wind transport time H/U.
H is the scale of the region of interest
and might range from 0.5 km for a small spill to 5 km or more for a large
spill.
In order to get some detail from the VM, the time step should be a
Further, no matter what values H
fraction of H/U, say,(H/U)/10 to (H/U)/5.
and U have, the time step chosen should not be so large that the puff may
completely pass by a grid cell during the time step.
For the puff distribution to be evaluated at a point within 0.5ax of the peak value, the time
step, 6t, must be less than ax/U, since it will take ax/U to move the puff a
distance ax. As Ox will vary with the time that the puff has been traveling
from the source, a typical value of ax for the chosen stability class should
be selected.
For wind speed of about 5 m/s or less, time steps between 0.5
and 2 min are generally appropriate.
As presently implemented, the plume model uses the average escape
rate for the duration of the vapor release, so the concentration at any
point will be constant for a time equal to the release time.
Thus the
selection of a time step, At, is not quite as cru.-ial as it is in the
puff model, where a concentration close to the maximum concentration
may be missed entirely if At is too long.
If the plume model is appropriate
and the time step is less than (H/U)/5, then the release of the gas should
extend over several At or longer. The choice of time step and the decision
of whether or not the plume model is appropriate are discussed in
greater detail in Appendix B3.
Modification of the Puff Model
The dispersion coefficients for the puff model were derived for dilute
concentrations; therefore, when the puff model is applied close to a large
spill, it may calculate a concentration of the cargo gas which is greater
than the density of pure cargo gas at ambient atmospheric temperature
and pressure.
This is unrealistic, of course, and the Gaussian puff
If the
dispersion model has been modified to preclude this event.
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regular puff equation would give a concentration at the puff center which
exceeds the density of pure gas at ambient conditions, a modified
distribution is used. This distribution has a hemisphere of pure cargo
gas centered about the puff center, and from the surface of the hemisphere the concentration decreases in Gaussian fashion, with dispersion
coefficients appropriate to the distance the puff has traveled from the
The radius of the hemisphere is determined by the necessity of
spill.
As the puff is translated downwind, the radius of the
conserving mass.
hemisphere of pure vapor will shrink to zero, whereupon we have the
regular Gaussian puff distribution. The details of this modification are
contained in Appendix Bl.
Effects of Surface Roughness
The dispersion coefficients have been derived, for the most part, from
The effects of buildings
experiments conducted over flat grasslands.
in urban and suburban areas are to enhance the mixing processes, mostly by
the greater mechanical turbulence induced but partially from the
different thermal characteristics of manmade surfaces such as cement and
The plume model may be adjusted to account for these surface
asphalt.
effects, but at present there is no way to adjust for a change in surThus one class of surface roughness which typifies the
face roughness.
entire region over which the plume travels is required.
In a paper to be published in the Journal of the Air Pollution
Control Association (kindly made available to us in advance by the author),
N. E. Bowne suggests modifications of the standard diffusion parameters
which will more accurately depict the spread of a plume over urban and
Selected values of a are presented in Table 3-3 to
suburban areas.
show that the dispersion over built-uý terrain may be several times
These corrections for surface effects
greater than it is over rural areas.
have not yet been implemented in the computer simulation.
Meandering of the Plume
The assumption that the wind is a constant with respect to time,
location, and height does not mean that the random or statistical fluctuation
of the wind direction about a mean value has to be omitted entirely. This
is also known as meandering of the plume, and changes in the wind direction
which have time periods shorter than the observation or averaging period may
Thus synoptic changes which typically
be treated in a statistical manner.
But
have time scales on the order of one to several hours are excluded.
fluctuations with periods of seconds and minutes are amenable to statistical
These short-period variations are of interest because they will
treatments.
spread the plume from the spill over a wider area than will the theoretical,
The amount of cross-plume dispersion
but never observed, constant wind.
(the spread in the direction perpendicular to the mean wind direction) in
0
y. The
the Gaussian model is controlled by the value of the parameter
longer the measuring period, the larger a should be to account for increased
spreading of the effluents by random chanies in the wind direction during
The values for (Y.and Oz given in Slade [ 5 1 and used by
this period.
Raj and Kalelkar.(21 are the values originally published by Pasquill from
For this reason,
measurements having a duration of roughly 10 minutes.
the concentrations calculated using these diffusion coefficients will
likewise be the average concentration for a 10-minute duration. For time
averages other than 10 minutes, the value of the diffusion coefficient.
Oy., changes because of ever present random fluctuations in wind direction.
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Dispersion Coefficientst m
Distance Downwind,

km

Stability

Category

0.1

1

10

100

Sigma y,
rural

A
B
C
D
E
F

30
22
14
9
7
5

200
160
110
70
55.
32

1500
1200
800
550
400
270

11000
8000
6000
4100
3000
2000

Sigma y,
urban

A
B
C

310
230
190
150
110
75

1900
1500
1100
780
500
390

1100o

E
F

58
45
38
32
26
21

A
B
C

14
10
7

400
100
63

3000
1400
500

3000
2300
1600

D

5

31

130

500

E
F

3
2

20
14

78
48

200
100

Sigma z,
suburban

A
B
C
D
E
F

15
12
10
8
7
6

400
100
62
39
26
20

2900
1300
490
250
140
80

3000
2400
1600
800
440
180

Sigma z,
urban

A
B
C
D
E
F

26
20
17
15
13
12

700
280
150
90
45
31

3000
2500
1500
700
200
100

3000
2500
1700
1200
500
220

Sigma z,
rural

TABLE 3-3 (from N. E.

Bowne)

SELECTED VALUES OF Cv
Dispersion coefficients for three types of regions showing
the influence of surface roughness and other gross measures
of micrometeorological factors
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8000
6000
4000
2500
1900

For very short durations (seconds), the wind direction will change
very little, so the average Aoncentration for this period viii be a
maximum. For period, on the order of an hour or two, the fluctuating wind
direction will move the plume about, and the average concentration over
The corrections to 0,V to account for
an hour or more will be much lower.
the averaging time have been given by Turner [10], who summarized the work

of Stewart, Gale, and Crooks (11] ana Cramer (121, and found that concentratioms
decrease with sampling times of from 3 seconds to 30 minutes according to
a one-fifth power law function (C z t_-"). Nonhebel (13] reported
correction coefficients for 0y for periods of as long as 24 hours.

-.2

Extrappower correction factor is plotted in Figure 3-3.
The t
olation of this curve for periods of less than 10 seconds and longer than 1
the
hour must be used cautiously, as the power law was designed to fit
data in the range from about 1 minute to about thirty minutes. The
correction factor from Figure 3-3 may be used to adjust the plume
concentration on axis by multiplying the concentration calculated for
For concentrations off the axis,
10 minutes by the correction factor.
the value of Oy for 10 minutes must be divided by the correction factor,
and the plume concentration calculated as usual with the adjusted ay'
Although the correction of one calculated concentration is no problem,
the situation is more complicated for a number of sequential calculations.
Let us compare 10 sequential calculations for a period of 1 minute with

Figure 3-3 shows that the value on

a single calculation for 10 minutes.

axis calculated for a l-oinute averaging period will be 1.6 times the
If the wind direction does not
value for the 10-minute averaging period.
change, the average for the ten 1-minute periods will be the same as for
any individual 1-minute period and will be 1.6 times the average for one
This is incorrect, of course, and is due to the fact
10-minute period.
that the wind did not vary in direction from one 1-minute p-riod to the
For sequential applications of
next as it would in the physical world.
the Gaussian plume equation, then, if the correction factor is to be
applied to a y to account for the length of the time step, then the wind
direction must also be changed in a random manner about an average
direction. Modification of the air dispersion submodel to account for
the duration of the averaging period and the statistical fluctuations of
the wind direction was felt to be inappropriate at this stage in the
development of the VM, since departures from accurate simulation of the
physical world in other ways were considered more serious.

[101

Environmental
Turner, D. Workbook of Atmospheric Dispersion Estimates.
Protection Agency, Washington, D.C., Revised 1970. Publication No.
AP-26.

[111

The atmospheric diffusion
Stewart, N. C., H. J. Gale, and R. N. Crooks.
of gases discharged from the chimney of the Harwell Reactor BEPO.
Int. J. Air. Pollution 1:87-102, 1958.

(121

Engineering estimates of atmospheric dispersal capacity.
Cramer, H. E.
Amer. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J. 20:183-189, 1959.

[13]

Nonhebel, G.

Recommendations on heights for new industrial chimneys.

J. Inst. Fuel 33:479-513,

1960.
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Peak Concentration vs. Average Concentration
This meandering of the plume with time will result in an average
concentration which is lower than the maximum values obtained instantaneously during the averaging period.
In the assessment of toxic effects,

the nonlinearity of the concentration-response curve is not so great that
this is a serious matter.
For flammable vapor clouds, on the other hand,
the variation of the instantaneous concentration from the average may mean
that vapor cloud would ignite, even though its average concentration was
outside the range of flammable concentrations.
If the development of the
VM continues, it is urged that consideration be given to allowing
ignition to occur when the average concentration is outside the flammable
concentration range but close to the limiting concentration.
Once an
appropriate peak-to-mean ratio for the dispersion process is decided
upon, the mathematics for determining the new ignition range and the
modification of the computer program are straightforward.
Buoyancy
Fluid cargoes which have boiling points below 5C at atmospheric
pressure are usually transported in liquid form, with either pressure
or refrigeration or both being employed to keep the cargo in the liquid
state. If such a cargo is spilled, the evolved vapor and the air immediately
surrounding it will be near the boiling point of the cargo whether or not the
cargo was refrigerated.
This is because the vapor is given off at the
boiling point temperature and brings the surrounding air close to that
temperature by bulk mixing.
The low temperature of the recently evolved vapor may have a considerable effect upon the density of the cargo gas, and, if this is the
case, the dispersion of the vapor will be significantly different from
that of a neutrally buoyant gas. The Gaussian dispersion models, of
course, were derived for the neutrally buoyant case, so the present air
dispersion submodel will not be particularly accurate when the vapor
cloud is very cold.
The actual cloud will occupy a greater area close to
the ground or water surface and will not extend as high as the calculated
cloud.
Negative buoyancy will also be a significant factor for very dense
gases, such as radon and sulfur dioxide, even if transported and vented as
gases at ambient temperature.
Positive buoyancy may be a significant factor in the air dispersion of
certain materials vented as gases that are lighter than air, such as
hydrogen and methane.
Some materials carried as cryogenic liquids, such
as LNG, may be negatively buoyant soon after release because of cooling, but
upon heating by contact and admixture with the atmospher they may become
positively buoyant.
The transition from negative to positive buoyancy
poses formidable problems of analysis.
The means to incorporate the effects of buoyancy into the Gaussian
plume and puff models now used in the VM are neither sLraightforward nor
clearly available.
Although the Gaussian models are based on a theoretical
solution to a diffusion equation, the values for the dispersion coefficients
are obtained from experimental measurements.
Thus there is no simple,
easily justified adjustment that can be made to the model without some
experimental verification. The adoption of unvalidated schemes for use in
the VM was deemed inappropriate at this time.
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One possible approach to the consideration of buoyancy effects is that
correction factors for the neutrally buoyant 0y and oz could be derived
from comparison of data from actual spills with concentrations calculated
for neutral buoyancy.
These correction factors could be parameterized
functions of time and stability class to take into account the change in
buoyancy with time caused by admixture, warming, or both.
Another
possibility is the use of one of the empirical air dispersion models
developed specifically for spills of this kind (41, [141, 1151, although
a design guide for the VM has been to avoid the use of chemically specific
models.
Whatever correction method might be used, it should certainly have
the feature that as the cargo becomes close to neutral buoyancy by dilution
with air or by warming, then the description of the dispersion should reduce to one of the standard conventional forms of the Gaussian model.

[14]

Fay, J. A. Unusual fire hazard of LNG tanker spills.
Scl. Technol. 1:47, 1973.

CombuIstion

[1515 Feldbauer, G. W., et al. Spills of LNG on Water - Vaporization and
Downwind Drift of Combustible Mixtures. Esso Research & Engineering
Company, March 1973. Report No. EE61E-72 (Releasied by the American
Petroleum Institute, Re 6Z32).
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CHAPTER 4
FIRE AND EXPLOSION SUBMODELS

The purpose of the fire and explosion submodels is to calculate those
damage assessment models to
physical quantities required by the Phase I
This set of submodels
estimate the consequences of explosion, fire, or both.
determines the type of event (fire or explosion), where it occurs, and when it
occurs and what physical consequences of import to the VM occur.
The processes of fire and explosion will in general occur in two phases.
Following
First. an extended vapor-air cloud will rapidly burn or explode.
either of these forms of rapid combustion, relatively slow burning from the
The rapid combustion cccurs because
wili take place.
surface of the spill
the fuel and oxidant are premixed over a relatively large region of space.
The slower burning from the surface of the spill is a typical diffusion
flame in which combustion occurs in a narrow reaction zone into which both
Because the physical processes, and hence the
fuel and oxidant diffuse.
damage mechanisms for personnel and material, are quite different in the
cases of rapid and slow combustion, different models are required for each
of the three processes involved: 'amely, explosion, flash fire, and burning
from the surface of the spill.
The relationFhip of the four fire and explosion submodels used in
the VM to model t'Le various processes involved and their sequence are disFirst the decision of
played in the fleA chart shown in Figure 4-1.
if there is no ignition,
of
course,
made;
is
occurs
ignition
net
or
whether
If
no further processitig of the fire and explosion submodels is performed.
there is ignition, a user option determines whether fire or explosion is to
In either event, a check is made, after the rapid combustion
be modeled.
event is simulated, to determine whether any fuel remains in the pool of
spilled material; if any fuel remains, then burning from the pool is
In the following are presented details of the simulation of each
modeled.
of the four events modeled.
The Ignition Submodel
A primary decision to be made in the fire and explosion submodels is
Three items
whether combustion (either conflagration or detonation) occurs.
(1) fuel, (2) oxidizing agent, and (3)
are required for combustion to occur:
The user will specify whether a given grid cell contains
ignition source.
The fuel is provided by the dispersed flammable vapor,
an ignition source.
Since comwhereas the oxidizing agent is provided by the oxygen in the air.
bustion will occur only over a certain range of fuel-air ratios, the
decision in the VM that combustion does occur is made only if the vapor
concentration in a given cell is within the flammability range for the substance under consideration and if the given cell contains an ignition source.
A refinement of the model is to specify whether the ignition source
causes an explosion or just a fire (provided, of course, that the vapor-air
There are several reasons for choosing
mixture is in the ignitable range).
These reasons all
an a priori basis.
on
the occurrence of fire or explosion
One reason
decision.
this
for
model
a
deterministic
of
formation
the
deter
is that unconfined vapor-air mixtures are normally not considered to be
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However, such unconfined vapor-air mixtures can and do explode
explosive.
In the context of
if ignition is initiated by a detonation 1161 (17].
accidental spills such initiating detonations ,rould originate from (1) the
detonation of high explosive (say as a result of a ship collision) or
(2) the detonation of a vapor-air mixture which has seeped into an enclosed
In either case the size
space (this source is much more likely to occur).
and location of the initiating detonation are quite unpredictable, because
of the large number of unspecified (and probably unspecifiable) variables
that contribute to these properties of the explosion. Furthermore, the
basic research to determine the detonatability of unconfined vapor-air
mixtures as a function of the strength of the initiating detonation is not
complete and in some cases is the subject of current or planned studies.
Thus,even if the properties of the initiating explosion were known
quantitatively, there is no method currently available that
could be used to predict whether the vapor-air plume would explode.

*
r

*

Another refinement of the model is the gradations permitted in
The user is allowed to specify the ignition
ignition source strength.
potential of a given source so that, for example, a single specification
of a set of ignition sources will result in ignition for a highly
flammable substance but will not simulate an ignition for a less
The gradations used in the VM for ignition sources
flammable substance.
are based on the NFPA classification system [6, p. 4-8ff.) for flammable
The NFPA classification system is based on the concept
substances.
of "flashpoint." A substance with low flashpoint is very flammable,
whereas a substance with a high flashpoint is more difficult to ignite.
In the VMan ignition source is designated as belonging to a given
classification b-sed on the flashpoint of substances it is capable
of igniting. Strong sources will ignite most combustible substances,
Weaker sources are only
those of both low and high flammability.
The gradation of ignition
able to ignite the most flammable materials.
sources is discussed in more detail in Appendix Cl. This rather unconventional application of the concept of flashpoint is primarily an attempt
to allow the user to specify ignition sources of different strengths;
thus two simulations having the same input data except for the type of
As
substance spilled will yield ignition in one case but not in the other.
explained in Appendix Cl, a complete treatment of ignition sources would
require very complex models and mtssive quantities of input data to
support them.
Amount of Material in Rapid Combustion
For both the explosion and flash fire submodels it is necessary to
determine the amount of fuel that burns in the rapid combustion process.
Because the flammable clouds have a spatial and temporal variation in
concentration of fuel, calculation of the mass that burns is not an espeAs discussed in Appendix C2 it seems
cially straightforward procedure.

[16)

Strehlow, R. A. Uncombined vapor-cloud explosions - an overview.
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Combustion, 1972.

(171

Brown, J. A. A Study of the Growing Danger of Detonation in UnconJohn Brown Associates, Inc., Berkeley
fined Gas Cloud Explosions.
Heights, N.J., December 1973.
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In

appropriate to allow only that portion of the fuel-air mixture that has a
concentration between flammable limits to contribute to the energy yield
of the rapid burning phase of combustion.
The fuel-air mixture that contributes to the energy yield may be divided into two parts:
(1) the mixture
with a concentration varying from the lower explosive limit to stoichlometric and (2) the mixture with a concentration varying from stoichiometric
to the upper explosive limit. The portion (1) leaner than stoichiometric
burns completely;
the portion (2) richer than stoichiometric burns incompletely from lack of sufficient oxygen content.
The amount (mass) of fuel
that burns in the leaner portion is given by the volume integral of the
concentration over that portion of the fuel-air cloud.
The mass of fuel
that burns in the richer portion is given by the volume integral of concentration over that space, with a multiplicative weighting factor inside the
integral to account fo- tbh absence of sufficient oxygen to support complete
combustion.
Thus,

mev

J

C(x,y,z,t)d T +

3

F(C)C(xy'z't)d

T

(4-1)

4

where
m

e

mass of fuel burning

C(x,y,z,t)

concentration of the flammable material (z is the
vertical coordinate)
F(C) - a weighting function, dependent on concentration, giving
the fraction of fuel present that can burn
V = the region in the half space z>O enclosed by the surfaces:
C(x,y,z,t) - K. and C(x,y,z,t) = K (where K, is
the lower
explosive limit concentration KS is the sto chiometric concentration)
V4 = the region in the half space z>O enciosed by the surfaces:
C(x,y,zt) = K, and C(x,y,z,t) - KU (where KU is the upper
explosive limi[ concentration)
d i
the element of volume
-

This formulation, including an evaluation of the weighting function, F(C),
is discussed in more detail in Appendix C2.
The analytical forms for the
participating mass, m.. that are obtained by performing the integration
indicated in equation (4-1) for specific choices of concentration distribution, C(x,y,z,t), are given in Appendix C2 for a simple puff model and are
given in Appendixes BI and B2
for the modified puff and plume distributions
of concentration, respectively.
One further detail in these calculations is the time at which the
ignition occurs.
Rather than use the preset computation interval, it
seems more realistic to assume that an ignition occurs at that moment
the concentration contour of the lower flammable limit first
coincides
with the coordinates of the ignition source.
To calculate the time of
this occurrence,one sets C (x,y,z,t) = KL and then solves for t.
For
the simple puff concentration distribution (see Chapter 3), this procedure yields
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xi-

t,

•x{

n(2

r)

POx -0ycz K L ]

2

_2_Yjy-

(4-2a)
U

-

where
time of ignition
ti
grid coordinates of the ignition source
x,=
1y1
GA,.

Uz - the standard deviations of the Gaussian concentration

ay,

profile in the noted direction
U a the wind speed
m w the mass of gas in the puff
the plume concentration distribution the time of ignition is
for
and
given by

xi
tia

(4-2b)

-

U

_ c_ and
In solving equation (4-2a),it must be borne in mind that
required
eurl'is
are functions of time; consequently, an iterative proc
at
time
the
tl,
time
at
begun
is
iteration
the
to find t - In practice
which theiconcentration at nome grid location with an irnttion source first
The distance
exceeds (or is exactly equal to) the lower flammable limit.
traveled by the puff at the time t 1 is given by
xI a UtI

This value of x, is substituted into the approximate power functions given
in Table 3-1 to yield values for a>y and az (ax is assumed equal to oC).
Substituting these values of o and x 1 into equation (4-2a) gives a new value
for time, t 2 . The value of t2 will, in general, be smaller than ti, because
the concentration at x 1 , at t , will rarely exactly equal the lower flamThe value, t 2 , Is used to find another set of a's and the
mable limit.
whole process is repeated until the differences between successive values
For example, if
of t are small compared to the value.

-t

i-l

<

0.001

Ci

then the iteration would be stopped, and ti would be taken to be the time of
Once t is determined, all of the a's are known.
explosion.
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The Explosion Submodel
A fundamental quantity needed to characterize the explosion of a
Kinney [181 points out that a good
vapor-air plume is the energy yield.
approximation to the energy yield of an explosion is the change in Helmholtz free energy caused by the chemical reaction producing the explosian. However,many authors [171 (191 analyzing the potential yield of
a spill of combustible material calculate on the basis of enthalpy
change produced by the chemical reaction.
This apparent conflict vas
resolved by determining that, for vapor-air explosions, the difference
between the change in the Helmholtz free energy and the change in enthalpy is negligible. The details of this analysis are presented in
Appendix C3.
Therefore,
taken to be

the energy yield of a vapor-air mixture exploding is
m

(-

W

e

(4-3)

AH)- M

where
W - explosion yield (kcal)
AH - change in enthalpy with combustion (heat of combustion kcal/
kg-mole)
m - mass of the exploding fuel (kg)
M

-

molecular weight of the fuel

Heats of combustion are determined by measuring the amount of heat
liberated when a fuel reacts completely and forms definite reaction products. In an explosion (or flash fire), the chemical products formed by
the reaction are not necessarily the same as those formed in the laboratory experiments because the elevated temperature causes the reaction
Nevertheless, the degree of accuracy inherent
products to dissociate.
in equation (4-3) is consisteint with the accuracy of the models used
It should be noted that the heat of combuselsewhere in this program.
tion, - A H, is for final products that include water vapor; most handThese
books give - AH for final products that include liquid water.
values for - A H must be corrected for the heat of vaporization of water.
In addition, it should be noted that heats of combustion are measured
If the reaction of infor the substance in the normal state at 256C.
terest is for a substance normally a liquid at 2 5"C, then unless specified otherwise, the handbook value must be corrected to account for the
heat of vaporization of the fuel. These corrections are detailed in
Appendix C4.

1181

Kinney, G. F.
Explosive Shocks in Air,
New York, 1962.

1191

Strehlow., R. A. Equivalent Explosive Yield of the Explosion in the
Alton and Southern Gateway Yard, East St. Louis, Illinois, January 22,
Engineering Experiment Station, College of Engineering,
1972.
Report No. AAE TR 73-3,
University of Illinois, Urbana, June 1973.
UILU-ENG-73 05-05.
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Once the explosive yield is determined from equations (4-1), (4-2) and
(4-3),the phyoical parameters of the explosion germane to damage assessment
can be calculated from the scaling laws stated by Kinney (201.
The explosion
scaling laws are based on the principle of geometrical similarity plus
certain basic theoretical considerations and experimental observations.
An explosion generates a peak overpressure in the surrounding medium which
is dependent on the explosive energy per unit mass in the medium.
For most
explosions, some sort of spherical symmetry holds, so ihe volume of the
medium affected by the explosion is proportional to d , where d is the
distance traveled by the wave front. The mass of the medium affected is
then proportional to pd 3 , where p is the density of the medium.
Thus, in
two geometrically similar explosions, 3 the peak overpressure observed at
some point will be the same when W/pd is the same in both cases, where W
is the energy yield of the explosion.
Experiments have been performed on
reference explosions in reference media (atmospheres) that correlate peak
overpressure and other explosion parameters with distance from the site of
the explosion. The observations in nonreference explosions can be determined by combining these tabulated results with the scaling laws.
Further
dimensional analysis will give scaling laws for quantities other than peak
overpressure.
These scaling laws are summarized by the following equations:

da(P/PO)

1/3
3

d

(

t

5
(P/P o)

,/

I

l(Wo)I/(po/)2/

a

/wo)1

aI

(T/To)

(4-4)

1/ 3

(4-5)
(T/To)

11/

(4-6)

(T/To) I/

S~where
d
d

-

P,T

scaled
distance from
explosion center
a
1

(m)

actual distance from explosion center

(m)

pressure and temperature of the atmosphere in the actual
case (bar, Ov-)

-

Po, To

pressure and temperature of the atmosphere in the
case of the reference explosion (Po - 1 bar, To

u

288.15*K)

(20]

=

Kinney, G. F.
Engineering Elements of Explosions.
Naval Weapons
Center, China Lake, Calif., November 1968.
Report No. NWC TP-4654.
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WI - effective energy yield of the actual explosion
W o- energy yield of the reference explosion (I kR of TNT yields
1.12 x 104 calories; thus U0 = 1.12 x 104 calories)
t

- actual time (a)

t: - scaled time (a)
I&

-

actual impulse (N-S/m 2 )

I

-

scaled impulse (N-S/r

2

)

These laws are si-11fied considerably if the actual explosion is
assumed to occur iVA the same atmosphere as the reference explosion. Since
ratios of absolute values for atmospheric pressure and temperature are
raised to fractional powers, these factors are close to unity even when
the reference and actual atmospheres are not identical. By assuming
essentially identical atmospheres, one obtains
da

(4-7)
we

1/3

W0

tII(
t
ta

a

a

s

Wo

(4-8)

/W
)1

W

(4-9)

To use these scaling laws, reference is made to Table 4-1 on the
following page.
The scaled distance is computed by equation (4-4) or
(4-7) using the computed value of the energy yield.
From the scaled
distance the tables give overpressure and Mach number directly.
The
tables also give the scaled time and impulse from which the actual
time and impulse may be computed by the use of equations (4-5) or (4-8)
and (4-6) or (4-9).
Thus, use of the scaling laws and the tabulated
reference values will give, for any distance from the explosion center,
the overpressure and impulse.
These parameters are necessary to evaluate damage in Phase II.
In equations (4-4) through (4-9), the quantity W', the effective
yield, is used.
The data for the reference explosion tabulated in
Table 4-1 are for a spherically symmetric explosion.
For an explosion
with a center on a rigid surface, the symmetry is hemispherical, i.e.,
the rigid surface reflects completely all explosive energy impinging
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upon it.
To account for the additional energy imparted to the upper half
plans by the reflective surface, the yield is taken to be twice the yield
expected from a spherically syumetric explosion of the same size. Therefore,
we take
W' - 2W
where W is

(4-10)

the yield computed according to equation (4-3).

The design of the explosion model is based on scaling laws strictly
applicable to condensed phase explosions.
However, explosions of fuel-air
clouds, called diffuse explosions by one source [21), have significant differences from condensed phase explosions. The nature of exploding fuel-air
clouds has been the subject of considerable recent research (22), (231, (241,
1251. Unfortunatelyscientific research into the basic phenomena of diffuse
explosions has not yet proceeded to the point where the results of the
research can be incorporated into the VM, that is, no suitable theoretical
or semlempirical models for diffuse explosions are extant. One problem area
not yet treated satisfactorily is the propagation of combustion waves
through regions of nonuniform fuel concentration; some very recent research
(26] has begun to address this problem. Another problem to be addressed is
"shocking up." Classical combustion wave theory (Chapman-Jouget theory) [27)
predicts that the combustion wave in a fuel-air mixture will be either subsonic (deflagrative) or supersonic (detonative).
From classical theory,
explosions result only when a detonative combustion wave propagates; de-
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tonative combustion yields the shock waves which are so destructive. DeflaRrative combustion waves, on the other hand, produce a "whoosh" not a
"bang." However it appears that, if the initial extent of space experiencing
deflagrative combustion is large enough, the subsonic pressure waves prop&Rating away from the combustion zone may "shock up" and develop into
damage-generating, finite amplitude blast waves.
Other factors not considered by this explosion model include Mach stem
formation (181 and confined explosions.
Although treatment of explosions
resulting from the seepage of flammable vapor into a confined space is not
currently implemented in the VM, the damage potential from such explosions
is large as demonstrated in Appendix C5.
The Flash Fire Submodel
The major damage mechanism of the flash burning of the vapor cloud is
the heat generated by the combustion.
This heat may cause ignition of
combustible materials within or near the burning cloud. This heat may also
cause burn damage to living organisms within the affected area.
The flash burning occurs at a very rapid rate. Following the combustion, the hot gases remaining lose heat by radiation, conduction,
and admixture of cooler gas.
The cooling of the combustion products
also occurs at a relatively rapid rate.
Damage to materiel and personnel from the flash fire is dependent
on the amount of heat transferred and the nature of the heat transfer
to the vulnerable receptors.
The parameters affecting damage,and to
some extent the damage mechanisms themselves, are roughly the same for
both living and nonliving receptors.
For combustible materials, the
significant damage criterion is whether or not ignition has occurred.
In general, the noncombustible materials will be considered undamaged
by the flash fire; the level and duration of heating are expected to be
low enough so that damage to noncombustibles,
such as buckling of
The
steel beams or calcination of bricks, is not expected to occur.
ignition of combustible materials is, however, expected to be a significant damage mechanism for the flash fire. The ignitability of a combustible item depends upon a plethora of physical parameters.
Howeveras explained in Appendix D, the only parameters used in tCe VN
to determine ignitability are (1) radiation intensity and (2) duration of
the radiation.
Unfortunately, the fire hazard presented by the flash fire
is quite different from the controlled experiments through which ignition
and burn criteria are obtained.
In the controlled experiments, the radiation
intensity was maintained at a constant level; in the flash fire, the
temperature of tht reaction products, and therefore the radiation intensity
therefrom, decreases rapidly with time subsequent to the ignition of the
vapor cloud.
Since ignition data for this type of radiation-time variation
are not available (nor are they likely to be), the approach taken here is to
use the data available for a constant radiation level.
To use the available
data, the variation in the radiation with time that actually occurs during
the flash fire must be parameterized by a single radiation level and an
effective duration time for that radiation level.
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Since it has been determined that the significant parameters are the
intensity and duration of radiation from the hot combustion products
resulting from the flash fire, the time history of thermal radiation from
the hot gases should be considered In detail before the precise forms of the
Following the flash
parametric intensity level and time duration are chosen.
As
fire of a puff of flammable gac an ellipsoidal shell of hot gas remains.
mentioned previously, this layer (shell) of gas loses heat by radiative, conductive, and convective heat transfer processes.
By far the most important heat loss mechanism in this situation is
radiation.
Consider a prismatic volume of gas losing heat by radiation
The heat loss from
through one end surface as shown in Figure 4-2.
the volume of gas by radiation through that surface, Ar, can be expressed
by
Ar or [

q

g T g4 -

(4-11)

aaa
T a4

where
q
Ar

heat loss by radiation (J/S)

-

2
loss occurs (M )
area through which the radiative heat

-

temperatures of the radiating gas and the environment to
which the hot gas radiates, respectively (*K)

T ,T a

respective emissivities ot the gas and environment
-8
4_42_
*
J/tOK _Stefan-Boltzmann constant U 5.67 x 10

Ec
g, aa

Radiation from a volume of gas depends to a large extent upon the
presence in that gas volume of gas molecules capable of absorbing and
emitting infrared radiation. For the combustion products in which we
The emisare interested, the significant molecules are CO2 and H20.
sivity of a gas layer containing such molecules depends upon (1) the
layer thickness, (2) the partial pressure of the thermally active species, and (3) the temperature of the gas. Figure 4- 3 shows the emissivity of water vapor as a function of temperature and the product of
Not shown is the fact that, for
partial pressure and layer thickness.
water vapor emissivity is also a function of partial pressure (as well
For C02, the behaas the product of partial pressure and layer thickness).
vior of emissivity is similar to that shown in Figure 4-3 for water
When both CO2 and H20 are present, the total emissivity is not
vapor.
just the oum of the separate emissivities for each species, but a slightly more complicated computation must be performed to arrive at the
total emissivity.
Regardless of these complicating factors, it should

The authors recognize the dual use of a for both Stefan-Boltzmann constant
and air dispersion coefficient; however, the use of a in each discipline
is so universal, that a change of symbology for this report might cause
more confusion than it would prevent.
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FIGURE 4- 2
THERMAL RADIATION FROM A PRISMATIC VOLUME OF GAS
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be pointed out that for the combustion of flammable vapors, the partial
pressures of either C02 or H20 are liable to be in the neighborhood of
On the other hand, the thickness of the ellipsoidal
0.1 atmospheres.
shells under consideration is liable to be tens of meters if not indeed
(1)
Consequently, the emissivities that result viii
hundreds of meters.
much
very
change
not
(2)
and
0.5
be rather high values of the order of
The layer thickness to
with either temperature or layer thickness.
infinite, since the atmosessentially
is
radiating
is
gas
hot
the
which
phere is many hundreds of meters thick.
Although radiation is the primary mechanism by which the hot gas
layer loses heat to the surroundings, other heat traiisfer mechanisms are
occurring simultaneously. Rather than considering these processes separately, the additional heat loss can be approximated by raising the emisTherefore, because of the large thicknesses
sivity of the hot gas layer.
of both the emitting and absorbing gas layers and because additional
methods of heat transfer are to be ignored, we take as a suitable approximation that the emissivities of the hot gas and the absorbing atmosphere
Therefore,equation (4-11) becomes
are both equal to one.

q=

aIT

r g

(4-12)

_T 4

a

Now the heat loss from the layer of hot gas causes the temperature
of the layer to change according to the relation

q

(4-13)

dT
dt

P t? r

--

where
-

C
p

specific heat at constant pressure (J/K -°K)
g

3
V

radiating gas (K /M)

density of the layer of hot,

p
r

-

layer (M )
volume of the radiating gas

Although the layer of hot gas is comprised of combustion products, unburnt
fuel, and air, it will nearly always be mostly air; therefore in the computer program at this time, the density of the gas layer is set equal to
that of the ambient air.
Equating the heat flows in equations (4-12) and (4-13) and solving
the resulting nonlinear differential equation for temperature as a
function of time gives

I

at + c

2T 3
a

(arctan

T -T

1

T

,-a
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(4-14)

in (
Tg Ta

a

vhere
Ti

c

I1
2T

1

i

[arctan(--)

-

In

-T
a
(T-•T

(4-15)

a

3

a

and
A a
t
a=Cp0Vr

(4-16)

and
Ti -

the initial temperatut . of the gas layer immediately after
combustion

Equation (4-14) indicates that the temperature of the gas in the
heated layer declines very rapidly at first from the initial temperatur.,
Ti. and then the temperature declines at a diminishingly smaller rate;
i.e., TgITa only as t * m.
Since the time at which the gas temperature reaches the ambient temperature is not finite, let us, in a manner
similar to the procedures used in nuclear physics and electronics, coneider the time at which the gas temperature is midway between Ti and Ta;
that is, let us consider the "half life" of the elevated temperature

layer.

If we take
T£ +T

"T

2

2

(4-17)

a

then the time at which this temperature is attained,

1/2 I
2aT 3
a

S1

arctan (

-

arctan (4P

.2 12

given by

t 1 / 2 , is

+1

(4-18)
(4-18)

where
Ti

T

(4-19)

aI

The variation of tl/ 2 with 0 is shown in Figure 4-4.
As 0 increases,
i.e., as the initial temperature increases, the time required to reach the

one-half temperature level decreases.

This is because the heat transfer

rate Is proportionately higher at higher initial temperatures.
Now we are in a position to parameterize the temperature-time variation of the hot gas layer by an effective temperature and effective radiation intensity.
For the effective radiation intensity, Ir, we take
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Fl

where T

(4-20)

4

"I -o(T4

Is given by equation

9
For the effective duration, teff, of the radiation we take
I

tff
where t/

2

-

3t/

(4-21)

2

is given by equation

The initial temperature is taken to be the adiabatic flame temperature, as Is listed in the VI properties file.
To complete the formulation of the problem, the factors Ar and Vr
in equation 4-10 must be given. The volume of the half ellipsoidal
shell ina given by

Vr~ 2

~

C x oy O (rU(= 3 - rL
L422
)

(4-22)

and the area of radiation is given approximately by
I

T 2 r
A
r = 3
r1

(4-23)
y2+2
+r
2 )(2
rL)
x +a a7
where, as discussed in Chapter 3, a X, ay, and az are the dispersion
coefficients for the puff and

(2ln (
rm
rU

(-

rL

(2 I n

( 2r

KU

concentration at the upper explosive limit (Kg/m3)

,22m
)

)],/2

//2a(2aYa zyKU

2m2a x a Y a z K ) ]I1/2

3
K.L - concentration at the lower explosive limit (Kg/mr )

m

-

total mass of vapor released (Kg)

The origin of these terms is

given in more r:etail in Appendix C2.

The Pool Burning Submodel
Since this submodel
under USCG sponsorship,
of them in this report.
the CHRIS documentation

largely based on models developed previously
is not necessary to provide detailed descriptions
Further details are provided in Chapter 2 and in
[2].
is

it
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CHAPTER 5
INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FOR PHASE I

Introduction
This chapter sumsarizes the input data required to run the VM and the
types of output data to be provided to Phase 11 for use in assessing
In addition, the approach to
injuries to people and damage to property.
preparing a geographical grid cell structure is described.

There are three types of data required to run the %7:
(1) chemical property data stored in a library file;
(2)

geographical/demographic data for the general region of interest,
also stored in a library file;

(3)

spill and environment definition data, supplied as input by the
user for each spill considered.

In the followingdetailed consideraticn of each class of input data is
given. The "Vulnerability Model User's Manual" details the mechanics of
data input and output.
Chemical Properties Data

*

The chemical properties file is designed to contain 71 physical and
chemical properties constants for more than 400 hazardous materials. The
71 properties that may be stored in the file for each material are listed
in Table 5-1. This table was generated by a reporting computer program
developed and run under another Coast Guard effort. The USCG currently
has an ongoing program to expand the properties file and to fill -.y gaps
that now exist.
The chemical properties file prv'ides virtually all of the physical
and chemical properties constants related to the hazardous material that
are required to run the HACS programs described in the CHRIS and HACS
In some instances, the properties file does not contain
documentation.
values for the required constant. In such cases, the computer executive
automatically refers to a default property value file to obtain an estimated
value. Since these estimated values are chosen to apply to a large number
of substances, the errors induced by using default vclues can be quite
significgnt; therefore, every effort should be made to provide missing
values in the properties file, so that default values are not used. These
missing values can be provided as part of the user-supplied input data
and will override the default values.
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TABLE 5-1.

AGOtREI[VATIO14

CONSTANTS CURR.ENTLY LISTED IN THE CHEMICAL PROPERTIES FILE

UNITS

01SCnIPTIOtN

NOEVT

NO

MOLECULAR I

mep

C

NORMAL BOILING POINT

NrP
CRTEN
¢ITPR
SPCGV
SrwI N
STATE
L0t
LOP
t03
LOUP
LOLO
LIOVIS
tTET[P
LVI
LVI
tVUP
LVL0
LTNCO
LTCTEM
LII
LTCt
LTCUP
LTCLO
LINCAP
LHCTEN
L4CI
LHC?
LICUP
LHCLO
SRTLN
STYEN
IfTEN
IFTIN
SOLUB
SOlEw
OLI
SOL?
VPI

c
C
ON/Coo
NO

kOtRAL FREEZING

NO
GN/C€)
*NO
*No
c
C
O-S/¢CM
C
ANO
*NO
C
C
CAL/CNSC
C
*'NO
*NO
C
C
CAL/B.C
C
No
NO
C
C
O/CM
C
O/CN
C
6/I00
C
NO
*040
AND
*kD
*NO
C
C
NO
NO

VP2
VP3
VPUP
VPLO
VNCI
V4CZ
VHC3

NO

VHC4
VHCUP
VMCLO
VAPOR
cOos
ODCOM

No
C
C
CAL/B
CAL/$
CAL/B
CAL/B

EUS

leTIB
POINT

CRITICAL TEW*

CRITICAL PRESSURE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT A POINT
TENY . FOR SPECIFIC GRAVITY
STATE OF CNENICAL.LIQuID - SOLID
CONSTANT,
LI OEN [QUA
COEFF LINEAR TERN. LIO DEN COUA"
COWFF SQUARE TE10s LID DEN E0#A
UPPER TE1P POUNOO LID DIN
LOWER TEMP SOUO, LIO OEN
LIQUID VIScOSITY AT A POINT
TEMP. FOR L00 VIS
CONSTANT* LIG VIS (QUA
COErF l/T. LIQ VIS [QUA
UPPER ITEP. POUD0 LI1 VIS
LOWED TEMP. BOUND LIO VIS
LIQUID T1ERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AT A POINT
TEMP FO LID 114R COND
CONSTANT LI) THEO co0o (QUA
COEFF LINEAR TERM, LI
TME1RCOND EQUA
UPPER TEMP POUNP# L|
ITftO COND
LOWER TEMP OUNi. LI0 T14R COND
LIQUID HEAT CAPACITY 4T A POINT
TEMP FOR LID MT47 CAP
CONSTANT- LI
MEAT CAP (QUA
COEFF LINEAR TERs. LIb "CAT CAP CQUA
UPPER TEMP ROU4D. LO MEAT CAP
LOWER TEMP BOUNO- LIQ MEAT CAP
SURFACE TENSION AT A POINT
T(PP 70 SURFACE TENSION
INTERFACIAL TEN4ION AT A POINT
TEMP FOR INTEkFACIAL TENSION
SOLUVILITY Al A POINT
TEMP FOR SOLUtILItY
CONSTANT. SOLUBILITY (QUA
CO(Ff LINEAR TEA". SOLUIILITY (QUA
CONSTANT A, VAPOR PRP(SSURE
QUA
CONSTANT A. VAPOR PRESSURE (OUA
CONSTANT Co VAPOR P•ESSURE (QUA
UPPER TEOP "ROvUN
VA()A PPESSURE
LOWER IL4P SOUvN0

VAPOR

PRESSVRE

CONSTANT, VAPOR MEAT CAPACITY (QUA
COEf LINEAR TEO"* VAPOR IEAT CAP (QUA
COEFr SQUARE TERM. VAPOR NEAT CAP (OUA
COtFF CUBED
TSRM. V&POP "EAT CAP (QUA
UPPER TERP AOUNO. VAPOR MEAT CAP
LOWER TEP.P RO.NDO VAPCR MEAT CAP
MEAT OF FUSION
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
NEAT CF COM4USTION
HEAT OF flFCnYP')SITION

SOLMS

COL/O

SOL"R
POLY
FLmLO
FLMUP
FPRAT
TOXIN
NMALP
NMALT

CAL/8
CAL/
NO
NO
CM/S
PPN
PPN
S

HEAT OF REACIION(EITM WATER)
"EAT 0F POLYMERIZATIION
LOVE01 FLAOAGILITY LIMIT
UPPER FLAt'ANILITY LIMIT
BURNtING RATE
TOXICITY
Y INtHALATION
SHORT TERN IUIfALATIUN LIMIT
SHONT TEAP I-?-AIA.TION

TOKLO

G/PB

LOdFR LIMIT

TORUP
LATEYOX
A0FLM
MOLRA
AIRFUEL
rLUTEM
POLFRAC

;'KO
NO
C
No
NO
C
NO

UPPER LIMIT TOXICITY BY INGESTION
LATE TOXICITY
ADIABATIC FLAHE TEMP
MOLCULAR PATIO. REACTANTS 70 PRODUCTS
SToICMIAiTPnIC AIR IA FUEL RATIO
fLA-iC TLI'VERATURE
LIMIIINCG VALUE. ROL FRACTION CONC

*Error

In

dimensional

E AT

OF

units as

SCLIJON

TOXICITY BY INGESTIN

reported on this
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Geoaraph iel

/Demotraphic Data

The gSogtaphical/demographic data required as Phsen I input are listed
not all of the data listed in Table 5-2 are at present used
in Table 5-2.
in the operation of the VK; however, space is allowed for these data and,
in son cases, the data are entered in the event that further developments
Those items marked by an asterisk in
of the VN require this information.
Table 5-2 are currently used for computations in the VT. In order to input
these data, it is necessary to partition the macroregion in which the spill
is to be simulated into grid cells for which representative geographical/
demographic data may be supplied. To this and, a major city and its
surrounding areas, including a 30-mlle segmnt of a navigable river, were
partitioned into sore than 400 grid cells. These cells were determined,
for simulation purposes, so that it could then be assumed that whatever
The river cells
occurs within a call does so uniformly throughout the cell.
are nabaered in ascending order from upstream to downstream.
The approach taken to this partitioning was to equate a census
By
tract, as defined by the U.S. Department of Comerce, to a cell.
definition, a census tract is a "...sual• area Into which large cities
Tract
and metropolitan areas are divided for statistical purposes.
boundaries are established cooperatively by a local committee and the
Bureau of the Cenaus and are generally designed to ach&eve somw uniformity of population characteristics, economic status, and living
Those census tracts that include both land and
conditions" 29].
water were partitioned into two or more cell . The river itself was
olvided into 84 cells, so that no cel would be larger than 1 mile in
length and so that each cell would be approximately rectangular in
shape as required for river flow simulation.
Figure 5-1 is a reduced copy of a portion of the map of in urban area.
Tracts on the map are identified numerically (e.g., 215, 234) and are
separated from one another by solid, dark lines. For VM/ simulation
purposes, the center of each tract (or cell) is identified by the latitude
For irregularly shaped tracts, a
and longitude at its centermost point.
point is chosen to be representative of the tract area. Thus, the cell
is identified on)y by a representative point, not by a description of its
boundaries.
Data for each tract are available from, among other sources, the 1970
Census of Housing Report for the city. The data include, for each tract,
total populaton, percent of population under 18 and over 62 years of age,
assessed dollar value of houses, etc. Additional data (such as land use,
etc.) were used in preparation for testing the VM; several sources of
these applicable data are being used. The population statistics represent
the number of persons residing in a given cell, not necessarily the
number of persons in the cell at any given time. The estimated dollar value
of structures is given only for residential property; these values were
It is a limitation
derived from the responses to census questionnaires.
of the VM that the dollar values for damage assessment do not include damage
to comnercial property.

[291

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Housing, Block Statistics, September 1971.
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1970 Census of

TABLE 5-2.

GEOGRAPHICAL/DEMOGRAPHIC DATA INPUT FOR PHASE I

I
For Land Areas
* 1.

2.
3.
* 4.
* 5.
6.
7.
* 8.
* 9.
*10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
*15.
*
*

Grid number
Latitude
Longitude
0 (denotes land grid)
Total population
Percent of population under 18 years of age
Percent of population over 62 years of age
Percent of population sheltered
Total number of housing units
Average assessed dollar value per unit dwelling
Housing construction material
Number of schools
Land use
Uniformity of the land topography
Ignition source code

I

Ii
I

For Water Areas
* 1.

*2.
*3.
*4.
*5.
6.
* 7.
*8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Grid number
Latitude
Longitude
Depth (nonzero)
Length of cell
Direction of water current
Ignition source code
Speed of current
Tidal condition
Watec turbulence level
Water temperature
Water density
Salinity

These items are currently used for computing results in the VN.
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Bureau of the Census publications obtained from the GPO include a
description of pier facilities containing, among other information, listings
of the industries that make use of the pier facilities.
Detailed 7-1/2 minute maps of the entire area selected for the
test have been obtained from the United States Geological Survey Map
Division in Arlington, Virginia.
The National Climatological Data Service in Asheville, North
Carolina. provided meteorological data covering the years 1971 through
1973. Data include daily and monthly temperature readings, wind speed,
and wind direction.

Nautical charts and other data have been obtained from the
National Ocean Survey Distribution Center in Riverdale, Maryland.
These include tide tables, tidal current tables, shipping lanes
and river and channel depths.
Nautical charts have been obtained from the National Ocean Survey
These include tide tables,
Distribution Center in Riverdale, Maryland.
tidal current tables, shipping lanes, and river and channel depths.
Soill and Environmental Definition Data
The third category of input data required for Phase 1 operation is
the detailed information that defines the spill and the environment in
which it occurs.
There are four subcategories into which this type of
input data falls, namely
1.

definition of the subset of grid cells which are to be included
in the simulation

2.

spill definition data

3.

environmental data

4.

user override data

The data comprising item 1 merely constitute a list

I

of the numbers of

Because of
the grid cells which are to be considered in the simulation.
the manner in which the simulation proceeds, these cells need not be
However a clearer picture of what occurs is obtained if the
contiguous.
out an approximately rectangular region.
cells considered fill
The data comprising item 2 consist

of spill-related data such as:

spill location
size of spill

substance spilled

temperature and pressure in the cargo container
diameter of the vent or puncture
As with other types of input data, if no value is specified,
value file will supply a value for the missing item.

the default

The environmental data comprise a description of the physical background in which the spill occurs; included in these data are items such as:
72
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~

air temperature
wind velocity
humidity
atmospheric stability class
barometric pressure
The final category of data consists of input items that will override default
file values. That is, if the default values for constants missing from the
properties file appear undesirable, the user may override the default values
with his own inputs.
Phase I Output to Phase II
The type of data output from Phase I to Phase II depencs upon what
course of events the simulation follows. The data are presented on a cellby-cell basis. Certain types of data, such as vapor concentration, are
delivered as output for each time step. Other types of data, such as
thermal radiation intensity, are delivered as output only once because of
the nature of the models involved. Table 5-3 lists the types of data
generated by Phase I and used by Phase II to make damage assessments.
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TABLE 5-3.

PHASE I OUTPUT DATA FOR EACH CELL

Dimensional
Units

AD

Yes

B

Yes

WM

Yes

J/m2 -8

FF

No

s

FF

No

PB

No

PB

No

EX

No

EX

No

kg/m

1.

Gas concentration

2.

Interval duration

3.

Liquid concentration

kg/m

4.

Effective thermal
radiation intensity

5.

Effective time duration

6. Thermal radiation

3

Jim2_
-a

7.

Burning time

s

8.

Peak over pressure

N/l

9.

Dynamic impulse

N-s/m2

2

2

Key to submodel abbreviations

AD

-

E

-executive

air dispersion

EX - explosion
FF - flash fire
PB - pjol burning
WM -water

Generating
Submodel

.'enerated
Every
Time
Interval?

mixing
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CHAPTER 6
PHASE II

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Introduction
Phase I of the VM simulates the spill itself,
the physical and chemical
transformations of the spilled substance, and its dissemination in space.
The history of the spill
development simulated in Phase I is stored by
grid cell and time interval.
These data, constituting what is referred to
as the "time-history" file,
along with vulnerable resources data are the
on vulnerable
Phase II assesses the effects of the spill
injut to Phase II.
resources:
people, structures, and the environment.
This chapter summarizes
procedures of Phase II.
Injury and Damage to Vulnerable Resources
The vulnerable resources of interest in the VM, namely "people,"
"property," and "the environment," are subject to a plethora of potential
hazards from spills of marine cargoes.
For example the vulnerable
resource "people"
may be affected by inhalation of toxic vapor; by
burns from thermal radiation from a fire, either flash fire or pool burning;
by peak overpressure or impulse from an explosion manifested as direct impact or fragment injuries; by ingestion of toxic substances; by infiltration of the skin, mucous membranes, or eyes by toxic substances;by
asphyxiation from high concentrations of gases not usually considered
hazardous; by pulmonary burns resulting from the inhalation of burning or
hot gases; by the inhalation of toxic combustion products; by frostbite
from cryogenic liquids; by accidential injury resulting from individual
or group panic; by complications of injuries as a result of substandard
medical treatment caused by damage to or overtaxing of medical facilities
and personnel; by injury from secondary events (secondary fires, secondary
explosions, vehicular accidents, etc.) that are induced by the initial
spill
and its immediate effects.
At this time, however, only a limited number of damage mechanisms are
simulated by the VM.
The vulnerable resource "people" is modeled to be
affected by inhalation of toxic vapor, by thermal radiation from a flash
fire, and by peak overpressure or impulse from an explosion, or by some combination of these.
The vulnerable resource "structures" is modeled to
be affected by thermal radiation from a flash fire or burning pool and by
For the vulnerable resource
peak overpressure or impulse from an explosion.
"environment," defined as air and water for the purposes of the VM, there
is no direct calculation of damage caused by the spilled substance in
its vapor or liquid phase or by a reaction product.
Table 6-1 lists
the
specific types of injury or damage, assessed during Phase II of the VM,
that are caused by toxicity, fire, and explosion,respectively.
Damage and
injury from explosion and fire are treated in detail in Appendix D; injury
from toxic vapors is discussed in depth in Appendix E.
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Overview of Phase II
The function of Phase I1 is to read the time-history file of the
simulation, to compute the damages resulting from the values of phvsical
parameters contained in the time-history file, and then to assess damages
and injury to the vulnerable resources impacted by the physical events.
An overall flow chart for Phase II is presented as Figure 6-1.
In moot
cases, the percent of the vulnerable resources affected within a given
grid cell is calculated and then applied to the numbers of vulnerable
resources present, giving the total numbers of vulnerable resources
affected (for a given time period and given grid cell).
The level of
damage calculated at the center of the grid cell is assumed to apply to
the entire grid cell and all of the vulnerable resources in it.
The
algorithm for computing the percent affected is denoted under the column
headed "Function" in Table 6-1.
The factor or factors computed by Phase I
and used by each algorithm to assess damage are listed in the adjacent
column of the table.
In the case of first-degree burns resulting from
the thermal radiation of a flash fire, the percent of vulnerable resource
(people) affected in each cell is not computed; instead, a message is
printed out indicating that the radiation intensity and duration were
sufficient to cause first-degree burns in that cell. For all other damage
assessment cases treated in the VM, the percent of the vulnerable resource
experiencing the given type of damage is calculated.
For most of the assessment functions indicated in Table 6-1, the
percent of vulnerable resource damaged is related to the causative factors
computed in Phase I by probit equations (to be explained below).
However
five assessment procedures viz., B2, B3, F2, F3, and T3, do not use probit
equations.
As mentioned in the above no percentage is calculated for F2
or B2, nonlethal injury to people from fire. For B3 and F3, ignition of
structures by pool burning and flash firerespectively, it is assumed
that 25% of the structures in a given cell are ignited when the ignition
criteria are met at the cell center.
As explained further in Appendix D,
this ad hoc assumption of 25% was used as an expedient estimate to account
for shielding effects without performing a detailed analysis and calculation.
Clearly some structures will be shielded from radiation by other intervening
structures.
For T3, toxic irritation of people, it is assumed that 100%
of the subject population is irritated when the concentration criterion
for irritation is met.
Nonlethal injury from inhalation of ammonia is
not simulated, as explained in Appendix E; thus for T2, in the case of
ammonia, zero percent of the population is always assessed.
The remaining assessment calculations are based on probit functions
130J.

A probit function takes the following form:
Pr - a + b loge V

(6-1)

where the dependent variable, Pr, is a measure of the percent of the vulnerable resource affected and the independent varable, Vis some function
of the factor that causes injury or damage to the vulnerable resource.
The coefficients a (location parameter) and b (slope parameter) are

1301

Finney, D. J.
London, 1971.

Probit Analysis,

3rd ed.

Cambridge University Press,

j
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Figure 6-1.
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computed by maximum likelihood estimation similar to the computation of
coefficients for classical regression equations.
The variable Pr is
referred to as a probit (probability unit).
It is a Gaussian distributed
random variable with mean value 5 and variance 1. The percent of the
vulnerable resource affected is the percent corresponding to the cumulative
distribution of Pr.
This correspondence Is given in Table 6-2 in which the
main entries are probits and the row and column headings give the
corresponding percents.
Each of the assessment equations El, E2, E3, E4, E5, Fl, Bl, Sl,
S2, T1, and T2 (see Table 6-1) is a problt equation.
For example, equation
El is the probit equation for estimating deaths from lung hemorrhage
resulting from the peak overpressure from an explosion.
El is given by
Pr --

77.14 6.91 log

(Pp)
e

p

where P is the peak overpressure in N/m 2 . A peak overpressure of
1.10 x 105 N/m2, say, gives a probit of 3.11.
Table 6-2 shows that this
probit corresponds to approximately 3% deaths from lung hemorrhage.
The
coefficients (a = 77.1 and b - 6.91) were calculated from the following
data, taken from Table 6-3:

Percent
Affected
1
10
50
90
99

Probit
(Table 6-4)

Peak
Overpressure
(N/M2 )

5
2.67
3.72
5.00
6.28
7.33

1.00
1.20
1.41
1.76
2.00

x
x
x
x
x

105
105
10 5
105
105

The above probits and the logarithms of the above peak overpressure values
were inserted in a computer program that then calculated the values to be
used for a and b.
In some cases, a function of the variable that determines injury or
damage was used rather than simply the numerical value of the variable.
For example, as explained in Appendix D, the probit equation Fl (deaths
from burns) is given by:
Pr --

14.9 + 2.56 loge [t (I4/3)/104

where t is the effective duration (in seconds) and I is the effective
radiation intensity (in J/m 2 seconds).
The 104 is used solely to reduce
the magnitude of the 14/3 value.
This reduction, in turn, is absorbed in
the slope coefficient, b (in this case b - 2.56).
The exponent 4/3 of I
was obtained iteratively to provide a good fit
to the data.
The logarithm is conventionally used in probit equations, not for
theoretical purposes, but because the logarithm usually transforms the
relationship between causative factor and response into a Gaussian
itinction.
This frequently is the case when the variable to be computed
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oI

%

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0
10
20
30
40
50

3.72
4.16
4.48
4.75
5.00

2.67
3.77
4.19
4.50
4.77
5.03

2.95
3.82
4.23
4.53
4.80
5.05

3.12
3.87
4.26
4.56
4.82
5.08

3.25
3.92
4.29
4.59
4.85
5.10

3.36
3.96
4.33
4.61
4.87
5.13

3.45
4.01
4.36
4.64
4.90
5.15

3.52
4.05
4.39
4.67
4.92
5.18

3.59
4.08
4.42
4.69
4.95
5.20

3.66
4.12
4.45
4.72
4.97
5.23

60
70
80
90

5.25
5.52
5.84
6.28

5.28
5.55
5.88
6.34

5.31
5.58
5.92
6.41

5.33
5.61
5.95
6.48

5.36
5.64
5.99
6.55

5.39
5.67
6.04
6.64

5.41
5.71
6.08
6.75

5.44
5.74
6.13
6.88

5.47
5.77
6.18
7.05

5.50
5.81
6.23
7.33

99

0.0
7.33

0.1
7.37

0.2
7.41

0.3
7.46

0.4
7.51

0.5
7.58

0.6
7.65

0.7
7.75

0.8
7.88

0.9
8.09

-

TABLE 6-2
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCENTAGES AND PROBITS
Probits are the three digit numbers in the table. Percents are read
along the top and side margin of the table. The vertical column of
percents gives the decade; the horizontal column gives the unit. The
table entry appearing in the row of the decade value and the column
The
of the unit value is the probit corresponding to that percent.
highI
for
very
reading
a
finer
table
provide
in
the
last two rows
The second to last row is the tenths of
percent, from 99.0 to 99.9.
The last row consists of the corresponding
percent to be added to 99%.
probits.
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is a measure of percent.

It

is desirable that the causative factor and

response be related by a Gaussian function,because such extensive theoretical

work has been performed on this distribution that the statistical treatment
of such distributions
reduced to the use of standard methods.
For all
probit equations used In the VM, the logarithm provided exceptionally good
fits to the data used.

Table 6-3 sumarizes the probit equations used for Phase Ii assessmient.
The first column of this table gives the equation symbol that corresponds to
the function given in Table 6-1. The second coluun of Table 6-3 specifies
the type of injury or damage for which the equation is ujed,and the third
column specifies the types and unit(s) of measurement of the variable that
affects the vulnerable resource. The next two columns give the location
and slope parameters (a and b) of the corresponding probit equation. The
last six columns list
the data used to compute a and b, the data being
$iven in pairs. Each pair consists of the percent of vulnerable resource
affected and the magnitude of the variable that causes this percent to
be affected.
The above data used for estimating the coefficients a and b
for equation El, for example, are listed in the first two rows of the last
six columns of Table 6-3.
In applying percent damage, whether derived from a probit equation or
otherwise, to the vulnerable resource "people," it has been assumed that
half of the total population is unsheltered (outdoors) and thereby subject
to damage.
Half the population is assumed to be sheltered (indoors) and
no deaths or injuries are assessed for this portion of the population,
because more complex models are required to assess injuries to people indoors. The VM does not, at this time, attempt to determine the movements
and locations of the population as a function of time of day, day of week,
and weather conditions, so half the population was arbitrarily placed
outdoors.
Furthermore, census data have been used to estimate the population
distribution in the region of interest. As a consequence, people are
modeled to be at their place of residence rather than at work, school,
recreation, or in transit.
Double Countins
Provisions have been made in the VM to prevent double counting in
three different situations.
Double counting is used in this context to
mean the inclusion of an element of some vulnerable resource
(e.g., a
person or a building) in more than one category of damage or injury.
Three situations arise in which double counting will occur unless provisions are made to prevent it.
The situations are as follows.
(1)

A single damage mechanism from one event simultaneously causes
injuries of differing severity :e.g., inhalation of toxic gas may
cause death, nonlethal injury, or irritation).

(2)

Two or more damage meehanisms from one event simultaneously
cause injuries of the same severity (e.g., an explosion can kill
people either by direct blast effects or by impact).

(3)

Different events at different times both cause damage to the
same resource, and the first event so severly damages some
portion of the resource that further damage is irrelevant
(e.g., persons killed by toxic gas cannot be further injured
by a subsequent explosion).
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The corrections made to damage assessment for double counting and the means
by which these corrections are obtained are described In depth in Appendix
G. The type of correction used for situation (1) is applied to values
resulting from the sets of damage functions denoted byt (El, E3), (E2. E4),
The type of correction used for situation (2)
(SI, S2), (Ti, T2, T3).
is applied to values resulting from the sets of damage functions giving
death and injury resulting from an explosion. The type of correction used
for situation (3), by the very nature of the correction, is not applied to
any particular set of damage estimates; instead this type of correction is
used at the termination of the simulation to arrive at the summary of
damages.
This correction is used for the vulnerable resource "people"
when either flash fire or explosion follows inhalation of toxic gases; this
correction is used for the vulnerable resources "structures" and "people"
when pool burning follows either flash fire or explosion.
Damage Assessment Procedures
As it currently stands, the VM can simulate damage to vulnerable resources
from four physical events; these events are:
(1)

air dispersion of a toxic gas

(2)

flash fire

(3)

explosion

(4)

pool burning

Damage to vulnerable resources is conveniently discussed in terms of
Detailed
(1) toxic injury, (2) explosion damage, and (3) fire damage.
consideration is given to toxic damage assessment in Appendix E and tO fire
and explosion damage assessment in Appendix D. The assessment algorithms
for toxic damage are highly dependent on the type of substance spilled;
whereas the assessment algorithms for fire and explosion are independent of
the type substance spilled, althoughthe values of the variables used in the
algorithm do depend on the type of substance spilled.
(1)

Toxic Injury

Toxic injury is

assessed only for the vulnerable resource "people."

At the present time, only inhalation toxicity is treated in the VM.
Toxic injury caused by ingestion of poisonous substances is not treated.
One difficulty encountered in attempting to model damage caused by ingestion
of toxic material is that the amount of toxic substance ingested by a
The current treatment
receptor is usually extremely difficult to estimate.
of inhalation toxicity is restricted to the substances directly spilled;
modeling at the inhalation toxicity of combustion products or of other reOf the five substances currently
action products has been deferred.
treated in the VM, only chlorine (C1 2 ) and anhydrous ammonia (tUH 3 ) are
considereu to have an inhalation toxicity liable to cause serious consequences.
The toxic damage caused by irritant gases in general falls into three
categories:
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(1) death
(2)

sublethal injury

(3)

irritation

The category of injury sustained by exposed resources depends, In general,
upon both the duration of exposure and the concentration level experienced.
This dependence is nonlinear; dose, the product of concentration level and
duration, is not the appropriate variable to assess response to irritant
gases. Assn example, for concentrations over the lethality threshold,
doubling the concentration level does not halve the time required to
produce the same death rate; instead, as the concentration level increases,
the time to produce a given injury level decreases at a disproportionately
rapid rate. This phenomenon Is illustrated by the isodamage curves for
chlorine lethality shown In Figure 6-2.
The dependence of toxic gas lethality on concentration and time was
found to be described by a nonlinear function of the form
Ten

where

C a concentration of the toxic gas
T - time duration of the exposure
n a an exponent

For both chlorine and ammonia, the beat value for the exponent, as determined
by fitting the data given in Table 6-3, was found to be n - 2.75.
In the VM the concentration is not constant In time, therefore the
function TCn must be replaced by the quantity
f CndT
As an approximation to this integral,

f

CndT

the VM uses a finite sum; i.e.,

75
E Ti.Ci 2 .

where Ti is the duration of a time step and
Ci is the concentration during that time step at a given location.
Table 6-4 summarizes basic data on chlorine and ammonia inhalation
taken from Appendix E. These data were used to generate the probit
equations for lethal Injuries from the inhalation of the toxic vapors of
chlorine and ammonia. The midpoints of the rectangular areas defined by
the data were used in the generation of probit equations Tl for chlorine
and ammonia. The resulting equations for lethality are:
for chlorine, Pr - -17.1 + 1.69 log

e

V

(6-2a)

and
for ammonia, Pr - -30.57 + 1.385 log
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(6-3)

Nonlethal injury is taken to mean hospitalization with or without
evidence of permanent or lasting impairment. Of major concern in public
disasters is the number of people whom the medical services send to
hospitals. This number is interpreted as the count of nonlethal injuries
for VM purposes, regardless of actual impairment.
Reports of three chlorine accidents 131-341] summarized in Table 6-5,
were the primary sources of data in deriving the VM equation for estimating
nonlethal injuries from chlorine. The data in Table 6-5 and the dose
response considerations discussed in Appendix E can be summarized as presented in Table 6-6. Nonlethal injury can be correlated with concentration
level alone, rather than with the nonlinear function of time and concentrationeV, that correlates with death from chlorine inhalation. The probit
equation for nonlethal injury resulting from inhalation of chlorine is
Pr - -2.40 + 2.90 loge C

(6-4)

Since nonlethal injury from chlorine inhalation does not hedl immediately
(as discussed in Appendix E, it may heal spontaneously after a few days),
the appropriate value for concentration in equation (6-4) is not the current
level, but the maximum level that occurs in the given cell up to the current time.
Nonlethal injuries from the inhalation of ammonia (NH3 ) are not assessed
by the VM at this time. There seems to be some disagreement among the
authorities as to whether hospitalization is appropriate after acute but
nonlethal exposure to ammonia vapors. The studies relevant to this problem
are few, so it has been impossible within the scope of this study (investigation
of published data - no laboratory work) to obtain good estimates of the dosage
required to cause injuries which require hospitalization. Therefore,the
function T2 giving percent nonlethal injury from ammonia inhalation is simply:
percent injured - 0

[31]

[32)

[33]
[33]

Kowitz, T.A., R.C. Reba, R.T. Parker, and W.S.
chlorine gas upon respiratory function. Arch.
558, 1967.
Chasis, H., J.A. Zapp, J.H. Whittenberger, J.L.
C.M. MacLeod.
Chlorine accident in Brooklyn.
1947.

Spicer, Jr. Effects of
Environ. Health 14:545Helm, J.J. Doheny, and
Occup. Med. 4:152-i76,

Joyner, R.E., and E.G. Durel. Accidental liquid chlorine spill in a
rural community. J. Occup. Med. 4:152-154, 1962.
Weill, H., R. George, M. Schwarz, and M. Ziskind. Late evaluation of
pulmonary function after acute exposure to chlorine gas. Am. Rev.
Reap. Die. 99:374-379, 1969.
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TABLE 6-5.

SUMMARY OF NONLETHAL INJURIES RECEIVED BY ACCIDENTAL INHALATION

OF CHLORINE
Hospitalized
-p (% of Those
Examined)
Hospitalized

Numbers of People
Accident
Industrial Transportation
Brooklyn Subwayb
Horganza, Louisianac

aSee reference ( 31

Exposed

Examined

150

59

11

18

1000

418

208

50

Unknown

100

17

17

a

In the text.
I

bSee reference (32 ] in the text.
CSee references

and ( 34 ) in the text.

(33

SUMMARY DATA FOR NONLETHAL INJURIES
FROM CHLORINE INHALATION

TABLE 6-6.

Injuries
(2)

C12
(ppm)
20

90

13
10
6

50
25
1
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Toxic irritation is

ment purposes.

If

treated as an all-or-nothing case for assess-

the concentration equals or exceeds the specified

Irriconcentration, every person outdoors is assessed to be irritated.
tation is assumed to cease as soon as the concentration drops below the
From the data in Appendix E, the threshold for irritation
specified value.
by chlorine is taken to be 3 ppm, and for ammonia it is taken to be 100
Therefore, the assessment functions T3 for chlorine and ammonia may
ppm.
be written as
percent irritated
where Ct

-

1002 if
{
0% if

C >Ct
C CC
C < Ct

(3
ppm for chlorine and
(10 ppm for ammonia.

Toxic damage to the vulnerable resource "environment"

is

not

The VM predicts the concentration
assessed in the VM at this time.
of a toxic substance in the air and water; comparison of these predicted concentrations to air and water quality standards appears to be
an attractive method for asses-ing damage to the environment.
Such an
approach,

however,

has many pitfalls;

carried in

bulk in

among these are the following.

commerce upon the navigable waters are

uncommon as pollutants,
materials.

and there are no standards for these

(b)

For
For some cargoes, there may be more than one standard.
water contamination, for example, there might be one standard
for drinking water, another for water safe for swimming, a
third standard for the protection of fish, and a fourth level,
above which shellfish living in these waters are unfit for
human consumption.

(c)

Because most air and water quality standards are developed for
situations of chronic exposure there is a problem of exposure
time.
Most air and water quality standards explicitly mention
the averaging time and are designed for situations in which
the concentration does not change by orders of magnitude in a
few minutes.
One may easily conceive a situation in which a
very high concentration, for example of S02. may exist for a
few minutes, killing all
of the animals at a location without
exceeding the three-hour air quality standard. Although the
cumulative dosage at a location may be calculated, there is
little
information on the response of many plants and animals
to short exposures of high concentrations of many common
cargoes.

(d)

Some quality standards are not simply stated as concentration
levels or dose leve's not to be exceeded.
Other factors may
be involved.
For example, one water quality standard for
ammonia depends on concentration, water temperature, and
water pH.
Quality standards for other materials involve
c.-mplex and expensive bioassay procedures.
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Because of the problems raised by these factors, the violation of air
or water quality standards has not been adopted as a viable procedure for
assessment of environmental damage in the VM.
Since the USCG has directed
that environmental damage assessment is of lover priority than assessment
of damage to people and property, no alternative method for assessing
environmental damage has been implemented in the VM. However, the VI does
provide the time history of pollutant concentration in air and water so the
user ay use this information to assess environmental damage at his option.
(2)

Explosion Damage

Explosion damage is assessed for the vulnerable resources "people"
and "structures."
Personnel experience explosion damage In two categories,
(a) death and (b) nonlethal injury.
It is customary to categorize
explosion damage to personnel In three categoriesdepending on the
causative mechanism of damage:
(a)

primary damage - direct blast effects (interaction between the
blast wave and personnel only, with no other intervening or
associated factors)

(b)

secondary damage - damage from missiles and fragments

(c)

tertiary damage - damage from translation and subsequent
collision with an obstacle

In the VM, death ts assessed for primary damage manifested as lung
hemorhage or for tertiary damage manifested as skull and body bone
fractures.
Nonlethal injuries are assessed for all three damage categories, including the secondary damage of puncture wounds from missile
penetration.
In addition, injury resulting from two or more damage
mechanisms is assessed in a separate category, multiple injury.
ExT losion
may cause eardrum rupture, bone fracture, or puncture wounds through the
independent mechanisms of direct blast, impact, or flying fragments.
Since
the causative mechanisms are independent, an individual exposed to an
explosion may experience injury from a combination of two or even three
causes.
That fraction of the population injured by more than one mechanism
is determined by the double counting procedures described in Appendix G.
Structures experience explosion damage in two categories, (a) serious
structural damage and (b) window glass breakage.
The physical variables
that determine the extent of explosion damage are the peak overpressure
and the impulse associated with the blast wave; the values for these
variables are 3enerated In Phase I of the VM. Table 6-3 summarizes the probit
equations used to assess explosion damage and the data upon which the equations are based; Appendix D explains at length the formulation of the assessment procedures.
Death from direct blast damage usually is due to lung hemorrhage,
although other injuries may sometimes contribute.
The data in Appendix D
indicate that a peak overpressure of about I atmosphere (- 105 N/m2 - 14.5 psi)
is the threshold for fatal injuries, and that 2 atmospheres causes close
to 1002 fatality. The probit equation for this type of injury, El, is
given by:
Pr - -77.1 + 6.91 loge (Pp)
where P

p

(6-5)

is the peak overpressure.
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Death from tertiary explosion damage results when a person is
moved by the blast wave and forcibly impacts with the ground, a wall,
The speed attained by a person subject to a
or sow other object.
blast wave is more dependent upon the impulse (roughly the integral of
overpressure over time for the blast wave)
than upon the overpressure asso-"I
ciated with the explosion. Consequently, impulse is the variable used
The nature of the impact injury is complito make this assessment.
the person's position when struck by the
to
consider
by
the
need
cated
blast wave, shielding by objects such as walls or buildings, and the
distance to, and the nature of, any surfaces which the person might
strike. As explained in Appendix D, data prepared for the Defense
Civil Preparednese Agency and based on a model considering most of
these factors 135 1 have been used to derive the probit equation E2:
Pr

-

I

(6-6)

-46.1 + 4.82 loge J

where J is the impulse.
As discussed in Appendix D, eardrum rupture is by far the most
prevalent injury which is an effect of direct blast. This mechanism
operates in a straightforward manner, and there is a general consensus
The equation E3, used to
on the pressures required to cause damage.
assess this type of injury, is:
(6-7)

Pr - -15.6 + 1.93 loge Pp

The injuries caused by translation followed by abrupt impact upon
some surface are mostly lacerations, contusions, broken bones and
internal injuries. Damages caused by this mechanism are difficult to
For the assessment procedure in the VH,
assess, as discussed above.
damage criteria established for an idealized model were adjusted to
account for nonideal <.ifeL-s, on the basis of the relationship of
This is
ideal and nonideal ctiteria for death by this mechanism.
explained more fully in Appendix D. The equation E4, used to assess
this injury, is given by:
(6-8)

Pr - -3.91 + 4.45 loge J

*

For most accidental explosions, penetration by flying fragments is
the most common mechanism which causes nonfat~l injuries. Most of the
More injuries are caused by
injuries which result are not serious.
The number of
broken glass than by other material, such as gravel.
people injured from fragments is very difficult to treat accurately,
because the location and exposure of the population are important and
the availability of material to break and form fragments also enters
At present, a simplified procedure, based on damage
into the assessment.
from ten-gram glass fragments, is used.
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People Survivability in a Direct Effects Environment and Related
lIT Research Institute, Chicago, May 1973.
Topics.
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I

The resulting equation, ES,

is

given by:

Pr - -27.1 + 4.26 loge J

(6-9)

Assessment of injuries from multiple causes is based on the assessment of injury from each individual cause; the procedure used to eliminate
double counting in making the assessment is described in detail in Appendix G.
For the purpose of assessing major damage to buildings, a typical
wood frame structure has been assumed. Most residential structures are of
Since the census recerds used to provide data on the number
this type.
and value of property include only residential property, it is consistent
to use damage criteria for wood frame structures.
If further development
of the VM provides an expanded data base that includes nonresidential
structures as well as a designation of structural type, the assessment
algorithms may be readily modified on the basis of data available in the
literature to encompass damage to structures other than wood frame. The
response of the structure has been generalized, so the damage assessment
is based only on blast wave parameters.
Because complex interreactions
between the blast wave and structur- are not considered here, the blast
wave is parameterized solely on the basis of peak overpressure.
The difficulty of precisely describing structure-blast wave interactions and the
expediency of using a single blast wave parameter are discussed in more
detail in Appendix D. The assessment equation used for major structural
damage, Si, is given by:
(6-10)

Pr - -23.8 + 2.92 loge Pp

This probit equation is used to relate the given peak overpressure to the
percent structural damage caused to a building subject to the given peak
overpressure; it does not give the percent of buildings in the geographical
cell experiencing complete destruction. Of course,as far as the dollar
value of the damage is concerned it is irrelevant whether x percent of the
buildings in a cell are completely destroyed or whether all buildings in
the cell experience x percent damage.
Window breakage is a much simpler
phenomenon than other structural response to a blast wave environment.
Therefore, it is generally agreed that peak overpressure is the significant
causative factor; further, the critical levels required to cause given
degrees of damage are generally agreed upon.
The assessment equation
for glass breakage, S2, is given by:
Pr

-

-1.81 + 2.79 loge Pp

(6-11)

This probit equation gives the percent of exposed windows that are broken
by the blast. At this time,no assessment of the dollar value of the breakage
is made.
(3)

Fire Damage

Damages from fire are modeled as affecting the vulnerable resources
"people" and "structures."
Damage from flash fire is currently modeled to
affect both personnel and structures.
The current computer version of the
VM assesses damage from pool burning only to structures, since it has been
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i

Issumed

that personnel would have time to seek shelter or to evacuate In
order to avoid injury. However, injury to personnel can readily be modeled
by using the same damage criteria (as expressed in a probit equation) as
are used for flash fire; the only difference is that actual radiation
intensity and duration are used for pool burning, whereas effective values
are used for flash fire. The damage assessed to structures is ignition.
The damages assessed to personnel are (a) death and (b) nonlethal
burns.
For all types of damages, two parameters have been found to be
significant: (a) level of thermal radiation and (b) duration of the
thermal radiation; therefore a variable combining these two parameters
is used for assessment purposes.
The level of thermal radiation and its
duration are computed by the Phase I submodels, for pool burning and flash
fire, as is discussed in Chapter 4. The assessment of deaths from flash
fire is based on data obtained primarily from studies of the effects of
nuclear weapons. These data, presented in Appendix D, indicate that the
number of deaths is proportional to the product of the duration of the
radiation pulse vith the four-thirds power of the intensity.
The radiation pulse from a flash fire is not a square wave, of course, so an effective pulse intensity and an effective pulse durat 'T must be calculated.
This is discussed in Chapter 4.
The data relating the lethality levels
to the radiation dosage are presented in Appendix D. -hke probit equation
Fl, used to assess deaths from flash fire, is given by:
Pr -

-14.9 + 2.56 loge

(6-12)

104

where t is the effective time duration in seconds and I is the effective
radiation intensity in Jim2 /sec.
The factor 104 is a convenient scaling
constant.
The VM does not make a quantitative assessment of nonlethal burn
injuries, because of the uncertainty in determining the degree of the
burns and the effects of clothing and shielding. The data in Appendix D
indicate that the threshold for first-degree burns is
tll"ls

-

550,000

where t is in seconds and I is in jouleslm2 /sec.
In the analysis of
first-degree burns it was found that an exponent of 1.15 provided a better
fit to the data than the exponent 4/3 used for lethality (see page D-24).
This is for exposed skin. The function F2, used to assess nonlethal
injury from flash fire,is given by:
percent subject to first-degree burns on exposed skin

flOO
t
0%
0

for

tIt'

for

ti'ts

5

s > 550,000

< 550,000

(6-13)

The assessment of fire damage to structures is based on studies of
the ignition of wood.
Factors influencing wood ignition are: (a) radiation intensity level, (b) duration of radiation exposure, (c) wood type,
and (d) the presence or absence of a pilot flame near the irradiated
wood.
Duration and level of radiation intensity are factors computed
by Phase I submodels.
Wood type is not treated explicitly; average
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values are used.
For flash fire. the presence of a pilot flaew is
I
-s
sumed; for pool burnivgpilot flams are assumed to be absent.
For
flash fire, the radiation intensity Is considered to be high enough to
cause ignition only in that region where a flamable fuel-air mixture
exists, i.e., the region where the flash fire burns. The presence of
the flash fire provides an open flame, so the data for pilot ignition
are used. For pool burning, the irradiated structures are generally too
far from the burning pool for those flames to be considered as a pilot.
Thus the data for spontaneous (no pilot) ignition are used for pool
burning. The damage assessment functions and procedures for ignition of
structures from pool burning, B1, and from flash fire, F3, may thus be stated.
For ignition from pool burning
1. For every grid cell, look up the radiation intensity, Ir, at
the cell center.
2.

The radiation intensity at the cell center must exceed the

value
2

is -

Joules

.54x 104

o

3. The duration of the pool burning,
given by
S/4
.

4.

tb, must exceed the time

16.10 .x101•
( - Is)J

(6-14)

If

tb ) to, then there is ignition

If

tb < ts, then there is no ignition

where in both cases
Ir

-

radiation intensity at the cell center

For isnition from flash fire
1. The vapor concentration at grid cell center must be between
the limits of flamaoility for the spilled substance (this to assure
the presence of a pilot flame).
2.

The radiation intensity,
I

M 1.34 x

Ir,

must exceed the value

104 Joules

3. The effective duration of the radiation, teff, must exceed the
value given by:
3/2
-

[( r - IP)

[7.22 x10'm1

(6-15)
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4.

If

teff A tp. then there is Ignition

If

teff < tp, then there is no ignition

If ignition occurs (pool burning or flash fire), one-fourth of the
structures In the cell are assumed to ignite. This assumption, recognized
to be somewhat crude, was made to account for the fact that some structures
viii be shielded from thermal radiation by others.

An Examyle
To illustrate some of the assessment techniques discussed in the
preceding section, consider the following hypothetical occurrence.
The
dispersion of a chlorine spill causes the air in a given grid cell to
experience the following time history:
Phase I output for grid cell x
Time (min)

at

Concentration (ppm)

this Concentration

0
10
30
25

5
10
5
15

For these data, the significant assessment variable
V-

T

C 2 -s

has the value V - 168,100, loge V a 12.03, so the probit has the value,
Pr - 3.23, as determined through equation (6-2a).
From Table 6-4 we see
that a probit of 3.25 corresponds to 4%. Thus we conclude that for this
hypothetical exposure history just under 4% of the exposed population in
the given cell will be killed by inhalation of toxic vapors.
During the last time interval the concentration is 25 ppm.
Since
concentration is the appropriate assessment variable for nonlethal injury
from chlorine inhalation, we find lOge C - 3.22; using this value in
equation (6-4) we find the needed probit, Pr - 6.93. Again, from Table
6-4,it is seen that probits of 6.88 and 7.05 correspond to 97% and 98%,
respectively.
Therefore we assess 97% of the exposed population in the
given cell as having nonlethal toxic injury.
However, since the concentration during the preceding time step was the highest experienced in
this cell (30 ppm), it is that value that should be used to assess noolethal injury. For C - 30 ppm, loge C - 3.40 and Pr - 7.46. Thus
99.3% of the exposed population received nonlethal toxic injury.
Since the concentration during the last time interval exceeds 3 ppm,
100% of the exposed population is also irritated.
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Thus the asseeeesnt of toxic injury for the last time interval
reade:

De-

4

Nonlethal Injury

-

Irritation

a

99.32
1002

Correcting for situation (1) double countingve obtain:
Dead

-

Nonlethal Injury

-

42
(99.3

Irritation

-

(100

-

-

4)Z

(95.3 + 4)]2

a 42
- 95.32

- 0.72
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CHAPTER 7
EXAMPLES OF COMPUTER RUNS FOR AN URBAN AREA

Introduction
This chapter presents the results of a number of computer runs..'
for the five cargoes used to exercise the model.
The four spill aizes for
each of these cargoes used in the test computer runs are shown in Table 7-1.
The very large, large, and small sizes of spills were specified by the Risk
Analysis Advisory Board of the U. S. Coast Guard. The medium-sized spill was
chosen by ECI to be close to the geometric mean of the small spill and the
large spill, to provide a spill size intermediate between these two widely
different cases.
Since the very large spill differs from the large spill by a
factor of only two in most cases, the computer test runs used the large,
medium, and small sizes. The large and very large spills may be expected
to have a significant effect on the general population (over and above those
directly concerned with the cargo transport - the ships' crews, marine terminal
personnel, and fire and rescue personnel).
Below, we first take up one computer run and present the results in
detail, with copies of the actual computer printout.
Next the runs for
LNG, chlorine, and anhydrous ammonia are discussed.
For these three
cargoes, the effects of spills of different sizes are compared, and, in
addition, one other input variable is varied.
For LNG, the wind direction
was changed slightly, for chlorine the stability class was changed, and for
ammonia the time step was varied.
Unless otherwise explicitly stated, in all
the test runs that follow, the wind is blowing toward 53* at 4 m/s, and the time
step is 2 minutes for cases where the effects of toxicity are being considered
and 1 minute when an explosion or flash fire is expected.
All spills are
located at the center of cell 3, a river or harbor cell. The last computer
runs discussed are those where pool burning immediately follows the spill.
Medium-sized spills of LNG, methyl alcohol, and gasoline are treated in this
way.
The spills of methyl alcohol and gasoline are very difficult to ignite
because their evaporation rates are so slow.
Finally, some important features
of the VM, which have been delineated by these test runs, are discussed.
Before proceeding to the first computer run, a word about the demographic
data and the grid system is In order.
The demographic data from 40 census
tracts have been used in these runs, and each census tract has been represented
by a point. For cells which appear from the pattern of streets to have a
uniform population density, the center of the cell has been approximated and
For cells which include a great deal of
used to represent this cell or tract.
unpopulated area such as cemeteries, parks, marshes, lakes, etc., these areas
have been excluded, and what appears to be the center-of-mass for the populated
area has been chosen.
For irregularly shaped tracts, however, the tract center
has always been placed within the tract boundaries.
For these test runs, 50 cells were used, 10 river cells and 40 census
tracts. The location of these cell centers is shown in Figure 7-1.
These
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In this
data were obtained from census statistics for an actual city.
study, we considered only one phase of a more complete risk analysis - it
A complete
was assumed here that a spill of a certain size has occurred.
Factors
analysis would consider the chances of such a spill taking place.
such as the number of ships or barges carrying this sort of cargo, their
capacity, the type of waters which they are navigating, the other traffic
in these waters, the visibility, currents, tides, and so on must be
considered in determining the probability that a certain spill will occur
As this project was to consider
in a particular place over a given period.
only the assessment of damage after the spill had occurred, consideration
of this probability was not addressed, and any realistic appraisal of a
Therefore
spill must take the probability of occurrence into account.
any analysis of the damage that may result from the transportation of
hazardous cargoes by ship or barge cannot be made on the basis of this
In the development of this model, wherever possible, approxistudy alone.
mations were made in a manner such that the damage would be overestimated.
Thus the resulting damage assessments, although credible, may be somewhat
high. The injury and damage figures which follow must be interpreted in
this light.
The Output of an LNG Run
Tables 7-2 a to j present the details of a coiiputer run for a medium-sized
Following printing of the properties file (not reproduced),
spill of LNG.
the next page of output, Table 7-2a, gives spill and environmental information. The first column in Table 7-2a contains the number which is
associated with each variable, and which is necessary for understanding
the computer program operations, and provides a convenient way to refer
The second column contains an abbreviation of
uniquely to each variable.
The third
the variable name or a brief description of the variable.
column gives the vaiue of this variable, the fourth column lists the units
of the value given for the variable, and the last column shows the origin
Table 7-3 explains the designation printed
of the value for the variable.
to denote the source of the value for the variable.
The values of the variables are generally given in the CGS system.
The letters N.A. mean that the units for that variable are not available in
If the units column is blank, then the variable has
the file of units.
The items listed under spill definition data are self-explanatory
no units.
except for variable 2006 which is a flag which is set = 1 if adiabatic wall
conditions in the tank are to be used and - 0 if isothermal wall conditions
Variable 2015 is the height of the hole above the water
are to be used.
surface, and variable 2009 is the number of increments to be used in
calculating the rate of spilling.
For the environmental data, variable 2058 gives the direction toward
Variable 2017 is the stability or
which the wind is blowing, in degrees.
height above the ground at which
the
is
2014
variable
and
turbulence class,
Variable 5022 is the ambient
the concentrations are to be calculated.
atmospheric pressure, and variable 5011 is the density of the water (a
Variable 2018
density different from 1.00 might occur due to salinity).
is a flag indicating whether the spill is restricted to a channel or is
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SPILL DEFINITION AND ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
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Variable 2043 is the diffusion coefficient of the liquid
radial in nature.
Variable 2022 is a flag for cryogenic spills to indicate
cargo in water.
whether the flux of heat from the water to the liquid cargo pool is constant
The
(flux var -1 ) or is limited by the formation of ice (flux var - 2).
next five variables are used by the submodel that calculates the mixing
The Manning factor concerns the
and dilution in rivers and tidal estuaries.
roughness of the river bottom. Variable 2053 is the diffusion coefficient
nf the cargo vapor in air and is estimated by a subroutine if it is not
given by the user.
Selected chemical and physical properties of the cargo are printed
Most of these variable names are sufficiently
on the next page, Table 7-2b.
explanatory, but variables 1010, 1011, and 1012 are constants in the vapor
pressure equation. The vapor pressure equation is of the form
P P-

1
IA[A
l0~

(T+-C)

BI

where P is the vapor pressure, T is the temperature, and A, B, C are the
constants given, respectively, by 1010, 1011, and 1012.
Table 7-2c shows the page which displays the geographical data. The
latitude and longitude columns originally contained the location of each
cell center in degrees, minutes and seconds, but in the sample page the
degrees column has been omitted. The first column gives the cell number,
The second column
by which all further reference to the cell is made.
contains identifying information about each cell. An "R" indicates a river
or harbor cell. The other numbers may be block number, census tract numbers,
The ignition code
or some other means of entering demographic information.
has been discussed in Chapter 4. Columns x and y give the location of the
cell in a coordinate system in which the spill location is at the origin
and the positive x axis is in the direction toward which the wind is blowing.
Table 7-2d shows the page containing spill and ignition information.
Variables 4001, 4002, and 4003 give the amount of cargo spilled, and
variable 4004 gives the time for the spill to take place. Variable 2038
is the average release rate, and variable 5027 gives the maximum dimension
This dimension is the
of the pool of liquid cargo on the water surface.
radius for a circular pool and the upstream-downstream extent for a spill
restricted by the channel (see variable 2018 in environmental data).
Variable 5010 is a flag which is set = 0 if the puff (instantaneous source)
air dispersion model is to be used and which is set - 1 if the plume
If the user does not specify
(continuous source) model is to be used.
the value of the variable, the VM decides whether the puff model or the
plume model is more appropriate.
The first six variables in the ignition data list are self-explanatory.
Variables 5042 and 5043 give the effective values of the intensity and
For an explosion, variable 5044
duration of the flash fire radiation.
gives the mass of cargo vapor which exploded, variable 5045 given the
explosive yield in calories, and variable 5047 gives the yield equivalent
Variable 4019 is the mass of cargo remaining in
in (short) tons of TNT.
In this case, it is zero so that no pool
of
ignition.
the
time
at
the pool
Thus the last four variables
burn can follow a flash fire or explosion.
which concern the flame from the burning pool are zero as well.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
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Tables 7-2e and 7-2f list
the concentrations in the cells (as computed
at the cell centers) for each time step.
In this case, the ignition subroutine has calculated that the cloud ignited at 5.63 minutes, so this time
is listed in addition to the 1-minute time steps. Table 7-2e gives the
concentrations in kg/m 3 , and Table 7-2f gives them in parts per million
(by volume).
Table 7-2g lists the results of both the flash fire and the explosion.
For these computer runs, the program was altered so that, if ignition
occurred, the results of both were c mputed in the same run, which saved
considerable computer time. The diL.ance listed is the distance from the
puff center at the time of Ignition. Thermal radiation from a flash fire
wa calculated only for those cells in which the concentration was above
the lower flammable limit. Since the vapor cloud ignited at cell 19, the
first cell in its path in this example, there is a non-zero radiation value
only for that cell. The liquid pool had completely evaporated prior to
ignition, so there was no pool burning in this example.
Tables 7-2h and 7-2i list
the damage and injuries which resulted from
the explosion, first for each cell and then a summary for all cells.
Table 7-2j shows the analogous information for the flash fire case.
Results of Test Runs
The test runs for the five cargoes used to exercise the VM are listed
There are six or more runs for LNG, ammonia, and chlorine, but
in Table 7-4.
since the clouds resulting from methyl alcohol and gasoline spills did not
have high enough concentrations to ignite when they reached the first land
cell downwind, for these two cargoes only the case where pool burning was
initiated immediately after the spill was run. Methyl alcohol, gasoline,
and LNG are not toxic, so the hazard from them is due to fire or explosion.
Chlorine is toxic but incombustible, so the hazard from chlorine stems
from inhalation only. Ammonia is both toxic and flammable, so all types
of damage may result.
The concentrations of ammonia which result in death
in a minute or so may be considerably below the lower fla-mble limiting
concentration.
Ammonia Inhalation will cause death in a minute or so at
concentrations which are below the lower flamable limiting concentration,
so for the cells on the x axis (directly in the path of the cloud) the
people are killed by the toxic effects before the explosion occurs.
After
an explosion or flash fire, pool burning takes place if there is any
liquid remaining in the pool.
No injuries or damage to structures resulted
from the burning pools because the pool in the center of a water cell was
more than 1 km from the nearest land cell where the injuries and damage
were assessed.
The results for the LNG, chlorine, and ammonia runs are discussed in
the following sections, and then the three cases of immediate pool burning
are taken up.
Finally,a few points concerning certain features of the VM
are discussed.
LNG Spills
The results of the simulations of six spills of LNG are shown in
Table 7-5.
For each of the three sizes of spills, the VII was run with the
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Li
Source
Hierarchical
Source Code

Designation
Printed

Source of Value

0

Value is missing in the Chemical
Properties File.

1

DEFAULT

Value is taken from the default file.

2EST PROP

Value taken from the Chemical Properties

CHN PROP

Value taken from the Chemical Properties
File is an accepted value.

4

COMPUTED

Value is computed by the program.

5

USER

Value is

6

SYSTEM

Value is computed by the program and
will override a user-supplied code.

File is

estimated.

supplied by the user.

TABLE 7-3
DESIGNATION DENOTING SOURCE OF VALUE FOR THE VARIABLE
The source designation printed indicates the source of the value printed out
for a given variable.
Each value has associated with it a hierarchical source
code; for a given variable a value with a numerically higher source code will
override (replace) a value with a numerically lower source code.
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wind toward 50* and then with the wind toward 53*. When the vapor cloud
from the very large spill detonated at cell 19, the resulting explosion was
calculated to have been immense - equivalent to about 40,000 tons of TNT.
Such explosions are known to be unlikely; moreover, they are not known to
Bear in mind that there are few LNC ships in
be physically possible.
operation and few planned compared to the total number of all ships or even
These ships will call at few ports and are expected
all tankers operating.
to be subject to unusual operating constraints in the port calls they do
There are very few ways in which any spill, much less a major spill,
make.
can occur from such specially designed vessels, and exceptional precautions
Although the probability of such a rare
are taken to preclude such an event.
event as an LNG spill is difficult and expensive to estimate reliably, it is
known to be very low relative to the total number of LNG ships (say, 42 to
85) which will operate in U.S. waters (a small part of their total operating
time) over the full life cycle of LNG importation (say, 15 to 25 years).
The next point to bear in mind is that even if an LNG spill were to occur,
it is far more likely that the material would burn in the immediate vicin.ity
of the ship than that a cloud of vapor would disperse away from the ship.
Even if the material did disperse, it would enter a populated area only if
the wind direction carried it to that area rather than away from such an
area. Even if an LNG vapor cloud were to approach a populated area, it
appears far more likely that it would be ignited when only the leading edge
over
of the cloud was in that area and while the bulk of the cloud was still
If the cloud were to move over a populated area without ignition, as
water.
it was warmed by the sir and ground it would tend to rise (at ambient
temperatures LNG is lighter than air) and to disperse harmlessly into the
Even if the cloud were to be ignited while over a populated
atmosphere.
area and before its natural buoyancy carried it up and away from people and
buildings, it is known that it could burn in a flash fire or deflagration;
In
it is not known whether unconfined parts of the cloud could detonate.
this respect, methane (the major component of comercial LNG) is less
dangerous than some other hydrocarbon vapors, such as propane or ethylene
oxide. A possibility that has not been fully researched (and would be very
expensive to research) is that a detonation from a confined explosion of a
portion of the methane cloud (see Appendix C5) could accelerate the deflagrative combustion wave in portions of the unconfined cloud to supersonic speeds,
thus producing detonation(s) there. Also, it is not known how much of the
unconfined cloud would be detonated or how much of the cloud would be
impacted by the initiating detonation wave.
Cases Li and L2 in Table 7-4, then, represent hypothetical events which
may not be even physically possible and which are definitely extremely unlikely
Why, then, should such cases be explored at all ir a model?
ever to happen.
If it can be established that even very rare types of accidents will not
result in major damage, then unnecessarily expensive safety precautions and/or
Where major accidents
scientific research on safety problems can be avoided.
of safety
consideration
careful
then
ruled
out,
cannot be conclusively
precautions, accident probability estimates, and/or further scientific research
is

indicated.

Even so,

no final decisions can be made on the basis of this

If the risks (probability times consequences) are apparently
model alone.
comparable to other dangers to the public, then deciding factors may be the
the benefits of an activity and/or cost-effective application of additional
safety measures.
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One final caution is that extensive scientific research can be timeconsuming as veil as expensive; frequently decisions are time-limited such
that it is unfeasible to obtain all of the scientific input desirable when
All production and transportation of hazardous materials
it is needed.
Involve some risk; the key question is whether drastic constraints affecting the
economics of these materials involve even greater risks.
The reason that there were more deaths for the very large spill with
the wind toward 53" Is that the ignition time varied by two seconds and this
The extra yield was just enough to increase the
changed the yield slightly.
As cell 48 is a very densely
effect in cell 48 from 2% dead to 13% dead.
populated cell, this accounts for the excess deaths in the case where the
wind was blowing toward 533.
With the wind toward 50°, the flash fire was
assessed to have killed 58Z of the population in cell 19, and the
radiation level there was high enough to have caused first-degree burns
on the remainder of the persons in the cell if they had been exposed.
The LNG spills of medium size are of Interest, because of the fact
that ignition occurred with the wind toward 53" and did not occur wheii the wind
was toward 50".
In the case which ignited, the center of cell 19 was 21 a
off the x axis, and, in the case where it failed to ignite, the center of
cell 19 was 95 a off the x axis.
Early in the dispersion of a puff of gas,
when the diffusion coefficients are still
small, this difference can be
enough for the concentration to reach the flammable range in one case and
fail to reach it in another.
The concentration was evaluated at 6 minutes
when the puff center was only 25 m from the cell center, so adjusting the
time step would have no effect on the case which failed to ignite. For
the neutral stability condition, at 1400 m, ay is approximately equal to
65 m thus in one case the cell center was about 0.3 a from the puff center
and in the case with the wind from 50° the cell cente? was about 1.5 0y
from the puff center, so the failure to ignite is understandable.
For the
50° case, cell 46 was only 30 m from the x axis but was 3037 m from the
spill location, andby the time the puff had traveled that far, it was too
diffuse to ignite. The LNG spills of small size resulted in a vapor cloud
which was not concentrated enough to ignite at the first downwind cell.
Chlorine Spills
For chlorine, the results of seven computer runs are shown in Table 7-6.
For all three spill sizes, there are results for a wind speed of 5 m/s and
unstable conditions as well as for a wind speed of 4 m/s and neutral conditions.
In addition, the medium size spill was run for a wind speed of 4 m/s and
unstable conditions.
With stability class 4 (neutral), the valites of ay and
Cz are smaller than they are for stability class 3 (unstable), so the
resulting puff is smaller and more dense after traveling the same oi-atance.
Whether the smaller, denser puff affects more people depends on the size of
the spill. Table 7-6 shows that the small spill of 900 kg is
calculated to have killed 277 people and injured over 5000 people
in the neutral case, but in the unstable case, the more diffuse puff was
too dilute to cause any deaths and is calculated to have injured only two
people.
For the very large spill, on the other hand, there is so much chlorine
that the more diffuse puff is calculated to have caused more deaths as well as
more injuries.
Even though the concentration is lower near the center of the
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more diffuse puff, it

is still

more than high enough to cause

1002 deaths

there, so the more widespread puff causes fatal and nonfatal injuries over
a wider area.
Because of the large number of casualties asasesed for the
very large spills of chlorine, it should be mentioned once aZ4in that they
are hypothetical and represent only the use of realistic demographic data
for a theoretically possible incident.
For the medium-sized spill, one may compare two runs with the same
stability with different wind speeds and two runs with the same wind speeds
but with different stability classes.
Examination of these three runs in
detail points out some interesting features of the VM and of atmospheric
dispersion.
First,
note that at cell 19, 2.4 km from the spill
location,
the case with the wind speed equal to 5 m/s has 921 injuries whereas the other
cases have 921 deaths.
As all the chlorine was released as gas in 17.3 s,
this is not due to any difference in travel time.
(The release time is
17.3 s for all three spill
sizes due to the fact that the submodel Involved
[(ODI and EVDRP] assumes that all
the liquid chlorine breaks up into
individual drops which do not occupy a large fraction of the volume of
The difference is due to the fact
the water and liquid chlorine mixture.)
that the puff passes over cell 19 while it is very small, so that the exact time
at which the concentration is calculated is important.
For the 4 m/s.
stability class 3 case, the concentration at 6 minutes was 312 ppm.
At this
time, the puff center was at x - 1440 m, very close to the center of cell 19
at x - 1412 m, y - 95 m.
For the 5 m/s, stability class 3 case, the highest
concentration calculated was at 4 minutes, when the puff center was at x - 1200 m,
about 200 m from the center of cell 19.
Of course, at 4.8 minutes the puff
center was at x - 1440 in this case, but the time step was 2 minutes, so the
Thus the smaller number of deaths with
concentration was not calculated then.
the wind at 5 m/s is due primarily to the large value used for the time step.
This artifact in the assessment can, of course, be eliminated by using
very short time steps or by calculating the factor determining toxic
lethality (fcndt as explained in Chapter 6) at a given geographical point by
analytic means.
A short time step requires more computer time,
on which there are economic constraints.
The arnaytic calculation of the
factor determining lethality at a geographical point appeared to be a level of detail
for which the VM is not ready at this time.
The problem is most severe when
the puff is small shortly after the release of the cargo gas.
As the puff
expands with distance, the problem becomes less severe.
Running the VM with
10 a time steps would have caused the assessment of identical numbers of
dead and injured for the 4 m/s case and the 5 m/s case with unstable conditions,
but the computation time for each run would have increased by a factor of
twelve.
Cost is roughly proportional to computation time, so the cost would
have increased by about an order of magnitude.
Comparing the two medium-sized spills which have the same wind speed,
but different stability classes, it is clear that the smaller dense puff
resulted in more dead but fewer injured.
Cells 44, 46 and 26 were close
enough to the x axis (i.e.,
close enough to being directly downwind) so that
the higher concentrations in the neutral stability case caused 100% deaths
to be assessed, whereas in the unstable case the lower concentrations resulted
in the assessment of many injuries but only a few deaths.
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Anhydrous Ammonia Spills
The results of the amonia runs are shown in Table 7-7.
Each of the
three spill sizes was run with ignition possibl.- at the cell centers, and
with ignition precluded.
In evaluating test runs in which the ammonia did
burn, the reader should note that ammonia is difficult to ignite under
most conditions; however, it will burn or even explode under certain
conditions.
There is no known record of an unconfined ammonia cloud
explosion.
of 8.2 tons caused no toxic deaths and did not
The small spill
Toxic injuries are not assessed for ammonia, as discussed in
ignite.
When ignition was possible, the time step, At, was set to 1
Chapter 6.
minute since ignition usually occurs fairly soon if it is going to occur.
With no ignition sources at the cell centers, it was desirable to run the
program for 30 minutes so At - 2 minutes was used.
In Table 7-7, the case
with ignition possible at At - 1 minute is listed first.

*

The very large spill
of over 16,000 metric tons of anhydrous ammonia
ignited, not at the first
cell in its path (cell 19) but later at
cell 46.
The reason for this is the evaporation time and the manner in
which the puff model treats long release times. It took 20.8 minutes for all of
the ammonia to escape in gaseous form, but the puff submodel starts the
puff moving from the spill
location when the first
gas escapes and
increases the ariount of cargo gas in the puff as it escapes.
Thus, as the
puff moves awp.y downwind, the mass in the puff increases.
In this case, the
mass in th4 puff increased fast enough to more than compensate for the
orrcdLing of the puff;
the concentration increased from the time the
puff was near cell 19 (6 min), so that by the time it was close to cell 46
(12 min) ignition was possible.
At the time of ignition at 11.8 minutes,
7.92 of the spilled mass was combustible.
In the case that the ignition
set off an explosion, this amount of ammonia is equivalent to 4110 tons of
TNT.
The resulting damage is shown in Table 7-7.
There were no deaths
from explosive effects because the people in cells 46 and 47, 210 m and
490 amrespectively, from the blast center, were already dead from the toxic
vapors.
Explosion injuries were assessed as far away as 4350 m at cell 16,
where one person was calculated to have received injuries from flying
fragments.
Seven buildings 6500 m from the blast center in cell 12 were
assessed as having broken windows.
In the case of flash fire, structures
were ignited only in cell 46.
For the very large spill without ignition, it is interesting to note
that the 2-minute time step resulted in more deaths from toxic vapors
at 10 minutes after gas release started than the run with At - I. minute,
but the number of deaths at 11.8 minutes in the one case was the same as
the number of deaths at 12 minutes in the other case.
This is due to the
use of At in calculating the dosage.
In this example, the concentration
at cell 47 was increasing so that the VM had, by 11.8 or 12 minutes, assessed
all of the outdoors population in that cell as dead.
Changing the size of
the time step does not always have an effect; Table 7-7 shows that for
the medium-sized spill the number assessed as dead is the same at 10 and
at 14 minutes for At - 1 and At - 2.
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Pool Burning - Methanol.

Gasoline. and LNG

Methyl alcohol and gasoline evaporate much more slowly than do LNG
and aimonia, with the result that the concentration at the first downwind
cell (cell 19) Is so low that even the maximum credible spill does not
result in ignition. As the puff moves downwind, the amount of vapor it
contains increases, but the dispersion coefficients increase
as well, and the concentration does not approach the lower flamable limit
concentration at later times either. For these two cargoes, the spill
location was moved 30 a upwind from the center of the river cell, and a
very short time step was used; however, even in these cases the concentration
was too low to ignite. Finally, the VM was reprogramed so that the user
may set a flag which indicates that the simulation should proceed immediately
to pool burning after the spill is complete.
The results of runs for medium-sized spills of LNG, methyl alcohol and
gasoline with iminediate pool burning are shown in Table 7-8. The radiation
given is for cell 3, the cell in which the spill occurred.
For these
spills, the location of the spill was chosen to be the center of cell 3.
In the radiation calculation, entering a zero for the distance from the
center of the pool to the observer causes the flux to be equal to infinity;
thus, in cases like this, the program removes the observer to a distance equal
to the pool radius plus 10 m. In the simulation,there are no structures in
the river cell in which the pool burning takes place, and the nearest land
cell center is about 1.2 km away; the radiation levels there were not high
enough to ignite any structures, so no damage is assessed in each of these
three cases.
It may seem strange that the burning time varies so widely among these
three cases whereas the radiation intensity varies very little.
This is
partially due to the ways in which some of the submodels operate.
First,
it is assumed that the pool stops spreading when ignition occurs.
Second,
a simplifying assumption in the calculation of the radiation flux is that
the flux is primarily a function of the adiabatic flame temperature.
Finally, the burning rates of large pools (in terms of reduction of depth
per unit time) were found for these three materials, and the depth of the
pool was used with these data to give the burning time.
Since the total
energy radiated through a right circular cylinder around the flame is the
product of the cylinder's area, the radiation flux, and the burning time,
the amount of energy radiated is not calculated in a direct way from the
energy contained in the spilled cargo pool.
Let us compare the results of LNG, which has the shortest burning
time, with those for methyl alcohol which has the longest burning time.
The available energy in the pool at the instant of ignition is given by
the product of the heat of combustion with the mass of the cargo in the
pool. Thus asswning that the combustion is complete, one finds that the
LNG pool contained 3.5 x 1012 joules, whereas the methyl alcohol pool contained
1.8 x 1012 joules.
The size of the cylinder around the flame was chosen to
be such that the radiation flux calculated for cell 3 may be used.
In
these examples, the spill was exactly at the center of cell 3,and the
radiation level could not be calculated there since this point was inside
the burning pool.
Therefore, the radiation flux was calculated at a point
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10 a beyond the edge of the pool, and the cylinder had a radius 10 a greater
than the pool radius. The area of such a cylinder Is 40,700 m2 for the LUNG
case, but only 2650 a2 for the methyl alcohol pool since the methyl alcohol
pool was smaller and the flame was shorter. Thus, 0.044 x 1012 joules were
radiated away in the LNG case, and 0.71 x 1012 joules were radiated in the
methyl alcohol case. The two cases differ in radiated energy, then, by a
factor of about 16, not the factor of over 200 which one might get if only
the burning times were considered.
Still, in the methyl alcohol case 392
of the available energy is calculated to have been radiated away, whereas
in the LNG case this figure is only 1.22.
The remainder of the available
energy in both cases Is convected *way.
The long burning tine calculated for methyl alcohol results from the
Zact that the pool of methyl alcohol spreads more slowly than the pools of
LNG or gasoline. Thuswhen ignition occurred after one time step of 60 a,
the methanol pool was about 2 cm thick, which is the reason why the
methyl alcohol burning time is so long. For pools which are less than a
millimeter thick at ignition, the assumption of no further spread during
burning is reasonable.
But, In the case of methyl alcohol, this assumption
gives a pool which retains a radius of 13.7 a for almost 2 hours while it
burns.
It also results in a burning time which is much longer than the
time that It would take the pool to evaporate, as calculated by the HACS
submodel HODR.
Conclusions

i

These test runs show the great range of injuries and damage that may
result from spills of hazardous cargoes.
The size of the spill and the
material spilled primarily determine the order of magnitude of the results,
but the wind direction and atmospheric stability also play important roles.
It is noteworthy that the methyl alcohol and gasoline spills did not evaporate
fast enough to form a cloud concentrated enough to ignite at the first grid
point downwind. This point was 1400 m away; however, computer experiments
showed that ignition of the vapor cloud would not occur for distances as
short as 30 a. These results may correctly simulate physical phenomena for
spills of this type, but further validation seems to be required.
Thus
further investigation of the experiments and theory relating to this
problem may be appropriate.
Because the very large spills of LNG, ammonia, and chlorine were
assessed to have killed and injured thousands of people, it should be
remembered that in this model approximations have been made in such a way
as to maximize the potential damage wherever feasible and that the
probability of spills this large in a densely populated area has not
been taken into account.
Ignition
Since a change in the wind direction of only 3* in the medium-sized
spills determined whether or not the vapor cloud would ignite, consideration should be given to making the ignition less dependent upon the wind
direction.
At the present time in many cases, the center of the puff must pass
very closely to a cell center for ignition to occur.
This is due to the fact
that ignition in the VM is possible only at the cell centers at this time and
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that these are rather coarsely spaced with respect to the puff size during
the early stages of dispersion. A quick solution to this problem would be
to subdivide the census tracts presently in use.
This should solve the
Ignition problem, as well as making the assessment results less markedly
dependent on small variations in direction.
For the long run, a more sophisticated solution may be in order.
One
such solution would be to assign an ignition probsbility, which would have
the units of 1/area/time, to each census tract or subdivision thereof.
Thus the product of the ignition probability with the area in which the
concentration is in the combustible range would have the units of 1/ti.e..
For each time step this product would be multiplied by the duration of the
time step and added to the sum of similar products from previous time
steps. This sum would increase with each tine step, and,when a threshold
This method
values such as one-half Is reached, ignition would occur.
would more realistically simulate both slow-moving clouds hanging over an
area with sparsely distributed ignition sources, as well as clouds which
move quickly over an area in which Ignition sources are dense.
Resource Distribution
The fact that the VM currently treats the resources in each cell as if
they were all located at the cell center makes the assessment of damage
dependent on slight changes in the spill location or the wind direction,
or both. This is due directly to the coarseness of the grid of cells.
Census tracts are often more than I km across and are less than 500 m
Although the use of
across only in the most densely populated areas.
whole census tracts as cells has been adequate for this developmental
work, subdivision of census tracts will be necessary if the development
of the VM proceeds much further.
Ideally, the resources would be described in a grid system which has
a scale smaller than the horizontal diffusion coefficient of the air diapersion model for the conditions prevailing at thi time of interest.
Since the dispersion coefficients differ widely with the stability class
For the
and distance, no single scale can be ideal for all conditions.
most stable conditions within a few hundred meters of the source, the
horizontal dispersion coefficient is less than 10 m, and cells on this
scale are computationally infeasible; even so, consideration might be
given to making the cells smaller along the river or harbor than they are
a kilometer or so inland.
Time Step Selection
The test runs have shown that the VM, at its current stage of development, is sensitive to the choice of time step under certain conditions.
If development proceeds, this could be addressed by a number of actions.
An increase in the density of the cells and a more sophisticated treatment
of the ignition problem will largely resolve the current situation in
which the concentration of the puff at the cell center is not evaluated
during the time that this concentration is near its maximum; however, it
may be necessary to introduce an internal limit in time step duration and
to use a short time step for the early stages of the dispersion and a
These procedures will also remedy the problem
longer time step later on.
for toAJ.c gases where the concentration is not evaluated for representative
values.
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Validation
Extensive validation of the VM by reference to actual accidental spills

of hazardous materials has not been feasible. The large disasters happen
only infrequently and are usually not veil documented.
Smaller spills, on
the order of the medium size or smaller, happen more often, but they too
are usually not well documented and, fortunately, they commonly occur in
rural areas.
Moreover, upon close examination, almost every accident
seems to have features which make it atypical.

For example, consider the case of the freight train derailment in
Crete, Nebraskaein February of 1969 [36).
In some respects this case is
ideal for study since the accident involved a substantial amount of ammonia
(111 m3) and occurred near the center of town.
On the other hand, the
accident took place at 0630 when the temperature was very low (-15.5*C)
and there was no wind.
Thus very few people were out of doors, and all of
the houses were tightly closed. These conditions contributed to the fact that
only 6 persons were killed and 28 seriously injured from ammonia inhalation
in this accident.
The Phase I eubmodels could be validated individually or as a group
by field experiments.
Some work of this type has been performed and more
is currently underway; however, the cost of large-scale field experiments
is high in resources and time. The Phase II submodels are generally based
on extrapolated animal experiments.
In some instances, reports of accidents
have contributed to the evolution of assessment procedures.
Nevertheless,
in any event the validation of Phase II submodels by planned experiments
is ethically unacceptable.

Cost
The cost of running the VM will vary depending upon the computer
system used and the scenario simulated.
The test runs were made on an IBM
360/65 computer. Running times were generally between 15 and 35 CPU seconds.
Typically 1000 to 2000 lines of output were produced.
The typical cost of
a run was between three and eleven dollars.
A cost of five dollars was
average.

Closure
*

The examples in this chapter were presented to allow the reader to see
the type of information obtained by running the VI and to judge the
reasonableness of the results in view of the approximations inherent in
the development of the VM. Neither the probability of a spill nor the
probability of any other factors has been considered in the VM, since it
is a damage assessment, not a risk assessment tool.
The probability of

(36) U. S. Department of Transportation, National Transportation Safety
Board.
Railroad Accident Report (Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy
Railroad Company, Train 64 and Train 824, Derailment and Collision
with Tank Car Explosion, Crete, Nebraska, Feburary 18, 1969).
U. S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C., February 24,
1971.
Report No. NTSB-RAR-71-2.
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the events comprising a slmulation scenario, as vell as the validity of
the approximations and assumptions made in the course of VM development,
should always be borne in mind when the test runs are contemplated,
interpreted, or discussed by the reader.
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CHAPTER 8
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Plan of the Analysis
The concept of sensitivity analysis has been extensively discussed in
the literature related to control systems and other physical systems (37, 38].
Although the theoretical concepts considered are relatively sophisticated,
simplification can be made to apply these methods to a sensitivity analysis

of the VM.
Typically one considers a system with n output variables, Yj, i - 1,
2,..., n,and with m input variables, Xj, j - 1, 2,...,
m. Then we may write

Yj

a

f1 (Xi)

to represent the functional dependence of the n output variables on the m
input variables.
dYi.

Consider now the differential change in one of the output variables,
By the chain rule we have

dYi

aft

dXl+afidX 2 +...

+ ai

dXm

The factors, afi/3Xj, are usually termed the sensitivity coefficients and
give, for small changes in the input variables, a measure of the effect on
the output variable.
For a detailed sensitivity analysis, each of the sensitivity coefficients
must be considered and its variation over the range of the several variables
must be determined.
One way to summarize the output variation would be to
consider functions such as
n

iml

aXj

which gives the "change in arc length" generated in the n dimensional space
of output variables by incremental changes in the jth input variable.
In the present stage of the development of the VM, such a rigorous sensitivity analysis is considered to be: (a) too detailed, exacting, and time
consuming considering the priorities of other tasks in the program and (b) too
Therefore,
abstract and devoid of physically tenable measures to assist the USCG.
a simpler, less sophisticated, less conventional form of sensitivity analysis
has been chosen.

(37] Radanovic, L. (ed.).
Sensitivity Methods in Control Theory.
Pergamon Press, New York, 1966.
[38] Tomovic, R. Sensitivity Analysis of Dynamic Systems.
Hill, New York, 1963.
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a square grid with a uniform density of
In this modified analysis,
Therefore, input variables such as spill
population andstructures was used.
location and wind directionwhich change only the location but not the magThis is true as long as the
nitude of the damage, should have no effect.
area in which the damage or injuries occur always falls within the grid,
and as long as the mesh of the grid is small with respect to the size of
the damage mechanism.
For the sensitivity analysis computer test runs, a 15 x 15 grid with a spacing
Each grid point represented 1000 people (all assumed to be
of 500 m was set up.
The spill took place at the central point,
outdoors) and 100 structures.
For
and the wind was in the positive x direction (toward the east).
a distance of 1 km, the horizontal dispersion coefficient for the puff is
less than 10 m for the very stable condition and about 85 m for the unstable
condition. Thus the grid spacing is not small with respect to the size of
the puff at this distance, so the wind direction and spill location will
Consider, as an example, the case of a
influence the damage assessment.
The cloud will be small and
toxic gas with stable atmospheric conditions.
concentrated, and the wind will carry it down the x axis ditectly over each grid
If the release
point along the axis, killing all of the people at each point.
point is moved half a grid space to the north (in the positive y direction),
the wind will carry the cloud down the corridor between the grid points, and
This effect, due to changing the spill
no deaths at all may be assessed.
location, is completely artificial and results from the coarseness of the
In theory, or for an infinitely fine mesh, the wind direction and
grid.
spill location have no influence on the damages assessed for a resource
which has a uniform density. Therefore, since a grid spacing smaller than
the size of the puff is not economically feasible, and since the wind
direction and spill location do not affect the damage assessment for a very
fine mesh, the spill location and wind direction are not changed in this
analysis, even though they will affect the assessment due to the coarseness
of the grid.
The plan for these computer runs was to vary only the size of the
spill, the wind speed, and the stability class, but it became necessary to
vary the time step in certain cases as well. The puff model was used for
all runs, and the time step was 1 minute unless otherwise stated.
As
methyl alcohol and gasoline evaporated so slowly that they would not ignite,
and since these cargoes are not currently treated as toxic in the VN, the
sensitivity analysis test runs were made only for chlorine, anhydrous ammoFor each cargo, the standard or reference
nia, and liquefied natural gas (LNG).
run was a medium-sized spill with neutral stability and a wind speed of 4 m/s.
After this reference run had been made, six other runs were made, and in
The stabileach of them only one parameter varied from the reference case.
ity was changed to more and less stable conditions, and the wind speed was reduced from 4 to 2 m/s and then increased to 10 m/s. Finally, the size of
the spill was changed to the very large size and then to the small size.
Results
1. Toxic effects
The results of the runs which concentrated on the toxic effects are
Since there were only 7 cells downwind of the spill
given in Table 8-1.
on the x axis, the 7000 dead for the first (reference) ammonia run represent the maximum number that can be killed unless the puff is large enough
to affect the cells off the x axis. Had the grid been larger and the
runs extended for a longer period of time, the casualties would have been
greater since this spill was causing 100% deaths when it reached the edge
The puff is less dense and more widely distributed in the
of the grid.
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Cargo
MR4,3

Amount

Wind
Speed

Stability

(MT)

(MIS)

Class

Injured

Notes

(1)

¶1251
251
251
251
251

4
4
4
4

N
U
S
N

251
16,340

10
4

2

N
N

2,949
13,042

4

N

2,175

4
4

N
U

7,000
4,580

0
2,460

15
15
15
15

4
2
10
10

S
S
N
N
N

3,000
7,000
7,000
3,000
6,000

850
0
0
924
0

,0.90

4

N

3,865

3,135

8.2

Cl

Dead

15
15
154

1.090

4

N

N

7,000
4
7,000
7,000

Reference case
t
7.87mn.
evap

7,000

At - 1 min.
Lethalities in

7,000

off-axis cells

0

Reference case

Atl-Imin.
At - 20 sec.
At = I min.
At - 20 sec.

TABLE 8-1
SUMMARY OF TOXIC EFFECTS
For these runs, a square grid with cells 5CO m apart was used. The wind
blew in the direction of the positive x axis, and the time step was 1
minute unless otherwise indicated.
Each cell contained 1,000 people
outdoors and 100 structures. A square grid structure comprised of 15 x 15
cells was used with the spill always at the center, so there were 7 cells
downwind of the spill. The stability classes are denoted as follows:
Noneutral, U-unstable, and S-stable.
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unstable case, and the concentrations just barely reached the lethality
threshold.
(No injuries are assessed for ammonia, as discussed in
Chapter 6.)
The medium-sized ammonia pool takes 7.8 minutes to evaporate,
so the puff is more than halfway down the x axis before it contains the
entire amount of the spilled cargo. Thus the vapor cloud did not contain
all of the spilled ammonia when it passed over the first grid points; this
partly explains why very few deaths were assessed with unstable conditions, since the concentration at the center of the puff is lower than with
other stability conditions.
Use of the puff model, as described irt Chapter
3, requires that the vapor liberated at later times be added to the puff at
its downwind position, without passing over the intervening area. This
anomaly is produced by the lack of an extant air dispersion model to treat
cases between instantaneous and continuous releases. The results for the
unstable case were not affected by the value of the time step.
The cases with stable conditions and the slow wind speed caused 100%
deaths on the x axis as might be expected.
The low number of assessed fatalities in the fast wind speed case is due to the use of a time step of 1
minute which is too large for a wind speed of l0 m/s. Although this run reported
no fatalities in the first cell downwind because the puff center was 100 m
away when the concentration was calculated, a short run with a time step of
10 a found 89% dead for this cell. Since the evaporation is completed just
before the puff leaves the grid, and the run with A t - 1 minute calculated 100%
dead when the puff center was at the center of the sixth cell on the x axis
at 3 minutes, it is clear that if the time step had been 50 s to insure evaluation of the concentration when the puff center was exactly at each cell center,
the number of fatalities would have been over 6000.
The very large spill caused over 13,000 deaths because it was so big
that the puff was capable of causing toxic concentrations in the cells adjacent to the x axis.
The first cell off the axis to have deaths assessed was
at x - 2 ki, and the cells at 3.0 and 3.5 km had 100% fatalities. As the evaporation took almost 21 minutes for this size spill, fatalities would have been
caused for at least 10 km downwind if the grid had extended that far. The
small spill caused considerably fewer deaths than did the reference case,
which is to be expected.
The medium-sized 1hlorine spill is less than one tenth the mass of the
medium-sized ammonia spill, but chlorine is much more toxic than amonia, so
the chlorine spill is also assessed to have killed everyone on the x axis.
The unstable case resulted in 4580 deaths, many more than the ammonia spill
with unstable conditions.
The difference is primarily due to the fact that all
of the chlorine evaporates in only 17.3 a, so that the entire mass spill is
present in the vapor cloud when it reaches the first grid point.
The stable
case was assessed to have killed all persons in cells on the x axis only if
a time step of 20 a is used. With At - 1 minute, the assessment was much less.
For the case with the wind at 10 m/s, even with At - 20 s, the cell center
was 100 m from the puff center for the first cell, which was too far. With
At - 10 s, 25 a, or 50 s, 100% in all the cells on the x axis would have been
assessed as killed.
Even the small spill of less than a ton of chlorine
killed almost 4000 people.
A run with an extra long grid showed that the
reference case was capable of 100% lethalities more than 7 km downwind on the
x axis.
There were no deaths in the cells adjacent to the axis, but there
were some injuries.
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To sum up, the toxic deaths show a
greater dependence on stability
class than they do on wind speed, a result which was expected.
This
assumes that the length of the time step is reduced as the wind speed
is increased, othervise too infrequent evaluation of the gas concentration will result in inaccurate assessment of the injuries.
For the
medium-sized spills of chlorine and ammonia, the unstable condition
resulted in many fever casualties than did the neutral condition. For
a very large spill, however, this may not be the case.
2.

Effects of Explosions and Fires

The results of the sensitiv:wty runs for the flammable cargoes being
considered, LNG and ammonia, are shown in Table 8-2.
In the case of
ammonia, the concentration levels necessary to cause death in a couple of
minutes or less are below the lower flammable limit concentration, so
the inhabitants of the cell at which the ignition occurs are already dead
before the explosion or flash fire occurs.
Thus there are no injuries or
deaths from the explosion or flash fire for ammonia in the ignition cell.
And the very large spill is the only ammonia spill which causes a large
enough explosion to affect people outside the ignition cell.
The slow rate at which the ammonia evaporates is the reason that the
vapor cloud failed to ignite in three of the medium-sized spills. Ignition did occur in the stable case where the puff is smaller and more concentrated and in the slow wind case where more of the liquid was able to
evaporate before the puff reached the first cell downwind.
The very large
spill is interesting in that it did not ignite at the first cell downwind, but
did ignite at the third cell. This was due to the continued evaporation of the
ammonia as the puff moved downwind.
The increase in mass countered the increasing size of the dispersion coefficients and caused the concentrations
on the x axis to increase with time.
The failure of the LNG spills to ignite for the unstable mixing condition and the small spill is not unexpected.
The case with stable conditions
resulted in a smaller explosion than the reference case because the smaller
values of the dispersion coefficients allowed less of the methane to be
in the flammable concentration range.
In the low wind speed case as in the
reference case evaporation was complete and no liquid pool remained when
the cloud ignited at the first downwind cell.
In the high wind speed case,
however, ignition occurred when the evaporation was little
more than half
completed; consequently, even though a larger portion of the vapor exploded, the
resulting blast was less powerful than the one in the reference or low wind
speed cases. Note that the blast in the very large spill case treated here
is much smaller than it was in the test cases with an actual grid of
census tracts. This is due to the fact that here ignition occurred about
310 m from the spill location, whereas in the case reported in Chapter 7
the puff moved Just over 1000 m before ignition. This extra movement allowed
time for additional LNG to evaporate, and for the cloud to disperse more widely,
so the portion of the methane in the range of flammability was greater.
The LNG spill for the 10 m/s wind did not ignite with the usual time
step of 60 s.
A value of At such as 10 s, 25 s, or 50 ,which causes
the concentration to be calculated when the puff center is exactly at the
first grid point. does result in ignition.
With At - 60 s, the puff center
and cell center did not coincide at an evaluation time until 5 minutes after the
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spill when the puff center was at the sixth cell downwind of the spill location.
At this time, the concentration at the center of the puff was not great enough
to cause ignition. (It is not true that the puff center and the grid point must
coincide for ignition; however, when the fuel concentration is above the lower
flammable limit only near the center of the puff, then the center of the puff
must come very close to the ignition source if ignition is to occur.)

Summary and Conclusions
It is clear that, of the three parameters varied, the size of the spill
had the greatest effect on the damage assessed. This was partially obscured
in the case of the very large spills of toxic cargoes because when the vapor
clouds from these spills leave the grid, they have concentrations far above
that needed to cause death in a few minutes. The small spills of the toxic
substances caused many fewer fatalities than did the medium-sized spills. The
smell spills of the flammable cargoes also caused many fewer deaths than did
the medium-sized spills, but here one of the primary reasons was the failure
of the vapor cloud to ignite. Unlike the toxic case, for flammable materials
the relationship of input parameters to damage caused was discontinuous, with
the discontinuity occurring at the ignition threshold. The small spills did
not result in clouds dense enough to ignite at the first grid point, so there
is no damage from fire and explosion for these cases.

*

;

Of the remaining two variables, the stability class had a more marked
effect than did the wind speed.
In the toxic case, the number killed was
lower for unstable case atmospheric conditions than for the reference case
with neutral stability. For ammonia, changing to unstable conditions almost
eliminated the fatalities.
For chlorine, the reduction was less pronounced.
The effects of stable conditions do not show up as well in this sensitivity
analysis because of the small number of cells downwind from the spill location. A note of caution is in order, however.
For the very large spills,
the change from neutral to unstable conditions may result in more deaths
and injuries. This is due to the fact that an increase in dosage above the
lethal level has no effect.
For a big spill in which the concentration
might be above the lethal concentration in the cells adjacent to the x axis,
fewer people may be assessed as killed if the lethal concentration of toxic
gas is contained near the axis and does not extend to the adjacent cells.
Since the populations of the cells on the x axis are all killed anyway,
increasing the concentration there will have no further effect.
Finally, we come to the variations in wind speed. For the materials
which evaporated before the puff reached the first grid point with the 10
"m/s wind, the wind speed had no effect on the damage assessed as long as
the time step was reduced accordingly. For cargoes which took longer to
ignite, the increased wind speed could mean the difference between ignition
and no ignition. For ammonia, for example, the release of the gas was
slow enough so that only for the 2 m/s case was the concentration high
enough to ignite when the puff reached the first grid point.
It should
be pointed out that the wind speed and the stability condition are not
umrelated. The most stable atmospheric conditions are invarial]'1 associated
with calm or very light winds. Thus, specification of strong winds and
stable conditions is not realistic.
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CHAPTER 9
J

THE HISTORICAL SURVEY SUBTASKI
This chapter describes the work performed on the VM under the
historical survey subtask.
This subtask consisted mainly in researching
and compiling data about unconfined vapor cloud explosions, data that
would be helpful in the development of the VM, but that might not be
readily available. Ongoing research activities and plans related to VM
development were also surveyed.
In the following text Section 1 presents a sumary of the major
findings of the historical survey subtask. Section 2 is a review of
private sector safety research and development plans relevant to the
development of the VM. Section 3 is a listing of respondents interviewed
or contacted.
In addition, Appendix F contains a detailed account of
In the folfourteen case studies of accidental explosion incidents.
lowing text numbered cases (such as Case F.9) refer to the descriptions
provided in Appendix F.

1.

!

OVERVIEW

This section presents an introduction to and a summary of the major
findings of this study, as well as a discussion of the major data gaps
and recommendations for filling them.
1.1

Objectives and Scope of the Study

I

This study was undertaken to seek real world verification of the
predictions of the VM, by collecting available data on actual
vapor cloud fires and explosions.
The initial thrust of the investigation was to visit private, mostly
industrial, organizations which had experienced or investigated actual
vapor cloud explosions and to ask for access to their data. It was
known that some such studies existed but were largely unpublished.
Such
studies are typically not published, because the details intrude too far
into areas the organizations consider private and confidential.
Nevertheless, it was expected that the strictly safety aspects of internal
reports would usually be shared in face-to-face conferences where confidential information could be kept private.
It turned out that some very instructive studies were indeed obtained
in this fashion, but overall a disappointingly small number of really
A number of commonly-listed "gas" exusable case studies were found.
plosions, upon review, turned out to have occurred inside a reactor or
tThe historical survey reported in this chapter was performed under
contract to ECI by Dr. John A. Brown of John Brown Associates, Inc.,
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey.
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inside a building and were not at all the umconfined vapor cloud events
of interest here. Some companies would talk only under seal of privacy,
and their data could be used only to enhance the perspective on the
reportable cases.
A few companies would not talk at all.
But mostly, the detail desired simply does not exist.
Industrial
disasters have seldom been investigated in anything like the detail
lavished on, say, an airline disaster.
Industrial emphasis is placed
on proximate causes and on prevention of recurrences, and relatively
minor attention is paid to such elements as the exact amount of fuel
participating in an explosion or the resulting damage profiles. Reconstruction of industrial explosion disasters In detail comparable to that
provided by the VM would require a vastly greater investigative effort
than private organizations are willing or able to mount.
In the end, only two industrial explosion case studies were selected for presentation herein, and this study was extended to include
the more numerous and better-documented studies of transportationrelated vapor cloud accidents.
In all,
nineteen visits
and interviews
were carried out, and fourteen case studies were selected as sufficiently instructive for inclusion in this report.
Lessons learned are
summarized in Section 1.2, and the cases are reported in detail in
Appendix F.
The existence of several previously unlisted industrial explosions
was discovered during the course of investigations supporting this
study, but visits
to the investigators of these explosions could not be
arranged in the time remaining between discovery of the incident and the
termination of this program.
They are listed in Table 9-1.
It is not
reconmended that they be pursued.
The two case studies presented herein
are by far the most detailed of those seen, and even they are sketchy by
VM standards.
Conferences with numerous respondents with first
or secondhand knowledge of the unexplored cases indicate that further case studies
are not likely to add materially to the picture.
It must not be inferred from the remarks on privacy that important
safety data are being withheld in any significant number of cases.
They
are not.
Details impacting litigation
and liability
were sometimes withheld, but every respondent saw to it that the key safety information was
made available, even if permission was not given to use the actual case
study or to cite the source.
TABLE 9-1.
ADDITIONAL MISHAP INCIDENTS MENTIONED
DURING INTERVIE14S AND RECOMMENDED FOR SPECIFIC
EXPLORATION WITH THE RESPECTIVE RESPONDENTS LISTED
e

"Vapor cloud 800'
Charles,

La.,

x 200'

"1967

x 20'" --

Cities Service,

Lake

or 68".

*

Ethylene oxide tank car --

"•

"Several incidents"

--

PPG Industries,

*

Butadiene explosion
7 Sept 70.

--

Union Carbide,

*

Isoprene plant explosion -27 Nov 74.

Dow Chemical,
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Goodyear,

Midland,

Mich.

Lake Charles,
Texas City,
Beaumont,

La.

Texas,

Texas,

1.2

Finding

and Gneril Conclusions

The extraction of quantitative generalizations from records of such
capricious events as accidental fires and explosions should be approached
with extreme caution and with application of extremely wide confidence
limits, but a number of clear qualitative conclusions do emerge from this
study.
As explained in Chapter 4, the VM models the combustion of the vapor-air
cloud as either a deflagration, producing no significant overpressure, or
a detonation, producing a shock wave of potentially destructive overpressure.
This strict dichotomy between deflagration and detonation is based on the
classical Chapman-Jouget theory of combustion waves. As mentioned in
Chapter 4,more modern studies indicate the possibility that deflagration
(subsonic) combustion may, under certain circumstances, produce damagegenerating, finite amplitude blast waves. In this Chapter,the terms "explosion" and "blast" are used to refer to damage-causing overpressures without
regard to the nature of the combustion (deflagrative or detonative) which
Thus "deflagrative air blast" refers to
gave rise to the overpressures.
an event causing explosion damage but thought to originate from deflagrative,
rather than detonative, combustion.
I

The Results of Vapor Cloud Ignitions Vary Widely
The consequences of vapor cloud ignitions range from a huge but
simple fire through deflagrative air blasts to true gas detonations withFireballs ranging
out any apparent way to make confident predictions.
up to hundreds of feet in height and diameter are almost universally re-!
ported, and about half the incidents involve air blasts which break windows and strip metal sheets from nearby buildings but do not strip leaves
Detonations are rare; the four
from trees or shatter heavy structures.
reported herein form a disproportionately large sample from the population. They are over-reported because their disproportionate destructiveness has attracted more attention and more detailed reporting than
Spills studied
have the results of the lesser deflagrative blasts.
ranged from a few thousand pounds of hydrocarbon to more than 100,000
pounds, but there was no visible relationship between the size of the
spill and any tendency to deflagration vs. detonation. No clear trigger
mechanism for detonation was identified, either: two of the cases were
attributed to burning under confinement; another is thought to have been
a case of burning to detonation in the open; and the other case is
thought to have been initiated by the shock wave from an exploding diesel
engine.
Probably neither the upper nor the lower end of the damage spectrum
The largest spill on which a report uas found was
has been found.
far less than the half
approximately 100,000 pounds, which is still
million or so barrels of LNG carried by some of the larger ocean-going
tankers. Calculations by Burgess et al. (391 offer hope that flammable
spill clouds may have a maximum size limited in each case by diffusion
and mixing rates; but the maximum blast possible -- if there really is
At the other end of the scale,
such a limit -- has not been established.
damage;
study because they do little
small spills have received little

(391

Volume
Burgess, D., J.N. Murphy, M.G. Zabetakis, and H.E. Perlee.
of flammable mixture resulting from the atmospheric dispersion of
a leak or spill.
To be submitted to the Fifteenth Symposium (International) on Combustion, The Combustion Institute, 1974.
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a widespread fetling that many of them are never even re-

and there is

ported at all.
It may be that the overwhelming majority of all spills fail to
ignite. That would be consistent with the reluctance of chemical plant
operators to install pilot lights to insure the imediate ignition of
spills and to prevent the growth of vapor clouds, but data on the point
are not at hand.
Devastation is tNever Total
One of the most striking features of aerial photos of disaster areas
such as Crescent City (Case F.9) or Decatur (Case F.3) is the apparent
norvalcy of the scene.
Houses and co-Amercial buildings all look intact,
automobiles are parked normally all along the streets, trees and shrubbery look untouched, and no smoke or flame is in evidence.
Using high
magnification, one can see broken windows and an occasional wrinkled
roof; but one has to look hard.
Damage there surely is, but the comaunity
is not destroyed as it is by, say, a tornado.
Moreover, most of the damaged buildings are repairable at relatively
minor cost.
In fact, they typically get repaired, and the people go on
living in them. Even in Decatur, where 67 residences were posted as
unsafe, 90? of the damage was termed "minor."
It was typified by
broken windows and loose ceiling tiles, not by collapsed buildings.
The damage that does occur is distributed very unevenly.
One house
will suffer severe structural damage while the adjacent house is virtually untouched.
Some windows in a given wall will be broken, whereas
others in the same wall are intact, even deep within the general window
breakage zone. The damage counts and the claim maps do not give a clear
picture of this, because they concentrate on the damaged buildings and
do not list
the much larger numbers of essentially undamaged buildings
intermingled with them.
The spottiness of blast damage is a puzzling but typical feature of
explosions.
It does not seem to be due to variations in the strength of
the structures, but rather to random fluctuations in the strength of the
advancing blast wave front.
There is

No one has yet modeled that in detail.

Seldom Severe Blast Damage Beyond Half a Mile

For spills of up to about 100,000 pounds of fuel, there appears to
have been little
severe blast damage at distances of more than about
half a mile:

Case No.
F.2
P.4

Approximate
limit of severe
blast damage

Approximate amount
of fuel spilled
5,000 lb. ethylene
27,000 lb. vinyl chloride
monomer

Location

1500 feet

Longview,

1500 feet

Climax, Texas

Texas

F.1

100,000 lb. cyclohexane

1/4 mile

Flixborough,

F.5

100,000 lb. propylene

1/2 mile

East St. Louis,

F.3

117,000 lb. propane

1/2 mile

Decatur,

F.6

130,000 lb. propane

2 miles
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England
Illinois

Illinois

Franklin County, Missouri

The exception of Case P.6 was a rare detonation rather than the usual
deflagrative blast, and it is the only case of its kind so far known.
Since it did happen, two miles might be taken as a more conservative
limit; but half a mile is the more typical limit.
Another exception is
the occurrence of caustics -- the focusing of blast waves, by atmospheric
inhomogeneities such as temperature inversions, back down into an anomalous area of severe damage veil outside the general area of severe
damage. However, caustics are usually an order less severe than the
central damage area, and they do not seriously invalidate the generalIzati09.

Since the data are few, the above conclusion should be reviewed in
the light of each new incident as it occurs.
One should also keep in
mind Burgess' point (40) that the size of a flammable or detonable
cloud to a stronger function of wind and weather than it is of the size
of the spill. Nevertheless, the severe blast damage actually observed
in actual explosions has usually not exceeded about half a mile.
The
half mile damage limit may not hold for the more destructive detonative
combustion cases.
The Central Fireball is

Deadly

All the cases studied, plus a number of others which were not
detailed enough for inclusion here, featured an enormous fireball which
may or may not have been accompanied by a blast.
In several cases
(notably Cases F.13 and F.14), people were enveloped in the fireball,
and they were almost always killed.
The few who survived were severely
burned.
Buildings which were enveloped in such fireballs were ignited
and usually burned to the ground.
Fence posts and telephone and power
poles were charred, and wires were melted.
The fireballs also radiate enormous amount of thermal energy and
can ignite fires hundreds of feet beyond their edges.
Report after
report tells of firemen severely burned or forced to seek shelter hundreds of feet from fireballs, and a firemen's training film cited in
Case P.11 warns that firemen have died from burns received as far away

as 250 feet from large fireballs.
In Case F.8, paint was blistered 600
feet from a fireball.
In Case F.12, the paint on a fire truck was
scorched and plastic light components were warped 300 to 450 feet from
a fireball, and a bystander was burned 600 feet from the fireball.
In
Case P.10, a fireman 1600 feet from a fireball had to stop work and
cover his head with his coat.
It has sometimes been anticipated that "flash fires" in stoichiometric fuel-air clouds would be so evanescent that little
if any damage
or injury would result from them. This study cannot address that point,
but the real vapor cloud fires analyzed in this study all exhibited
intensely hot, deadly, central fireballs.
It would appear that such a
fireball is an inherent feature of any spill large enough to cause

[401

Burgess, D.G., and M.G. Zabetakis.
Detonation of a Flammable
Cloud Following a Propane Pipeline Break -- the December 9, 1970
Explosion in Port Hudson, Missouri. U.S. Bureau of Mines, Washington,
1973.
Report No. RI 7752.
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D.C.,

concern.

As

urgeses has illustrated In some deta&

cloud from a largo fuel spill

(401, the vapor

should consist of three cocenatric zones:

an Inner sone too rich to burn, a shell wherein the composition is within
the upper anO lover flamable or explosive limits, and the rest of the
world where tize composition is too lean to burn. Ignition could occur
only within the flammable shell, and the flm would travel outward to
the lean limit and inward to the rich limit. At the rich limit, the
flame would stop and continue to burn there as a diffusion flame at the
interface between the rich cloud and fresh air brought in by turbulence.
Fireballs do form. The cloud of heated gas would be expected to rise
like a balloon, and fireballs have been reported with heights of up to
1.000 feet (Case F.9).
In the context of the VM,the combustion of that portion of the vaporair cloud premixed between flammable limits is modeled.
However the
turbulent diffusion flame resulting from the combustion of the rich portion of the cloud, which is believed to produce the deadly fireball., is
not treated at present in the VM. This phenomenon is extremely complex
and to be modeled would have required more time and resources than were
Furthermore the great damage potential of this mechanism, as
available.
indicated herein, was not known at the time that the fire
and explosion
models were formulated.
A Firestorm May Follow a Large Gas Explosion
In World War II,
one of the most fearsome effects of firebombings
was the widespread firestorm which sometimes ensued.
A ground fire of
sufficient extent creates an overwhelming updraft which draws in high
The resulting flaming whirlwind depletes the
winds from all directions.
oxygen of the air, and it is said that more people died from suffocation
than from burns in World War II firebombings.
Something of that sort happened in Case F.6.
"In the seconds following detonation, a firestorm was observed to 'roll'
in a generally
east to west direction -- up the sloping terrain toward [the] highway"
(40].
A footnote explained "firestorm" as:
"That ii, a diffusion flame
with very high winds which consumed the remainder of the propane."
In a sense of course, every billowing fireball is a small firestorm; but we are talking here about the much worse area firestorm
that results from the coalescing of many fireballs or the burning of a
Case F.6 is the only example encountered wherein
very large vapor cloud.
a firestorm was specifically mentioned; but it was also the largest fuel
spill
encountered, and the incidence of firestorms would be expected to
size may
Thus an increase in spill
increase with the size of the spill.
change the possible class of events that follow from a spill,
rather than
Just changing key parameters in a fixed set of consequences.
Exploding Tank Segments Can Fly up to Half a Mile
If an accident involves liquefied fuel gas tanks enveloped in a
fire, still
another hazard mechanism exists:
the internal pressure in
the tanks builds up to the bursting point, and the tanks rupture explosively.
They not only then release enormous quantities of hot gas
to make a fireball, but the tank segments fly off like rockets for
distances up to half a mile, inflicting impact damage where they land
and setting new, spot fires there.
In Case F.9, exploding LPG tankcars
hurled blazing segments up to 1750 feet into the heart of Crescent City
where they smashed buildings and set fires.
In Case F.10, the same
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thing happened in the center of Laurel, Mississippi. It happened in the
single-tanktruck fire of Case P.12 on the New Jersey Turnpike.
The overpressure safety valves on such tanks are not adequate to relieve the
excess pressure and prevent the explosions.

It

is

truly a rocket effect;2

long, cylindrical, tank segments fly farther than shorter segments and
much farther than random fragments hurled by the rupture explosion.
This hazard is an important one, because such tanks are to be expected where gaseous fuels are being handled.
The effect where a tank
hits is comparable to that from wartime demolition and incendiary bombs.
1.3

Data Gaps

This study, although instructive, has raised as many questions as it
has answered. One wants more detail on the cases analyzed, one wants
more cases, and one wants information on larger explosions and on marine
spills.

The case studies found in this survey have typically had disappointingly little
detail on damages and injuries.
They have been heavy
on the dollar value of damages and on numbers of deaths, because those
data fulfilled the purposes for which they were made; but they have been
relatively light on the fine details needed to break new ground in the
understanding of explosion effects.
The more recent case studies -particularly those by the National Transportation Safety Board -- have
contained more detail as awareness of its value has emerged; but one
needs much more yet. One can find map plots of buildings made unsafe,
for example; but one also needs to know just what kind of damage made
each one unsafe, and which side of the house faced the blast. One also
needs to know the condition of the adjacent houses which, being unmentioned, were presumably not miuch damaged.
One needs an actual count of
One needs to know
broken windows, house by house and street by street.
how many houses were in a given area as well as how many were damaged.
One needs similar detail on injuries.
Much of this detail is gone forever, but much of it could still
be
reconstructed by sifting through raw insurance and newspaper archives, by
study of the stacks of record photographs which were made in some cases
and of city maps, and by field work at the explosion site. Such indepth studies were far beyond the resources provided for this program.
One wants more cases, to test the tentative conclusions drawn from
the ones analyzed, and yet the data scatter seen thus far make one
doubt the value of simply more of the same.
There are more industrial
explosion cases sitting in people's files, but their collection is not
strongly recommended unless they can be studied in much greater depth
than was possible on this program.
One would like data on larger explosions (both deflagrative and
detonative explosions).
This study found and analyzed explosions of up
to 100,000 pounds of fuel (about 50 MT - 83 m3 ), but data on a millionpound blast resulting from a spill would add perspective
(I million
pounds W 500 MT V 830 m3 ).
Theoretical considerations suggest that the
blast damage would by no means increase proportionately, but the point
needs confirmation.
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One would like data on spills which did not result in ignition,
because they ought to contain clues on how to prevent ignition. Such
events are not major accidents, of course, and seldom get much attention.
The unignited Pensacola spill of hot cyclohexane is a fortunate exception in that some detail was recorded and in its frightening similarity
to the Flixborough spill which did ignite. It would probably repay
deeper study even at this late date. One would also like to know -- if
only for perspective -- how many nondisastrous spills there are per year
in comparison to the number oi disastrous ones.
Further Studies that Appear Worthwhile
Although there are more industrial and transportation explosion
cases which could be collected, a further canvass is not strongly recommended. The chances are that they would just be more of the same and
would not add greatly to the picture.
It would be far more productive
to go back and reinvestigate selected, already identified accidents in
much greater detail, and the following cases are recommended.
* The June 1974 cyclohexane explosion at Flixborough
This explosion is fresh enough that it is still
under
intensive study, and much of the physical evidence is still
available.
It is one of the largest disasters in terms of
dollar value of damage, and it offers an unusually dense gridwork of damage effects to indicate ranges of effects.
It is
uniquely instructive in that it appears to have involved a
rare open-air detonation, and in that it can be compared to an
almost exactly similar spill that did not ignite. The European
investigation appears to be impressively thorough and would
provide an unusually complete picture.
* The July 1972 propane explosion in Decatur,

Illinois

This explosion is still
under investigation by the National
Transportaticn Safety Board, and their file of observations and
photographs is unusually extensive.
It is fresh enough that
local memories and records will still
be vivid and accurate for
still
more detail. It is accessible for on-the-scene, streetby-street review of the patterns of damage and injuries. Occurring as it did in a densely built, urban area, it offers a
rich lode of damage data with valid, side-by-side comparisons
available.
a The 1944 LNG spill in Cleveland,

Ohio

This accident is thirty years old, so there is nothing
fresh about it; but by the same token there is also no longer
anything sensitive about it and existing data ought to be
freely available. Morever, it was investigated by Zabetakis,
of the Bureau of Mines, which suggests that the record will
be thorough and comprehensive.
It is also of interest because
it was a large spill of LNG in an urban area.
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0 The 1969 LPG tankcar explosions in Laurel, Mississippi
This accident is recommended partly because of the unusually
large number of buildings suffering damage and partly because
of the existence of a very tantalizing claims map at Southern
Railways.
Two different kinds of claims are plotted on it within a radius of about five miles, but no one was found who remembered what they were!
The information could doubtless be recovered from Southern's files, and their claims office has
offered generous cooperation. The map also does not indicate
the density of undamaged buildings, but this too could readily
be reconstructed from local information.

2.

PRIVATE SECTOR SAFETY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS

Literally no planned, privately sponsored, explosion safety
research and development programs were found in the course of this
survey.
The study was not exhaustive of course, but five of the largest
fuel and chemical companies were included, and four major R&D companies
who have been actively attempting to market such programs were included;
and it is unlikely that so large a sample would fail to uncover any
significant programs under consideration.
Respondents interviewed on
the point included:
Fuel and chemical companies and associations:

* Exxon Chemical Company USA
* El Paso Algeria Company

* Institute of Gas Technology
* Texas Eastman Company
* Monsanto Company
R&D companies:
* Calspan Corporation

* Science Applications, Inc.
* Systems, Science and Software
e Aerotherm-Acurex Corporation
Some commercial companies have been contemplating safety R&D programs, but their managements are currently taking the position that
safety R&D is not a proper unilateral activity. They point out that any
useful results therefrom would be instantly shared with the community
rather than being used to advance the company's competitive interests,
and that therefore such R&D is not a proper use of funds derived from
one company's earnings.
In the same breath, though, they go on to say
that they would consider joining in, and contributing to the funding of,
multicompany safety R&D programs, perhaps at the trade association
level.
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There is precedent for such joint R&D.
Trade associations such
as the American Gas Association and the American Petroleum Insitute have
sponsored R&D on common problems, using members' funds, for many years,
and their work is well known.
There are less formal associations, too.
For example, an Ad Hoc Comiittee of 25 major chemical companies was formed
in 1971 under the leadership of W. H. Doyle, then of Factory Insurance
Association and since retired, to support work on the effect of water
sprays on the burning of flammable gases.
This work has been completed
and will soon be published, probably first
at an AIChE Loss Prevention
Symposium.
Two members of the Steering Group were interviewed by the
writer; and it is the writer's opinion that this Ad Hoc organization,
or one descended from it,
could be induced to support additional safety
R&D, given some meritorious proposals and assurance of broad participation.
Ideas for safety R&D abound.
A detailed report on ideas which have
not crystallized into plans is beyond the scope of this study, but they
include the following.
e Modeling of the formation and diffusion of gas clouds.
* Modeling of deflagrative explosions.
* Determination of the TNT equivalent

of large gas explosions.

0 Study of cloud control and flame suppression.
e Study of ignition limits and extinguishants.
* Analysis of gas container vulnerabilities.
* Modeling of fireballs and radiation fluxes.
e Development of pool fire models.
* Study of transition from deflagration

to detonation.

• A more quantitative understanding of caustics.
* Study of the electrostatic

"* Study of
"* Resaarch
"* Research

ignition of gas clouds.

flame arrestors.
on atmospheric stability

factors.

on maximum cloud and fireball size.

In the course of the present study, the writer was shown a number
of proposals and capability documents on the above subjects.
They were
mostly "not for citation"
and none of them was scheduled for early
implementation.

The American Gas Association has a recommended plan based on an
industry-wide poll of LNG research needs, both foreign and domestic.
It recommends over S5 million in safety R&D.
A detailed analysis of the
plan is beyond the scope of this study, but the chart that follows
illustrates
its general outlines.
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The Plan is available from AGA, and a review of it was published at the
Fourth Internatiopal Conference on Liquified Natural Gas in Algiers on
24-27 June 1974 [41).
With rees.-arch ideas aplenty and with potential co-sponsors not
unwilling to participate on a team basis, what is mainly needed is some
leadership and the selection of a limited number of specific projects.
Some seed funding would probably be needed to attract industrial funding,
but the most pressing need is for organization.
[41]

Sarkes, L.A.

A survey of LNG technological needs in the USA - 1974

to beyond 2000.
Presented at the Fourth International Conference on
Liquifled Natural Gas, Algiers, 24-27 June 1974.

1.47

3.

RESPONDENTS INTERVIEWED

The following 'ndividuals and organizations were canvassed and
interviewed as to their accident experiences and R&D plans.
* Exxon Company USA,

Houston,

Texas

Personal visit.
Discussion of gas spills in
possible R&D programs.
e El Paso Algeria Corporation,

Houston,

Exxon facilities and

Texas

Telephone interview; a visit could not be scheduled due to host's
travel commitments.
No spill
incidents on record and no R&D plans.
* LP Gas Administration,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Personal visit.
Search through files of investigations of local
gas spills and resulting fires and explosions.
* Monsanto Company,

St. Louis,

Missouri

Personal visit.
Discussions of cyclohexane spills like Flixborough,
'spread of gas clouds, and ad hoc committee safety R&D.
* Professor Roger Strehlow,

University of Illinois

Discussions of East St. Louis and Decatur explosions,
Personal visit.
NT ý studies, calculation of TNT equivalents and further information
SoULces.

* Institute of Gas Technology,

Chicago,

Illinois

Telephone Interview, following a visit to the Washington office.
A Chicago visit could not be scheduled.
No accidents on record
and no R&D plans.
* Texas Eastman Company,

Longview,

Texas

Personal visit.
Discussions of ethylene cloud explosions and water
sprays.
Range of blast damages.
a Calpan Corporation,

Buffalo,

New York

Personal visit.
Search of clipping tiles of accidents.
of potential R&D programs.
* Systems,

Science & Software,

La Jolla,

Discussion

California

Pergonal visit, telephone interview and correspondence.
Discussions
of industry R&D plans and S3 proposals.
Literature exchange.
* Science Applications,

Inc.,

La Jolla,

California

Personal visit plus an escorted visit to Enviro Control.
cussion of R&D programs.

Dis-
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. Aerotherm Division of Acurex Corporation, Mountain View, California
Telephone interview plus evening conference at JANNAF-AIAA meeting.
Safety R&D proposals.
* Bureau of Mines Explosive Research Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Discussions of gas
Telephone interview plus correspondence.
References to additional
explosions and specific incidents.
contacts.
e Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia
Discussions of Navy
Personal visit, with Coast Guard personnel.
Introduction of Coast
data on cloud travel and instrumentation.
Guard to Navy computerized data base.
* Exxon Research and Engineering Company,

Florham Park, New Jersey

Multiple telephone interviews. Discussions of explosion in Bayway
facility not for citation because in litigation. Discussions of
past safety R&D on LNG.
* American Gas Association, Washington,

D.C.

Telephone interview; visit could not be scheduled.
Gas Industry Research Plan - 1974-2000.
e National Transportation Safety Board,

Washington,

Discussion of
D.C.

under investigation and
Study of files on recent accidents still
collection of issued reports. Discussion of characteristics of
accidents and eylosions.
* Mr. W. H. Doyle, retired,

formerly of Factory Insurance A-.ociation

Telephone interview; visit could not be scheduled in time available.
Chairman of the 25-company, ad hoc committee thit sponsored the
study of water sprays.
e Southern Railway System, Washington. D.C.
Personal visit.
car explosions.

Further details on the Laurel, Mississippi,

a Federal Railway Administration, Washington,

tank

D.C.

Personal visit. Additional details on Climax, Texas, vinyl chloride
tank car explosion.
s Mr. D. H. Slater, Cremer and Warner, Consulting Engineers, London,
England
Correspondence.
explosion.

Additional details on the Flixborough cyclohexane
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The following additional respondents were listed for interview, but
visits could not be arranged in the time remaining for this study.
e Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California
*
•
*
•
*
9
*
0
*
e
9
e
*

Stanford Research Institute, Healo Park, California
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan
Factory Mutual Research Corporation, Norwood, Massachusetts
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida
BuMines Enforcement and Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Washington, D.C.
National Fire Protection Association, Boston, Massachusetts
Cities Service Company, Lake Charles, Louisiana
PPG Industries, Lake Charles, Louisiana
Union Carbide Company, South Charleston, West Virginia
American Petroleum Institute, Washington, D.C.
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.
Manufacturing Chemists Association, Washington, D.C.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
The primary conclusion of this study is that the concept of the
The material required to
VII is feasible for use in risk analysis.
operate such a model, viz., the input data and the predictive subAlthough some aspects of
models, is either available or attainable.
the modeling are not at the highest level of sophistication, the VM
yields results that appear to be consistent with the historical survey
of actual accidental spills. Technical details of conclusions drawn from
Some of the more
the operation of the VH are given in Chapters 7 and 8.
significant conclusions are listed below.
9

The injuries and damage resulting from the detonation of a vapor
cloud are highly dependent upon the exact nature of the air dispersion.
This dependence upon the spill characteristics (location of
spill, rate of gas release) and the atmospheric conditions (temperature, wind, stability) is a realistic reflection of the complexities
of the actual world and is not considered to be an inaccuracy or
quirk in the modeling used.

*

The injuries resulting from the release of toxic gas into the air are
highly dependent upon the nature of the air dispersion, just as in the
case of explosion. This is a realistic aspect of the simulation.

*

In general the parameters that are input to the VM have a certain
level of importance in determining damage; three such parameters,
listed in descending order of importance, are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

.

spill size
stability class
wind speed

For flammable and toxic cargoes there is a spill size below which
the VM does not assess any damage even though some may occur in
reality;
this minor anomaly is primarily the result of usiag
in the VM a grid cell system of finite spacing.

The simulation shows that for each flammable cargo spilled under a
given set of environmental conditions, there is a critical spill size such
that spills smaller than this do not cause any damage.
This occurs because
by the time mass has gone from the spill into the air in a large enough
amount to cause damage, the fuel-air cloud is too diffuse to ignite. That
is, this critical size is that for which the evaporation rate is slow
enough relative to the dispersal rate, that the fuel concentration is never
above the lower flammable limit except within a few tens of meters of the
spill site. This aspect of the simulation is only qualitatively correct.
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In the real world, the damage-causing potential of a spill decreases as the
spill size decreases, but it does not necessarily go to zero.
The finite
size of the grid cells with their associated ignition points and the
limitations on the correct application of the Phase I submodels only on
geographical scales over tens of meters cause the simulation to predict
zero damage for spills below a certain size when, in fact, a small damagecausing potential could be present.
Similarly for each toxic cargo spilled under a given set of environmental copditions, there is a critical spill size such that spills smaller than this
are not capable of causing significant injury. This occurs because toxic
material is dispersed to below an injurious concentration level at distances
close to the spill. That is, the evaporation rate is slow enough relative
to the dispersal rate so that the concentration is never above the threshold
for inhalation injuries except within a few tens of meters of the spill site.
Recommenda tions
Recommendations are given for improvements to specific submodels,
aspects of submodels, overall model architecture, and data sources,
collection, and analysis.
Improvements to the VN should be considered in
view of (1) need, and (2) feasibility. The need for an improvement is
determined by the magnitude of changes in output produced by making the
improvement.
The greater the change effected, the greater is the need.
The feasibility of an improvement is determined by the facility, both
technical and financial, with which the improvement can be made.
Improvements, which are more tenable technically and lower in cost, are more
feasible.
On this basis recommendations arising from this study may be grouped
in four categories.
(1)

Recommendations for improvements of greatest need without regard
to feasibility. These improvements will have a large effect on
the output of the VM.

(2)

Reconmnendatinns for improvements of lesser, but significant, need
and unquestionable feasibility.
These improvements will have a
significant effect on the output of the VN and are both technically
and financially feasible.

(3)

Recommendations for improvements of questionable significance or
feasibility, but not both.
These improvements are either (1) of
significant effect, but questionable feasibility, or (2) of
questionable significance, but unquestionable feasibility.

(4) Recommendations for improvements of questionable significan,.
feasibility.
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and

The degree to vhich any of these improvements can be implemented is, of
course, largely dependent on the amount of resources, time and level of
effort, that is allocated.
In addition, however, Improvements, eapeclally to specific aspects of modeling and to overall model structure,
are further constrained by factors inherent to the Vii.
o

Improvements requiring an extensive increase in the amount of
data input are undesirable since an exorbitant cost for data
collection, manipulation, and computer storage will make usage
of the VII impractical.

*

Improvements requiring an extensive increase in computer running
time and/or storage requirements will make operation of the V4
too expensive to be useful; the use of certain very accurate,
but costly, finite difference models is therefore precluded.

Within the context of these constraints,

recommendations for further

work to improve the VI are listed below.
Recommended Improvements of Greatest Significance:
(1)

The Vi will be modified to assess deaths and injuries suffered
by indoor sheltered populations due to all relevant damage
mechanisms.
Consideration will be given to the varying degrees
of shelter afforded by different types of structures.
For
injury caused by inhalation of toxic gases, assessment of injury
to the indoor population will involve considerations of seepage
of the toxic substance into structures.
For injury cau.Ad by explosion, assessment of injury to the
indoor populat .on will involve the degree of shelter afforded
by a particular building type and also the degree of shelter
afforded by the placement of the ýeople in the building.
Injury to persons inside buildings as a result of flash fire
or pool burning is much less likely to occur as a primary
damage mechanism than injury to sheltered populations from
explosion or toxic substances.
The treatment of death and injury to people inside structures
is feasible and will have a significant effect on the damage
calculation performed by the VM.

(2)

The damage assessment models should consider secondary (nonimmediate or not direct) damage mechanisms;
for example, a
spill of flammable liquid ignitr-s producing a moderate fire
hazard, but this spill-based ftre ignites a nearby petroleum
refinery producing fires and explosions that cause calamitous
damage.
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(3)

An effort should be made to restructure the VII and the rerequired submodels to allow simulation of phenomena actually
occurring simultaneously as such. Thus, for example, spilling,
evaporation, and air dispersion are currently modeled as a
sequence of ev'ents, even though all three may happen at the
same time. Rest:ucturing Phase I of the VM in this way appears
to be feasible, although not necessarily easy. For certain
simulations, a quite different picture will result if events
are modeled simultaneously instead of sequentially.

(4) The movement of vulnerable resource populations with time of
day, season of the year, and other factors should be researched
and modeled to give a more realistic description of the resources at risk. For example, the census tract data currently
used give low population densities to comercial
etc., even though the population density in such locations can
be very high at selected times.
It appears to be feasible to
account for population shifts caused by work, recreation, and
travel.
Shifting of the vulnerable resources will, of course,
strongly affect the damage assessment.
(5)

An alternative to locating the ignition sources at discontinuous
points (cell centers) should be considered.
A treatment is
desired which would consider ignition potential as a true function
of area, rather than the current treatment which considers
ignition sources to be concentrated at the center of a grid
cell. By describing ignition sources in a manner other than
locating the sources at discrete sites (the cell centers), a
more realistic assessment of time to ignition and distance
between igition point and spill may be obtained.
Such a
treatment of ignition sources is feasible and is expected to
have a significant effect on damage assessment results by
changing the time for ignition.

Recommnded Improvements of Definite Feasibility and Significant Need:
(1) The flash fire should be modeled so that damage beyond the
flame location iR allowed.
The calculation of radiation
levels at locations distant from the flame is definitely
feasible.
Some sources report significant damage to both
personnel and property at locations moderately far from fires.
(2)

Modeling should be added to permit accurate treatment of subsurface spills. The release of cold, soluble chemicals
underwater is

of special interest.

Such modeling is

definitely

feasible. The ability to treat this additional class of
spills will enhance the utility of the VM.
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(3) The VII should be modified to treat the ingestion of water
containing toxic concentrations of pollutant.
Estimating a
specific level of injury or percent of population injured is
not possible since the quantity and rate of ingestion are
highly variable and unpredictable.
What is required is some
indication of the toxic hazard presented by a given concentration of spilled substance.
One possible approach is to
establish levels of hazards.
The VI should be modified to
inform the user when and where these hazard levels exist in
the water body.
This modification is definitely feasible and
will make the output of the VM significantly more useful.
(4)

The VM should incorporate a better treatment of the ignition
of structures.
A more precise method to account for shielding
from thermal radiation should be devised.
The current criterion
that 25% of the structures are ignited in a cell subject to
radiation sufficient to cause ignition should be replaced by
a criterion that has a variable percentage ignited and the
percentage ignited is to be calculated on the basis of physical
principles.
This improvement is feasible and will significantly
affect the damage assessed to structures.

(5)

Further toxicological considerations are required so chat
additional toxic substances may be treated by the VM. Since
the additional toxic substances may be other than irritant
gases, the assessment procedures used for the added substances
may differ from those used previously for NH and Cl 2 . The
additional toxicological considerations are feasible and will
enhance the applicability of the VM.

(6)

The water mixing model should be expanded to include water
mixing and reaction.
Such modeling is certainly feasible,
but separate modelu may be required for each class of reactions.
The inclusion of this modeling in the VII will increase the
number of substances for which spills can be simulated.

(7) The capability to treat spills of dissolvable soli4es, liquids,
and gases should be added to the VII. The treatment of substances with finite solubilities is feasible.
The ability to
simulate substances of this type will enhance the value of
the VK.
(8)

Advantages may result from treating the population density of
vulnerable resources in a continuous rather than a discrete,
cell-based manner.
The use of discrete cells requires that a
greater number of smaller cells be used in order to obtain
greater accuracy for a simulation over the same geographical
area.
Since the damage simulated is often highly localized,
only part of the detailed 4ta base, maintained and used at
considerable cost, is actually required for a given simulation.
It is feasible to treat vulnerable resources in a manner such
that the geographical area impacted by damage is defined and
the vulnerable resource data for that area only are retrieved.
Such a change in the treatment of vulnerable resou-ce data
will make the VM more precise and more efficient.
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(9)

Computational efficiency may be increased by the use of lookPreliminary calculations may be made to
ahead techniques.
Detailed
estimate the region impacted by damage mechanism.
calculations and data retrieved need only be performed for
Savings in computer
the region estimated to be affected.
time and cost will result. Such look-ahead techniques are
certainly feasible.

(10) The VM should be modified to model the heating, rupture, and
release of pressurized cargo in a fire. These phenomena could
result in significantly different damages than release of a
cargo without additional heating. The modeling is feasible.
Recommended Improvements of QLestionable Feasibility or Need,
Not Both:

But

(1)

The analytical and experimental background applicable to
"the roiling fireball." The roiling fireball seems to be
the very rich, but gas phase, portion of a flammable vapor
cloud that results in a burning process significantly
different from the diffusion flame described by the pool burning
model or the combustion of the premixed cloud described by the
The roiling fireball should be investigated
flash fire model.
to determine whether and how this phenomenon might be modeled
because as suggested by the historical survey, this may be
The roiling fireball is
a significant damage mechanism.
(I) combustion in the
distinguished from the flash fire by:
flash fire is rapid, compared to combustion in the fireball;
and (2) the burning mixture in the fireball is rich and is
supported by turbulent diffusion, whereas the burning mixture
It
in the flash fire is premixed within flaamable limits.
is recognized that this phenomenon may also induce significant
feasibility
Significance is moderate to great;
overpressures.
is questionable.

(2)

The VM should be modified to treat damage caused by the
Although some
inhalation of toxic combustion products.
limitations of the ability to treat injury from toxic combustion products may not yield to analysis, the model should
be modified at the very least to inform the user of the
Significance is moderate;
existence of this damage mechanism.
feasibility, questionable.

(3)

Although an
Injury by asphyxiation should be addressed.
extensive effort in this area is not envisioned, some means
of determining the seriousness of this damage mechanism is
The assessment approach should take into account
desired.
For subthe time varying concentration of the asphyxiant.
(e.g.,
effects
toxic
and
asphyxiant
both
stances which exhibit
dichlorodifluoromethane), the problem of combined effects
Significance is indeterminate;
needs to be addressed.
feasibility, definite.
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(4)

The air dispersion model should be made more realistic by
incorporating the ability to treat the arbitrary time variation
of source strength and source location.
Significance is
unknown; feasibility, definite.

(5)

The pool burning submodel should include a more realistic
treatment of simultaneous spreading and burning.
Feasibility
is definite; significance is unknown.

(6) The VM should be modified so that the release and migration
of heavy insolubles on river beds can be modeled.
Feasibility
is definite; significance is unknown, since heavy insolubles
would appear to offer less of a threat to people and property
than other classes of substances.
(7)

The effects of water wave action and of wind on the spread
of a surface spill should be considered.
Feasibility Is
definite; significance, unknown.

(8) The air dispersion model should be extended to include the
dispersion of reacting chemicals.
Feasibility is definite;
significance is questionable, since spills of relatively
dispersion of a few
cargoes would seem to result in the air
reacting substance.
(9) Air dispersion by gravity spreading in calms should be modeled.
Feasibility is definite; significance, unknown.
(10)

Micrometeorological effects, and meandering effects, presently
treated analytically, should be implemented in the computer
models.
Feasibility is definite; significance, unknown.

(11)

Instead of computing damages at a given sequence of cell
centers, techniques capable of yielding isodamage contours
would be, in some respects, more appealing. Feasibility is
definite; significance, unknown.

(12) Buoyancy considerations should be incorporated into the air
dispersion modeling.
Feasibility is definite;
significance,
unknown.
(13)

Consideration of topological features should be incorporated
into the air dispersion models.
Feasibility is definite;
significance, unknown.

Recommended Improvements of Questionable Feasibility and Need:
(1)

The eftect of explosion on the liquid spill should be considered;
it is conceivable that streams of flaming liquid
could be sprayed long distances by a vapor cloud exploding
over a spill.
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(2) The assessment of damage from inhalation of toxic fumes should
consider that the toxic concentration varies in space and time
in a stochastic manner;
the receptor response to these concentration variations may be different from the currently modeled
response to an average concentration.
(3)

Further consideration should be given to the significant ways
in which diffuse explosions differ from conventional explosions,
both in physical characteristics and in damage phenomena.

(4) The effects of precipitation should be assessed, and modeled
as required, for the air
dispersion, surface spreading, and
water mixing submodels.

Recommended Improvements to Data:

I

The following are data items that may be available from investigations of accidental spills and are useful for improving the VM
modeling; in all
cases it is desired that the data gathered be as
precise and complete as possible.
These recommendations are included
at the direction of the Risk Analysis Advisory Board of the USCG.
I.

In
A.

the case of damage from toxic materials:
Source and Spill Development Data
1.
2.
3.

4.

B.

Chemical and physical nature of the spilled substance
Quantity spilled
Local weather conditions prevailing at the time of spill
a. wind speed and direction )each
as a function of
height, if available
b. temperature
c. inversion characteristics
d. humidity and precipitation
Visual or photographic observations of the travel of a
visible toxic cloud

Receptor Data
1.
2.

3.

Best possible estimate of population at risk
More precise definition of:
a. nature of effects on receptors
b. duration of effects on receptors
•. severity of effects
). treatment provided affected receptors
e. state of health of receptors prior to incident
f. age of receptors
Effects on nonhuman receptors - animals and plants
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I1. In the case of damage from fire and/or explosion:
A.

Source and Spill Development Data
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
B.

Chemical and physical nature of the spilled substance
Quantity spilled
Sequence of spillage and ignition
Data
a.
wind speed and direction
each as a function of
b.
temperature
height, if available
c.
inversion characteristics
d.
humidity and precipitation
Observations of cloud size and travel before ignition

Receptor Data
1.

2.

Damage maps
a.
location of dead and cause of death
b.
location of injured and severity of injuries
c.
location and severity of physical damage
Extensive photography

Closing Remark
The listing of such a large number of recommendations was intended
to point the way toward areas related to the VM for which additional
effort is believed to have the greatest potential for benefit.
This
list
of recommendations is not, nor is it intended to be, an indictment
of the VI. To the contrary the VM, in this its first
stage of development, is believed to be a useful, practical tool for use in the risk
analysis of marine spills.
Further development of the VM will make
this already functional tool more useful, more precise, and more widely
applicable.
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APPENDIX A
PHASE I FLOW CHARTS WITH NARRATIVE

This appendix described the Phase I Vulnerability Model (VM) flow diagrams.
In general, available submodels from HACS are used wherever possible. Where
submodels are still
to be developed, they are so indicated.

r

The inadvertent release of all or a portion of a hazardous cargo is
characterized by many quantities, most of which are listed in the attached
symbol list.
In addition, many quantities describing the ambient air
and water conditions must be given.
The cargo may be either solid, liquid,
or gas, or a combination of gas and liquid.
(This last condition will
usually be the case for a tank containing a fluid under pressure or at
reduced temperature or both.)
The puncture, rupture or vent may occur
above or below the water line, so we must consider the possibility that
the cargo will escape in three different phases and that it may escape
into air or into water.
Because of their extremely rare occurrence,
are not considered.

the followitig possibilities

I. A fluid cargo is being transporteA at less than ambient air
pressure.
2. The fluid cargo is such that it changes to the solid state
(freezes) upon contact with ambient conditions (air or water).
3.

The cargo is

lighter than air in its liquid or solid phases.

Because the vent will almost always be within 15 m of the water surface

(z a) we assume the following:
a. For the case of a gas venting into water, no significant advection
by the current will occur before the gas reaches #-he water sutface. (This
assumption is reasonable because the rise of the gas to the water surface
will be very fast compared to the advection processes being considered.)
b. For the case of a liquid venting into air, no significant advection
by the wind will occur before the liquid reaches the water surface, and no
significant evaporation of the cargo will occur in the time it takes the
liquid to reach the water surface.
(This assumption is also reasonable
because of the relatively short time required for the liquid to fall to
the surface. The exception would be a rupture in a tank holding a liquid
cargo under pressure, which results in a founLain of the liquid cOargo,
directed upwards.
This is extremely unlikely, however, as a rupture in
the top of the tank will result in the escape of the cargo in gaseous form
in virtually every case, and a rupture in the side of the tank below the
gas-liquid incerface would result in a fountain directed primarily in the
horizontal direction.)
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The
The flow chart is entered at the top of chart I, at "SPILL".
first thing that must be done is to enter the many quantities needed to
describe the cargo, vessel location, ambient conditions and the puncture
or rupture.
For some comnmon cargoes, the physical and chemical properties
such as critical point temperature, viscosity, concent.ration at lower
flammability limit, and molecular weight may be obtained from the HACS
Properties File.
But other quantities such as the temperature, pressure
and amount of the cargo will have to be supplied by the user
The difference between the two types of information needed is distinct.
The properties
of a cargo are inherent, and will not change from spill to spill, so they
The
may be stored in the computer memory once and recalled when needed.
quantities which the user must supply each time are .ituse which may vary
with the spill, such as location of the spill, size of the vent, and the
ambient conditions.
With this information available, the first
task is the calculation of
the rate e-- escape of the cargo, and the phase of the cargo which escapes.
For a tani containing both gas and liquid phases, the height of the vent
zv would have to be compared with the height of the phase change of the
gas-liquid interface zpc.
Further, if the vent is located below this
interface, the escaping cargo may change from liquid to gas when sufficient
cargo has escaped to lower the interface level to the vent level.
Generally
the vent or puncture area will be given, and the rate of release calculated,
but the user may stipulate an instantaneous release.
A solid spill must be
assumed to be instantaneous at this time, as there is no extant subroutine
to calculate rate of a solid spill.
For liquids and gases, the HACS/CHRIS
model is being used.
This model takes the tank walls to be either isothermal
or adiabatic, and for the venting of a gas, the subroutine uses either
choked (sonic flow) or unchoked (subsonic flow) equations as appropriate.
At this point it might be mentioned that the tie-points 1 through 8
represent intermediate conditions, which might be called meta-stable states.
The cargo may exist, of course, in three phases or states -- gas, liquid
or solid.
Since cargo spills upon land are outside the scope of this study,
the cargo can be in the air, in the water, or it can occupy space at
the interface between the air and the water.
This last case is considered
worthy of separate treatment because the spread of the cargo will be significantly different in this case than it will in the other two cases.
The
three cargo phases and the three locations lead to nine possible combinations,
but the case where a gaseous cargo is in the water is considered too
transient.
This first
chart, then, treats the escape of the cargo and
its rapid transition to one of the eight intermediate states.
states,
represented by tie-points I through 8, are not necessarily the The
final disposition of the cargo, but states in which the cargo remains for several
minutes at least.
This is long enough that transport of the cargo by
diffusion, the wind, or the current must be considered.
The processes
on chart 1, on the other hand, generally take place in several seconds, so
that advection during this period may be ignored at this time.
GASEOUS RELEASE
For the case where all or part of the escaping cargo is in the gaseous
ph:,se, the flow diagram on chart 1 is followed to the left, to point Gl,
where different paths are followed depending upon whether the vent is above
or bclow the water.
In the former case, at G2 we determine whether some
of the escaping gas will condense to the liquid phase, forming a mist or
fog comprised of droplets of the cargo.
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The escaping gas has been assumed to have expanded to the ambient ,ir
pressure, Pa, by a throttling process, without mixing with the air.
If
the gas is Lonsidered to be a perfect gas, in such a throttling process
the final temperature of the gas is the same as its initial temperature,
and the expanded gas will be superheated and dry.
The gas at the eJge of
the cloud will soon come to equilibrium with the air temperature, however,
and condensation of the ca-go will occur there if the vapor pressure of the
cargo at the ambient air temperature is less than the air pressure, that is,
Pvc(Ta)< a.

if

If it is determined that liquid drops of the cargo form z mist, the
portion of the cargo in each phase is calculated (at G3), and for each
quantity one proceeds to specific models through tie-points 1 and 3.
In
the case that no mist forms, all the escaped cargo is in vapor form, and
at G4 it is asked whether the gaseous cargo is heavy enough so that it
mixes only slightly into the air and primarily floats upon the water
surface.
This is an unlikely z•ase, but it is possiblc for exotic gases
or for very cold gases.
If che gas mixes with air, we proceed to chart 2
through tie-point 1. It the gas is very dense, one proceeds to chart 3
through tie-point 2.
Returning to GI, in the case where the gas is escapiag below the water
line of the vessel, at G5 we calculate the amount of the escaping cargo
which goes into solution as the gas bubbles rise to the surface.
The portion
going into solution i1 treated as liquid in water, through tie-point 4 to
chart 5, and the porticn remaining As a gas escapes to the surface.
For
this gas at G6, we ask if it mixes into the air or remains at the interface, and proceed to tie-points 1 or 2 accordingly, ae in the case of an
escape of gas directly into the atmosphete.
At the present time, the
calculation of the portion of the cargo going into solution has not been
considered, and we temporarily assume that all the escaping gae reaches
the water surface.
It should be pointed out that it is not possible for
the water pressure to force the escaping gas into liquid phase.
If the
water pressure outside the puncture were great enough to liquify the gaseous
cargo, then the water pressure would force water into the cargo tdnk while
liquifying the cargo in the tank, and very little cargo would escape.
LIQUID RELEASE
If the escape rate calculation indicates that some or all of the cargo
escapes in liquid form, one proceeds to Ll where the vent height, zv, is
compared with the height of the water surface, z-0, to determine whether the
leak is above or below the water.
If the liquid cargo is escaping into air,
we assume that it reaches the water surface without advection or loss, as
discussed above. Next, at L3, we determine whether the liquid floats or
sinks.
If it sinks, we have the liquid in water case, and proceed to
chart 5 through tie-point 4.
For the case in which the liquid cargo eacapes uncerwater, at L4, it is
asked whether the cargo floats or sinks. As in the cafe where the cargo was
released into the air, the original temperature of the cargo in the tank is
used in calculating the density of the cargo, for it is assumed that a
spill of sufficient mass to be of interest will rake some time to come to
ambient temperature, and the temperature change of the cargo is considered
on the flow charts which follow this first one.
Most cargoes will have a
density at least 10% different from that of water, but in the cases where
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they do not, the water temperature and salinity may be used to calculate
the density of the water more precisely.
If the liquid cargo sinks, we
again proceed to tie-point 4.
If the cargo floats, one considers that
case further through tie-point 5.
SOI.ID RELEASE
The case of a spill of a hazardous cargo which is in solid phase has
been given a lower priority than the case of a cargo in a fluid state.
Therefore many of the calculation subroutines are in undeveloped condition,
but the decision pathways are fairly clear regardless.
There is currently
no routine available to calculate the rate of a solid phase spill, so it
will be declared to be instantaneous.
The spill rate calculation for solid
cargoes may be developed later as time and interest dictate.
Since a cargo
consisting of fist-sized chunks will spill at a very different rate from a
cargo consisting of grains about the size of sand grains, the spill rate
calculation will have to take into account the size range of the particles
which make up the cargo.
Having decided that all or part of the spill is solid, at S1 the
decision is made as to whether the puncture is above or below the water
line of the vessel.
If che cargo escapes into air, at S2 we wish to calculate
how much of the cargo is carried away by the wind, and how much falls to the
water surface.
At present this subroutine has not been designed, so it is
assumed that all of the escaping cargo falls to the wate surface.
This will
be inaccurate ^nly for a cargo consisting of very fine particles of a light
material when a high wind is present.
The cargo having fallen to the water surface, at S3 it is decided
whethe" the particles float or sink. One then oroceeds to follow the case
of solid in water in mire detail on chart 8 through tie-point 7, or the
solid on water surface case on chi..t 9 through tie-point 8.
If the solid
cargo is escaping below the water line, at S4, the density of the cargo is
ascertained, and in the case that it sinks, one proceeds to tie-point 7.
If
the cargo particles rise to the surface and float, one should calculate the
portion lost by going into solution during the brief period it takes the
particles to reach the water surface.
This has not been implemented yet,
however, so currently there is no such loss, and all the escaping carRo
arrives at the surface and is treated later through tie-point 8.
The route
to the liquid in water case throtgh tie-point 4 is shown, however.
GAS IN AIR
For the case of a gaseous cargo escaping into the air, the detailed
events are followed on chart 2 through tie-point 1. First the air temperature, stability or mixing characteristics, and wind velocity are used to
calculate the dispersion of the cargo.
At present this calculation assumes
that all the escaping cargo has been released instantly.
This model has
been discussed in some detail in chapter 2 of this report, so we proceed
to the decision at Gil on the reactivity of the cargo.
This infurmation
will come from the properties file, or will be entered by the user for
cases of unusual spills where the properties file does not have this information.
For many, if not most, of the hazardous cargoes, the cargo
will be reactive.
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At G12 on the basis of flammability limiting concentrations and ignition
temperatures, it 'q decided whether the situation is such that combustion
If it is, it is next determined whether an ignition source
is possible.
is present, and if so we peoceed through tie-point 9 to the fire and
explosion mod,-I, which is discussed in detail elsewhere in this report.
If

the gaseous cargo is

not combustible,

or if

It

has not been ignited,

the

path followed is to G13 where a series of calculations determine what
reactions will take place, how much heat is liberated, what reaction
products are formed a.id at what rates.
This model is still
in the germinal
stage.
Finally, the spread and dispersal of the reaction products must be
determined.
While the minthods to be used for this are much the same as
for the dispersal of the iArgo originally, the use of these aethods to
trace the spread of the reaction products has not been implemented at this
time. This will be necessary st some point, for there are a number of
cases, though not very coumon, where the reaction products are more toxic
or dangerous than the original cargo.
GAS ON WATER SURFACE

The case for a heavier-than-air gas resting on the water surface has
not been programed at this time, but on chart 3 the calculations which
should be performed are indicated.
For the case of a gas that is heavier
than air primarily because of its low temperature, the calculation of the
spread of the gas should be similar to the calculations used to determine
the spread of a cryogenic liquid, and should present no major difficulties.
The rate of heat input to the gaseous cargo should also have much in common
with the flow of heat to a cryogenic liquid 3pill. As the cargo attains a
density not too different from that of air the cargo can be expected to
mix into the air, and with this rate calculat-d, at G21, one then goes to
the gas-in-air calculations, which have just been discussed.
Wh!le the case
of a gas which owes its very high density to its very low temperature will
be more common, the case of gases which are inherently much heavier than
air, even at ambient temperature and pressure may also be treated by this
model.
As in the case of a cold gas, the spilled cargo will eventually
disperse into the air, but the rate of such a dispersal will depend not
upon the rate of warming of the gas, but primarily upon the wind speed and
local turbulence conditions.
The calculation at the top of chart 3
should consider 01.8 type of loss into the air as well as heat transfer
and gravity-induced bpreading upon the water surface.
LIQUID IN AIR
Chart 4 takes up the case of a liquid in air - a mist or fog whose
droplets are composed of the cargo in liquid phase.
The dispersion calculation will be the same as for the dispersion of gas in air, with the addition
of a subroutine to calculate the loss of the cargo in liquid phase due to
evaporation and rainout.
Rainout may occur either due to the inicorporation
of the dropE. into existing precipitation, or when the density and size of
the drops allows them to grow in size while decreasing in number uatil the
surviving d~ops fall due to their own weight.
The increase of the number of
drops might be precipitated by a reduction in the termperatuire in the cloud,
which would reduce the vapor pressure of the cargo, and lead to more condensation.
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In most cases, however, evaporation will reduce the amount of cargo
In the liquid phase.
The mixing of the originally concentrated cargo
plume with ever larger amounts of air during the course of dispersal is the
cause of this. The amount of cargo per unit volume in the plume will have
to be more than the air can absorb at saturation in order for mist droplets
to form.
The mixture of the original volume of the spill into a larger
amount of air will increase the amount of cargo that the air can hold ii
vapor phase, so, in thn absence of a marked temperature decrease during the
spreading of the plume, evaporation of the droplets can be expected.
After the calculation of the rates of phase change for the cargo, at
L1l, the portion evaporating is treated through tie-point 1, and the portion
raining-out is treated through tie-point 3 or 4 depending upon the density
of the cargo in its liquid phase.
The cargo remaining in liquid phase is
next assessed for its combustibility at L12.
If it is combustible, and if
it ignites, then one proceeds to the fire and explosion model through tiepoint 9.
If the cargo is incombustible or is not ignited, one proceeds
to the evaluation of toxicity, air pollution, reduced visibility (which
may be a navigation hazard). and other damage.
LIQUID IN WATER
Chart 5 takos up the case of E liquid in water - entry from the main
flow chart by means of tie-point 4.
Since the behavior of the spilled liquid
will depend on whether it mixes with water or not, the immediate question
concerns the cargo's miscibility. A miscible liquid will mix into the water
and disperse much like a gas dispersing into air. An immiscible liquid, on
the other hand, will maintain its own separate identity and stay separate from
the water.
If lighter than water, the immiscible liquid will remain on the
surface and that possibility is treated through tie-point 5.
Here only
immiscible liquids which have a density greater than that of water are
considered. They will, of course, sink to the bottom, and there, if the
current is strong enough, and the cargo is not too heavy and viscous, significant transport of the immiscible cargo along the bottom may occur. Thus
the transport of the spilled liquid will be considerably different for the
immiscible spill than it is for the miscible spill, and different calculations
are indicated at L22 and L23.
The considerations of boiling of the liquid spill and of reactions are
not significantly dependent upon the miscibility of the spill, so no
differentiation has been shown hcre.
If the liquid has a boiling point lows-r
than the water temperature, all of the spill will eventually escape into the
air, and this path is indicated by the left branch from the decision point
at L24.
If no boiling takes place, the possibility of reactions is considered,
at L26, and the gaseous reaction products escape from the water and are
treated through tie-point 1. The unreacted cargo and other reaction products go
on to produce water pollution and possibly toxicity hazards.
LIQUID ON WATER SURFACE
For a liquid floating on the surface of the water, the development of
the spill is continued on chart 6 through tie-point 5.
This case is
presently programmed and running in abbreviated form because common hazardous
cargoes such as gasolinp and liquified natural gas fall into this case, and it
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was given top priority.
After determining whether the cargo is miscible
or not, at L31, the spread of the cargo is calculated.
At L34 it is
determined whether the spreading miscible spill boils at ambient conditions.
If so, one proceeds to the gas in air model after calculating
If the spill does not boil, the cargo
the rate of gas formation at L35.
may still
pass to the gaseous state by evaporation, so this is considered
at L36, and the possibility of reactions is also considered at this time.
The portion of the cargo evaporating and the gaseous reaction products go
to the gas in air model via tie-point i.
For the portion of the spill
remaining on the water surface, some may be lost by going into solution
in the water, but this calculation is rnot available yet, so it is assumed
that all of the spill which does not evaporate or react remains in the
pool on the surface.
At L37 we ask whether this pool can burn, and if
so whether it is ignited.
(Ignition would normally occur from an explosion
or flash fire resulting from the spread of the cargo in vapor phase.)
For the liquid which does not mix with water at L43 it is determined
whether this liquid boils at ambient temperature.
If the answer is yes
(as it would be for a liquid natural gas spill., for example) at L44 the
rate of escape of the cargo in the gas phase is calculated, and the consideration of the problem shifts to the gas in 4ir model.
If the spill does
not boil, loss by evaporation is calculated at L45 (this would be the case
for gasoline), and the escaping gas is again treated by the gas in air model.
Reactions are considered at L45 for the unevaporated portion remaining. The
possibility of fire is considered at (4] for the pool of cargo and/or reaction
products floating.
SPILL OF SOLID CARGO
The case of a spill of a solid phase cargo is taken up on charts 7,
8, and 9 depending on whether the spill has come to be temporarily in the
air, on the water, or in the water.
We have excluded from consideration
the possibility that a solid cargo may be combustible if it is in the water
or on the water surface.
While these possibilities do exist, they are
extremely rare, and other considerations have higher priorities. The case
that a solid cargo suspended in the air (in small particles) may explode
or burn, is explicitly considered, however, since substances usually
harmless, such as wheat flour, have caused explosions when the conditions
were right.

Idispersion
*

*

The calculation of the spread of fine particles of the solid cargo in
the air, reached through tie-point 6, on chart 7 is much the same as the
calculation used for the spread of a gaseous cargo, with the
addition that the loss of cargo due to fallout (with or without cgglomeration) and the rainout must be considered.
For a solid in water (chart 8),
the calculation of transport in the water will be much like that for an
immiscible liquid, except that the settling rate will be different.
The
loss of the solid cargo through reactions and solution are next considered
at S22. For liquid and gaseous reaction products, and the portion of the solid
going into solution, the further consideration proceeds through tie-points 1
and 4 as appropriate.
Chart 9 takes up the last of our 8 possibilities, the
spill of a solid phase cargo which floats upon the surface by the water. After
a calculation of the spread and transport of the cargo by winds and currents,
S31, the rates of disappearance due to sublimation, going into solution, and
reactions are calculated.
Liquid reaction products and cargo going into
solution are treated by the liquid in water model through tie-point 4, and
the gaseous reaction products and sublimed cargo go to the gas in air model through
171

r:
(

i

tie-point 1.

None of the calculations for a solid spill has been

prograumed at present, but the knowledge needed for many of the
subroutines is available.
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SYMBOL LIST FOR FLOW CHARTS WITH NARRATIVE
x, y,

z

t:
subscripts;

Cartesian coordinates
+z is

in the upward direction, z=O at the -.Eter surface

+x is

in the direction toward which the wind is

time,

t-O at the commencement of the spill

c

cargo

a

spill

a
w

air
water

G

gas phase of the cargo

L
S

liquid phase of the cargo
solid phase of the cargo

blowing

Cargo information supplied by user
T

Temperature at which the cargo is stored

Pc

The pressure above ambient air pressure at which the cargo is

S

State of cargo (gas, liquid or solid) - for a cryogenic or pressurized
cargo a code will indicate whether the cargo is partly liquid and

stored

partly gaseoue
z

pc

Height of the phase change (liquid-gas interface) for a fluid cargo
which exists in the tank in both phases

VC

Volume of _argo potentially affected

Mc

Mass of cargo potentially affucted

Coment: If only one of a number of tanks or holds on a vessel is ruptured
or punctured, Vc and Mc are the vo
ý and mass of the affected tank.
Note

that Vc and Mc will not necessaril
ie equal to the amount spilled.
The
nature and location of the puncture may preclude all of the cargo in the
tank from escaping.
Pc

Density of cargo

Comment:
Vc, Mc, and Pc are inter-related, and all three need not be given
in most cases.
From Tc and PF. and other known constants,
Pc can be calculated for a liquid or gas, and thence Mc if Vc is known, which will usually
PC: will be the density of the individual
For a solid cargo,
be the case.
grains or chunks, and Mc 0 -cVc because the packing fraction will have to
be taken into account, but ii most cases Mc will be known and Vc will not
be needed.
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Cargo information obtained from the properties file
Tb

Boiling point of the cargo at atmospheric pressure

Tf

Freezing point of cargo at atmospheric pressule

T

Flash Point temperature

FP

XLXU

Concentration of the cargo in gas phase at the Lower and Upper
Flammability limits

P

Vapor pressure,

A

Solubility

m

Miscibility,

as a function of temperature

Spill information supplied by user

Ms9 or Vs
A
v

z

Mass or Volume of spill for an instantaneous spill

Area of puncture,

rupture,

or vent - needed only if

.

the spill is not

asinstantaneous
Height of puncture,

rupture,

or vent

Comment:
If the spill is not to be instantaneous, then the spill rate as a
function of time may be calculated from the area of the vent and the cargo
conditions.
Information about Ambient Conditions supplied by the user
Ta

Air Temperature

P

Air Pressure

a

H

Relative Humidity

Va

Wind vector

S
a

Atmospheric Stability Class

T

Water Temperature

w

vw Current vector
N

Salinity - may be needed to calculate the water density
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APPENDIX Bl
MODIFICATION OF THE GAUSSIAN PUFF MODEL

Since the Gaussian puff model is primarily intended for use with low
concentrations, when applied very close to a large source the unmodified
Gaussian puff equation may give a concentration of the vapor-phase cargo
which is greater than the density of the pure cargo vapor at ambient atmosphpric pressure and temperature.
This is not physically possible, of
course, and the computer model has been modified to preclude such a coa-

centration bei!ng given.
In the case when the unmod!'ied Gaussian puff equation would give a
concentration greater than pure cargo at ambient conditions, what is
actually present is a glob of nearly pure cargo, surrounded by a volume
in which the concentration decreases froji the density of pure gaseous
cargo towards zero.
It is reasonable to assume that the concentration
decreases in a Gaussian manner from the surface of the glob of pure oi
nearly pure cargo.
To treat this :"vthematically, let us first
transform from the physical
x,y,z coordinate system into one ,hich is scaled by the diffusion coefficients:
=

x-Ut,
x

(Bl-1)

y

z

where U is the wind speed.
Since the point of liberation of the gas is
at the water surface, z-0, in this coordinate system, let the glob be a
hemisphere centered at x'=y'-z'=O.
Let us take the radius of this hemisphere to be R', and assume that it is pure cargo-gas.
If Cp is the
nensity of the cargo in ps
phase at ambient temperature and pressure,
and (r') 2 - (x') 2 + (y')2 + (z') 2 is the square of the distance from the
center of the puff to the observation point in the new coordinate system,
tLien the cocizentration C at x',y',z'
will be
C - C; if

C= CP exp

r' <R'

E

2

(rL-i2

)

if r' >R'

(BI-2)

(12

The term (r' - R') 2 in the exponent is the correct distance factor,
but it appears unusual.
It is clear that the Gaussian function 4epends on
the square of Lhe distance from some point, line, or surface.
Tht usual
Gauisian diffusion equations are written with respect to 2 point (puff
model) or a line (plume or continuous source model).
In these caqes, the
distance from the point or line may be conveniently expressed in the
Gau~sian coordinate system, by the familiar equations.
Here, however,
we have a case where it is the distance from the surface of a sphere
which is important, and this is expressed cnnveniently only in spherical
coordinates.
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Preceding page blank

*

The reader familiar with the diffusion equation or time-dependent
heat flow problems may have noticed that (B0-2) is not the solution
to
ac
w
-t = K

2
C

C- C

for
P

r<r 1

C- 0

for

r > r1

(Bl-3)

with
at t ,O

(Bl-4)

which is the rigorous statement of the problem of the dispersion of
material which forms a sphere at t - 0. (The equation for the diffusion
of particles is identical to the equation for the transfer of heat by
conduction, and the thermal problem ar.tedates the diffusion problem, so
the treatment in many books is in terms of heat flow.
Analytic solutions
to the diffusion equation for a number of simple cases may be found in
standard texts such as Kreyszig [Bl] or Landau and Lifshitz (B2)).
While this problem could be solved for the concentratiun as a
function of time and space for the early period of the puff's dispersal,
the problem of matching this solution to the Gaussian puff solution at
a liter time when the puff model is appropriate would remain.
This
matching would require shifting from the solution to (BI-3) to the
empirically determined Gaussian puff concentration over an arbitrary
period of time by means of interpolation of spline functions.
To make
a smooth transition, the matching would be quite complex.
Since the
Gaussian puff should need modification to avoid unrealistically high
densities only for a short time after the puff begins dispersing, this
complication wab not considered worthwhile. The chosen solution (BI-2)
approximates the theoretical solution to (BI-3) well enough for the
use the VM will make of it, and the transition to the Gaussian puff
distribution is trivial.
Further, the type of flat-topped profile of concentration as a
function of ralial distance which (Bl-2) gives, is in accordance with

[Bl

John Wiley & Sons,
Kreyszig, E. Advanced Engineering Mathematics.
Inc., New York, 1967.
(See Section 9.5 and 9.6)

[B2]

Landau,
London,

L.D., and E.M. Lifshitz. Fluid Mechanics.
1959.
(See Chapter 5 and 6.)
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Pergamon,

cther work.
Figure BI-l shows a profile calculated by Lind [B3], which
clearly shows a region of conRtant concentration.
While this concentration
is not 100% as it is in (B1-2), it is clear from the figure that very
close to the spill
a concentration close to 100% would occur.
Lind's
method of calculation is based upon that used by Esso, which was experimentally verified [B41.
In equation (BI-2), R' marks the boundary between the hemisphere of
pure cargo vapor and the region in which the vapor is mixed with air.
The vmlue of R' is determined by the necessity of conserving mass:

j

"" -fff Cdv-

where dV

-

C(Trdv)

dv'

mifff

all

v

all
space

all
space

C(axa a )dv'

(Bl-5)

z

space

dxdydz, and dV'

-

dx'dy'dz'.

It may seem that the concentration used sbhuld be converted to the
primed coordinate system, but this is not necessarily the case.
It is
incorrect to transform the limits of integration, the unit volume, and
the concentration or density.
However, one may define C' - C•cx,
to
be the new density if one so desires*.

[B31

[B41

Lind, C.D., Explosion Hazards Associated with Spills of Large
Quantities of Hazardous Materials - Phase I. Report No. CG-D-30-75,
United States Coast Guard, Dept. of Transportation, 18 O'-tober 1974.

Feldbauer, G.W., et al. Spills of LNG on Water

-

Vaporization and

Downwind Drift of Combustible Mixtures. Esso Research and Engineering
Company, Report No. EE61E-72 (Released by the American Petroleum
Inst., Re 6Z32), March 1973.
That this new integral is

correct may be demonstrated by a simple

example.
In the x,y,z system let the density be some constant
value, Co, in a rectangular region with slides ox,'y,Oz, respectively, and zero outside this region.
Clearly:
0x
M - fo

0

0

fy

f'

C0 dxdydz - Co OxOyO

Taklng care to transform che limits of integration,
system we have

M

"f

1
o

1

1

f

f
0

Coaoxayozdx'dy'dz'
0
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Coaxayaz

in

the x',y',z'

CA)
no

3NVH:3M0
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It will be easiest to do the integral in spherical coordinates
the new coordinate system so equation (BI-5) becomes:

2Tt

f

M
wher,

in

Ti/2

f

f
'=o 81-o

C (a a a )
X y z

r'=.o

the integral over 8'

2

(r')

s'n O'dr'd6'dý'

(Bl-6)

only goes frcm 0 to r/2 because the gas can

-ily occupy the +z half-space.
The V' and 0'

integrals can be done at once,

rR'

22T

Ox ya z

2

C (r')

Pf

pR'

leaving

0
dr'

f I CP2exp(-

+

1

Let the second integral above be denoted by A Cp,

(r'd

(r'-R'

(Bl-7)

and we have
pJ

2TC

=

y z

+
ppx

The integral A is

2iTAC

3

(Bl-8)
p

evaluated by making the substitution s
2

exp (-

A

(r'

- R')2)

(r)2dr'

Go

,f
f

+ 2sR'

+ (R' )2

ds

0

2
-,
2",2r'
ds + 2R'

2
e

2

00

f

0

"

e

=

R'

- R':

s-2s

CO

2

00

r'

2

-

s e

2

ds + (R' )

0

(2)1/2 + 2R'

-

M

R

e

ds

(1I-9)

0

2)

+ (R')2

The second of the three integrals in s is trivial,
and the other two are
tabulated definite integrals.*
With the integral A evaluated, from (BI-8)
we have:
____

C

Ox CY Cz
which is

*It

r22)

Tr (R')

3

ir/21ý

+ 2r7

(2R'

+ (I+(R')2)

(2)/

(BI-IO)

p[

a cubic equation in

od t a
s2 e
may seem odd that f=s

R'.

S

2

2

2

2
e

0

indeed the case.

s

"f, /2

ds,

but such is

o

This may be proved by int-gration by parts.

We have
(cont'd)
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3

(R')

+ p(R')2 + qR'

-7!)1/

1

with p =
s = p

is

+ s = 0

2-Cpx3M

In use, at each time step the concentration at the center of the puff
calculated by the usual Gaussian puff equation:

2M
3/2

(Bi -12)

If this concentration does not exceed Cp, the usual Gaussian puff equation
is used.
If this concentration exceeds Cp, then equation (BI-ll) is solved
for R', and then the concentrations are calculated from equation (Bl-2)
with:
X-Ut )2

+

4

)2

+

()2]

(B).-13)

1/2

.4

*(cont'd)

d
Ts (fg)
o

(fg]

-

Lf g + f d

f

an
and since J'

(f-) gds.

Let qs-

d--.
df = 1.

Thusf

which gives f

se

0

R ds =
ds

2]

f

-

-e-

and

s t
(-e

•-

)ds

s?

0 20

ds

an

se

~"•-• S ds = [-se
se
o s2

f

se- 2 and f = s, thin g

ds

df

(fg)ds = fg, f
sds2
o

0

f

e

ds.

0j

Both these integrals are evaluated in tables of definite integrals,
1/2
(For example, see integrals 423 and 426 on
and are equal to (IL)

p. 304 of [B5l. )

[B5]

C.R.C. Standard Mathematical Tables, 11th ed. C. D.
Hodgeman (Editor-in-Chief), Chemical Rubber Publishing Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, 1957.
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j

In the case that an explosion or flash fire occurs while the puff
is still
so close to the source that the unmodified Gaussian puff model
gives unrealistic values for the concentration, the VM must be able to
calculate the amount of cargo vapor which explodes or burns for the modified distribution we have been discussing. In Appendix C it is shown
that the mass which will explode or burn will be given by
SI
•
ff

Mewhere

Ss

f

CdV +

Ss

f

f f

Su

PCdV

Su is
Ss is

the surface on which C - Cu
the surface on which C = Cs

Sl is
Cu Cs C1 =

the
the
the
the

(BI-14)

surface on which C - C1
upper flammable limiting concentration
stoichiometric concentration
lower flammable limiting concentration

and where
P

0.21
No

_-l)

C

(B-5)

is the fraction of the fuel which burns when the mixture is richer than
stoichiometric.
No is the number of moles of oxygen consumed for every
mole of fuel burned.
As before it will be easiest to work in the primed coordinate system
(equation BI-1) and in spherical coordinates in this systema (equation B1-13).

In this coordinate system the surfaces of constant concentration will be
spheres.

Let

r' U = radius of the surface on which C = Cu
r

radius of the surface on which C = Cs

rs -radius

of the surface on which C = C

Values for these radii may be obtained by setting C equal to Cu, Cs, or
C1 in equation (BI-2). (Since pure fuel vapor cannot burn - there is no
oxygen present - Cu must be less than Cp, and we need only consider the
region in which r' is greater than R'.)
Thp values for the radii are
easily obtained:
U

r'

S=R'

-4

(2Zn(C

/C,))

= R' + (21n(Cp/Cs))I/ 2

r1 S=R' + (2Zn(Cp/Cl))
So with (BI-2)

and

(BI-15),

1

(BI-16)

/2
equation (Bl-14)
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may be written

(l-exp

2i
2w" 'r/ t
f'-o
r'-ru'
L o2
f 6'-o
f
js

Me

)2]

.Rt

2.1__
24

2-7rT

'/2
f"f

f

Th$o

rj

rR)
2

C0 exp

0'-o

oti

(BI-17)

+

axayG (r') sin 'dr'de'do'

]

this'

xY

(r'isin6'dr'dO'dO'

x

The transformation used to obtain this expression is analogous to the
And here also the 0' and 0'
one used to go from (Bl-5) to (Bl-6).
integrals can be done at once giving
Me

0.21

z

2"n CpNo

i;2
r

0.O

dr'
(El-18)

ru

pxyz
0.21

2

(r')

rf

(r-2)

] (r')

2

r'
dr' +

exp [-(rR)] (r')

2

dr'

The other two
Now the first integral is trivial and gives (r') 3 /3.
integrals may he done by considering integrals of the form
b

I

2

2s

f

(Bl-19)

)ds

exp (-

a

which we treat by integration by parts. With dg/ds = s exp (-s2/2) and
f(s)
s, then g(s) = .-exp (-s2/2) and df/ds = 1. Since
s

fdfs

[fg]

(B--20)

gds

-

a

a

we have
b

s-

a

-a

2

exp

)dd

2
exp (-

2

[-spr.-,
2

) -

b exp

b

b
+

b

b
- f-

a

exp

2

)ds

a

2

f exp (

(Bl-21)
)ds

a

Now let s

r'

-

R'; then r'

- s + R'

and

(r')

2

s2 + 2sR'

(R')

so we have

A

f
u

exp

)

(r')2dr'

2
rt
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j
ru-R'

exp (

)[S2+2sR'+(R')2]ds

(BI-22)

Let a

ru

R',

-

b
A
A

b

r-

2

R',

and c

2

s

exp (-

(B1-21)

R'.

Then (B1-22)
2
)ds + (R')

becomes

2 b
f exp (a

2
)ds

(B1-23)

this becomes
b2

2

A)

exp

-

-

2

b

f

)b +

a2

2Raep~
2R' [a exp

+

-

b
f s exp (a

)ds + 2R'

a
Using

ri

exp (-

)ds

b2)ab

) -

b exp (-

2)]

b
+ (R'

2 )s

-

f exp
a

(B1-24)

)ds

The similar terms may be combined to give

(

x

A- (1+2R'
) (a

al2'
2

e

)

-

b2

-

b

)] + (1+(R')

b exp (- 7

S 2 )db (B1-25)

2 1 f exp (-

a
Now the remaining integral has an integrand which differs from the normal curve
of error only by a constant, and the normal curve of error, 4(x), is related
to the error function, erf(t)
by
S

f

t
4(x)dx -

f

1/2
(2n)-

exp

(-

22
2 )dx

-

1/2 erf(-)

(B-26)

0

o

The error function is a tabulated special function, and we may express the
integral A in terms of it by using the identity
b

b

f

f(s)ds

f

-

a

f(s)ds

-

o

a
f f(s)ds
0

(B1-27)

and so we have
A-

(I+2R')

+ [I+(R')

2

]

(a exp

2
a)

( )I/2

[erf (.--)

2
-

b exp
-

erf

But r. was defined by
Cps e• x [ ( • - ' 2

CS

=

exp [-(r'2R')

erf

erf(-

1

/
[a(CuICp)

C p exp (-

(B1-28)

(

b2 )

(B1-29)

an analogous maner so we have
b(Cs/Cp))

, a(B1-30)

eerf()

(B1-2+

b2

and ru and r' were defined in
A - (1÷2R')

b
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+ (1+(R')

2

1

(7)l/2

he third
integral
(Bl-18)
is the same as the second
by analogy:
so wein have,
the limits
for

B r

1 (r')

p [-e111 2

dr'

- (l+2R')

integral except

(b(Cs/CP)

-

c(Cl/Cp)]

(Bl-31)
+

[1+(R')

2

J

1/2 (erf(2)

and the mass exploding or burning,
written as:

Me

=

2

7iCpaxa yaz

~

-

erf(-,2)"

from equation (Bl-18)

rs~

(ru~3
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A + B]

can finally be

(Bl-32)

APPENDIX B2
GAUSSIAN PLUME AIR DISPERSION MODEL

time,

In cases where the liberation of the cargo in vapor phase takes a long
it is more appropriate to use a Gaussian plume model (continuous source

model) than a Gaussian puff model (instantaneous source model).
The question
of how long the gas release time should be in order to use the plume model
is discussed in chapter 4 and the following section of this appendix.
The Gaussian plume model is discussed in chapter 5 of the CHRIS documentation [B6], and equation (B2-1) below is essentially equation (5.2) from
p. 54 of this work.
The CHRIS documentation does not discuss the possibility
of the vapor release rate varying as a function of time.
Equation (B2-1)
allows for this possibility, but as programmed the model uses an average
release rate which is not a function of time.
The reason for this limita-

tion in the program is twofold: first, if an explosion or flash fire occurs,
the amount of fuel which explodes or burns must be found by integration of
the concentration distribution between given concentrations. Not only is
this much easier for the case where the release rate is constant, but the
various subroutines make no provision for storing the release rate as a
function of time, so a number of HACS subroutines w-uld have to be modified
if the average release rate was not used.
Set-ond, some of the HACS submodels which treat the release of cargo vaprr do not calculate a release
rate as a function of time, but output only the amount of vapor released
and the time at which the release is complete.
The Gaussian plume model is undefined when the wind speed is zero.
Since this is the case, and the plume model is not appropriate for use when
the wind speeds are low,

is below 2 m/s.

the VM uses the puff model wl-.enPVeL

Lhu

wiud speed

The details of the calculation are as follows; let;
C

-

the concentration of the cargo in vapor phase.

x,y,z

-

the position of the observer (or the cell center) in a coordinate
system in which the origin is at the spill or vent location
(which is assumed to be at the water surface) and the positive
x axis is

t

in the direction toward which the wind is blowing.

the time at which the concentration at x,y,z is to be calculated.
t

-

o, when the vapor release begins.

rt-- x/U
- the time at which the cargo vapor observed at x,y,z
at time t would have escaped or evaporated if the wind speed was

steady at U and there was no diffusion in the x direction.

[B6]

Raj,

P.K.,

and A.S. Kalelkar,

Hazard Assessment

January 1974.

Handbook,

Assessment Models in Support of the

A.D.

Little,

inc.,

Cambridge,

Mass.,

Dept. of Transportation Report No. CG-D-65-74,

4TIS AD 776617.
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te

.

Fe

a

time at which the gas venting or evaporation is

complete.

the rate of liberatiou of the cargo in gaseous state.

ay,
= the diffusion parameters in the y and z direction, respectively.
z
They are functions of x and of the atmospheric stability, of the
Form axb.
=

the wind speed.

U is

taken to be a constant.

It is clear that Fe should be evaluated at time tv, since the rate
of vapor liberation at the pool or vent at the same time that the concentration is being measured many hundreds of meters or many kilometers downwind is irrelevant.
What is relevant is release rate at tv, since the time
it has taken the vapor to travel with the wind from the origin to x is just
x/U.
If the conditions are suitable for use of the plume equation as opposed
to the puff equation, the concentration is given by

C(x,y,z,t)

Fe
iiUa y a
Cy
z

(_

2 -

C(x,y,z,t)

0 for t v <0 and tv> te

2 az ~

2X 0

for 0 < tv < te
v. t

) for 0

(

where Fe is eva]uated at tv. In this equation it has been assumed that the
gas is released at the water surface and a factor of two has been incorporated
to account for the reflection about the z-0 plane, i.e., for the fact that the
gas escapes into the positive-z half-space.
Next we consider how much of the cargo vapor which is dispersing in a
Gaussian plume will explode or burn in a flash fire. The basic assumptions
are that no fuel will burn where the concentration is less than the lower
flammable concentration, and that no fuel will burn where the concentration
is above the upper flammable concentration.
Where the concentration is
between the stoichiometric concenttition and the upper flammable concentration,
it is assumed that all of the oxygen will be consumed, but that not all of the
fuel will be consumed.
This ascýumption is discussed in detail in appendix C.
In addition to the item.. defined above,

let:

Cp

=

concentration or density of pure cargo vapor at ambient atmospheric
temperature and pressure.

C

=

stoichiometric concentration.

Cu

=

upper flammable concentration limit.

C1

-

lower flammable concentration limit.

ti

=

time of ignition.

xiYjZi =

coordinates of ignition source.
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F.'

coordinate of the sourze-end of the plume:

xe

Xe

=

ti _<.te

0 if

if

xe - U(ti-te)

No

-

ti

>

te.

number of moles of oxygen consumed per mole of fuel.
mass of cargo consumed in flash fire or explosion.

Me
P

-

portion of fuel burned when the fuel concentration is
stoichiometric.

greater than

Let us begin by finding an expression for the curve in the yz plane
The concentration is given by
where C- Ca..

S

2F

(B2-2)
Y

21TOKY

Where the factor of two in the numerator comes from the assumption that
the source is at z-O, and the escaping gas can only go into the positive-z
half-space. With C-Cs, rearranging (B2-2) we have
y +) 2(2z )2 - 2 In

(B2-3)

Fe
yz sa

The mathematics will be simplified
This is the equation for an ellipse.
if we transform to a coordinate system in which we have a circle rather
Let
than ellipse.
2z) (B2-4)
+ (Z2)2
()
+ (
y'
Y
z'
, (r,) 22-* y2

C
If

r'

- R, on the circle in

(R)

)2

yy
Y

aza

az

the primed coordinate system where C-Cs,

then

2 In (-iua Fe-ac)(B2-5a)
y z a

Likewise,
is

(B2-5b)

l

the radius of the circle on which C-C1 , and Ru,
2
(Ru)2 2

is

R1 given by (RI)2 - 2. 1n (

given by

Fe
n

C )

(B2-5c)

y z u

the radius of the circle on which C-Cu.
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Now the fraction of fuel consumed when the fuel concentration is
greater than stoichiometric is

0.21

p

(_-k - 1)

N

(B2-6)

C

as discussed

in appendix C.

The mass of cargo vapor which explodes or burns in

a flash fire

is

then
xi

Me

C - C

f

C = CS

ff

xe

ff

Cdydz +

C -fCS

PC dyd

]

dx

(B2-7)

C - CU

e

Cc

where the limits on the y and z integrals are the curves on which the concentration is equal to CI, CS, or Cu.
The y-z integrals will be most easily
done in the pcimed coordinate system in plane polar coordinates.
The first
integral is
C-C1
C-Cl
O'-R'
+T1/2
F
W, 2

ff

ff

Cd d

Cc a d'

(R')
Fe

(R

-

U

-

[e

2

-e

Cdydz

=

1

2

U

C-C

a

Using (B2-6)

ff

we have

a
a
oa

-

Fe

(C-Y

the second y-z integral in

C-Cs

y z

(B2-8)

((Cs-C)y)

Fe

a a r'dr'd

)

1

TU a

1Fe

ff

e2

7

-- /2 7U y z

o0=R'1

But with R1 and R' given by (B2-5)
1
2

Cl

ff

-

y zyz

CHC

y z

C-C

(Cs-CI)

(B2-9)

y
(B2-7)

is

C=Cs
PCdydz

C-Cu

-

ff

0.21N

0

C•u
CUC

(Cp-C)

a ayd'd'

y zy z
(B2-10)

+m /2
0.21
ff
NOpzUo
-T1/2

Rs'
ff

R2'
C

a

r'dr'

Fe

-

rI=RUI

r'=R'
U
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e-(r
aa

y z

22

a a rdr']
Y z0r'dr
y

d

In this expression, the *' integral and the r' integral are trivial, and
the second r' integral is similar to the integral evaluated in (B2-8) and
(B2-9), we we have
2
(R')

C-Cs

ff

o

PCdyd

-

-s)

2-

(0.21)

(B2-11)

C-Cu
becomes

Thus (B2-7)

Xi
M

"

ff

7y0z [(C 8-C 1 ) + (0.21) •

((R.)

2

-(Ru)

2

Oy

axb,

Oz a cxd,

-

7A

) (Cu-Cs)] dx

then
(b+d+l

x

Me

21

(B2-12)

Xe
Let

)_(0.

fJ

acxb+d dx

-

xeb+d+l

b+d+l

TrA

-) ac

(B2-13a)

Xe

where
A

Cs-Ci +

0.21
NO

[Cp loge (Cu/Cs) + Cs-Cu]

(B2-13b)

In practice, all the quantities in (B2-13) will be known at the time it is
calculated that the ignition occurs, except R; and RK. These quantities may
In the CHRIS/HACS models, oy and oz are
be calculated from (B2-5), however.
However, in most cases
not always given by an expression of the form axb.
it is ignite6, and
when
the plume will not be more than several km long
is an acceptable
distance
of
range
a
such
for
form
expressing Oy and az in axb
approximation.
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Appendix B3
SCALE ANALYSIS

Consideration of the lengths and times which are characteristic of air
Scale analysis
dispersion enables one to coma to some useful conclusions.
is used in this section of appendix B to show that the advection of a gaseous
cargo by the wind will be much more effective in spreading the gas than will
eddy diffusion alone, and it is used to indicate how a suitable time step
might be chosen, and how 1:o decide whether the plume or puff model is the
Finally, it is shown that certain spills are too small
more appropriate.
to be treated accurately by the VM.
Let us define the following scale quantities:
horizontal scale of surface roughness.

L

-

100 m

V

-

30 m

H

-

3000 m - scale of distance over which a hazardous condition
might exist.

-

-

vertical scale of surface roughness.

U - 5 m/s - typical wind speed

K

1000 m2 /s

-

a

horizontal eddy diffusivity on the scale of H.

tr = duzation of gas release.
From these basic parameters we may derive several other quantities:
th

-

H/U

-

10 min

transport time for scale length H.

tk - H2/K - 2.5 hr = diffusion time for scale length H.

tl

- L/U

-

20 s

-

transport time for the scale length L.

In fluid dynamics it is customary to characterize the roughness
of a surface by a representative length. Most surfaces, over which
In
a fluid may flow, have surface imperfections of a random nature.
a pipe the surface roughness is caused by scratches, pits, and proFor atmospheric flows the surface
tuberances on the inner surface.
In an
roughness is caused by topological features of the ground.
urban area the vertical scale of surface roughness would be approxiThe horizontal scale of
mately the avcrage height of the buildings.
surface roughness would be close to the average distance between
individual buildings or between groups of adjacent buildings of similar
height. The surface roughness lengths have been taken to be characteristic of an urban area, for this is the area in which a spill would be
For grassland or the open sea, the parameters L
most objectionable.
The
and V would have values about 1/100 of the values used above.
value of K, the horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient, is taken
from the data of Richardson as presented on p. 93 of (B?].
(B7]

Slade, D. H., ed. Meteorology and Atomic Energy.
Commission, TID-24190, 1968.
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The quantities above are representative values, and only give the orders
of magnitude involved.
This Is sufficient for the problems addressed here.
For example, comparison of th and tk indicates the relative importance of
wirui advection and turbulent diffusion in dispersal of a substance in the
atm)sphere.
For almost any wind speed above zero, the transport by the wind
will be more important in spreading the material than will diffusion.
For
any scale distance H and wind speed U, the ratio of the wind transport time
to the diffusion time is given by the dimensionless ratio K/H/U.
For the
values used above, this ratio is 1/15.
Choice of Time Step
The choice of the time step to be used in the air dispersion submodel
of the VM must be based on the scale of the problem as well as the computational and cost factors.
Only the input from scale considerations are
considered here. Because the air dispersion model is not intended for use
on the scale of the surface roughness, a time step, At, on the order of t 1
is not appropriate.
Although the VM will function perfectly well for aay
size tine step, the use of a time step as small as t1 or smaller may easily
lead one to make unwarranted inferences about the accuracy of the VM.
There is little
if anything to be gained by the use of time steps less
than tI.
On the other hand, the V.4 is intended for use on the scale H, and is
reasonably accurate on su.ch a scale.
To get some detail on events on this
scale, At must be chosen smaller than th. There are no definite rules, but
typically one might choose At to be between th/10 and th/5.
Interpretation
will be eatiest if At is an even number of convenient units. For the scale
distances &nd wind speed listed above, th - 10 min, so either At - 1 min or
At - 2 min would be reasonable choices.
To follow a cloud of toxic gas
over long distances, one might wish to increase At somew~iat.
Flume Model or Puff Model
The characteristic times defined above are useful in determining
whether the plume or the puff model is the most appropriate.
Clearly the
puff model is inappropriate if the time of gas release is as long or longer
than the time needed to traverse the scale of distance over which damage
may reasonably be expected.
Thus if the time over which gas is released,
tr, is greater than th, the plume model should be used.
It is also evident
that the puff model is called for if tr is less than tI. For the case
where tr is between tI and th, there is no obvious dividing line between
the cases for which the plume model is appropriate and the cases for which
the puff model is appropriate.
The line might well be drawn in the region
between 3tI and th/ 3 , however.
If At is chosen to be about th/lO, then the
plume model may be specified if tr is greater than 3At or 5At.
Lower Limit of Applicability
For a spill to be capable of causing damage, and also to be validly
treated by the VM, it must exceed a certain size. When the vapor cloud
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from a small spill is concentrated enough to be hazardous,

it

may be smaller

than surrounding structures, and so the air
dispersion submodel will not
predict its motions and spreading correctly.
If,
when the cloud has expanded to a size such that the air dispersion submodel will treat it adequately, the concentration of cargo vapor is so low that the event i3 no
longer of interest, then such a spill
is too small to be considered by the
VM.
If the glob of vapor which is of interest is considerably smaller than
the scale of the roughness of the surface, then this glob, if near the surSince
face, will be inaccurately treated by the air dispersion models.
vapors are no longer a threat when considerably elevated, the VM treats only

vapors near the ground or water surface.

The scales L and V above were chosen
areas, these scale lengths must be reduced
fields or the sea surface, reduction by a
Since most of the vulnerable resources are
the lengths used above were chosen.

for urban areas.
For suburban
by a factor of 2 or 3.
For open
factor near 100 is in order.
concentrated in urban areas,

It is clear from the way in which the gaussian models were developed,
and from observations of the eddies around buildings,

that a glob of vapor

which is much smaller than the buildings among which it is found will not
be treated accurately by the VM. It follows then, that a glob of vapor
with a radius of L/10 - 10 m is one for which the V4 is inapplicable. Since
we are interested in spills and vapors near the ground, let us consider a
hemisphere of radius 10 m, which has a volume of 2100 m3 .
An idea of the minimum amount of material for
applicable can be obtained by calculating how much
hemisphere would contain at some lower significant
mable substances this concentration is taken to be

which the model is
of the substance this
concentration. For flamthe lower flan.,nable

limiting concentration, also known as the lower flammable limit.
For toxic
substances, the concentration which causes immediate irritation
has been
used as the significant concentration.

As a rough estimate of the lower limit of the amount of a cargo which
must be spilled in order for the dispersion model to be applicable, the
amount of the cargo necessary to create a hemisphere of radius 10 m with a
uniform concentration at the significant level has been calculated for each
of the primary cargos.
The results are given in Table B3-1.
This table is interpreted as follows:
For the case of LNG, it takes
53 gallons to create a hemisphere 10 m in radius at the lower flammable
concentration.
A hemisphere this small cannot be treated accurately by the
VM in an urban area because of the size of the surrounding buildings.
If
the cloud were to expand to a size which the VM does treat accurately, then
the vapor would be so diffuse that it could not ignite and the danger of
Thus, a spill
of 53 gallons - 0.20 m3 of
explosion or fire is not present.
LNG is too small to be treated by the VM.
Since the volume of a hemisphere is •roportional to the cube of its
radius, a spill
of 53,000 gallons - 200 m° is necessary to create a hemisphere of radius 100 m, at the lower flammable concentration.
This hemisphere
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is on the same scale as the surface roughness, and therefore represents the
order of magnitude of the spill large enough to be treated adequately by the
VM.
Between 0.20 m3 ard 200 m3, the air dispersion submodel becomes more
and more applicable as the size of the spill is increased, but no definite
line can be drawn to separate a region of applica!ility from a region of
inapplicability.
Thus the volumes in the two righthand colurns of table B3-1 represent
spill sizes for which the VM is not applicable.
The VM is certainly applicable for a spill of 1000 times as much cargo as listed in these columns,
however, and for spills between these two sizes the VM must be applied with
caution.
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TABLE B3-1
Volume of Liquid for the Five Priority Cargos
Which Is Necessary to Create a Hemisphere
of Radius 10 m at the Significant Concentration

Cargo

Significant
Concentration

Mass in
Hemisphere
kg

Volume in
m

Liquid Phase
gallons

LNG

5.3%

80

0.20

53

Methyl Aichohol

7.3%

210

0.27

71

Gasoline

1.4%

130

0.19

50

Ch'orine

45 mg/mr3

Annydrous
Ammonia

700

mg/m 3

0.084

0.000056

0.015

1.5

0.0018

0.48

/I
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APPENDIX C1
IGNITION SOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

As a further refinement to the fire and explosion modeling it has
been suggested that gradations within the classes of ignition sources be
considered.
Such gradations would permit the user to specify at a given
location a type of ignition source that would be capable of igniting

some flammable materials bu: not others.
The approaches to implementing some type of ignition source gradation
in the VM is based on a somewhat urtconventicnal use of the concept of
flashpoint.

According to one standard text:

Flash Point of a liquid is the lowest temperature
of the liquid at which it gives off vapor sufficient
to form an ignitible mixture with the air near the
surface of the liquid or within the vessel used.
By
"ignitible mixture" is meant a mixture within the
flammable range (between upper and lower limits) that
is capable of the propagation of flame* away from the
source of ignition when ignited.
Combustion is not

continuous at the flash point.

This term applies

mostly to fluamable liquids, although there are certain
solids, such as camphor and naphthalene, that slowly
sublime (change from a solid to a vapor) at ordinary

room temperature and therefore have flash points while
still in the solid state.(C-lJ
*By "propagation of flame" is here meant the spread
of flame from layer to layer independently of the
source of ignition.

A gas or vapor mixed with air in

proportions below the lower limit of flammability may
burn at the source of ignition, that is, in the zone
immediately surrounding the source of ignition,
without propagating (spreading) away from the source
of ignition.

Thus flashpoint is seen to be a property of the flammable substance;
flashpoint is related to two more fundamental properties of the substance,
viz. the limits of flanmability and the dependence of vapor pressure on
temperature.
Nevertheless flashpoint gives a measure of the ease by
which a particular substance may be ignited.
The lower the flashpoint,
the easier it

is to ignite the material.

Since flashpoint is a commonly accepted measure of flammability, it
seems reasonable to "turn-the-tables" and use flashpoint as the basis for

[C-1

Fire Protection Handbook, p. 4-8 ff.
National Fire Protection Association,
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a measure of ignition source strength.

At the present time it seems undesirable to perform the data preparation and modeling required to characterize real-world ignition sources,
their ability to ignite a certain hazardous cargo, and their distribution
spatially and temporally.
Instead a less detailed model, that is more
easily developed and used, is desired.
Again the user should be able

to keep all parazaeters of a simulation fixed except the type of flammable substance and have an ignition for one substance, but no ignition
for another.
Basing the ignition source strength on flashpoint permits
the user to have this capability.
Powerful ignition sources will ignite
all combustible materials; weak ignition sources will only be able to
ignite very flammable substances, i.e.
those with very low flashpoints.
One approach to providing such gradations would be to designate an
ignition temperature for each ignition source.
Those materials (generally
flammable liquids) that have a flashpoint less than or equal to the given
ignition temperature would be ignited (provided of course that the vaporair mixture had a concentration within the ignitable range), while those
materials with a flashpoint above the given ignition temperature would not
be ignited.
This rather unconventional application of the concept of flashpoint is primarily an attempt to allow the tiser to specify ignition sources
of different strengths; thus two simulations having the same input data,
except for the type of substance spilled, will yield ignition in one case
but not in the other.
Flashpoint, of course, is a material property encompassing a set of physical and chemical parameters such as volatility,
ignitibility,
specific heat, and vapor density.
The use of flashpoint

to characterize ignition sources is recognized to be an arti.fice without
a clear jhenomenological basis. However, it does allow the user of the

VM, albeit in an artificial
manner, to vary the strength of the ignition
sources specified.
Another approach to providing gradations of the fire-type
igniti.on source would be to characterize ignition sources on the basis
of the standard classifications of flammable liquids.
Table Cl-I shows
the ICC and NFPA classifications for flamma=le liquids.
An ignition
source given a certain level designation would be capable of igniting all
those substances whose flashpoints fell
within the limits for that level
and would be capable of igniting all
those substances whose hazard level
was greater.
For example, using the NFPA classificati.on an ignition
source designated moderate could ignite methyl alcohol (flashpoint -+65*F,
within the moderate range) as well as gasoline (flashpoint = -50 0 F, w i thin

the high range); however, it would not ignite spirits of turpencine
(flashpoint = 95°F, within the slight range) nor would it ignite olive
oil (flashpoint - 437*F, within the combustible range).
For the Vulnerability Model, the NFPA classification of flammable
substances is used as the basis for ignition source differentiation.
The
flashpoint of flammable substances is not currently included in the properties file; consequently this information will be provided as input ,ata
until the properties file
is revised.
Guidelines will be provided to the
user suggesting which type of ignition source to use depending on the land
use or some other indicator of human activity.
For computerization the
ignition sources are denoted by a single digit code as indicated in
Table Cl-2.
An ignition source designated by "0" means no ignition regard-

less of the flammability class of the spilled substance.
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1

For ignition source codes 1 through 4 ignition will occur provided
the flashpoint of the material spilled is less than or equal to the upper
This relationship between ignition
bound of the NFPA range indicated.
source code and the flashpoint of substances subject to ignition is given
in Table Cl-3. If the sign of the code is positive, then the ignition
the flash fire
source is understood to cause conflagration only; i.e.,
negative, then
is
code
the
of
sign
the
If
selected.
be
to
is
subuodel
the explosion
the ignition sourcL is understood to cause detonation; i.e.,
submodel is to be selected.
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1

I.

ICC:
flash point

fire hazard
high
moderate

< 80OF
80°F-350OF
> 350°F

II.

slight

NFPA:

flash point

fire hazard

<20°F
20*F-70°F
70*F-200F
> 200°F

high
moderate
slight
combustible
TABLE Cl-I

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS FOR FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS

NFPA Classification
Flash point of
Fire hazard of
substances ignited substances ignited
by the source
by the source

Code
0

....

1
2
3
4

< 20*F
20OF-70OF
70*F-200°F
>200°F

[C-2]

Ignition potential
of the source
none

high
moderate
slight
combustible

low
moderate
high
all combustibles

TABLE Cl-2
NUMERICAL DESIGNATION OF
IGNITION SOURCE STRENGTH USED IN THE VM

Ignition

Source
Code

0

Flash point of Spilled Material
Igni'tion

No Ignition

none

1
2
3
4

F. P. < 20°F
F.P. c 70OF
F.P. <2Ou^F
all
cor~ustibles

all
F.P. > 20"F
F.P. > 70°F
F.P. > 200OF
only non-combustibles

TABLE C1-3
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IGNITION SOURCE
CODE AND FLASH POINT OF SUBSTANCE IGNITED OR NOT IGNITED

[C-21

Dangerous properties of industrial materials, 3rd ed., p.
N.I. Sax, ed. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, 1968.
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APPENDIX C2
CALCULATION OF THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMFI)

Three ways of calculating the mass of fuel consumed were considered.
An upper bound on the quantity consumed is provided by assuming that all
the fuel at a concentration above the lower limit of flammability burns
completely; i.e.

C(x,y,z)
f
V1

el=

(C2-1)

dT

where
3
C (x,y,z,t)
= the concentration of the fuel (kg/m )
dT
element of volume
V,
the region enclosed by the surface, C (xy,z,t)

explosive limit*) in

the half-space

- KL (lower

z >0.

A second estimate of the quantity of fuel consumed is obtained by
assuming that all
the fuel at a concentration between the upper and lower
flammability limit is consumed; for this case

me2

=

where V2 is
C (x,y,z,t)

f

V2

(C2-2)

C (x,y,z,t) dT

the region enclosed by the two surfaces, C (x,y,z,t)
- Ku (upper explosive limit) on the half-space z>O.

= KL and

A lower limit of the quantity of fuel consumed is obtained by assuming
(1) only fuel at concentrations within the flammability range is consumed
and (2)
the fuel is not necessarily consumed completely, but is consumed
only to the extent that sufficient oxygen is present.
Thus, for this case

me 3

-

f
V3

C (xy,z,r)

dT

+

f

F(C) C(X,y,Z,L)

dT

(C2-3)

V4

where
V3 - the region enclosed by the surfaces C (x,y,z,t)
= KL and
C (x,y,z,t)
- Ks (stoichiometric) in the half space z >0.
V4 - the region enclosed by the surfaces C (x,y,z,t)
C (x,y,z,t)
= Ks in the half space z >
-- 0.

= KU and

and F (C) is a weighting function giving the f:action of the fuel present
that enters into the combustion reaction.
That is,
if the fuel-air mixture
is richer than stoichiometric then we desire to compute the weighting

Although some authors distinguish between flammable and explosive limits
of concentration, many other authors, Incliding several standard references
do not.
Certainly for many cases of diffuse vapor c:ouds the distinction
may well be impossible to make.
Therefore, for the purposes of the VM,
explosive and flammable limits are taken to be identical.
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i.e.
function. F (C),

""F(C) -

and

which is

the mass fraction of fuel present that is consumed,

MC2-4)

Mc

- the mass of fuel consumed

Mp

- the mass of fuel present.

These masses are, of course,
category, i.e.

proportioual to the number of moles in each

S=

nc Mf

(C2-5a)
(C2-5b)

np Mf

Mp
where

nc = number of moles of fuel consumed
np
number of moles of fuel present
moiecular weight of the fuel.
Mf
Then the mass fraction consumed can be written as,
F (C)

(C2.-6)

- nc

np

The combustion reaction of the fuel can always be written in
1 mole fuel + L moles 02

the form,

-• reaction products.

Since air is 21% oxygen by weight, if one mole of fuel requires L mole3 of
of oxygen for complete combustion (i.e. a stoichiometric mixture), then one
Phrased another way,
mole of fuel will require (L/0.21) moles of air.
Hence the
each mole of reacting air will consume (0.21/L) moles of fuel.
number of moles of fuel consumed, nc, can be related to the moles of air
present in the rich mixture by,

(C2-7)

(0.21) ma

nc
where,

na - number of moles of air present in
is presumed consumed).
Thus the mass fraction is

F (C)

-

(0 21)

the rich mixture

(all

the 02

written as,

(C2-8)

npp
p
n

The quantities na and np represent the number of moles of each component
The total number of moles
present in the two-component fuel-air mixture.
present is given by,
n

=

na

+

(C2-9)

np
212

;

whe re

,

n

-

the total number of moles in

Now assuming that the perfect
mixture of the two,
=

QfRT

-

the
the
the
the

the two component mixture.

gas law holds for the fuel,

the air,

and the

we may write for a system containing hypothetical fuel only,
(C2-10

where
P
T
R
pf

-

total pressure
temperature
perfect gas law constant
density of the fuel at temperature,

But the perfect gas law may also be written,
the mixture as,
P

T, and pressure,

P

for an- elemental volume V of

nRT
V

(C2-11)

or
n

PV
RT

-

hence by the use of equation (C2-10), where identical temperatures and pressures
are assumed for the mixture and the system containing only fuel,

VPf*

n

(C2-12)

Now for an elemental volume of the mixture the mass of fuel present is
gi en by,

CV

S-

hence the number of moles present is
nfp

-

W

f-

given by,

CV
Mf

(C2-l'1)

Rearranging equation (C2-9),
la

o

n-

n

Also note that

nVp a
Ma
This is

(C2-13)

a consequence of Aragandro's Law.
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i

r

-

in the result yields,

and substituting equations (C2-12) and (C2-14)
VPf

CV

(C2-15)
(Pf-

•

C)

1

Note that when Capf the mixture is pure fuel and the number of moles of air
as given by equation (C2-15) is zero.
Using this result and equation (C2-14)
the mass fraction, as given by equation (C2-8) can be written as.
0.21 - V f
C)
F (C)
Mf

or

(C2-16)

L ) (-•--

F (C)

1)

Now that the weighting function, F (C), has been dctermined the third
estimate, mej (the estimate ultimately used) for fuel participating in
rapid combus ioncan be computed.
Thus equation (C2-3) becomes

Me3=
where

f CdT +
v3

0.21

[

V4

(C2-17)

CdT]

-

v4

V

V4 is

the volume of region V4 .

To simplify the treatment of the volume integrals that occur in equations
(C2-1), (C2-2), and (C2-17), only surface spills will be considered.
This
is consistent with restrictions already made in this program. Furthermore,
the general behavior is expected to be the same regardless at what height
the spill occurs.
For a surface spill, the concentration according to the
CHRIS model is given by,
2m

C(x,y,z,t)

--

r(x-Ut)2

(2m

e(p
x~yz

t

2

x
x

2

z2

+ 2a-7-

+-

(C2-18)

y

where
7x.

y,OYz - the varianccs of the Gaussian concentration

respective directions (m)
m - the total mass of spill in the vapor phase
x,y,z, - coordinates
U - wind velocity
t -

time
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By performing the coordinate transformation,

x-Ut

(-

r sin

y
y

-

r sin 0 sin

(C2-..9b)

z
Oz

-

r cos0

(C2-19c)

ox

6

coso

the volume 1i-ategrals bounded by surfaces of constant concentration can be
transformed to a more convenient form. Thus, for example, for equation
(C2-1) we get,
2m
me1

(2

L

e-r 2h2 r 2 dr

)/n

(C2-20a)
2

0

where
2m

rL
and KL
If

[
-

((

]112

0zKL)

(C2-20b)

concentration at the lower explosive limit (kg/m 3 ),

the quantity
(27T)

2m
/ •o•yzKL

3 2

is less than one, the logarithm is negative; i.e. there is no real solution
for rL. What this means physically is that the variances (Ox, Oy, z) are
so large that the concentration everywhere in the vapor plume is less than
KL. For such a case the exploding mass ie obviously to be taken to be zero.
On the other hand when the variances are small (this is the case soon after
the time of release of the vapor), rL becomes very large.
In such a case
2
2
(
r---r
2e r dr = i
rL r2/21
for
rL>> I

(27)

f

e2
0

so that me,

M.

In other words almost the entire nmss of vapor released burns or
explodes.
Since the explosive yield of spills never seems to be greater
than 10 percent of the total yield available from all the material spilled[C33,
the approximation given by me, may grossly overestimate the yield.
The
overestimation will occur at times soon after the spill when most of the
mass is still
undiffused and therefore contained within the lower explosive
limit contour.
Therefore, me is rejected as a suitable approximation to the
mass of vapor that enters in the explosive reaction.
[C3]

Brown, John A. A study of the growing danger of detonation in
unconfined gas cloud explosions. John Brown Associates, Inc.,
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey.
December 1973.
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The second estimate of exploding mass given by equation (C2-2) gives
more reasonable answers; however this estimate also seems to give values
Thus equation (C2-2) becomes,
which are generally too high.

rL
2m

e2where rL is

-r

2

2
/2

r2 dr

(C2-21a)

e

(21i)T2

given by equation (25-b) and

2m
rU

2

((2 Zn ((2•)3/2,x,~Ku)1/

(C2-21b)

3
and KU o concentration at the upper explosive limit (kg/m )

Equations
rLr2

(C2-20b)

and (C2-21b) may be combined to yield,

2 kn (WE

(C2-22)

From equation (C2-22) it is clear that the integration limits in equation
(C2-21a), viz. rL and rU, are not independent.
In a sense me fm, the fraction

of available mass that this estimate gives as exploding, can be treated as a
function of the lower limit of integration ru, with the explosive limits ratio,
[KU/KLU a parameter.
For any given rU the integration interval (hence me2 /m)
is increased as the ratio,
expecL physically.

[KU/KL],

is

increased.

This is what one would

If rV is taken to be very large, rL is also very large and the integral
is small.
The case of rU large corresponds to times soon after the spill
when very l!ttle
mass is contained in the region between the explosive limits.
As stated previously, whenever the argument of the square root in equations
(C2-20b) and (C2-21b) is negative the radius, rU or rL, is to be set equal to
zero.
Thus for very diffuse vapor clouds both ru and rL approached zero.
In
that case the J.ntegral also zero.
Thus the estimate me2 has the desirable
property that very rich or very lean vapov clouds both tend to have small
explosive yield, while at some intermediate point the explosive yield is
maximum.
This behavior is what is expected to occur.
It appears that the largest yield is obtained when rU = 0. Values of me 2 /m
are plotted as a function of KU/KL in Figure C2-1. Values of KU/KL for four
flarunable substances of special interest are given in Table C2-1. As shown in
Figure C2-1, when KU/KL is large (e.g. for acetone KU/KL = 32) nearly the entire
mass of vapor is within combustible limits. Even for substances less pernicious
than acetone, for example, methanol with KU/KL = 5, more than 60% of the
vapor explodes.
This estimate gives yields which are several times more
than the five to ten percent of mass spilled that has been observed.
Consequently it seems appropriate to use the lowest estimate, me 3 .
By using the transformation of coordinates given by equations
equation (C2-17) may be rewritten as,
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KU/KL
Ammonia

1.563

Gasoline

5.429

Methane

2.642

Methanol

5.00

TABLE C2-1
RATIOS OF UPPER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT
CONCENTRATION, KU, TO LOWER EXPLOSIVE

LIMIT CONCENTRATION,
OF SPECIAL INTEREST.

KL,
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FOR FOUR SUBSTANCES

=

-2

[S(rL)-S(rs)1 -0.42

[S(rs)-S(ru)]

(C2-23)

P f V4

0.21

m

L

where
rS

KS

[2 Zn (

-

(27)

3

KS)

a XOYaz

(C;2-24)

3
stoichiometric coucentration (kg/m )

-

and where

2

r
S (r)

1
O 2

=

e

-T/

2

x2 dx

(C2-25)

or
2

r

S(r)

P(r)

r e 2

-

(C2-26)

where
r

P (r)
is

x
-f2--)i/

=

2

e

dx

(C2-27)

the cumulative normal probability function.
-,2m
(21T;

-

e

Now from equation (C2-lb)

ru2

(C2-28)

U

x 0 y 0a z

since
KU = VU

-If

where VU is the volume fraction of vapor at the upper explosive limi,.
Furthermore, the volume of the ellipsoidal shell comprising V4 is given by,
V
2
FG
(r 3 -r)
(C2-29)
s
'x y z
3
Combining these two results gives,
2
2 e-rU (rs-ru)
3 (2r) 1/2 Vu

0. V
M

hence the mass ratio given by equation (C2-23)
me 3

0.42
=

+

becomes,

+
0.21

L

2

[S(rL)-S(rs))
2

L

[S(rs)-S(ru)]
(C2-31)

2 e-rU (rs-rU)
3 3
3(2T) 1/2 VU
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r'gain this estimate appears to give a maximum value when r
0. For
that condition and for methanol (KU/KL - 5, KU/KS - 2.9723) me3ym has a
value of 0.216.
This value is still
higher than observed explosions; however, the value of me3/m - 0.216 is favorably smaller than the value me /m
- .641 obtained for Ku/KL - 5.
Therefore me3 should be used as the estimate
of mass exploded because (1) this estimate exhibits a maximum value as
expected physically, (2) the apparent maximum value for a typical explosive
vapor is conservative; i.e. the explosive yield predicted is probably
larger than that actually obtained, and (3) this estimate depends upon the
stoichiometric concentration as well as the upper and lower explosive
limits; therefore, it is physically more realtstic.
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APPENDIX C3
EQUIVALENCY OF CHANGE IN HELMHOLTZ FREE ENERGY
AND CHANGE IN ENTHALPY FOR ESTIMATING
THE YIELD OF VAPOR-AIR EXPLOSIONS
To show the close agreement between the change in Helmholtz free
energy and the change in
H-

enthalpy,

proceed as follows.

By definition,

E + PV

(C3-1)

where,
H
E
P
V

- enthalpy
- internal energy
= pressure
- volume

Differentiation of equation (C3-1)

yields,

dH - dE + P dV + V dP
and for an isobaric process this becomes
dH - dE + P dV

(C3-2)

The usually accepted standard heat of combustion is the change in
enthalpy resulting from the combustion of a substanL2, in the state 1zhat
is stable at 25C and atmospheric pressure, with the combustion beginning
and ending at a temperature of 25*C.
Thus the tabulated values for change
in enthalpy resulting are for an isobaric process.
Thus equation (C3-2)
may be writtzn as,
AH - AE + P AV

(C3-3)

According to Kinney [C41, the energy yield of an explosion is given
approximately by the change in Helmholtz free energy, -AA; -AA is computed using,
_AA = -AE + T AS

(C3-4)

where,
AE is
T is
AS is

the heat of explosion measured at constant volume
the temperature and
the change in entropy for the isothermal process.

[C4J Kinney, Gilbert Ford.
Co., New York, 1962.

Explosive Shocks in Air, p.
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11.

The MacMillan

The quantity

E has the same meaning in equation (C3-3) and (C3-4).

Combining equations (C3-3)
-AA

- -6H + P AV + T

and (C3-4)

gives

AS

or
(-AA + AH)

-

P AV + T AS

(C3-5)

Equation (C3-5) states that the difference between -AA and -AH,
alternative quantities used to compute explosive yield, is given by
(P AV + T AS).

the

Consider the combustion of methane by the reaction,
CH4 + 2 02 - C02 + 2 H2 0

(C3-6)

Since three moles of gaseous reactants combine to prodtuce three moles
of gaaeous combustion products, there is no change in volume, i.e., at the
same temperature and pressure (by definition the reactant!, and products
are brought to 760 mm Hg at 25*C), volumes of gas contaiting equal number
of moles are of equal volumes (Avogadro's Law (C5]).
Thus for the reaction
given by equation (C3-6), AV in equation (C3-4) is zero.
Now for a mixture of ideal gases,
S

R

nk (Ok

-

the entropy is given by,

in P - In Xk)

(C3-7)

k-1
where
Sk -

5

Cp--T--

s

(C3-8)

and
S

-

entropy of mixture

nk - number of moles of gas species "k"
P

-

Xk
Cpk

mole fraction of gas species "k"
-

R -

Sok

pressure

-

specific heat of gas species "k"
gas constant

standard molar entropy at STP

[C5] Hougen, O.A., K.M, Watson, and R.A. Ragatz,
Chemical Process
Principles, Part I, p. 305.
John Wiley & Scns. Inc.. New York.
L

i
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1959.

Equation (C3-7) now can be used to calculate the entropy on both
sides of the reaction (C3-6) so that the change in entropy can be computed.
Note that the terms
2
-

E nk in P

R

k=1
and
2
-

R

Z nk in
kml

Xk

are identical on either side of the reaction.
AS =SR

-

SL

-

Soc02 +2

Hence,

SOH20 - SOcH 4 - So0 2

(where SR, SL are the entropy on the right and left hand sides respectively
of the reaction (C3-6).
Following through the computation with tabulated values gives,
AS

-1.28

-

cal
g-mole-°K

(C3-9)

hence,
TAS

-

-381.44

cal
i
cal

g-mole

(03-10)

Referring again to equation (C3-5) we see that the difference between
-AA and -AH is -381.44 cal/g-mole.
However the value of AH for the combustion of methane is -212.798 x 10 3 cal/g-mole.
In other words, for this
reaction the error made in using -AH to represent -AA is of the order of
1/10 of one percent.
Now consider the combustion of n-octane by the reaction,
C8 HI 8 + ?25 02

-+

8CO2 + 9H2 0

Again using equation (C3-7)
AS = 107.385

(C3-II)

we obtain,

cal
ca 0
g-moleK

(C3-12)

In the combustion of n-octane, however, the number of moles of gas
changes, hence the term PAV in equation (C3-5) is not zero.
From the
perfect gas law,

223

PV = nRT

(C3-13)

it can be shown for a reaction in which the reactants and product are
brought to the same temperature and pressure, that
(C3-14)

AV - AnRT

where An is the change in the number of moles in the gas phase by virtue
For the reaction given by equation (C3-1l)
of the reaction.
An - -3.5
Thus the total difference between -&A and -AH
2.993 x 104

is

cal
g-mole

But the heat of combusion, -AH, for n-octane is 1.307 x 106 cal/g-mole.
In other words, the error is of the order of two percent.
These rather lengthy calculations have been performed to demonstrate
that the change in enthalpy is indeed a good approximation to the change
in Helmholtz free energy.
The energy available from the terms PMV and
TAS are very important for the condensed phase explosives with which
Kinney [C41 was mainly concerned; however, for gas mixture explosions,
with which we are concerned,

these terms are negligible.

E
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APPENDIX C4
CORRECTION TO HEATS OF COMBUSTION

Correction for Water Heat of Vaporization
The value for heat of combustion, - AH, used in Chapter 4 to determine
explosive yield (equation 4-2), is for final products that include water
vapor; most handbooks give - 6H for final product3 that include liquid water.
These values for - AH must be corrected for the heat of vaporization of

water.
This correction is
-

AHw =

-

AH -

given by,

(C4-1)

nw Xw

where
- AHw

-

heat of combustion corrected for water vaporization

- LH
nw

-

handbook value for heat of combustion
number of moles of water formed per mole of fuel burned
heat of vaporization of water.

=
-w
-

For the combustion of methane as given in equation (C3-6) the correction
For
factor is -19.43 x 103 cal/g-mole or about a nine percent correction.
the combustion of n-octane as given by the reaction in equation (C3-11) the
correction factor is 0.08745 x 106 cal/g-mole or about a seven percent
correction.
Correction for Fuel Heat of Vaporization
The value for heat of combustion, used in Chapter 4 to de.ermine
explosive yield (equation 4-2), - AH, is for an initially vaporized
(gaseous phase) fuel.
Heats of combustion are usually reported for the substance in the
Since the reaction of interest is for a substance
normal state at 25*C.
normally a liquid at 25 0 C, then unless specified otherwise, the handbook
value must be corrected to account for the heat of vaporization of the
fuel.
This correction is given by,
- AHf

=

- AH

- Alf
Xf

-

heat of combustion corrected for fuel vaporization
heat of vaporization of the fuel.

-

Xf

(C4-2)

where

-

Since methane is gaseous at 25%C and 760 mm Hg, ro correction
For n-octane, which is a
required for the combustion of ,ethane.
at standard conditions, the correction factor is -9221 cal/g-mole
For substances less easily vaporized the correction
0.7 percent.
will, of course, be larger.
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is
liquid
or about
factor

ilK
APPENDIX C5
DAMAGE POTENTIAL OF CONFINED EXPLOSIONS

The following two charts give a measure of the damage potential of
confined explosions.
The charts consider the energy yield available wheni
confined spaces are filled with combustible mixtures.
The charts do not
address the more sophisticated consideration of what seepage rates into and
out of structures will produce combustible mixtures in the presence of a
time varying atmospheric concentration.
Neither do the charts address
the additional hazard from fragments expected for confined, rather than
unconfined explosions.
The first
chart gives the explosive yield as a function of volume
resulting from the ignition of a stoichiometr.c mixture of the materials
noted, presuming the volume is completely filled with a stoichiometric
mixture.
The second chart shows the effect on energy yield as a function of
volume when the concentration is viried away from stoichiometric; of course
for any concentration other than stoichiometric the energy yield is less
given the same enclosed volume of vapor-air mixture.
The substance is
methanol.
Ratios of 0.6 and 3 correspond approximately to the lower and
upper explosive limits, respectively.
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APPENDIX D
DAMAGE TO VULNERABLE RESOURCES FROM FIRE AND EXPLOSION

In

this appendix further detail is

assessment

in

the event of

fire

provided about the basis for damage

or explosion.

Since

causing the damage in a fire are quite different

the physical

phenomena

from the damage-causing

phenomena in an explosion, the damage assessment for fire is discussed
separately from that for explosion.
Furthermore under each of the separate
discussions for fire and explosion, damage to each type of vulnerable
resource is treated separately; people and structures are the two types
of vulnerable resource considered.
Damage from explosion will be described
first
since damage from this source is likely to be more serious than from
either a flash fire or pool burning.
EXPLOSION DAMAGE
In assessing damage from explosions that result from spills of
hazardous materials, considerable use is made of studies performed for
and by the military; these studies assess damage from both conventional
and nuclear weapons.
As mentioned in Chapter 4 of this report, the blast wave resulting
from a Aiffuse explosion behaves differently than a standard condensed
phase explosion (like TNT) and certainly behaves differently than a
nuclear explosion.
Nevertheless, the assumption that diffuse and condensed phase explosions are similar yields small errors compared to those
errors given by some other assumptions.
Since much of the damage assessment analysis is p-esented in terms of basic blast wave parameters (say
overpressure, rather than the TNT yield), if the analyses becomes available
to predict the behavtor of diffuse explosions, these predicted values may
be used with the preexisting data to provide a more accurate damage assessment.
In the absence of a convincing and complete analysis of diffuse
explosions, the approach will be to treat the diffuse explosions as condensed phase explosions and assess damage accordingly.
This approach is
certainly state-of-the-art and is consistent with approximations in
modeling made elsewhere in the VM.
Damage to Personnel
In choosing models to describe damage from explosions several sources
were consulted, but primary among these is a recent document [DI] prepared
for the Dppartment ot Defense Explosives Safety Board which is a compendium of assessment techniques for damage from conventional explosions.
In this and other references, damage to personnel is classified into
three categories:
[Dl]

Fugelso, L.E., L.M. Weiner, and T.H. Schiffman.
Explosion effects
computation aids,
General American Research Division, General
American Transportation Corporation, Niles, Illinois, June 1972.
GARD Project No. 1540, AD903279 L - (the limited distribution
denotation on this document has recently been lifted).
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(1) primary damage - direct blast effects (interaction between the
blast wave and personnel only, with no other intervening or
associated factors)
(2)

secondary damage

(3)

tertiary damage - damage from translation and subsequent collision with an obstacle.

-

damage from missiles and fragments

These categories of blast injury are based on the mechanism of damage
and are independent of which of the basic blast wave parameters (peak
overpressure or dynamic impulse) is used to assess damage of that
category.
The discussions that follow, taken largely from references [DlJ and
[D21 explain in more detail, the nature of these categories of blast
injury to personnel.
(1) Direct Blast Injury
When the human body is exposed to the environmental
pressure variation accompanying a blast wave, the wave is
transmitted in complex patterns throughout the body but,
more important, the body wall is pushed violently inward.
As a consequence of this implosive effect, very high transient internal pressures occur.
These often exceed the
external pressures by considerable amounts.
Severe disruptive forces are produced at junctions of tissues of
different densities such as bone with soft tissue or in
air-containing organs such as the lungs and abdominal
viscera. Only for "long" duration typical blast waves is
the severity of the injury sustained roughly proportional
to the magnitude of the peak overpressure; otherwise, and
in addition, the hazard is a function of the duration and
the rate and character of the rise of the pressure pulse.
In general, except for the ears and sinuses, the human
body is far more resistant to direct blast injury than are
rigid structures such as buildings.
While eardrum rupture may occur at peak overpressure as
low as 5 psi, the best value of the peak overpressure for
50 percent probability of rupture appears to be between 15
and 20 psi. Though painful, eardrum rupture is not serious.
However, infection, fracture and displacement of the ossicles, including the foot plate of the stapes, may result
in impaired hearing and require specialized treatment.
Blast injuries to the chest begin to occur at about
10-12 psi for "long" duration waves.
These include bruising
of the soft tissues of the chest wall adjacent to the ribs
and rupture of small vascular elements of the pulmonary

[D2] Department of the Army.
Nuclear Handbook for Medical Service
Personnel.
TM8-215. lgb9.
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tissue. Rupture of pulmonary vessels is always associated with interstitial hemorrhage and/or bleeding
into the airways.
Also, the risk of pulmonary edema
is considerable and serious.
With severe tearing and
rupture, air emboli may occur with grave, frequently

fatal, cardiac or cerebral complications.
Clinical
signs of pulmonary injury may be misleadingly mild
until heart failure and edema appear: the heart
failure and pulmonary edema are the primary treatment problems.ai
r
Blast injuries of the abdomen may include rupture
of the liver and spleen, and rarely in airblast,
perforations of the intestine.
Organ perforations,
especially in the lower ileum, cecum, and colon are
much more common in underwater blast.
Also, in airblast hemorrhages of the mesentery and gut wall are
almost invariably present.
Frequently there is abdominal wall rigidity without perforation of hemoperitoneum, and the significance of the signs and
symptoms are difficult to assess. . . . (D2],
pp. 6-7)
The primary cause of lethality from direct blast effects is lung
hemorrhage.
Data on direct blast injury to personnel have been obtained
by experimentally determining overpressure-duration relationships for
animals, and extrapolating these to humans.
That is,
the level of injury
depends upon both peak overpressure level and the duration of the overpressure.
For large-scale conventional explosions and most probably for
all diffuse explosions, the duration of the blast wave may be considered "long".
Thus it is current practice to use the free field (side
on) overpressure, associated with various levels of lethality at infinitely large durations to assess deaths from direct blast effects.
Table
D-1 showi the relationship between overpressure and lethality from direct
blast effects.
The data in table D-1 were used to derive the probit
equation El:
Probit - -77.1 + 6.91 Loge (Pp)
where Pp is

(D-1)

the peak overpressure measured in N/m 2 .

The main nonlethal injury resulting from direct blast effects is
eardrum rupture.
Unlike the lungs for which overpressure and blast wave
duration together determined damage, eardrums are damaged in response
to overpressure alone since the characteristic period of the ear vibration is small compared to the duration of a blast wave from even low
yield explosions.
The relationship between the overpressure and the
These data were
probability of eardrum rupture is given in Table D-2.
used to generate the probit equation E3:
Probit - -15.6 + 1.93 x loge (Pp)
where Pp is

the peak overpressure measured in N/m 2 .
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(D-2)

"

.-.

n--

Peak
Overpsure
(N/me)
(psi)

Damage
Threshold (1% Lethality)
10% Lethality
50% Lethality
90% Lethality
99% Lethality

14.5
17.5
20.5
25.5
29.0

100,000
120,000
140,000
175,000
200,000

TABLE Dl
CRITICAL OVERPRESSURES FOR LUNG DAMAGE TO HUMANS
The relationship between overpressure and death for direct
blast effects.
It is assumed that the pressure pulse
duration is infinite and that lung hemorrhage is the
operative cause of lethality.
This table is based on data
given in "Explosive Effects Compulation Aids" [Dl].

Probability of
Eardrum Rupture

Free-Field Peak
Overpressure
(psi)
(N/m2)

Threshold (1%)
10%
50%
90%

2.4
2.8
6.3
12.2

16,500
19,300
43,500
84,000

TABLE D2
PROBABILITY OF EARDRUM RUPTURE
The relationship between peak overpressure and probability
of eardrum rupture.
This table is based on data given
in "Explosive Effects Compulation Aids [DI].
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(2)

Indirect Blast Injury

The transfer of momentum by a blast wave to objects in its
path can
result in injury from secondary missiles (both penetrating and non-

penetrating) or from displacement of the human body resulting in subsequent severe impact or decelerative

tumbling;

tertiary blast effects respectively.
wounds,

such as contusions ana fractures,

against an object.

In addition,

these are secondary and

The injuries which result include
which result from being thrown

crush injuries from falling debris,

should they occur, would be particularly more common in urban areas and
less common in the open.
Certain kinds of indirect blast injuries, such

as violent decelerations or sharp blows to the head from blunt debris,
are known to produce significant lethality just as does direct blast
injury to the lung.
However, the magnitude and severity of indirect
hazards are very much dependent on the conditions of exposure, range,
and explosive yield.
(a)

Secondary Blast Injury

The missiles involved in secondary damage in the VM result fromI
normal environmental debris (e.g., pebbles), damaged structures (e.g.,
broken glass), and fragments of cargo containers (e.g., ship hull frag-

ments).

Studies of military weapons have modeled missiles generated

purposefully by weapon design (such as fragmenting shell casings) [DlI.
Nevertheless nuclear weapon effects research has considered the effects
of missiles resulting from debris set in motion by the nuclear blast
waves [D3].
These studies have considered personnel damage from bothi
penetrating and nonpenetrating missiles.
The injuries which may result
are lacerations and punctures from penetrating missiles or contusions,
fractures, and internal injuries from large nonpenetrating objects.
Penetrating missiles are light (10 grams or less in mass) compared to
nonpenetrating missiles capable of causing injury (thousands of grams
in mass).
At the current stage of development the interest is for the
VM to model diffuse, rather than condensed phase explosions.
The occur-

rence of heavy missiles, capable of causing serious nonpenetrating
woulds, is expected to be less common in diffuse explosions than in
condensed phase or nuclear explosions.
Therefore, the only kind of
secondary damage currently considered by the VM is the nonlethal damage
caused by penetrating missiles.
Table D-3 gives damage criteria
for
both penetrating and nonpenetrating missiles.
The critical
parameter
used to assess damage is the impact velocity of the missile.
Another
source [D2] gives data for penetrating missiles that are virtually the
same,

as shown in Table D-4.

For use in the VW the damage criteria
based on missile impact
velocity must be related to a blast wave parameter- it is clearly
beyond the scope of the VM to treat the detailed motion of the thousands

[D3]

White, Clayton S.
The nature of the problems involved in estimating the immediate casualties from nuclear explosions.
Lovelace
Foundation for Medical Education and Research,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico, March 1971.
CEX 71.1.
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Related Impact
Velocity
ft/sec

Kind
of Missile

Critical
Organ or Event

Nonpenetrating
10-lb object

Cerebral Concussion:
Mostly "safe"
Threshold

10
15

Skull Fracture:
Mostly "safe
Threshold
Near 100 per cent

10
15
23

Skin Lacetration:
Threshold

50

Penetrating
10-gm glass
fragments

Serious Wounds:
Threshold
50 per cent
Near 100 per cent

100
180
300

TABLE D3
TENTATIVE CRITERIA FOR INDIRECT BLAST EFFECTS INVOLVING
SECONDARY MISSILES
The relationship between medical damage from
Based
secondary missiles and missile characteristics.
on data from reference [D31.

Peak OverInjury

Pressure-PSI

Impact Velocity
(meters/sec)

Range in Kilometers
IKT

10KT

100 KT

1.8
1.2
.75
.55

4
2.5
1.8
1.3

9
5.5
4
2.5

(Pen.t.L-ating Missiles-lO Gram
Glass Fragment)
Skin laceration threshold
wound threshold
Serious wounds near 50% probability
Serious wounds near 100% probability

SSer'ius

1-2
2-3
4-5
7-8

15
30
55
90

m/sec
m/sec
In/sec
m/sec

TABLE D4
INJURY CRITERTA FOR PENETRATING MISSILES
Relationship between secondary effect damage and missile
characteristics for three different sizes of nuclear
weapons.
Based on data from reference [D2].
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rhee
vecould cause.
The impact
thatproperly
an accidental
explosion
of missiles
is most
related
S~locity
to the dynamic
overpressure
impulse,i
rather than the peak overpressure.
The dynamic overpressure impulse,
J, is defined as the integral of pressure over time for the duration
of the positive phase of a blast wave; i.e.:
to
J-

P(,t) dT

t

(D-4)

d

where,

P(T) - the overpressure as a function of time at a given
location
ta = the arrival time of the blast wave at the given
location
to

S~wave

=

the time at which the positive phase of the blast

ends.

Figure D-1 further illustrates this definition. The dynamic overpressure impulse is called simply "the impulse" elsewhere in this report
("dynamic overpressure impulse" is used by Fugelso [DlI; "impulse" and
"impulse per unit area" are used by Kinney [D4]).
The relationship between missile impact velocity and the impulse
of the blast wave is given by,
M Vi-

CD A J

(D-5)

where,
M

-

mass of the missile

V

- impact velocity

CD

-

drag coefficient of the missile,

taken to be unity here

A - presented area of the missile
J -

impulse

Now we may also write
MKp V

(D-6)

where,

fD4] Kinney, Gilbert Ford.
Explosive Shocks in Air,
The Macmillan Co., New York, 1962.
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p.

11,

Peak Overpressure

BB

Atmospheric
Pressure
t -arrival
<--

time

t -end

of positive phase

duration--1

FIGURE D-1

Pressure-time graph of two typical blast waves
at a given observation point.
Blast wave "A"
decays faster and shows a smaller impulse than
blast wave "B" even though their durations and
the peak overpressures are identical.
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time

p - density of the missile
V - volume of the missile
But

".

3

(D-7)

where we have assumed a spherical fragment of radius,
A -

2
irr

r, and
(D-8)

Thus we have from equation (D-5),

j,.MVi

or combining with equations (D-6),

(D-7),

and (D-8),

r3) Vi

p4

4prVi
3

--

1

7Tr

2

Furthermore from (D-7)
3M ] 1/3

(D-9)

and (D-6)

r - [(J

(D-10)

Now for M - 10 grams and p ; 2.65 g/cm,
then,

a typical density for glass,

r - 0.9658 cm.
hence from equation (D-9),
J - (3.4125 g/cm. 2 ) Vi

(D-11)

Substituting values for impact velocity, Vi, from Table D-4 into
equation (D-11) generates a corresponding set of values for impulse as
given by Table D-5.
The data given in Table D-5 are the criteria used
to establish the probit equation E5:
Probit - -27.1 + 4.26 logeJ
where J is in N-S/m

2

(.-12)

.

An assumption implicit in equaLion (D-5) of the preceding derivation
is that no forces other than those of the blast wave are exerted on the
missile.
That is the forcei involved when the missile breaks away from
its pre-blast position, slides or rolls along the ground, or impacts
intervening objects are all neglected.
Furthermore, it is assumed that
missile3 are always available to be set in motion by the blast wave.
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Injury

ŽI~x

Skin laceration threshold
Serious ,.ound threshold
Serious wounds near 50% probability
Serious wounds near 100% probability

Free Field Impulse Level

e

N-s

5120
10240
18770
30710

512
1024
1877
3071

cm-

m7

_

psi-msec
74.2
148.4
272.1
445,3

TABLE D5
DAMAGE CRITERIA FOR PENETRATING MISSILES IN TERMS OF
CRITICAL IMPULSE
Relationship between penetrating missile damage and free field
impulse level.
Equation D-11 and the data given in Table D4
were used to obtain these values.
Thf.se values were obtained by assuming a missile of 10 grams mass.
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Also all personnel (not inside buildings) in a region traversed by a
blast wave of sufficient strength are assumed to suffer injury from
missiles; the density of flying fragments and the target area presented
by people are not factors affecting the probability of injury in this
analysis.
Evidently then the estimate of fragment injury given by the
probit equation equation, ES (D-12), is too large.
Since there appears
to be no facile method for correcting this assessment, the overestimate
of damage given by equation (D-12) is currently used in the VM.
(b)

Tertiary Blast Injury

Injury to personnel by tertiary effects is related to the maximum
translation velocity that the body attains subject to the blast.
Injury
is caused when the body set in motion by the blast wave strikes an obstacle.
The probability of lethality for body impact has been determined as a function of the impact velocity.
Lethality criteria have
also been determined for impact of the head against an obstacle.
Table
D-6 shows the impact velocity associated with several levels of lethality.

J

Again the problem is to relate the damage criteria in table D-6
based on impact velocity to some free field, blast wave parameter.
One reference [Dl] indicates that a method that may be used to relate
impact velocity and free field iLipulse is the same as that used for
missiles in the above.
Similar to equation (D-5) we write,
HVI
(D-13)

cDA
where,
Ji - critical itupulse for impact damage
M - mass of the body
Vi - critical velocity for impact damage
CD = drag coefficient of the body,

taken here to be unity

A - cross-sectional area of the body presented to the blast
For each impact velocity, Vi, uf interest a corresponding impulse, Ji,
may be calculated using equation (D-13).
We may calculate Ji assuming
a typical grown male adult, using a weight of 155 pounds and an area
of 8 square feet.

Table D-7

(taken

from [D1])

gives both the impact

velocity, Vm, that causes a certain level of damage and the dynamic
impulse corresponding to that velocity for the grown male adult desc-ibed above.
Note, however, that the critical levels for lethality
from body impact given in Table D-7 are significantly different from
those levels given in Table D-6.
The disagreement is considerable and
places some doubt on the asses.ment procedure.
The levels given in
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'•'Critical

Condition

Related Impact
Velocity

Organ

ft/sec

or Event

Skull Fracture

Mostly "safe" (0%)
Threshold (10)
50 per cent

10
13
18

Near 100 per cent

23

Total Body Impact
10
21
54
138

Mostly "safe" (0%)
Lethality Threshold (10%)
Lethality 50 per cent
Lethality near 100 per cent

TABLE D6
TENTATIVE CRITERIA FOR INDIRECT (TERTIARY)
EFFECTS INVOLVING IMPACT

BLAST

Relationship between impact velocity and damage to the
Based on data in reference [D31.
head and body.

Head

Body
Lethality

Vm

Threshold
50%
99%

20
26
30

JC

83.6
108.6
125.4

Vm

13
18
23

JC

54.3
75.2
96.1

TABLE D7
LETHALITY DUE TO CRITICAL IMPACT VELOCITY AND CRITICAL IMPULSE
(Vm in ft/sec and .1c in psi-msec)
Relationship between impact lethality and impact velocity or
From reference [Dl].
impulse.
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Table D-7 are preferred since the publication from which it comes is
more recent and the levels given are more conservative.
The data given
in Table D-7 was used to generate a probit equation.
It was assumed
that for any given impact, there is a 20% chance of head impact and an
80% chance of body impact; tte casualty rates were calculated on this
basis assuming that the entire population outdoors is subject to impact
for a given blast wave strength.
This assessment procedure, however, gave unrealistic results.
Far
too many people were killed for the explosive yields and distances considered.
The critical impulse levels for a given lethality rate shown
in Table D-7 were found to be an order of magnitude lower than expected
from observed explosions.
The cause for the overestimation of damage
from a given impulse level is that certain mitigating factors have not
been considered.
Some of the factors reducing the likelihood of death
are: (1) Friction of tne body sliding and rolling along the ground
reduces the peak velocity attained on exposure to the blast; (2) During
the passage of the blast wave the body may tumble, th-reoy reducing the
area presented to the wave and the momentum absorbed from it; (3) Not
all the momentum absorbed by the body is converted to velocity of
impact, since both rotational and translational acceleration of the
body may occur; (4) Sublethal impact with the ground or obstacles may
prevent the body from ever attaining a lethal impact velocity.
A model
for impact injury that gives consideration to these various factors has
been developed for use in civil defense studies IDS].
A plane rigid
body subject to a blast environment simulates the tr3jectory of a person
and determines the impact velocities experienced.
Lethality is then
determined from the data given in Table D-6, since the impact velocity
and pat of body impacted are pr2dicted by the model.
Since at the
present time the VM does not model individual damage receptors in a
locally detailed environment, this detailed model of impact injury is
inappropriate for use in the VM.
However, repeated operation of the
impact injury model for a given size nuclear weapon showed that mortality
could be parameterized on the basis of peak overpressure and distance
to a vertical obstacle (wall); the parameterized results for the surface
burst of a one megaton nuclear weapon are given in Table D-8.
The
survivability fractions given in the table are related to probability
of death by,
(D-14)

% dead - 100% [1-S]

where S is the survivability value given in Table D-8.
Similar data for
initially prone bodies was also available, but not used.
By use of the explosion scaling laws (cf.

Kinney [D6])

the peak

overpressures for a IMT blast given in Table D-8 may be converted to

[D5] Longinow, A., G. Ojdrovich, L. Bertram, and A. Wiedermann.
People
Survivability in a Direct Effects Environment and Related Topics.
TIT Research Institute, Chicago, May 1973.
[D6) Kinney, G.F.
Engineering Elements of Explosions.
Naval Weapons
Center, November 1968, NWC TP-4654.
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impulse levels; thus deaths from impact may be related to impulse.
Table D-9, derived from the data in Table D-8, gives the relationship
between deaths from impact and impulse level for a wall distance of ten
The spread in overpressure between the threshold of
feet (3.3 meters).
damage and the threshold of complete lethality is largest for a wall
distance of ten feet; thus the dose-response relationship for this set
of data is least discontinuous.
Ten feet is a reasonable impact disFurthermore the change in wall distance is not
tance for urban areas.
that significant in determining the relationship between impact injury
and overpressure (hence, impulse).
For all these reasons the data for
an impact surface ten feet distant were used to generate Table D-9 and
Based on the data in Table D-9
subsequently the probit equation, E2.
the probit equation, E2, is:
Probit
where J is

-

(D-15)

-46.1 + 4.82 logeJ

in N-S/m 2 .

This probit equation gives estimates of deaths from impact that are much
more in accord with observed events than does the probit equation based
on the less sophisticated model used first.
In addition to death,

tertiary effects can cause nonlethal in-

Table D-10 gives a variety of ncnlethal
juries -- mainly broken bones.
injuries (as well as lethal injuries) and the impact velocities at which
such injuries occur. As previously indicated, the range data for
various sizes of nuclear weapons are unimportant; the critical impact
It is interesting that the
velocities ace significant for the VM.
lethality levels from this source (D2] agree reasonably well with those
given in Table D-7 for body impact.
Using equation (D-13) to relate impulse level to impact velocity,
one can generate a new table relating injury to impulse level by using
Again, the calculations are for a 155
the values given in Table D-10.
These compound adult male with an effective area of 8 squate feet.
putations are compiled in Table D-11. Notice, however, that the impulse
The
levels for injury is below the levels for death given in Table D-9.
reason for this, as before, is that the data in Table D-11 are for an
ideal transfer of momentum from the blast wave to thc body, while the
data in Table D-9 are for the more realistic model of momentum transfer.
Obviously the injury criteria given in Table D-11 are unacceptable.
Unfortunately the study [D51 using the more realistic model for impact
damage does not include a parametric study of nonlethal injury, as it
In order to circumvent this problem, an assumption was
did for death.
made about the relationship between the ideal model and the more realThe more realistic model gives levels
istic model of injury from impact.
of impact for a given percent lethality that are approximately 50 times
larger than the levels given by the ideal model for the same percent
It was assumed that the relationship 1 4tween the ideal and
lethality.
more realistic model would be the same regardless of whether lethal or
Therefore the impulse levels given
nonlethal injury was considered.
in Table D-11 for ideal momentum transfer were multiplied by the same
proportionality factor that held for lethal injury levels in order to
give the data shown in Table D-12.
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Probability of Death

Impulse Level
2

)
2N-s/r

(%)
1
8

18,000
28,600

31

37,300

63
86
100

45,100
49,700
60,800

TATiLE D9
RELATIONSHIP OF DEATH BY IMPACT TO IMPULSE
Relationship between impact injury and impulse level.
Based
on results for a surface burst of a one megaton nuclear
weapon and a distance to impact of ten feet (3.3 meters).
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'eok over-

Impact velocity

ur--

(miettro/..c)

j P-e-

Injury

(PHYSICAL DISPLAC1EMENT OF MAN
WITH IMPACT WITH HARD SURFACE)'
Mostly sate (whole body) .................------------Skull fracture threshold ..............................
Fractured feet and legs ................................
Skull flacture near 50V probability .....................
Lethality threshold (whole hody) .......................
probability ....................
Skull fracture near 10V0
Lethality near 50% proboblility (whole-body) ............
Lethality near 100% probability (whole-body) ...........

3-5
4-4
45-7
6-8
6-9
7-10
8-11

S

3
4
4.3
6.5
6
7
8
9.1

Rnitre In kllumi
1

.75
.65
.6
.55
52
.49
.45
.4

rn/sec
mn/sce
m/sec
m/sec
m/see
rn/sec
m/see
m/sec

tert

KTITooKT

4.5
4
3.6
3.5
3.1
3
2.8
2.6

1.8
1.r
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1

* In 3 meters of travel.

TABLE D1O
BLAST INJURIES
TENTATIVE CRITERIA FOR PRODUCTION OF INDIRECT
RISING, LONG
(FAST
WEAPONS
YIELD
WITH RANGES FOR VARIOUS
DURATION OVERPRESSURE IN AIR)
Relationship

between impact ,;elocity and injury.
refereitce [D2, p. 91.

Taken

from

r!

Injury

impulse

I

N-s

Most'y safe (whole body)
Fractured feet and legs
Lethality threshold (whole body)

psi-msec

T

41.15
58.98
82.30

283.8
406.8
567.6

TABLE DlI
IMPACT
CRITERIA FOR NONLETHAL INJURIES FROM
and impulse.,,
Relationship between nonlethal impact injury
with an
adult
male
155-pound
a
assuming
calculated
effective cross-sectional area of 8 square feet.
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Probability of
Serious Injury

Impulse

(%)

2
(N-s/m2)

1
50
90

13,000
20,000
28,000

IABL E D12
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NONLEThAL INJURIES FROM IMPACT AND IMPULSE
*

Relationship between percent injury and impulse level
based on data for ideal momentum transfer and an
assumption of proportionality between the results on
the ideal and more realistic
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impact model.

The probit equation derived from the data in Table D-12 and used
to make the damage assessment is
Probit
where J is

=

given by:

-39.1 + 4.45 logeJ

(D-16)

in N-S/m 2 .

This concludes the discussion of explosion injury to the vulnerable
resource, people.
Explosion Damage to Structures
To begin the discussion of explosion damage to structures, it is
worthwhile to raise some important considerations concerning the nature
of the interacticn between the blast wave and structures.
The following
two paragraphs are largely based on a discussion given by Kinney ([D6],
p. 25ff).
Damage to a structure from blast comes from motion ,of the structure
as imparted by forces of the blast wave.
In principle, an analytic solution for structural motion can be obtained from the equation of motion
expressing the relation between structural mass, structural acceleration,
and the unbalance between the driving force of the blast wave and the
resistance of the structure.
The driving force is a transient one,
given as the product of structure cross-section area and a blast-wave
overpressure.
The resistance of the structure depends on its mechanical
features.
However, for dynamic situations, this is seldom known precisely and indeed perhaps is not capable of being known.
Furthermore,
even if both the transient driving force of the blast wave and the dynamic resistance of the structure were known, the mathematical form of
the equation of motion is not conducive to a simple solution, but rather
calls for numerical or analogue methods.
Hence, only in simpler situations is a precise solution for structural motion in response to blast
to be obtained.
As an alternative to an exact soluticn for structural motion,
various empirical estimates of the damage potential of blast have been
used.
The most common of these is based on the peak overpressure in the
free-field blast wave.
For example, it may be stated that a peak overpressure of such and such psi causes major structural damage.
It should
be reccgnized that such a statement even if correct, can at best be only
a crude approximation.
It ignores the fact that the damage potential of
blast is a function of two individual items, the transient blast loading
plus the dynamic response of the structure; two such aspects are always
involved in assessment of damage potential.
Since the VM iust treat a large number of disparate structures
whose mechanical characteristics are probably unknown (possibly difficult or impossible to obtain), it seems prudent to use the less sophisticated approximation involving only a single parameter related to the
blast wave.
Although details of structural response could be considered
eventually, especially for large or important buildings, for now the
single level blast wave characterization given by referen, e [DlI is used.
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The damage levels for structures are given in Table D-13. These data
are for frame structures subject to a blast from an explosion equivTo obtain the probit equation for glass
alent to 500 tons of TNT.
breakage it

was assumed that the 1% level for structual damage corre-

sponds to the 90% level for glass breakage.
The probit equations for
For overall
damage to structures from explosion are thereby obtained.
structural damage the probit equation, SI, is given by:
Probit - -23.8 + 2.92 logePp

(D-17)

and for glass breakage alone the probit equation, S2, is given by:
(D-18)

Probit = -18.1 + 2.79 log.Po
2

where Pp is in N/m .
This concludes the treatment of explosion damage to vulnerable
resources.
FIRE DAMAGE
Damage to personnel and danage to property from both flash fire and
pool burning are similar enough to be treated together.
For both personnel and property, the damage criteria consist of both a thermal radiation factor and a time factor. To cause a certain leveýl of damage, say
second-degree burns to bare skin, a thermal radiation level must be exceeded and the radiation must persist for a specified time.
In general,
as the radiation level becomes higher, the time required to cause a certain level of damage becomes smaller.
Both the flash fire and pool burning models were designed so that
the ouput from Phase I is both a radiation level and a duration (time).
For the flash fire, since radiation level changes rapidly with time, an
effective radiat in level and time are given.
Essentially, an equivalent
square time pulse of radiation is substituted for the actual time-varying
radiation pulse.

For damage to structures, the basic concern is whether ignition
occurs.
Since surface treatment, geometrical position, and other factors
play such an important role in the determination of ignition, the problem
is simplified by considering only the ignition of wood.
In a classic
paper (D71 Lawson and Simms developed two empirical relations for the
ignition of wood.
These investigators experimentally determined the intensity of
radiation required to ignite wood spontaneously both with and without
a pilot flame one-half inch from the surface of the material.
The
expression relating time for ignition, t, to the critical ignition intensity, 1, is the following:

[D71 Lawson, D.I., and DAL. Simms.
The ignition of wood by radiation.
Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 3:288-292, 1952.
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Peak Overpressure
Target

(N/my)

Damage Level

psi

Threshold Glass Breakage (1%)

0.25

1,700

Threshold Structure Damage
(1%)

0.90

6,200

50% Structural Damage

3.00

20,700

Total Damage (99%)

5.00

34,500

Frame Structure

TABLE D13
DAMAGE LEVELS FOR SELECTED TARGETS
Relationship between structural damage and peak

overpressure.

Based on data (niI for frame structures

exposed to a blast from an explosion of 500 tons TNT
equivalent yield.
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(I

-

Ip) t~b = 0.025 x 106 (Kps + 68 x 10")

(D-19)

where
I a thermal radiation intensity (cal/cu?/sec)
kp = critical intensity for pilot ignition (cal/cm2 1/ec)
K

thermal conductivity (cal/cm2 /sec/*C)

-

p - density (g/cm3 )
s

=

specific heat of the material (cal/g/*C)

t

-

time to ignition (sec)

The corresponding expression for spontaneous ignition was found to be
(I - I ) t"4 = 0.05 x 106 (Kps + 35 x 10-6)
p

(D-20)

where
Is

critical intensity for spontaneous ignition (cal/cm2 /sec)

-

Values 1A Ip and 1. for various types of wood are given in reference

(D7].

Pilot ignition implies the presence of an open flame near the
irradiated wood, while spontaneous ignition implies the absence of a
nearby flame.
In the context of the VM, the flash fire provides a flame
nearby the irradiated wood, while pool burning, as a general rule, does
not. Thus equation (D-19) was Lnosen to provide a basis for an ignition
criteria in the case of flash fire, while equation (D-20) was used for
The product of constants Kps was chosen to be
the case of pool burning.
the average of those materials tested by Lawson and Simms; likewise the
critical intensities, I1 and I., were taken to be the average for those
materials tested,
These average values are given by:

2I

Ip = 0.32 cal/cm2 /sec

-

13,400 Joules/m /uec

(D-21)

0.61 cal/cm /sec

-

25,400 Jouledl,,,' /sec

(D-22)

is

-

Kps . 5 x 10-6 cal

2

(D-23)

/cms/(C)'ý/sec

For these average values, equation (D-19)
(I - 1.34 x

10

J/m 2 /s)

(I - 2.54 x

104

J/m

and (D-20) become respectively,

- 8050 j/m2/g Y

(D-24)

t4)' - 6730 J/m2/sVs

(D-25)

tL

and
2

/s)
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From these equations the following criteria for ignition of structures
are obtained.
For ignition from flash fire:
1. The vapor concentration at grid cell center must be between the
limits of flammability for the spilled substance (this to assure the
presence of a pilot flame).
2. The radiation intensity, Ir,

I

1.34 x 104

-

must exceed the value

Joules

. The effective duration of the radiation, teff, must exceed the
value given by:

-

10'
3/2

7[.22 x

-

s

I) P-

(D-26)

i.e.,

If

teff

If

teff < tp

>

tp

then there is

ignition of structures

then there is no ignition of structures

For ignition from pool burning:
1. For every grid cell look up the radiation intensity,
the cell center.
2.

Itr at

The radiation intensity at the cell center must exceed the

valuE,
is

a

2.54 x

W

Joules

Ir

- s

3. The duration of the pool burning, tb, must exceed the time given
by,
ts "

"
I•
6.10 x 101
r 6I•
(Ir

4.

i

If

tb

If

tb < ts

t.

-

Is)

then there is

(D-27)
ignition of structures

then there Is no ignition of structures

where in both cases,
Ir

-

radiation incensity at the cell center
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If these ignition criteria are satisfied at the cell center (.:a, fire
or pool burning), one-fourth of the structures in the cell 're aasured
31oE
to ignite.
This assumption was made to account for the fact t!:dL
structures will be shielded from thermal radiation by other:.
As with inanimate objects, burn damage to people depends on A conbination of radiation level and duration.
The relation between level
and duration has been the subject of con3iderable attention from the
nuclear weapon effects community.
In Table D-14, taken fro,, r:eference
[D31,
the radiation level required to cause certain damage is given.
The thermal radiation is the thermal radiation intensity integrated over
time and is parameterized, not by pulse duration, but by weapon yield.
For our purposes, we require a thermal radiation intensity level and an
effective duration.
A standard

reference

[D8] provides a formula to calculate the

effective duration of the thermal pulse of a nuclear weapon from a knowledge of the yield.
By calculating the thermal pulse duration and
dividing into the integrated radiation values displayed in Table D-14,
the desired data are obtained.
Table D-15 gives the critical
rediation
intensity levels required to cause various levels of damage, for various
sizes of weapons.
The effective time durations given at the bottom
margin of the table are the calculated time durations of the thermal
pulse for the weapon size indicated.
From the data in Table D-15, it may be deduced that the effects of
thermal radiation are generally proportional to LYI3, where t is the
time and I is the radiation intensity.
For the 20KT, 1IT, and 20MT
bomb data, the critical
levels of radiation iptensity were converted to
MKS units and the dosage, in the quantity tl1 3 , was calculated.
The
results
thus obtiined for lethal
levels are presented in Table D-16.
From these data the probit equation, Fl, for death from burns in a flash
fire
is calculated:
Probit - -14.9 + 2.56 x loge(tIl/3 x 10-")
where

t

is

in

seconds and I

is

in

(D-28)

Joules/&/sec.

For nonlethal burns, we are interested only in the threshold.
Averaging the three values given in Table D-15 for first-degree burns,
the criterion
obtained by a curve fit
is:
tl'1s

- 550,000

where I if in Joules/m2 /sec and t is in seconds.
A power law of 1.15
fits
this data better than the 4/3 power found for the lethal
levels.
If the value teff! 1 '15 exceeds 5.5 x l0s then first-degree burns are
presumed to occur in those cells
where the vapor concentration is within
flammable limits at tCle cell center.
Burn deaths from pool burning are
assessed by probit equation (D-28) except that actual burning time arnd
radiation level are ,ised instead of effective values as in the case of
flash fire.
(D8] Glasstone,
USAEC,

S.,

ed.

The eifects of nuclear weapons,

April 1962.
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357

ff.,

Thermal radiation in cal/cm 2

Critical event

for indicated explosive yield
20 kt
First

degree burn

Second degree

burn

100 kt

I Mt

10 Mt

20 Mt

3

2.5
4.5

6.5

5

4

9

10

Lightly clothed (summer)
Few if any injuries

2. 5

Significant injury
threshold

4

4.5

6

8. 5

5

6.0

8

10.0

11

Near 50 per cent 9

11.0

14

18.0

20

Near 100 per
cent

24

31

40

43

4

3

9.5

Lethality
Threshold

20

Burns due to hot debris
ane hot,

No biological criteria available,

dust-laden air.

but probably a serious, prcblcm
for large-yield explosions.

TABLE D14
TENTATIVE BIOMEDICAL CRITERIA FOR THERMAL RADIATION
Relationship between biological damage and thermal
radiation.
This data (D3] is for thermal pulses from
nuclear weapons; thermal radiation the time integral
of the radiation intensity,
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_0

KT

1st degree burn

1.75

2nd degree burn

3.14

Slightly clothed
(summer) few if any
injuries

1.75

100 KT

1

MT

10

MT

.297
1.56

.643

20 MT

.0886
.281

.297

.221

.0886

Significant injury
threshold

2.80

1.405

.594

.266

.210

Threshold

3.50

1.875

.792

.312

.243

Near 50%

6.30

3.44

1.385

.563

.442

Lethality

LNear

100%

Effective Time
Duration(s)

14.0
1.43

.5
3.20

3.07
10.1

1.25
32.0

TABLE DIS
CRITICAL RADIATION INKENSITY LEVELS AND DURATIONS REQUIRED
FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF INJURY
cal
(Thermal radiation intensity in -m---_
Relationship between thermal injury and the radiation intensity
and duration.
Based on the data given in Table D14.
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.952

Portlonld

Dration

Porile

Duration

M

(sec)

Radiation Intensity

Dosage

2

Dosage

(cal/cm /sec)

(Joules/m sec)

tl

1
1
1

1.43
10.1
45.2

3.50
.792
.243

146,000
33,100
10,200

1099 x 104
1073 x 104
1000 x 104

50
50
50

1.43
10.1
45.2

6.30
1.385
.442

263,600
57,950
18,500

2417 x 104
2264 x 104
2210 x 104

99
99
99

1.43
10.1
45.2

14.0
3.07
.952

586,000
128,000
39,800

7008 x 104
6546 x 104
6149 x 104

TABLE D16
RELATIONSHIP OF DEATH FROM RADIATION BURNS Tro RADIATION
LEVEL AND DURATION

Based on data in Table DIS.
20KT,

The ; -uencr of dcta is

1MT, and 20MT weapons.
The do -e
for the radiation intensity

25

II

255

for

h r heen caKL iated
2
c,'1,l-/'
/sec.

APPENDIX E
INHALATION TOXICOLOGY OF CHLORINE AND AMMONIA

Emphasis has been placed on human inhalation toxicology of chlorine
and ammonia since these are clearly the most significant toxic hazards of
the five substances of immediate concern in the VM.
A full treatment
would consider also:
e

Human inhalation toxicology of LNG,
combustion products

*

Human ingestion toxicology of all five materials

e

Effects on other land fauna,

a

Effects on aquatic biota

*

Impairment of beneficial water uses in

methanol,

gasoline,

and

and on flora

general.

Some data and comments on these are summarized at the end of this section.
General
The Vulnerability Model translates concentration/time histories or
cumulative dcses into percent response of an exposed population in each
grid cell.
These are then converted into estimated numbers of casualties
by using population numbers in each cell.
The basic response data are for
un~protected healthy adults in the open.
The question of high risk populations - very young, very old, sick - is dealt with in a later section.
Reduction of hazard by physical pratection, e.g., in clsel
buildings with
recirculated air, is not a toxicological problem but a ma-•ter of applying
a proportionality factor to calculated open-air exposutea.
Levels of Response
Response to increasing exposure ranges from threshold odor and irritation to death.
Sublethal effects must be considered.
The most drastic
of these may involve permanent or long-term impairment, but transient effects
are likely to be more important.
They may cause temporary incapacitation
and even if there is no actual harm, harm may be imagined.
The number of
people exposed to "threshold" effects is likely to be many more than those
experiencing dangerous exposure.
Examination of the toxicological effects of chlorine and ammonia suggests three basic levels for consideration:
(1) odor, (2) respiratory and
eye irritation, and (3) death.
These correspond to three levels of public
receptor response:
awareness of abnormal environment, possibly eliciting
complaint; actual harassment and temporary incapacitation, leading to complaint and perhaps some real harm; and death.
The toxicological properties
of chlorine and ammonia are such that long-term impairment is likely to be
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significant only in aggravation of pre-existing conditions such as chronic
respiratory disease. This does not mean that there will be no long-term
effects, but that they will be minor relative to the total consequences:
see the following section.
Long-Term Effects
The question of permanent harm was considered, with particular reference to chlorine.
Should we include this category of effect, between the
categories of temporary hospitalization and death? A search of the literature relating particularly to World War I and to major accidental spills,
and discussion with two eminently qualified toxicologists [El, E21, substantiated the view that the relative importance of this category was low
;nough to justify ignoring it:
i.e., the percentage of permanent casualties
would be very small.
The most recent paper seen was Weill et al. (E3].
They say that their
data for subjects seven years after an accidental exposure to chlorine "are
consistent with the prevailing clinical view that significant permanent lung
damage does not result from acute exposure to chlorine gas." Reports referenced in their paper support this finding: for example, "no evidence that
chlorine intoxication produced residual pulmonary disease" in the 33 most
severely affected victims of a major accident; a large survey of industrial
exposures did not find "any evidence of permanent damage to the respiratory
tract"; another study including war casualties found that "permanent pulmonary injury was rare." The common belief in extensive permanent disability is apparently based on World War I gas casualties, but Vedder, in
The Medical Aspects of Chemical Warfare [E4], presents the view that a
strong bias is introduced by the incentive of permanent pensionable status,
and says that "very few individuals have any pathological basis far symptoms more than a year after even the most severe gassing" and most recoveries are very much earlier.
There are a few reports of effects other than pulmonary, more than a
year after exposure: these include cardiac irregularity and anxiety reactions, but the percentage vs. total casualties is low.
Our conclusion is that the incidenLe of permanent effects is certainly
low and probably negligible in the context of the VM study; this is more
evidently true for pulmonary effects than for other effects which have
received less attention.
This conclusion applies here only to chlorine and
to ammonia, the effects of which arc essentially acute and short-term.

[Ell Kramer, C. G. Personal communication, 1974.
1E2] Wands, Ralph M. Personal communication, 1974.
[E3] Weill, H., G.M. Schwarz, and M. Ziskind. Late evaluation of pulmonary
function after acute exposure to chlorine gas. Am. Rev. Resp. Dis.
99:374-379, 1969.
(E4] Vedder, E.B. The Medical Aspects of Chemical Warfare.
Williams and
Wilkins Co. , Baltimore. 1925.
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The Significance of Concentration and Dosage
In inhalation toxicology the following variables are important:
Usual Units
-3
mg m
or ppm

Concentration of toxic gas
(a) Peak
(b) Average
Time of exposure

min

Breathing rate ("respiratory
minute volume")

liter

Retention of inhaled material

Symbols
C

t

min

%
-3
mg min m

Dosage
Dosage lethal for 50% of
those exposed

Ct
LCt

50

Note the special usage of the term. "dosage" for the product of concentration
and time.
It is riot to be confused with "dose", which is the amount actually
retained and depends on the breathing rate and percent retention.
Dosage is
the same for all subjects exposed to the same cloud, no matter whether they

breathe fast or slow, or put on gas masks.
In the VM development we are concerned with both concentration and
dosage.
For example, men exposed to a concentration of 150 ppm of ammonia
lacrimace immediately and continue to do so until removed to clean air, but
do not risk other effects.
Exposed to 15 ppm of chlorine they similarly
experience immediate harassment, but in this case there Is also a cumulativ;e effect and after an hour or so at this concentration it is likely that
some will die:
i.e.,
we are concerned with the dosage (concentration times
time) as well as the level of concentration.
At a higher concentration,
deaths occur after shorter exposure.
Haber's law, Ct - k, is widely applicable to toxic gases but unfortunately not to chlorine over a wide rarge of
concentration.
The reason is that chlorine attacks by two mechanisms:
immediate respiratory spasm from intense irritation, and delayed (ca. 24
hours) effects from oxidative and other destructive effects on lung tissue:
the first
effect is a function of concentration and the second of dosage.
Hence, as concentration increases the acute effect tecomes more important
and progressively dominateE the other:
that is to say, the 50% lethal
dosage (LCt 50 ) decreases.
ýij~h Risk Populations
There is no doubt that dose response estimates based on healthy adults
will underestimate the sensitivity of certain sectors of the population,
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notably the very young, old and sick.
Kramer [E5] has commented on this in
:elation to chlorine, and it is interesting to note that the one death among
100 treated casualties in the 1961 Louisiana chlorine spill
was an 11-month
old infant [E6].
(Older siblings who were similarly exposed did not die.)
The problem in attempting to assign appropriate factors is that there are
virtually no sound data.
Such indications as we have, come from accidents
like the one just mentioned, in which there are of course no measurements
of the degree of exposure.
And extrapolation from animal experiments, always
a questionable matter, is even less trustworthy in modeling groups such as
human infants or advanced emphysema patients.
The problem was discussed with Kramer (see footnote (Ell) who confirmed
the absence of data but said that in-plant experience was that subjects with
well-established bronchitis/emphysema are "much more sensitive" to chlorine.
He remarked that the 7-8 ppm region of chlorine concentration is a critical
one in which exposure may be tolerated with lasting harm, especially in
susceptible subjects:
i.e.,
the concentration is nct above the level of
tolerance, but after some time the cumulative dosage (and the retaiaed dose)
may hospitalize the subjects with pulmonary edema, etc.
We suggest that high risk populations be defined as (a) infants,
(b) those over 70 years, and (c) others with advanced pulmonary/cardiovascular disease (as defined by some acceptable medical criterion, not yet
established).
These groups should be aggregated.
A proposed scaling, which
we have applied to specific concentrations and exposure times for chlorine
and ammonia, is:
Deaths,
Genera,.
Population

Level of Effect

%
High Risk
Population

Severe harrassment with some risk

0

25

Lethal

3

50

Lethal

50

100

We recognize that these are guesses and probably on the high side, but it
seems better to be pessimistic about the effects than to ignore an augmenting
factor which certainly exists and may be substantial.
Estimating Dose Response Relationships

for the VM

Most of the published work with toxic vapors is directed towards establishing response levels rather than dose response regression equations:
e.g., odor and irritation thresholds, maximum acceptable concentrations, and
exposures that are "dangerous" or "lethal".
Experiments are often reported
this way:
e.g., in an ammonia inhalation experiment, volunteers were "all

[E5]
[E6]

Chlorine. J. Occup. Med. 9:193-196, 1967.
Kramer, C.G.
Joyner, R.E., and E.G. Durel. Accidental liquid chlorine spill in a
rural community. J. Occup. Med. 4:152-154, 1962.
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of the opinion that no person would remain in such an atmosphere..." There
are limited data on volunteers exposed to controlled concentrations to
determine odor and irritation thresholds, but none, of course, on Aangerous
and lethal exposures.
Available data for humans are therefore estimates,
based on extrapolations and accidents, plus the few low-level laboratory
data.
The need In the VM is for dose response models which can translate
exposure into percent effects in the exposed population. Our approach to
estimating data which are experimentally unavailable is as follows:
Dose response data for lethality of chlorine were taken from four
experiments with mice [E7], two with rats [E81, and one with dogs (E9].
These are plotted on Figure El. Dose response data for nose and throat
irritation by ammonia in man are also plotted (EIO].
It is the slopes that
interest us, because we want to use these data to help us estimate percent
response at various dosage levels from estimates at one particular level,
and it will be seen that the chlorine dose-response lines have similar
slopes and the ammonia slopes are not greatly different.
(Dose units are
not shown and the lines are arbitrarily placed with respect to the dose
axis, because we are not interested in, for example, the actual dose which
kills a mouse; it is the slope we are using.)
Slopes were averaged and
composite lines for chlorine lethali~y and ammonia irritation were drawn,
passing for convenience through the intersect of 50% response and unit dose.
The relative doses for 90% response, vs. unit dose and 50% response, are
1.54 for chlorine and 1.78 for ammonia.
These figures differ by only 0.12
or 7% from their average of 1.66. The similarity of dose response for different subjects, concentrations and effects suggests that we may justifiably
use the composite chlorine lethality line, for example, to estimate dosages
for various lethality rates in man from a published estimate of the 50%
lethal dosage.
This proves to be aot inconsistent with the estimates of "dangerous"
and "lethal" exposures to chlorine in the Narional Academy of Sciences
Guide for Short-Term Exposure (Ell]:
Dangerous exposure is given as 14 to 21 ppm, 1'2 to 1 hour.
The corresponding dosage - 14 + 21
0.5 + 1 - 13 ppm-hr
2

x

-2

Lethal exposure is given as 34 to 51 ppm, 1 to 1-1/2 hour.
The corresponding dosage - 34 + 51
1 + 1.5 - 53 ppm-hr
2
x
2

[E7] Weedoxi, R. F., et al. Toxicity of ammonia, chlorine, hydrogen cyanide,
hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide. Contr. Boyce Thompson Inst. II,
p. 365ff., 1940.
[E8] Silver, S.D., and F.P. McGrath. Chlorine median lethal concentration
for mice. DATR 351, Edgewood Arsenal, Md., May 9, 1942.
[E9] Silver, S.D. et al.
Chlorine median lethal concentration for mice.
DATR 373, Edgewood Arsenal, Md., July 17, 1942.
(ElO] American Conferince of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. Documentation
of threshold limit values for substances in workroom air, 3rd ed.
ACGIH, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1971.
[Ell] National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council, Committee
on Toxicology. Guides for short-term exposures of the public to air
pollutants. VIII: Guide for chlorine. NAS-NRC, Washington, March 1973.
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If we assume that "dangerous" means 5/100 dead and "lethal" means 90/100
dead, we get the chlo:ine lethality line of Figure El (the line at the
extreme left) which agrees very tolerably with the animal data.
Notes on Toxicology
Some notes are collected here which are relevant to chlorine and ammonia in the context of the VM. Data are from the NAS-NRC reports (see
footnote (Ell] and) [EZI].
Chlorine
TLV

(Threshold Limit Value - this is the upper limit for regular
and indefinitely continued occupational exposure established
by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists: ACGIH, 1971.)
1 ppm time-weighted average for 8-hr working day
3 ppm permissible excursion for 15 min.

STPL (Short Term Public Exposure Limit
no health hazard.)

-

mild odor, minimal irritation,

1 ppm for 10 mini.
0.5 ppm for 30 min.
0.5 ppm for 60 min.

PEL

(Public Emergency Limit - strong odor, some irritation; these
are ceilings, not averages.)
3 ppm for 10 min.
2 ppm for 30 min.
2 ppm for 60 min.

EEL

(Emergency Exposure Limit - proposed by Zielhuis [E131, for
chlorine in manufacturing areas, transport and storage.)
7 ppm for 5

min.

5 ppm for 15 min.
4 ppm foi 30 min.
3 ppm for 60 min.

[El2)

National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council, Committee
on Toxicology. Guides for short-term exposure of Lhe public to air
pollutants. IV: Guide for ammonia. NAS-NRC, Washington, November 1972.
[E]31 Zielhuis, R.L.
Tentative emergeticy exposure limits for sulfur dioxide,
sulfuric acid, chlorine, and phosgene. Ann. Occup. Hyg.
13:171-176,
1.970.
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Ammonia
25 ppm

ThV

Occupational ceiling (recommended)
Odor

50 ppm

Reported threshold 5 ppm to 50 ppm:
lower value is
probably correct for near 100% detection, upper limit for
100% in all circumstances.

100-500 ppm

Irritant but tolerable.
100 ppm for 8-hour working
day causes irritation but no adverse effect.
This
is the generally accepted threshold of tolerance
and in one experiment all agreed 140-200 ppm was
not willingly tolerable; however, in another experiment volunteerb inhaled 500 ppm/30 min.

400-700 ppm

Strongly irritant,
but infrequent brief (I hour)
exposure has no serious effect.

2000-3000 ppm

Convulsive coughing, very irritant,
no permissible minimal time.

Over 2500 ppm
(2500-6500)

may be fatal;

Dangerous in 1/2 hour.

5000-10,000 ppm

Rapidly fatal.

Long industrial experience indicates no permanent injury from lifetime
working exposure below the level of intolerable acute effects.
STPL
20 ppm for 10 min.
10 ppm for 30 win,
10 ppm for 60 min.

(Note however that odor is objectionable
to many, who may complain at any exposure,
however brief, above their threshold of
olfactory perception.)

PEL

100 ppm for 10 min.
75 ppm for 30 min.

50 ppm for 60 min.
rnrerpretation of Data and Selcction of Levels of Exposure/Effect
There are two problems:
*

Estimates of hazardous/lethal exposures for man are necessarily
guesstimates, based on animal experiments, non-hazardous exposures
on man, and non-quantitative accidents.
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With these highly irritant gases the immediate effect of concentration contributes largely and may dominate the cumulative effect
of dosage. Hence one cannot, for example, use a constant value
the 50% lethal dasage outside a limited time (or concentration)
range.

*

The following dosage-response estimates were used.
Chlorine
Concentration

Time

Effect

3 ppm

Any

7 ppm

1 hour
or more

No risk, but public complaints with some
harassment (NAS Public Exposure Limit
for 10 min. is 3 ppm)
Strong to intolerable irritation, with
some risk to highly susceptible subjects only

20 ppm

Several
hours

50% lethal (our estimate,
following 1 hour figure)

33 ppm

ca. 1
hour

50% lethal (based on the figures in the
NAS-NRC report referred to in footnote
[Ell)

60 ppm

ca. 10
minutes

50% lethal (our estimate)

Time

Effect

20 ppm

Any

Odor detected by majority of population

100 ppm

Any

Irritation and complaint

500 ppm

Any

Strong to intolerable irritation, with
risk to high susceptible individuals

based on the

Ammonia
Concentration

2500 ppm to
5000 ppm
Above 5000 ppm

Fatalities mostly from a few in the
first 5 minutes to 90% to 100% after 1
hour, depending on concentration
100% fatal.
Heavy casualties in 5-10
minutes, and shorter exposures are
unlikely in practice (Neither short time
of cloud passage nor effort to escape is
likely to reduce casualties much below
100% at these concentrations)

Dose resaonse figures for irritation in man are available but seem of
doubtful value:
(1) the levels for odor/irritation are for majority of
exposed population and there is not much benefit in estimating 25%, 50% etc.
intolerably irritated; (2) the estimated effect at 2500-5000 ppm in fact
corresponds roughly with slope estimates; (3) the heavy casualtj level is
not subject to reduction, for reasons given above in the table.
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A Note on Medical Treatment
It has been suggested that a craplete VM could take account of madical
treatment.
This does not appear ne essary for the particular cases of
inhalation effects of chlorine and am•onia, though it certainly will be in
other areas.
The reason is that the consequencto of exposure are largely
determined during the exposure and not too much can be done except for
For cther patients, rest (perhaps with
shock, coma, and respiratory arrest.
sedation) and oxygen are helpful.
For chLorine especiala.y, intermittent
positive pressure oxygen has been recommended; also, cough suppressants and
bronchodilators.
But it seems, on the whole, that if a patient is going to
die or be hospitalized, his fate is pretty well settled at the termination
of exposure.
Medical treatment will do some good and medical ethics demand
utmost effort -- but in terms of VM casualty estimates, the difference is
likely to be insignificant.
Note incidentally that references here to lethality are not limited to
death during the specified exposure but include later death, usually quite
early (though there may be a small proportion after several weeks).
Notes on Other Topics
Human Toxicity by Inhalation of LNG, Methanol,

and Gasoline

The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
(see footnote [ElO) classes methane and related aliphatic hydrocarbons among the "simple asphyxiant, non-toxic" gases.
(Pentane
is given a TLV of 500 ppm, being slightly narcotic; however, the
fatal concentration is estimated as 130,000 ppm.) We conclude that
LNG is non-toxic in the context of the VM.
However, consideration
should be given to the risk of asphyxiation in high concentrations of
LNG vapor.
Methanol ia given a TLV of 200 ppm by the ACGIH (see footnote
[E1O1), indicating a low level of toxic risk. It has been left aside
for immediate Ourposes but should be reconsidered to determine the
risk that high concentrations could ,esult in (a) a toxic dose, based
on known figures for toxicity by ingestion, or (b) in asphyxia.
Gasoline presents a problem, because its toxic properties
depend mainly on the aromatic hydrocarbon content, which is widely
variable.
Since the toxicity is not high, and no sound way is
apparent for estimating a representative value, it has been set aside
for the present.
Combustion products of the above substances arnd of ammonia: it
appears likely that a combustion source generating a large amount of
a toxic product such as carbon monoxide would at the same time generate
so much heat - and hence convective turbulence - as to dilute the
product below hazard level outside the fire hazard zone. This intuitive conclusion might be reexamined in any future work.
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Human Toxicity

(Ingestion)

Some toxicity figures are available, buL we have not considered
this problem because it is unlikely in the VM context that a large
number of people would be exposed to this danger.
The circumstances
in which a large number of persons would swallow the material, or
water contaminated by it,
are not easily imagined.
Nevertheless
some group of people, pcssibly uninvolved bystanders, might be
exposed to a significant danger.
Therefore further study is recommended to model the potential hazard of polluted waters, so that
controls on water usage, both commercial and recreational may be
scientifically formulated.
Effects on Other Land Fauna
r

For large animals the lethality figures for men should be good
estimates of economic damage are to be developed later.

enough if

Effects on Land Flora

The level of "irritation" in man appears to appro:imate to the
level of visible damage in more sensitive plants,

economic damage.

with some risk of

Effects on Aquatic Biota
The range is so wide, and the biota at risk in specific places
so varied, that "damage" level is not treated at present in the VM.
Impairment of Beneficial Water Uses
These seem to fall
outside the scope of the model.
For a
specific site the VM could be used to generate an "exposure history"
for specific municipal!industrial intakes, from which a "damage"

could be estimated: this might often be a simple economic estimate
of the cost of shutting down while acceptable intake limits were
exceeded.
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APPENDIX F
CASE STUDIES

This Appendix presents fourteen case studies of actual vapor cloud
fires and explosions, to provide back-up detail for the generalizaticn
highlighted in Chapter 9.
The cases illustrate three different kinds of
events:
*

Explosion of an open-air cloud.

*

Explosive rupture of a pressurized tank,

*

Fireballs without blasts.

Each kind of event poses its

followed by a fireball.

own special problems and hazards.

The fourteen cases are drawn from a larger pool of known and studied

accidents, but they include all those which were reported in sufficient
detail to be instructive.
to the picture.

The cases which were excluded would add little

Since this study was directed toward unpublished case studies, a large
number of the sources are perforce private communications; but references
to published reports are also given wherever possible.
Some of the
unpublished cases, notably Cases F.1 and F.3, will enter the literature
when investigations still
going on at this writing are completed.
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.1CYCLOHEXANE

FLIXBOROUGH,

CLOUL

EXPLOSION

ENGLAND -

On 1 June 1974,
England,

1 June 1974

the Nypro caprolactam plant near Flixborough,

suffered a rupture of a 28-inch diameter oine carrving cyclohexane

at a temperature of 145 0 C and a pressure of 120 psi.

The hot liquid poured

out through both 28-inch diameter ends and flashed

into a mixture of vapor

and mist.

and it

50 to 60 tons of cyclohexane were lost,

about 1/4 of that (15

tons)

formed a white,

in

estimated that

vapor-mist cloud about 50 feet

thick and many hundreds of feet in diameter.
30 tons in a cloud of about 100 meters

is

Another estimate indicated

radiu3 and ocrupying a volume of

at least a million cubic feet.

The wind was about 18 knots from the southwest.
the cloud into the approximate

shape shown in

and ic

t .e following figures.

cloud boundaries shown were deduced from observed carbonization,
soot formation,

distorted
The

mielting and

and from the results of jet flow calculations.

Ignition occured after a delay of approximately

54 seconds,

probably

at the reformer furnace of the hydrogen plant; and a massive explosion
resulted,
it

is

Most of the explosion appeared

to havw

been a deflagratlon,

felt that a kernel of gas ýbout 7 wieters in radius

and containing about

1.4 tons of cyclohexane detonated with the force of about
Both the fact of detonation and the size cf

but

15 tons of TNT.

tile kernel are deduced from the

degree of damage observed.

The blast was devastating.
and operating buildings in
destroyed.

main pipe racks,

caprolactam area were totally

t'4isted,

crushed or bent over into piles

,oppled

over.

were crushed

Buildings,

including two-stvrv,

intc piles of rubble.

rvitifor'red conctete

1xposed steel supports of the

pipe racks were shifted five to ten feet off their found.it'or,,
towers,

tanks

Pipe rarcks wcre blown off their foundations for their full

lengths and
buildings,

the cyclohexane

Towers were blown down,

of rubbish.

Processing units,

etc.,

appeared

to be crushed

from the top "as

vessels,
Varc

.

though sore ,:iant

hand
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had smashed them".

There were also raging fires frcm liquid spillage on

the northeast side of the area,
done by the blasts.

but most of the damage appears to have been

Damage estimates exceed S100,000,000.

Twenty-nine people were killed,

most of them in the plant control

room which was completely demolished.

Reports available at this writing do

not specify what actually killed them,

but it

or the fireball would have been sufficient.
that there was no eardrum damage,

appears that either the blast
One early,

private report said

which would imply overpressures of less

than about 6 to 12 psi and suggest fire deaths; but such a low overpressure
seems inconsistent with the observed structural damage in the area,

and the report

needs confirmation.

Damage to neighboring structures was much less severe, and less
severe than early newspaper accounts indicated.
An on-site observer reported
that there was damage to tile

roofs,

and that windows were broken in the

village of Flixborough,

about 1/2 to 3/4 mile to the west aton a hill but out
of the line of sight from the plant; but that "the damage was not what is
normally called

'severe'".

Five or six dwellings

in a row about half way

between Flixborough and the plant had heavy damage to windows,
roofs;

but their walls were all intact.

doors and tile

Window breakage was reported up to

eight miles from the plant.

The overpressure
approximately

25 -

in the center of the blast has been estimated at

30 psi by scaling from the ibserved damage patterns.

overpressure gradient was also estimated
corresponding circular

from the same observations,

The

and the

isobars are shown on one of the following figures.

The same damage patterns were used to locate the apparent epicenter of the
blast, to concltude that part of it was a detonation, and for one estimate of
the cloud size and shape.
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This accident
writing (December
report.

is

still

under

intensive investigation at this

1974); and there will ultimately be a very de-ailed

There even appears to be a movie of the initial

pipe break,

cloud

formation and explosion - made by an amateur who just happened t3 be filming
the scene.

Pending the complete,

documented

report,

all conclusions should

be tentative.

Sources:
. emica7 & En1ineerin-

10 June 74,

page 4.

2.

Testimonv of Professor Sir Fredrick 1Warner, of Crcner and Warner,
Consulting Engineers, at the court inquiry into the accident.

3.

Several private communications and confidential memos which were
shared in the interests of safety but "not for attribution because
preliminary".
still
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A CYCLOHEXANE CLOUD WHICH DID NOT IGNITE

The Flixborough disaster is

illuminated somewhat by a closely

similar spill on 11 Sep 1971 at a caprolactam plant in Pensacola,

Florida,

which however did not ignite.

As at Flixborough,
cyclohexane

under pressure and above its

large industrial comFlex.
released;

a pipe rupture released a massive amount of

In

and "a sizeable

boiling point in

this case,

amount" is

the midst of a

74,000 pounds of cyclohexane were

thought to have flashed into vapor,

with the rest mostly ending up as mist.

It formed a dense,

white cloud

estimated at over 100 feet high by reference to taller equipment and
approximately 2000 feet across at its maximum.
dead calm"

at the time of the rupture,

and it

breeze from the southwest" during the event.

The wind was "about

at a

"picked up to a very slight
The attached map ohows a

sketch of the size and shape of the cloud.

The cloud was rich enough that two trucks stalled in
lack of oxygen.

Some of it

was drawn into a power house furnace,

the scack to emit thick, black smoke.
and eventually

it

it

Amazingly,

dissipated harmlessly.

densely built,

operating areas,

pipe racks,

chemical complex,

in both directions.

give an idea of scale;

Soutce:

The area

with both open and closed

distillation towecs,

very much like the complex at Flixborough,
it

causing

the cloud never did ignite;

The attached sketch tap shows the growth of the cloud.
was a typical,

from

storage tanks,

and the like

and wit., a gridwork of rcads lacing

Only a few of the buildings are shown on the map to
there was essentially no unoccupied space in the are;i.

Private communication

from Walter R. H4oward,
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Monsanto Company.

I

1000 feet

11 Sep 1971,

Pensacola,

Fla.

Cloud height estimated at 100 ft .

Final extent of cloud
approx. 30 minutes

/
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of cloud
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over-rich air mixture.
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ETHY1.1INK CLOUID EXPLOSIONI
L.5NG
El:.I:, X.AS - 25
Feb rtarv

1971

On 25 Feb ruar':. 1971 , a 1 /2- ink-h nin
cinVIeneC
*

~~an

*source
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DAMAGE NOTES:

Blast site - Completely demolished, but personnel were found alive behind
Overpressure estimated
control panels and in other protected places.
at 15 psi, based on observed damage to equipment.
The sLiuet
Building was 150' wide by 500' long.
A - Warehouse 600 feet east.
The 14-guage sheet metal
metal roof -.as buckled inward but not fallen.
walls were buckled inward but not detached.
Brick wall stan(ýing
Windows blown in.
B - Processing building 600 feet west.
but ruined and had to be pulled down.
Sheet metal roof buckled inward
but not fallen.
About half of the windows
C - Brick administration buildin7 1800 feet west.
on the blast side were broken, none oil the far side.
there was no brick
damage and no roof damage.
D-

Shop building 1200 feet southwest.
Wire glass windows broken but notorn from their frames.
Brick wall undamaged.

E - Open structure alcohoi plant 300 feet southeast.
O'nn part undlamaged;
sheet metal wall stripped from adjacent weigh building.
F - Cooling tower 150 feet southeast.

Transite siding ripped off.

C - Open sided compressor shed 600 feet southeast.
off.

Transite roof stripped

H

-

Brick building 400 feet southeast.

'.'all OK; transite roof gone.

I

-

Processing building 100 feet east.
Steel frame bent but standing.

Brick wall smashed and all

J -

glass gone.

,arehouse 300 feet east northeast.
Sheet metal ,all3 ]argely torn "."la'V.
Sheet metal roof buckled and parts torn away.
Steel frame latrely intact.

K - Brick building 100 feet west.
mostly standing.

Source:

communication
Eastman Company.
P'rivdLe

Roof gone.

from >'r.
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Brick w,'all ba,!l'

William Lauderback,

c'e

lbroken !,ut
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PROPANE CLOUD EXPLOSION
DECATUR, ILLINOIS - 19 July 1974

At 5:03 A•M on 19 July 1974,
suffered a puncture in
Decatur, Illinois.

a railroad tank car full of propane

the yards of the Norfolk and W,.'estern Railroad in

The escaping propane formed a greyish white ground fog

reaching up to a height of 10 to 12 feet above the nearby boxcars and spreading
toward the west,
west.

south and north.

There was "very little"

spread toward the

The wind was generally from the north ( 0 2 09 at 10 knots); but local

circulation patterns were more important.

The temperature was 77*F,

and the

dewpoint was 68*F.

The cloud found an ignition source somewhere and expl:ded.
observer reported a fireball "100

A distant

to 150 yards in height and 200 to 300 yards

in length" when he looked up at the sound of the blast.
more explosions during the next ten minutes,

There were sever,-.!

apparently as

secondary pockets

of vapor found ignition sources - which were plentiful by then.

There were seven fatalities,

most of them very near the center of

the blast; and there were 152 injuries,

most of them minor glass cuts and burns

General damage profiles are sketched on the accoi7-.am::ing map.
"A" is

the area of "severe

structur-l damage";

and severe glass damage"; "C" is

"B" is "scattered structural

"scattered lighL d.-an•e'

and "D" is

anomalous area of "light stitctural and heavy glass damae
general a:ea of such damage,

apparently

and focusing of the blast waves,
700 residences had damage,
as unsafe.
a few of

Zone 'B'

the result of

well

atmospheric

an

ou'si..e tn.. e
re-at.Ltion

a not uncommon :-eature of blast -1pa..e

most of it

They were concentrated
them in

Zone

-. os.

minor; but 6,' residences wore posted

;n the norL•hes:ern

just to the v-est

of Zono "A"
'A

part of ,>onc

"A",

:

th,2er

n:! a

e'v.-

lower end of Zone "A".
A schoo,
Sthe in the southe,.ster- u: d,%d.:r',ir 7:ne
near the edge had extensive window, ceiling and partition dama.e; .nd an
unfinished gymnasium addition collapsed to the ground.
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A'
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Damage was characteristically
central blast area,

erratic and spotty.

intact railroad cars were left sitting beside completely

Cars were sometimes split open as if

destroyed cars.

Even in the

there had been an

internal explosion, with the shattered pieces of wood inside bearing no
scorch marks.

The Norfolk and W'estern Annex,

scene of several severe injuries,

was devastated in some places and practically

untouched in others,

despite the

fact that it was near the center of a large fire.

Nor was the damage anything like total even near the center of the
blast.

Aerial photos show intact freight cars all over the yard,

sevellal areas of destroyed cars.
looi. inLact

railroad yar!

The industrial bui ldings adjacent to the

in the photos, although tae'" doubtless had extensive

window and perhaps partition damage.
intact;

Trees,

shrubs and automobiles all appear

and indeed a newspaper account noted thaL a row of trees alogside the

railroad right-of-way all retained their leaves - excent
The photos are to some extent deceiving
unsafe

aerial pheLoS give little

-

Iand

-

:1l- s'no

property da.age

is

tornado damage.

cloud bhIast damage is

.eo houses w:ere leveled,

r

ij

r,, nifLc.ilio:.

iecopiv are

"This

indeed WidCdsprcad; but wý0olC sections of cities are r.o!

explosIon iS still

Oc(Ducember 1974).

It

un:der active invstig;ation at this writing

tb o: o0:1 of the -,ost 0ioroughlv, investigated
Lrr•,.tses

and doc1c-nted events in the rec:,rd,

a-d it

especially

L)C inv(.5tiga L ions are completed.

in

the

'.b[iles

-

.

1LeZ

will rcwar.1

additional browsing

soc rc-s
l'rivatc co.:-:.nflic;ILio:s
c

vr ci i pin•)ý:
p.-i!)

tro;•

r','ie.:,cd

per~o:2.n,,l
at
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indeed killed,

and repairs are made relatively quick]v.

wiped out,

I.

and the

hint of any damage aL all except in a few cases (for

".d u;

)

for one 25-foot swath.

after all thert were 67 houses posted

the point remains that non-detonative ý,,

-but

by no means siMilar to, say,

example

as well as

at

:NY3i•.

C.Ils .1 ; C,:r

cr.ation

-

-7
Ba
7

7

.y

/

2000 feet

BLAST DAMIAGE MAP
A
B

-

DECATUR EXPLOSION

lnnermosfý zone - Severe structurpl dar'.iee.
Second zone -Scattered
structural darnagQ (COSMOtiz)

;ind sc.eraŽ
glass damage.
C- lliird zone -scaitterecd
light dam,,pc.
D - Hatched 7one - ig~ht st r'ICura I (anar~e :III-heivv ri I ss J
- DOtSResidences so danaged IS to he .1Ur~life"
-
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VINYL CHLORIDE MONOMER CLOUD FXPI.OSION
CLIRNX, TEXAS - 29 June 1974

F.4

At 7:45 PX on 29 June 1974,
Texas,

about ten miles from th,

I-

a freight, train derailecd at (.litraX,
!" Nac o:yg.10c cC.-,..

city

A 32,1 37 R.aloo Lank

car of vinyl chloride monomer was punctured in tic
hole

about

4

x4 feet in one end.

,er.i•i½-nt,

tearing a

The escaping vinyl chlorlimo vanor traveled

about 1600 feet with a slight southwest breeze LO the derailed 1okI,,mtive
units where the vapor was ignited.

"rihe resultinc

blast appears

the locuMotiVe,

destroyed several cars,

and completely sti

ipntod

.w. rc pulled

"L':
i lt!e 1
track were flattened z.',
theorized

that th.

exploding

Diesel

ir'r

r w is e

tJ have

h

there was

in
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.. a;'.
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PROPYLENE CLOUD EXPLOSION
EAST ST. LOUIS, ILLINOIS - 22 Januarv

At 6:20 AIM on 22 Januarv

1972,

(93-94% propylene and 5-6% propaiie)

1972.

a large clotud of vaporized LPG

from a nunctljred Lan" car exploded in

the Alton and Southern Railroad Company's Gateway Yard in 5iast St.
Illinois,

Louis,

injuring more than 230 persons and doing more then $7.5 mLllion

dollars worth ,f damage.
hospitalized,

There were no deaths,

hut 19 persons were

The injuries were mostly from lacerations.

The spill occured when an I.?G tank car containing 28,289 gallons
of LPG was struck and punctu,
free in the railroad yard.

I by the coupler of anothci

The punctured car, with four otLher cars,

approximately 1300 feet at a speed ot approximatcl'
LPG as it

went,

until

it

car while rolling

15 MPH,

finally came to rest as :ho.w'•n

rolled

spewing liquid

-,ohe f,)[1:1

•.;Ig

ig

The LPG vaporized into a visible cloud which triveled t.) the position sho.'.n
and covered an area of about 5 acres when It was i

bya source in .n
')te,

unoccupied caboose.

Flames first spread out horizcntally.
upward,
of

and then a large fireball fliired upward

then an orani'e f;!ice spread
W'ItLh

exr.ioive

force,
z

.'! .ost

im
eg'
ely the reafrer, a second, -ore severe, oxplo-i Otn Dcc,1rd.
Th'me force
the explosioi danaged buildicngs atnd a ri:,-nber of f-';iht
c.trs .r, thQ area of

the caboose.

Some

of the rails,

)f

nd the

the cars caught fire.

Heat fro:n. the firus daragud some

force of the exp losi,:ns wr.,:ocY S :.-

targets around s-Xitch s Lands.

%,f

1"he office buil-litg of teho ,'r(:

th;.
.n:d

tower were damaged and sorme marnhole co.'.ers in the d1'.-lfWLs'

scvsLt.'.

Approxirmately 870 to 1000 homes .nd( buildings

out

The accor;.'-i
commun'ity,

inv dnd:-.;',e r'-.ap s ;o'.Is tc

dr.;telret'e

patteri of tl

ranging fro,. bro'ken '41.1ass i

In Areas 1 a:cd 5.
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r.

. t

.

.0.ps.we

sw t Ch
:h
its roof
c:c. dis;1lodged,

in 1.)e

city.

In tL.e sUrrOutd£rg
"

.

Prof.

Roger Strehlow has analyzed

the apparent yield of the
Lhat the

explosion (from the given distance/damage data) and concluded
explosive energy release was equivalent
.nounds of TNT.
available if
detonated.

This is

to thr-

from about 2000 to 5O00

about 0.1 to 0.3 percent of the pote.itial energy

all the propylene had mixed stoichiometrlcally with air and
Prof.

Screhlow has also concluded chat one or more gas detonations

probably occured inside empty boxcars where the confinement was apparently
sufficient

Sources:
1.
2.
3.

to permit a deflagration-to-deconation

transition.

Private comm-unicatlon from Prof. Strehlow.
NTSB Railroad Accident Report NTSB-RAR-73-1.
;,e , 7r:'
Roger A. Strehlow, "Eqzu-,'-'aZe):t Y,,ýZd c'
e- a, Ya r ,-', E t . L,,;, - -, ;I,I` :."r ý ,
an.d So u thez. O-•Ga
:972.", University of Illinois Report AA,\
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TR 73-3,

:',

June 1973.
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PROPANE CLOUD DETONATION
FRANKLIN COUNTY, MISSOURI

9

-

Dezember 1970.

At 10:20 PM on 9 Decemnber
propane under pressure
County,

Missouri,

ru,..red

abcu:

white

seven miles south of
in

and there was

gallons/

of propane was

detonated,
at all

gunerating

points in

At
burned,

cvergreens

center of

The

a11 'irleti'
all,
tr•.

co)ncretc

',as

.,'vre

trccs

rooted aid

.

r.-i'-.e

rc.

.;

ceG:

',h1,,,.k ,

oblite -,tcd;

Ilc

i be.

(-"att
.:r
'
tle
rt if

1re,:
-t

1a

t•e

-ri..a
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simultaneously

followed

._:

the blast,

to west

f

across

high .
!e.

The

I:J fir:ebrands,

,,
,,Ix

rtchsticks,
many

rass had been burned
pointed

.as

roward

ia:inera"e,

'L O

,';

n'e.Ir

tDO

h i..t.

lClte

!;lrC..-tVO

:',Other

black.

the

and debris

--iarrcd
,

"

lie

t.he opec -astareland,

S,......

LIi..

.

"ignited

the are:IL;

.
an

];'cLe!

.-.

pro',.,:le-air mixture

. .ro t east

.mmpcd

:-r'.iei.t
.a .

'.i.,c

t'..o-sU:•.re:;.',

thi;;

:,urL

... 's

£,.'nc

of ground.

On Lhe countryside.

large C:.a
,

iir tc form a

K• ad : ¾.- s of
v:"

o•-ou::..

hr.u'Cive

ai.d Prk.n

.is"

the

feet

the

(31,752

for a calculated

"rrtmediatelv

'.

fe'l

Lro

the vallev,

Xnd stre,..'n ove-r

ropane

r.ixeý! with

,-A in

ire pa.sc2

of

a heavy

the temperature

the ci•u!

fire

tire

rubble and debris

the be, tom ,'-

b Iac•.cled

"Te uprooted

colu :'. of

the pilar

beanchies,

To T.'e cy,
c

Propane,

inversion with a very stable

ru..ti:ru,

e r, irc e are a,

LiC tC'er:na]
a'nd

vapor,

0hI

A hu.e hal

,ushrov'ed

the noisC,

broken boards,

afLtr

a doubeI beoom.

the vallev'.'

the v.a11Iey !oý ton.
bLst,

ilutLs

Franklin

the entire shallow valley

an estimated --00,000 sq,:arie

2..,
4.

10:44

we

A

creating

L -.ition occured,
This

area of

dug a 4-foot-deep,

756 barrels of

Areproxir-a-elV

released befc:e

mixture,covered

AL

'an:•-

the pipe,

temperature

volume of 1,4.3,C72 cubic feet.

flam.mable

o:

of

50 to 60 feet high,

a well-defined

air condition on the ground.

small

a rural

A breeze of 5 knots was blowing from th*Ž northeast,

:-4F,

vapor

the underside

--rater and geysered

in

carrying liquid

the town of New Haven.

fog v¾'K.ch flowed downhill and slowly filled

nearby.
was

an 8-inch pipelin-

and spilled propane

escaping from a 6-fo-c split
10-foot-diaten.v

1970,

stream

O, 10fl.eas
stoCne

,
inouSo

fir-house,

one-half mile southeast o[

rhe detonation origin,

was destroyed;

doors were broken and debris littered the

were smashed,

Higher up on the rim of the valley,
highway also took the
broken exposed

full

brunt of

the explosion.

torn

interior.

several houses along the
Glass-riddled walls,

roof beams and blown-in windows were in

exterior brick and stone walls were

the windows

evidence.

from their sidings,

Sections of

and other

adjacent frame houses were partially blown down.

Within a two-mile

radius of the blast,

major structural

damage

occurred to 14 houses; minor structural damage affected an additional 14
houses; and windows were damaged in a total of 37 dwellings.
radiu'i,

excluding th,: inner 2-mile section,

strucrtral

dama)'e;

Within a 12-nilc
12 commercial

ar.d

'IWO state policemen,
felt

which included

deotonation;
The small

on routinre

"ihI

of

map i:n.rredi.,tulv

all

St.

ahend
rein Ll.e
'Lr th

prupan,, and
w•ere a 1
t

c:

rt

25 miles

f Lm the scene,

55 miles away,

on a seis:no',raph

page shows

the

t
Lt-r'.
Ce:pl.siOn.

felt

then
the

there.

locations

tiij Lthe J-1uCer r

and

and distances

siow
ý01n
ý tu

1FCloca1,A

1he ::raph relates v.Jd ,'

fro.., the blast centot.

no hThre
r

u,

he :;'.
11nL11L

;

this

event.

.' cl,

i,:.,! '.

area w0 s Cifinly settled,

by

f Li'
-,pru.idi'; clo, ,'
- I'v'.li,' r i-'. ;:hk'n t11.
1ý1-

ra•
vpiirs;:
'.

tis

Missouri,

like a sonic boom,

Missouri,

3.5 *was rccordcd

irvei,

damage Lo distar.ce

an

louis,

followi'ng

dam.v.ýe c Ia i::,.r I'sulti',

abouit

he:ird what sounded

(i :v of

and a reading

of Vashington,

and 87 houses had broken windos.

highway patrol

Of da.~e.Le;i~t..i;~
o0

the city

had .,'indows hIcwn out,

two separaLt! concussions,

saw the fireball.

some 17 houses sustained minor

124 houses and other buildings had wirdow damage.

radius,

Luildiný;

Within a 7-mile

ses

~

"

v
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This explosion is most unusual in that it

is authoritatively

thought to have been a detonation and not just the usual deflagrative
rother than merely

Buildings were shattered and obliterated,

explosion.

Trees were uprooted and stripped of

having roof and wall panels torn off.

rather than being essentially unharmed as in

all foliage,

"The entire valley lit

cloud blast.

the usual gas

up at once" when the cloud ignited,

rather than a flame rolling from one side of the cloud to the other as in
the usual explosion report.

There was a rolling

of course.

Not all of the propane detonated,

firestorm following the blast, and a billowing fireball continued to burn
at the rupture site for the next twelve hours.
Burgess and Zabetakis
estimated
propane

(from the distance-Js-damage data)

that approximately 7.5% of the

released prior to the blast entered into the detonation with an energy

equivalent to that from A0 tons of TNT.

The circumstances

The balance burned.

that led to detonation were a bit unusual

The vapor cloud collected in a valley under a strong tem.perature
where it was restrained

inversion,

from normal dispersion and where blast waves could

be refracted back dcwn into the flammable mixture.

More importantly,

blast is

'A;: .

thought to have gr-c-.% to detonation

concrete block warehouse W•hUre
It

is

,

-

although the investicators

o.< Case Study F.1 - have recently challenged

and the Climax vinyl chloride cloud appears to have detonated (Case

Study F.4).

Tie

acter may have been initiated by the shock wave from one

of the Diesel engines,

w'iich apparently ingested VCM vapor and suffered an

internal detonation which blew off the cylinder heoid.
the East

of a

that flammable clouds will nec burn to

detonation in the open but require some confinement;
of the Flixborough explosion

:'•:,'•

the

the reaction pressure was not readily relieved.

the current general conscnsenus

that view,

too.

St.

Louis

railr,,o d yard prop':Icno

inside the confinement of a boxcar (a.

exn:c.s-.i,'n a!,-

Case Study F.5).

294

Rofer Strehlow
involveda

.helieves
d-tI

-atin

Sources:
I.

Private discussions with Dr. David Burgess,
Roger Strehlow, Univ. of Illinois.

BuMines, and Prof.

2.

BuMines RI-7752 "Detonation of a Flammable Cloud Following a
Propane Pipeline Break"
1973.

3.

NTSB Pipeline Accident Report, "Phillips Pipe Line Company
Propane Gas Explosion, Franklin County, Missouri, December 9,
NTSB-PAR-72-1.

197C",
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CRUDE O1l. VAPOR-MIST EXPLOSION
HEARNE, TEXLAS - 14 May 1972

At 12:30 A4 on 14 May
near Hearne, Texas;

1972, an 8-inch crude oil pipeline ruptured

and crude oil sprayed into thle air from a 6-inch irregular

split in the top of thle pipe.

The sparsely populated surrounding countryside

was showered with crude oil vapors and liquid.

The crude oil flowed along

a scream, passed through culverts beneath a railroad and a highwav, and
finally pooled up on a stock pond 1,800 feet away from thle rupture.

Two frame houses were located 600 feet west of the leak in a fenced
area which bordered
within 50

the stream on tile north side.

feet of thle stream;

One of Llhese housies was

thle Other Was 100 fect

filrthcr north.

A petroleum

tank-truck operation was located within 600 feet Of L'1:- stock pond on which
the crude oil had dammred itp.

crude oi'l vapors

At 5 A-M, 4-1/2 hours after thle pipe hAd spil,',
were ignited by anl unkno--n source in or near thle S!'ý:111
house adjacent tO thc crude-f iiled streaim.

igcst'.

r~

explos ion and f ire

The rvsui tatW

killed one man, seriously burned another man ano a young boy, and destro'..ed
the house.

An intense petroleum fire '.,as kindled'

burned over and under the his'.-,a'. andL
crude oil

in thle SL.,ck' pond.

CIL

ra ilrolad:

*poles

vegetation within this zone.

and all highway and railroad

tel ephone

,

were burned.

Th is
partly: because

7,91_3 barrels o,, cruelc

it

'as

oil is no: ord ina ri 1'.'

-i

-SS

tO'

ind several

ed Lilth:
hunredfee

lhe StockN 110nd, aInd killkel

traffic was, stqp~ed by. tile `irve

and pi¶ne Iinc cornm'unicaticon

rathe r skt,!h.Y

which

The highway and r;Ii Iread bridi-cs wvrL' heat;I-

damaged,

railroad,

Lthe strean,

ciil verts and!

A fire 1800 feet ] on,-

high scorched the entire area fran thle leak Site
*all

11llyI

stu.'
Las

linecs wee

oil esCapced

hAS beeta

s-api.,b
'i onr.

eI

et,;i

' lie
h :

and buirned!

:1 1~uh
d.!-!or

e

r

thought ofC as dan),'e rotislyvfI*-:a

:

c~;~

.

.Iv.eorcrd

Oil contains an approec-ible per:ent~age,en!
,vr~Kli *>t
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Preceding Page blank

crude was about 10
(7,913 barrels)

is

(by weight)

lighter than hexane.

Ten percent of 332,346 gallons

33,234 gallons of light hydrocarbons,

or about one railroad

tank car; and the spraying mode of the leak would strip it out into the air
fairly efficiently to yield a flammable cloud much like that from a gas leak.
A quiet spill onto the water of a harbor would give less 2fficient stripping
of course,

but even so the thin film of oil would yield up its light ends

content fairly quickly and lead to a dangerously

Source:

NTSB Pipeline Accident Report, "Exxon Pipe Line Comnany Crude Oil
Explosion at Hearne, Texas, May 14, 1972", NTSB-PAR-73-2.
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6.

flammable vapor cloud.

F.8

NATURAL GAS CLOUD EXPLOSION AND FIRE
HOUSTON, TEXAS - 9 September 1969

At about 3:40 PM on 9 September 1969,
pipeline in a suburb north of Houston,

Texas,

a high pressure natural gas

bur'= from accidental over-

pressuring and filled the neighborhood with a cloud of natural gas.

The

initial pressure burst produced a concussion that threw several people,
within a radius of 250 ftet,

froi' their chairs,

a noise as of jet engines so severe that it

couches or beds.

There was

was difficult to hear anything

else, and the blowing gas created a duststorm-like conditior. that obscured
visibility in the area.

Approximately 8 to 10 minutes later,
-

a resident about 200 feet

from the point of rupture heard a "crackling or sparking-type noise",
by an explosion and fire.
and face.

followed

He was knocked down and suffered burns on his arm

Five houses in a row exploded at this time,

escaping gas had entered into these buildings.
a height of 125 feet at the rupture point.

indicating that the

Fires broke Out and raged to

The heat of the fires was so

intense that huildings up to 250 feet away were completely destroyed.
thirteen houses were completely destroyed,

and 106 others were damazed,

total damage was estimated to be $500,000.00.
and those heavily damaged ,.ere

or walls.

From 600 to 900 feet,

the rupture prnt;

Between 300 and 600 feet

point, darage consisted mainly of cracked walls,
windows.

The

All of the destroyed houses

within 300 feet "f

located on the following sketch map.

In all,

frc-

they
.he

ire

rupture

blistered paint and broken

damage was due to objects

falling frorm shelves

The destruction and heavy darnage ;,as concentrated to ti-e north of

the rupture site,

apparently clue to some protecting earth mounds to the south;

but the lesser ,!inage was consistent in all directions.

Thtcrc were r',, datLh.,

partlyv dle tv, SWifL evacuation efforts h1 fore

tELL cxplosior,-fire; but nine persons ý:re injured!,

Source:

tw;o seriously.

'::Lional 'rransportation Safety Board P'ipeline A,:cident !PeporL,
"Y
ýob iI
(O l Cornnratin flI ,h-P'rossure :atiirel (;as Pipeline, Near
Houston, lexas Suptember 9. 1969".
NTS!I-PAR-7 -].
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LPG TANK CAR EXPLOSIONS
CRESCENT CITY, ILLINOIS -21

Jine

At 6;30 AM on 21 June 1970,

1970

13 railroad cars incliding nine tank

cars loaded with liquefied petroleum gas derailed in
City,

Illinois.

the town of Crescent

The force of the derailment propelled the 27th car in the

train over the derailed cars ahead,
26th car in passing,

and its counler struck the tank of the
The released nronane was itnited

puncturing that tank.

immediately by some unidentified source, possibly by sparks produced by the
tht derailing cars or by the overheated journal that caused the derailment
in the first place.
The initial ignition of the gas produced a fireball
that reached a height of several hundred feet and extended into that nart
of the town surrounding the tracks.

Several buildings were set or. fire.

The safety valves vf other tank cars T;ear the fire onerat,:d,
releasing more propane which provided more fuel

for the fire.

More heat was

directed against the elevated portion of the 27th car, which increased
pressures within that car until it
7:33 A.M.

ruptured with explosive force at about

The east end of the car, which included

the rianwaiv,

dtui

the track structure and then was hurled about 600 feet eastward,
stopped at an intersection in town.
it

came to rest.

the

a crater ir,
where it

Fire in this sect-in continued there after

Tile wesc end of the car was hurled

in a south'e-sterly

dire~tion for a total distance of about 300 feet.

ThIs section struch and

collapsed

"Two other size,1ale portions

the roof of a gasoline service station.

of the tank were hurled in a southW-¶Sterly direction and came to res'. al
points 600 feet and 750 fek C from the tan.k.

At about 9:40 1-11,

the 28 car in the t'r.iin rupt ure(l.

of the car ti'as ho rled abuout 200 fc.t
enter,:,

a hri.:k .i.n

rtme::t b i t!;.

.i icrristh'.'r
r- ss the

!h,

n',rth. .ci?

through tile air in a north'.:csterli dire, I o
and landed

in an open field.

It

ve.r ti.'L

contintued L- r;'l

traveling abotit 1600 fee,.
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of

.:in,

t;i

strel

The s-Cu"L,

end

.,,hre It

ir ;
--

r0,•S Of Sc',' r li ,,I.U'r
finnllv

"y .-. ':'

aftr

About five minutes
in

the train ruptured.

position.
tank,

later, at approximately

9:45 AM,

the 30th car

This car had been lying in a generally north-south

The north end of the car,

which included about one half of the

was propelled along the ground in a northeasterly direction

600 feet.

for about

This portion of the tank passed through and completely destroyed

two buildings and came to rest within a third.
The other end of the tank
stayed in the vicinity of the general derailment site.

A
Ac about 10:55 AM,

the 32nd car in

ruptured almost simultaneously.

r

the train and the following car

One of them ý.plit longitudinally

separate

into hurtling pieces.

where it

struck and punctured rile head of the 34th car.

The west end of the other was hurled westward

from the puncture ignited ir.;:ediately.
hurled through the air.

It

continued

permitting still

maor

Propane

released

The other and of the 33rd car was

struck the 34th car,

the protective housing of the 35th car.
car broke off,

and did not

ricocheted,

and then struck

The housing and valves of the 35th

propane to escane and ignite.

Fires

to burn aL tcl; punctured carý. for a total ef 56 hours.
In all,

damaged.

16 business establishments were dh.troved and se"en were

Twenty-five

damaged extensively.

residLnces were destroyed
Total

and a number of others were

injury and property damaie costs amounted

approximately two million dollars,

SixVy-Six persons t,!ere

injured;

to

there ."Ure

no deaths.

The key damage mechanism in this accident was the rocketing of
1burning tank cars which spread rncssive missiles If SuCel and new fireballs
up to 850 feet

from the derailment site.

This is

a char;icteristic

all accidents wherein pressure vessels are exposed Lo massive
should be included in all disastor sc(.nar ir :;,
paths; of the r,,ajor tiit'k fra::-.unts

SourcLe:

result of

fires,

lho f'ol.,1i'ng -ap

and it

shot:,; Clio

in ",his icciid•. nt

'::,ti-nwjl Transp-r tit ion S ifct'/ Board K I '.id ,,.
dt'ne
i?•:,t,rL
"l)eraii Ient o:f Io ledo , Puorn a .and '--'estt, rn P, i I ro.d Cnripatv. s TFr.ain
20 t'ith ?.ei
tant Fir,: ::,
. . [".ir
i
ros, , ('resc nt
c (it',',
Illinois, hine 21,
1c9/0'.
:1.d-RA -72-2
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],PC TANK CAR EXPLOSIONS

LAUREL,

MISSISSIPE - 25 January 1969

At 4"15 A.M on 25 January 1969,

a train carrying 15 tank cars of
liquefied petroleum gas (primarily propane) derailed in the middle of the
town ýf Laurel, Mississippi.
The derailment was followed by an immediate,
violent fire and explosion; and other explosions followed at intervals for
the next 40 mirutes as the fire caused one tank car after another to overpressure and burst.
The initial fireball immediately set fire to buildings 200 to 400
feet away,

prii.iari!v residences,

between the ',reck and 'Ieridian Avenue (see

map)

and to industrial building% about 200 feet away. c. the opposite side
of the tracks.
Sr.aller, spot fires were set by burning fragments up to about
10 cIt y blocas

a'wav.

The cincussio-

fro.ýi the explosions caused

stru:Etural

boch private and industrial buildings within about 400 feet.
were

reported as

far as

three miles west of

broken glass was

in

it,

g:ass sI....e"

"Very

iittle

the downtown

claims were

filed - 3nd m;,ti

distributed

in

but

"c..

f c,ý7

half a

to

Broken windows

the maiorit': of

area about 8 blocks away.

"
-

.a=rel,

danage

the

One witness put

Lto a U

up to five -iles away; but

.1
rhavI .:ere

scattered

bunches :-.d not general:, distributed.
Cracked ai,-d
broken plumbing was widespread in the concussion area; "ut such da.-.7.ajze was
thought•co

be a special

frame buildinzs,
had alreadI

s

e-tonstruc to;n

sevn s.-e creep

""'_,
maIJor

:;i7

car fraj'.meCnts a1d
vicir.ity

['arts
as

far

oere

i36,

of :'VTZ car
direct

,-:t,

261
striL

-t;'um

(s

.hi, h

!,,_.-.a7)
.a
t-,

gro::'d

.:,as
':idi:g

fla:•es

.e re , u r

.'w.';
as
,'il

tio'ns

imr.pact

and

ated

or b1

d thr•t'lg,

",at

fire

!rom

radiat ion

the

arua set

I-..;at ,!an..ge,

pro el le!

tirou:,

tI.os hefe
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th

air
it

iof
soiA
which

rains.

1:1.1in1
on
.-itor.,:K los

as

thri!:C

a':cimcm

ing due to heivy

ncc'1,anis.M

esroved by direct

feet

::nnd

and shi,

prap.ane.

of the t.ank cars
as

case due to the prevalence of light-construchion,

',

cr.e

a

rocketir.g

tank

ýn the i:-,ediate
fr.m the
fire

fireballs.

to buildlings

,Anfictin•
37-fooL c;ection
,:

to rest.

asterlv
It

struck

the ground fir!.t about 1,000 feet from the wreck.
it

After the first bounce,

carried another 300 feet over some residences without striking them;

bounced again for 200 feet,

and again for 100 feet,

dwelling 1,600 feet from the wreck center.

corning to rest aLop a

The resulting fire wiere the

tank came to rest destroyed three houses.

A 37-foot section of POTX car 269

was propelled through the air in a northwesterly direction striking the peak
of the roof of a mill 800 feet from the track.

This section then struck in

the parking area and bounced end over end successively 100 feet, 200 feet and
50 feet before coning to rest in a reversed position on the rear of a dwelling
1,100 feet

from the wreck.

Other fragmtents took other tralectories,

as shown

on the map.
In all,
were destroyed,

some 2930 buildings suffered damage.

mostly ov fire.

Fifty four residences

A large transfer and storage com.pany ware-

house about 200 feet away and its contents were almost trtally destroyed by

fire, and a wash-and-dry laundry was totally destroyed.
four -cher industries ard businesses w
fabricating plant and thý

MIississipp.

machine shop and a wholesale grocer,

heavily damaged:
hre
i'o,.'er Corqmanv,

se-ttemcats amounted
Sa.a

'Jwo

There

the dow:nto,^4

injuries,

special case ihich i ii;structi.e
inrc

C.etn

t rdp ed "Ce-o.'

Total

A 65-year old riinister died

n

th•e

:us t .o,

th•

thi'

the

306

resuL t of

another

A- tL',e sound of the first exn×llsion,
.

-'W•_.'

l<

secor,d e;-;tl,,ji+n .d

fire .1:1,!

from flying

.ore tCan a month.

'.,'.

in it-elf.

the s:i:•

wcre filled with people "ien
were

area.

most of them "burns and cuts

"i'Že large nu.,ber of perso al ij:rie

;,,:;

Six public

to $6,615,195.

Seventeen persons ..'ere iIosni1l ized for

people noureol

west of the tracks; a

and a 17-year old girl died about a month after the w'reck.

were 976 other personal

glass.

all in

fatalities resulted fro.m the wreck.

as a re.iult of burns,

a hardboard

east of tihe tracks (see map).

schools and five churches were damaged,
property d

The structures of

,it,(-",'

:'elluws

S..

i ter;

f reha I
0i+,it pra

ti e st rc.ts

owcurred.
Ic
. ev,!

They
i.
thee track s

and could not get back to shelter.

There were many purely panic injuries

as people were trampled in the rush and injured attempting to scale the
fence3.

They were of course only 200 to 400 feet from the towering

fireballs,

and many burn injuries occurred.

There was still

another unusual aspect to this accident.

A National

Guard explosive ordnance team punched holes in two uuruntured tank cars,
shaped demolition charges,
such action is

still

to prevent

controversial,

them from exploding.

but in

The wisdum of

this case it worked.

ignited immediately with a sound described as "like

a jet

using

plane

The gas
taking off",

and about two hours later the area was declared safe for the peonle to return.

Sources:
I.

Private comrnunication, Mr. W. L. Mili!'.ood and his staff at Southern
Railway System, Washington, DC.

2.

National Transportation Safety Board Railroad Accident Report,
"Southern Railway Company Train 154 Derailrent ":ith Fire and
Explosion, Laurel, Mississippi, January 25, 1969".
October 6,
(No NTSB number assigned)
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CHLORIDE MONOMER TANK CAR EXPLOSIONS

HOUSTON,

TEXAS - 19 October 1971

At 1:44 PM on 19 October 1971,
Mykawa Station,

20 freight cars were derailed at

approximately 2 miles inside the southern city limits of

Houston and 10 miles south of the city center.
flammable vinyl chloride monomer,

Six of the cars contained

a liquefied gas under a pressure of

approximately 40 psi at the existing temperature;
butadiene (also a fi.,nmable,
in the derailment,

compressed gas) and acetone.

The cars jackknifed

and two vinyl cnloride cars were punctured.

There was an explosion an,! a billowing
cars had ceased to move.
area,

and two others concained

fire before the wrecked

The two punctured cars came to rest in the burning

and the fire enveloped large areas of the tank cars,

the internal pressure

The heat increased

until at approximately 2:30 PM a violent rupture and

massive energy release occurred when the tank of one car suddenly failed.

The

sudden release of approximately 100,000 pounds of vinyl chloride monomer
produced a large fireball and rocketing tank fragments.

Residual vinyl chloride

in the cther tank car ignited inside the car at that point; and the cnr
rocketed in one piece to a point approximately 300 feet away,
'iquefied

viny'

chloride .r.!- its puntiures.

struck and damaged by the rocketing car,

The acetone car, which had been

caught fire; and a house and several

vehicles were ignited by the stream of burning vinyl chloride.
fires burned for approximately five hours before

a fire truck,

The secondary

the last one i:as extinguished.

Other than the train and railroad roadbed,
A nearby residence,

spewing burning,

damage was very light.

an auto-.obile and a railroad motor truck

were destovyed by fire; and several bui ldin.s in the area incurred
dazý.aies as :1aint
snarsely built

One
injured.

'heir

hiListrs or brokn wi:.doýr.

Fortunite. l.

thie ar.i

such
was very

and pnopulated.

firemar was killud; and 50 people,
anproximate

injured w,-erc hospitalized,

locations are

-.ostly fur burns.

309

most of ther. firumen,

iotCt cd C-

tue na'?,"

ATh ;utu-•s','s

w.ere
Of

net pcrfArn..",

thW

on

the fireman who was killed,
well as burns.

but he had suffered severe head injuries as

Most of the injuries appear to have been burns from fireball

radiation, an observation that is

consistent with the firefighters'

thumb that firemen have succumbed to radiation burns

rule of

incurred when they were

as far away as 250 feet from very large fireballs.

The following map shows the location of the burning tank cars,

the

injured persons and the approximate outline of the area %whichcontained scorch
marks and debris.

Source:

I

National Transportation Safety Board Railroad Accident Report,
"Derailment of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company's 'rain 94 at
NTSB-PNR-72-6.
Houston, Texas, October 19, 1971".
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PROPYLENE TANK TRUCK EXPLOSION
NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE - 21 September 1972

At 8:25 PM on 21 September 1972,

a tractor-semitrailer

(tank)

carrying propylene liquid petroleum gas sideswiped a Greyhound bus (carrying
no passengers)

in the southbound lanes of the New Jersey Turnpike about one

mile south of Exit 8.

Fire,

caused by friction sparks when the tractor-

trailor scraped the median guardrail, ignited fuel escaning from the tractor'm
left-side fuel tank and spread to propylene which was leaking from the cargo
tank's damaged plumbing,

enveloping a large part of the cargo tank in flame.

About 20 or 25 minutes after the crash,

the cargo tank exploded in

a huge ball of fire which inflicted burns and other injuries

to '!8 persons,

including 7 police officers and at least one bystander who was 600 feet south
of the explosion.

None of these injuries was serious.

in an automobile wedged between the tank truck an'
but it

the

Two neople trapped
,uardrail w.,ere killed,

is not clear whether they were alive at the time of the explosion.

Their bodies were extensively charred.

A water-tank fire

truck pa:ked about

I00 to 150 yards south of the explosion suffere- scorched paint and warbed
plastic light components;
over the vehicle.

an occupant said that a flaming -iass ca:.e directly

At the time of the explosion,

there were about 200 onlookers

dispersed along the east and west pronerty lines at distances rangin.
150 to ±000 feet.
established,

fron

The locations of all 28 injured nersons could not be

bLt the known positions of eight of tihem are shown on the rei

follo wing.

Pieces cf the exploded tank
about 27 feet

long or three-quarters

;hell rocketed.

Theo

ront s.ctton,

the iength of the tank .,as found 1,307

feet northeast of the explosion noint and A02 f;c't east of the hich^v'av center.
:e1
. .t r ,
!
V ie rear ;' , i:_-- s 5 3 ,,•,
v.'t S, , 2rJ !-. _ ..-.
c'.,'indrical sect ion .a

2_9 feet -souLt',!'est of

Lho expnLosion ,o mt,

tank comnonents were fou:rd at various noints aio:-g an 850-foot

313

lir>:

Other
cenerallvy

Preceding page blank

southeast of the explosion point.
two axles,

Parts of the trailer susoension and the

with the tires burned off,

of the turnpike.

When first seen,

,were found along the eastern embankment

the axles and wheels were glowing.

There was no air blast; the explosion was that of the bursting
tank shell.
Most of the fireball was produced when the expelled vapor burned
in air after rupture of the tank.

The tank had originaliy contair.,d 7,209

gallons of propylene.

Source:

National Transportation Safety Board Highvay Accident R-porc,
"Multiple-Vehicle Collision Followed by Propy'lene Cargo-Tank
Explosion, New Jersey Turnpike, Exit 8, September 21, 1972".
NTSB-IAR-73-4.
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PROPANE CLOUD FIREBALL
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA - 9 March 1972

At
carrying

2:30 PM on 9 March 1972,

9,208 gallons (38,854

and was punctured.

is estimated

pounds)

a tractor-semitrailer
of LPG (mostly

tank truck

propane) overturned

As the truck fell onto its right side,

was torn in the LPG tank;
It

.

a 32-inch hole

and liquid LPG poured out and began ts vaporize.

that approximately 4000 gallons of liquid were discharged

before the level dropped below the opening and the flow of liquid stopped.

As the propane escaped,

a visible vapor cloud containing a mixture

of propane and air immediately began to form at the trailer and spread
rapidly

throughout

rose steeply,

the area.

At the site,

an embankment

east of the highway

while an embankment west of the highway consisted o: a steep

dropoff.
A house and some outbuildings %ere located 200 feet west of and
about 60 feet belew the accident site. A fringe of trees and underbrush
jutted above the level of the road.

The driver climbed out of the truck,
motorists away and then began to run dow,:nhill
expanding cloud.

atte•nted
away

to wave oncoming

from the truck and the

When he had run a.nnroximately 270 feet,

which had continued

to expand,

radius of at least 400 feet,

the vanor cloud,

ignited Into a fireball with an estimated
enveloping him and killiny, him.

Three witnesses

standing beside their automobiles approximately 450 feet away were severly
burned by radiation but were not touched by the flal;es.
the house,

hearing the crash and seein? the cloUd , fled

were about 420 feet
burned,
jtist

in

the firehall

the flames ani

.

it

is not clear vhether

The house,

"00 feet

They were severly

they were lust iivside or

frc-- tho ,.

-.

envelnped
o',s

,

destroyed.

There appears

to the north

from the house and

from the truck when the cloud ignited.

and one later died;

out.side

The occupants of

(uphill,

to have been no blast.

around

a curve

a muffled roar and sx,; an orange-red

and c,,ii
f reiba l].

317

r.*o'erists

of 'hc
.

O00 feet or

so

line of sight) heard only
on,-.issicn ,--

felt,

and

they were not injured.
400 feet in

The actual fireball appears to have been approximately

radius (chat is,

in the downhill direction; it

is not thought to

have been symmetrical); and there was incendiary radiation beyond that.
people slightly more than 400 feet

Five

from the wreck site were severely burned,

and an ensuing conflagration destroyed the house and outbuilding and 12 acres
of wcodland.

No mention is

made of wind or weather in the report,

and that would

j

seem to indicate the absence of any high winds or of rain.

Source:

National Safety Transportation Board Highway Accident Report,
"Propane Tractor-Semitrailer Overturn and Fire, U.S. Route 501,
Lynchburg, Virginia, March 9, 1972".
NTSi'-HAR-73-3.
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NATURAL GAS LIOUIDS VAPOR CLOUD FIRE
AUSTIN, TEXAS - 22 Februarv 1973

F.14

At 10:53
natural gas liquids
pump station,

1973,

PM on 22 February
(NGL)

releasing

a

10-inch pipeline carrying

at a pressure of 525 psig failed at
a total

of 6,640 barrels

The NGL blew a 10-foot diameter

hole in

(278,880 gallons)

the ground,

sprayed

flowed

into ditches on both sides of a road adi.;ent

formed

a white,

11 PM,

vapor-rich zone and stalled.
roar of the escaping NGL,
Neither driver
road through

two cars

traveling eastbound entered

the two-foot-deep

his car.

N'GC.vapor.

a Dodge van carrying. six adults and

toward

"he air,

to the station,

and

the

Both drivers got out of their cars, heard the
and smelled w'hat t
,th,
ght to le natural Pis

attempted to restart

zone and also stalled.

into

of NGI..

the area.

fog-like vapor which enveloped

Shortly after

the Austin

If

an!

the

thLe two cars stalled,
the vanor-rich

:hidren entered

got out

vehicles,

ran. eastward aJony

Shortly after

two bmall

The passengers

the two other stalled

.cti,

and started

to vwalk e,-,stward

the driver aIttemnted

to re.3tart

Lis engine.

A large

snark cmerred fron underneath

hundreds of feet

into

stalled vehicle,

over and along both s i*es

rupture.

the air.

were completely engulfed

Four o;

suffered suv're burns.

next

in

ed

; two
L-.4_

?be va
! 'c!

to the road were me>.`ed.

charred;

fenceposts

a 2,400-,oot

iner

f lanes

ftr.

zo:'.

!eaped
t;,u

',6

,f

the v.pncr-ric>

e" tic
c-c1lpiots
v

r

ed
- bv
t 't

the

and

L

Lt.o ni
'2

thiree veh,ties

and the

by flares.

:hu

occupants -. e re hesn it iI i

L:estr

in

2,'.YŽ

!ur,

TfKir

The eight persons still

the van,

ald pasteu,

dici

f
-.
.',,r

s'.j!_SLt'

"he

Tie
on b,)'t

;:;en

ti.'-

-1

i:-

i,

C.

.

itul,.
V.

ed

X'

nt:o,,:-i

es

,:.

,

t
s•:tcMs

:our ether

" .

Lother

.'re

wo
..

c'.w.n'etely

L

a-

o
o

rofd

,ere

..

b":ud

ine.
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Preceding page blank

"There was
saw the fire

Two police officers

no blast.

in a radio patrol car

ignite, but they neither heard any explosion nor felt any

shock wave.

The weather at the time of the pipe failure was cloudy,
wind was blowing from the southeast at 6 mph.
By 11:30,

the humidity was 86 percent.

NGL is

The temperature was 440F,

a member of the liquefied petroleum gas family.

It

butane and lighter, predominately propane.

at nornial

(or refrigeration).

pressure

temperatures,

it

It

liquid only under greater

is

When released

to the atmosphere
and cause

National Transportation Safety Board Pipeline Accident Report,
"Phillips Pipe Line Company Natural Gas Liquids Fire, Austin,
NTSB-PAR-73-4.
Texas, February 22, 1973".
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liquid

and contains about 85%

cool the surrounding air,

will vaporize,

is

any moisture contained therein to appear as a white fog.

Source:

and

the wind velocity had dropned to zero.

stripped out of natural gas by pressure condensation,

than atmospheric

and a light

..

.

.

.
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<I-

Iz
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APPENDIX G
ADJUSTMENTS TO PREVENT DOUBLE COUNTING

Provisions have been made in the VM to prevent double counting in
three different situations.
Double counting is used in this context to
mean the inclusion of an element of some vulnerable resource (e.g. a
person or a building) in more than one category of damage or injury.
Three situations arise in which double counting will occur unless proThe situations are:
visions are made to prevent it.
(1) A single damage mechanism from one event simultaneously causes
injuries of differing severity (e.g. inhalation of toxic gas may
cause death, non-lethal injury, or irritation).
(2)

Two or more damage mechanisms from one event simultaneously
cause injuries of the same severity (e.g. an explosion can
kill people either by direct blast effects or by impact).

(3)

Different events at different times both cause damage to the
same resource, and the first event so severely damages some
portion of the resource that further damage is irrelevant
(e.g. persons killed by toxic gas cannot be further injured
by a subsequent explosion).

The problem of double counting encountered in situation (1) arises
A
from the way the probit equations, described above, are obtained.
probit equation assesses the fraction of the vulnerable resource in a
given category of damage or injury without regard to other categories
For events that cause an escalating sequence of damage
of damage.
categories, the results of the unmodified probit equations are misleading, because that portion of the subject resource in a given damage
As an
category is also counted in all more serious damage categories.
example, consider the case of a toxic vapor: those people counted as
irritated include those people with non-lethal injuries and those
killed by the vapors, since the threshold for irritation is lower than
the threshold for injury or death; i.e. to be injured or killed, one has
to have passed through the stage of irritation.
An unattractive feature of using the unmodified results of the
probit equations is that the sum of the percent iges of resource in the
various damage categories may exceed 100%.
To correct for this type of double counting, the fraction of the
total resource in a given damage category is reduced by the sum of
the fractions of total resource in all damage categories more serious
than the given category; of course, the adjusted fraction must not
fall below zero. To state this in mathematical terms let,
PiI

the probit equation for damage category

i,

where the damage

becomes more serious as I increases
and F(Pi)

- the fraction of the total resource calculated to be in
category i from the probit equation, Pi
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Preceding page blank

M
then

F'(Pi)

a

F (Pi)

0.'"re

F'(P

-

the adjusted value for the fraction of the total resource
in category i (a single prime(') indicates adjustment
for category (1) situations); if F'(Pi)< 0, then set F'(P I)O.

M

=

the total number of damage categories.

-

E
P'(Pi
J =i+li

(G-1)

As an example consider the following case where the concentration
history resulted in 4% of the population of a given cell dying:
Type of
Injury

Initial
Percent

Lethal

4

Non-lethal
Irritation

12

100

Adjusted
Percent
4
12 - 4 = 8
100 - (4+8) = 88

In the first column is the percentage affected when more serious effects
are included at each level, while the more easily interpreted figures
are in the final column.
Using the initial figures, one might conclude
that 116% of the population was affected.
This type of correction procedure is applied to injuries from direct blast effects:
F' (E3)

= F(E3) -

F(EI)

(G-2a)

to injuries from impact:
F' (E4)

- F(E4)

(F(E2)

(G- 2b)

F(SI)

(G-2c)

to glass breakage:
F' (S2)

-

F(S2)

-

and to sublethal toxic effects:
F'(T2)

= F(T2)

- F(Tl)

F'(T3) = F(T3) - (F(TI)

(G-2d)

+ F'(T2))

(G-2e)

The problem of double counting encountered in the situations (2)
arises because the probit equations assess injury without regard to
other injuries occurring simultaneously from different causes.
Thus some
fraction of the vulnerable resource may be subject to two or more
This may be visualized by means of a diagram
causes of damage.
in which geometrical area represents resources in a particular state.
By allowing overlap, the effects of multiple mechanisms may be considered.
These diagrams, known as Venn diagrams, are shown in Figure 6-1 for the
cases of two and three competing mechanisms.
For two damage mechanisms,
Figure 6 -la shows that Cie resource is partitioned into four categories,
For three mechanisms, ligure 6-lb shows that eight categories result.
In general, for n competing simultaneous mechanisms, 2 n categories will
result.
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injury B only

injury A only

j

no injury of

either type

injury A and B

4

FIGURE C-la
A Venn diagram for two simultaneous injury mechanisms;
four resulting categories of injury are:

the

(1) injury A only
(2)
injury B only
(3)
injury A and B
(4)
no injury of either type

vinjury

injury

AA and Binjury

8 only

no injury of
any type

only

injury A,

B,

and C
injury B and C

•-injury

injury A and C

C only

FIGURE G-lb
A Venn diagram for three simultaneous injury mechanisms;
the eight resulting categories of injury are:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

injury A only
injury B only
injury C only
injury A and B
injury A and C
injury B and C
injury A, B, and C
no injury of arny type
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Since the probit equations give the fraction of the vulnerable
resource in any independent damage category, the fraction of the vulnerable resource in those categories arising from the simultaneous occurrence
of damages may be calculated using the techniques of mathematical
probability[Gl] (particularly the complementationi rule and the multiplication rule).
To illustrate these techniques consider the following example.
Two injury mechanisms, A and B, occur simultaneously.
Let
F(A)

=

fraction of vulnerable resources injured by mechanism A.

F(B)

-

fraction of vulnerable resources injured by mechanism B.

Then by The complementation rule the fraction not injured by mechanism
A is given by the quantity l-F(A) and the fraction not injured by
mechanism B, is given by the quantity l-F(B).
By use of these results and the multiplication rule the fraction
of vulnerable resource in each of the four categories of injury may
then be calculated; thus:

in

fraction injured by A only

=

F(A)

([-F(B)]

fraction injured by B only

=

F(B)

[l-F(A))

fraction injured by both A and B

=

F(A)

F(B)

fraction uninjured

=

[l-F(A)]

This procedure is
Figure 6-2.

[I-F(B)]

illustrated by a -pecific numerical example shown

At the present time the VM only treats explosions as cu;sing
damage by several simultaneous damage mechanisms.
Death may be
caused by either direct blast or by impact effects.
Non-lethal
injuries may be caused by direct blast, by impact, or by fragments.
In the case of deaths it is not of particular relevance that
part of the population killed may have received two types of injury
each sufficient alone to cause lethality.
For this reason a separate
category of deaths by multiple cause was not established for reporting
out the results of Phase II. Instead the fraction of deaths from
multiple cause was added to the fraction of deaths from each *ause
alone in proportion to the deaths cau-ed by each effect alone.
That
is, the fraction of deaths due to multiple causes is given by
F(EM)

[GlI]

= F(EI)

F(E2)

Kreyszig, E.
Advanced Engineering Mathematics.
Sons, Inc., N.Y., 1967.
Section 18.5.
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John Wiley and

Mechanism A

0.
-S

00
4.'
Q

fraction uninjured
0.60

fraction injured
0.40

fraction uninjured by
either A or B

fraction injured
by A only

0.32

0.48

4)

0o0

• •
C=

fraction injured
by both A and B

fraction injured by
B only

0.08

0.12

In this example it is assumed that two mechanisms simultaneously cause
Let F(A) = 0.40 and F(B) = 0.20.
damage to a resource or population.
Let the entire area of the square above represent the number of elements

of the vulnerable resource.
If two adjoining sides of the square are segmented proportional to the
fraction of vulnerable resource injured respectively by the two
mechanisms, then the areas of the regions formed within the square
are proportional to the fraction of the resource in each of the four
damage categories shown.

FIGURE G;-2
DAMAGE APPORTIONMENT DIAGRA\M
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where
F(EM) - fraction of deaths due to multiple causes
fraction of deaths caused by direct blast effects

F(E1)

-

F(E2)

- fraction of deaths caused by impact.

The fraction of deaths due solely to one cause is
F(EB)

- F(El)

F(EI) -

F(22)

giver. by

(1-F(E2))

(G--3a)

[I-F(EI)]

(G-3b)

where
F(EB)

- fraction of deaths due solely to direct blast

F(EI)

= fraction of deaths due solely to impact.

Now the fraction of deaths due to multiple ciuses, F(EM), is added to the
deaths due to each cause alone in proportion to their relative magnitude;
i.e.

F

F"(El)

= F(EB)

+ F(EM)

F

F(EB)

G-4a)r

F(B)
+ F(EI))J

(C+-4E)

F(EI)

(-b

L [F(EB)

and
F"(E2)

-

F(EI) + F(EM)

FF(EB)

+ F(I](C-b)

where F"(El) and F"(E2) are taken to he the adjusted fractional
deaths from direct blast and impact respectively.

values for

In the case of injury from explosions the fact that part of the
population is wounded by several mechanisms is considered important.
Therefore, the fraction of the population in this category is determined
and reported out in Phas- II of the VM; however, no distinction is made
between the different categories of multiple injury (there are four
categories: (I) direct blast and impact, (2) direct blast and fragments,
(3) impact and fragments, (4) direct blast and Impact and fragments).
The adjusted fractional values for various tLpes of explosion injury
are calculated using the techniques of mathematical probability.
The
adjusted fractional values reported out by the VM are calculated by
the following formulas:
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F'(E3)

(1-F(E4)]

(l-F(E5)]

(G-5a)

F"(E4)

- F'(E4)

(l-F(E3))

(l-F(ES)]

(G-Sb)

F"(E5)

- F(ES)

F"(E3)-

F"(EM)

(l-F(E3)]

(G-5c)

[l-F(E4)]

F(ES) F'(E4) [1-F(E3)] + F(E5) F'(E3) [l-F(E4)J
+ F'(E3) F'(E4) (l-F(E5)] + F(E5) F'(E3) F'(E4)

(G-5d)

where,
F"(E3),

F"(E4),

F"(E5),

F"(EM)

the adjusted values for fraction of deaths due to direct
blast only, impulse only, fragments only, and multiple
injury respectively.
and
F'(E3),

F'(E4) are given respectively by equations (G-2a),

The problem of double counting encountered in situation

(3)

(G-2b).
arises

because the probit equations for a given damage mechanism do not consider the reduction in the population of a vulnerable resource caused
In situation (3) the temporal order of
by a prior damage mechamism.
the damage mechanism affecting a given vulnerable resource is crucial
Figure G-3 is useful for visualizing the temporal order of various
As indicated in figure G-3 diffusion of toxic gases
damage mechanisms.
may be followed by eith.er flash fire or explosion; either of these
events may then be follod',. 'y pool burning.
The VM models pool burning as causing no dawae to people; therefore, this type of double counting may arise for the vulnerable resource
"people" only when explosion or flash fire follow a significant toxic
dose.
The ýM models toxicity as causing no damage to structures;
therefore, this type of double counting may arise for the vulnerable
resource "structures" only when pool burning follows explosion or flash
fire.
A correct assessment of damage from a sequence of events requires
However, the degree
the double counting correction for situation (3).
For example, even
of threat imposed by each event is also of interest.
though an explosion may destroy all the structures in a given region,
the fact that a subsequent pool burning would also destroy these strucTherefore, this cortures is of some interest to the users of the VM.
Instead
rection is not made as each damage-causing event is simulated.
Then after
the uncorrectec percent damage is reported out by the VM.
the simulation is complete, a summary damage report is generated; it is
for the sumnmary damage report that this correction for double counting
is made.
For structures the correction made for the summiry is given by,
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Toxicity

Flash Fire

Explosion

Time

Pool Burning

FIGURE G-3.

Diagrammatic representation of the sequence of
events that can threateit vulnerable resources.
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F"'(PB)

F(PB)

*

[l-G]

(G-6a)

where
G F(FF)
F(Sl)

if
if

(G-6b)

flash fire
explosion

and where
F"'(PB) - the corrected fractional structural damage
for pool burning
F(PB)

-

the original fractional structural damage
for pool burning

F(FF)

-

the fractional structural damage for flash
fire

F(SI)

-

the fractional structural damage for explosion

For people tCe correction made for the summary is
following:

given by the

for explosion:
F"'(E1) - F"(El)

(l-F(Tl)]

(G-7a)

F"'(E2) - F"(E2)

[l-F(Tl)]

(G-7b)

F"'(E3) - F"(E3)

(l-F(Tl)]

(G-7c)

F"'(E4) - F"(E4)

([-F(Tl))

(G-7d)

F"'(E5) - F"(E5)

(1-F(TI)]

(G-7e)

F"'(EM) - F"(EM)

[1-F(Tl)]

(G-7f)

for flash fire:
F"'(F1) - F(Fl)

[l-F(Tl)]

(G-7h)

where the triple-primed variables are the frational damage corrected
for the summary and the other symbols have been previously defined.

1, S
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